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Joint Legislative Council

Special Committee on Faith-Based
Approaches to Crime Prevention and Justice

Madison, Wisconsin

November 25, 1998

Staff Brief 98-11”

BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON FAITH-BASED APPROACHES
TO CRIME PREVENTION AND JUSTICE

INTRODUCTION

This Staff Brief was prepared for the Joint Legislative Council’s Special Committee on
Faith-Based Approaches to Crime Prevention and Justice. The Special Committee was created
and the Chairperson appointed by a June 24, 1998 mail ballot; the members were appointed by
a September 4, 1998 mail ballot.

The Special Committee is directed to study means by which faith-based approaches to
lessening crime rates, lowering recidivism and achieving restorative justice in the aftermath of
criminal acts may be encouraged. The Committee is directed to report it recommendations to
the Joint Legislative Council by May 1, 1999.

The Staff Brief is divided into the following parts:

Part I describes current state-funded faith-based crime prevention programs in Wiscon-
s i n .

Part II describes faith-based crime prevention programs in other states.

Part III describes the restorative justice concept.

Part IV describes constitutional constraints on the provision of public funds to religious
organizations for use in crime prevention and intervention.

P.

*This Staff Brief was prepared by Shaun Haas and Mary Matthias, Senior Staff Attorneys, Legislative Council
Staff.

Also available at www.k&s.state.wi.us/lc



PART I

STATE-FUNDED FAITH-BASED CRIME PREVENTION PROGRAMS IN WISCONSIN

This Part of the Staff Brief provides information on state-funded faith-based or reli-
giously affiliated programs currently in operation in Wisconsin. Specifically, this Part provides
information on the provision of and services provided by chaplains in Wisconsin correctional
facilities and programs administered by the Department of Health and Family Services (DHFS)
which provide funding to organizations with religious affiliations. This Part also provides
information on Department of Corrections’ (DOC) policies pertaining to the religious beliefs and
practices of inmates and DOC’s guidelines governing volunteers in corrections facilities.

A. DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS

1. Facilities Chavlains

The DOC employs chaplains at each of the maximum and medium security adult correc-
tional facilities in Wisconsin, the minimum security Oakhill Correctional Institution, the
Wisconsin Resource Center, and at the four juvenile correctional facilities. Chaplains are not on
the staff at adult minimum security correctional centers or farms other than the Oakhill Correc-
tional Institution.

Table 1, below, lists each institution at which one or more chaplains are employed, and
the name of the chaplain or chaplains at each institution. As noted in Table 1, a number of
chaplain positions are currently vacant. The “vacant” designations accompanied by an asterisk
are positions which were recently created in 1997 Wisconsin Act 27, the Biennial Budget Act.
According to DOC, DOC and the Department of Employment Relations are currently develop-
ing the process to fill those positions, within the constraints of civil service requirements.

TABLE I

Department of Corrections’ Facilities Chaplains

Institution Chaplains

DIVISION OF ADULT INSTITUTIONS

I Columbia Correctional Institution Gene Dawson
Portage, WI Vacant I
Dodge Correctional Institution
Waupun, WI

Paul Rogers
Vacant
Vacant*

Fox Lake Correctional Institution Glenn Lashway
Fox Lake, WI Steven Thomas
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Institution
I

Chavluins
a

Green Bay Correctional Institution
Green Bay, WI

1 Paul Emmel
Jerome Taddy

Jackson Correctional Institution Alan Minshall
Black River Falls, WI vacant*

Kettle Moraine Correctional Institution Paul Zoschke
Plymouth, WI Kenneth George

Oakhill Correctional Institution 1 Larry Heitke
Oregon, WI Bob Groth

Oshkosh Correctional Institution G a r y  Burkum*
Oshkosh, WI Vacant

Racine Correctional Institution Tommie Thomas
Sturtevant, WI Vacant*

I

Racine Youth Offender Correctional Facility 1 Cornelius Gordon
Racine, WI

Taycheedah Correctional Institution Marilyn Morris
Fond du Lat. WI

Waupun Correctional Institution Reotha Cole
Waupun, WI Jerry North

I

DIVISION OF JUVENILE CORRECTIONS

Ethan Allen School Mark Molling
Wales, WI Vacant

Lincoln Hills School Gary Uttech
Irma, WI Craig Lindgren

Prairie du Chien Correctional Facility Vacant*
Prairie du Chien, WI

I

Southern Oaks Girls School 1 Vacant*
Union Grove, WI

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND FAMILY SERVICES
DIVISION OF CARE AND TREATMENT FACILITIES**

Wisconsin Resource Center
Winnebago, WIL

Gary Lee

Source: DOC.

* New Position.
** The Wisconsin Resource Center is a DHFS facility operated by the Division of Care and

Treatment Facilities.
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As shown in Table 1, the State-of Wisconsin currently employs 21 chaplains and there are
currently nine vacant chaplain positions at correctional facilities in Wisconsin. Of those nine
vacant positions, five were created recently in 1997 Wisconsin Act 27.

Table 2, below, sets forth the amounts budgeted by the DOC for the costs of chaplains at
state correctional facilities for fiscal year 1998-99. The table sets forth both the amounts
budgeted for the salaries and fringe benefits of chaplains as well as the amounts budgeted for
related supplies and services.

TABLE 2

FY99 Budgeted Chaplaincy Costs at Department of Corrections’ Facilities

Full- Time Equivalent Salary and Fringe Estimated Supplies
Department/Division Positions Budget - FY99 and Services Budget -

FY99
Dept. of Corrections
Div. of Adult Institu-
tions

20.90 $950,100 $34,200

Dept. of Corrections
Div. of Juvenile
Corrections

5.50 $247,200 $9,600

Dept. of Health and
Family Services
Div. of Care and
Treatment Facilities -
Wisconsin Resource
Center*

1 .oo $49,800 $1,800

TOTAL 27.40 $1,047,100 $5,600

Source: DOC.

* The Wisconsin Resource Center is a DHFS facility operated by the Division of Care
and Treatment Facilities. Chaplaincy costs for the Wisconsin Resource Center are
included in the DHFS budget.

As shown in Table 2, in fiscal year 1997-98, it is expected that slightly more than $1
million will be expended on salaries and fringe benefits for chaplains at DOC facilities and an
additional $45,000 will be spent on supplies and services related to those chaplains. This figure
includes funds sufficient to fully fund the positions which are currently vacant.
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2. Duties of Chatdains

DOC administrative rules provide that chaplains must hold services, provide counseling
and provide other pastoral services to inmates or arrange for other qualified persons to provide
those services. The chaplain, or designated staff person with appropriate religious training, is to
develop and maintain close relationships with religious resources from outside the institution and
encourage religious groups from outside the institution to take part in institution religious activi-
ties. [s. DOC 309.61 (4), Wis. Adm. Code.]

A more detailed description of chaplains’ duties is provided in the DOC position descrip-
tion for chaplains. The following information was obtained from the position description for the
chaplain at the medium security Oshkosh Correctional Institution. One-half of the chaplain’s
time is spent administering the institution’s ministerial program to meet the spiritual and rehabi-
litation needs of the inmates. The specific duties of the chaplain in this area are to: .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

l

.

.

Plan, administer and supervise the institution’s religious programs to meet
the spiritual and rehabilitation needs of all the inmates. This includes all
recognized religious expressions.

Arrange for inmates to participate in religious services.

Work with institution staff in planning programming which will effect the
rehabilitation of inmates.

Represent the institution in maintaining contact with and seeking support
from community organizations.

Assist in budget preparation for the institution’s religious program.

Prepare reports and maintain office records.

Recruit and supervise inmate and nominate volunteers to assist with
religious services and activities.

Recruit, train, supervise and evaluate volunteers to work with inmates.

Counsel inmates, their families and affected parties regarding personal
problems and inform them of institution policies, procedures and
programs.

Supervise any inmate workers in the chapel area.

Represent the institution at any meetings, seminars or training pertaining
to religious activities.

Page 6
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Approximately 30% of the chaplain’s time is spent providing personal and special minis-
try to inmates. The specific duties of the chaplain in this area are to:

l Arrange for and/or conduct religious worship services.

l Arrange for special services such as ecumenical services during holidays
or for special events.

l Conduct or arrange for religious instruction classes.

l Follow department and institution policy and procedure in regards to
marriages and other significant events, such as funeral videos and
memorial services.

The remaining 20% of the chaplain’s time is to be spent providing assistance with the
planning, development and implementation of community-based volunteer organizations and
programs. The specific duties of the chaplain in this area are to:

l Provide assistance to various institution staff in the planning of volunteer
programs provided by community-based organizations as needed.

l Provide orientation to the institution philosophy and various programs to
community-based organizations providing volunteer services to the
institution’s inmates as needed.

l Provide assistance with the scheduling and coordination of volunteer and
intern services and programs provided to the institution’s inmates as
needed.

l Perform other assigned duties as needed.

l Provide institution staff with information regarding the requirements of
the various religious groups.

As noted in the description of duties above, chaplains at Wisconsin correctional facilities
are required to provide services to meet the spiritual and rehabilitation of inmates of all recog-
nized religious expressions.

B.  RELIGIOUS PRACTICE BY  INMATES  AT  WISCONSIN CORRECTIONAL
FACILITIES

Section 301.33, Stats., entitled “Freedom of worship; religious ministration,” provides
that subject to reasonable exercise of the privilege, members of the clergy of all religious faiths
shall have an opportunity, at least once each week, to conduct religious services within the state
correctional institutions. Attendance at the services is voluntary. In addition, the statute states
that every inmate shall receive, upon request, religious ministration and sacraments according to
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the inmate’s faith and every inmate who requests it shall have the use of the Bible. The state
must also make copies of the Quran available to prisoners to the same extent that the Bibles are
made available. [P&s v. Knowles, 339 F. Supp. 1183 (1972).]

The DOC’s administrative rules state that “the department recognizes that religious
beliefs can provide support to inmates which may aid in their adjustment to institutional life and
can lead to development of community ties which may aid in the inmates’ successful reintegra-
tion into the community upon release.” [s. DOC 309.61 (1) (a), Wis. Adm. Code.]

The administrative rules require institutions to make facilities and other resources avail-
able to inmates for permitted religious practices to the extent feasible. [s. DOC 309.61 (1) (d),
Wis. Adm. Code.]

The DOC has established written guidelines known as “Internal Management Proce-
dures” which govern, among other things, the practice of religion by inmates. [DOC 309 IMP
#6.] Each correctional institution is required to develop its own policies and procedures to
implement religious programs in compliance with Internal Management Procedures established
by DOC.

The DOC’s guidelines relating to religious belief and practices provide that, to the extent
feasible, institutions must offer the opportunity for reasonable access to religious activities by
inmates, including regular religious services and ceremonies, special ceremonies or sacraments,
prayers and meditation, religious instruction, counseling, literature and dietary accommodations
consistent with restrictions prescribed by the religion, institution resources and appropriate secu-
rity considerations.

The DOC guidelines provide that participation by inmates in any religious programs is
on a voluntary basis.

The DOC guidelines further provide that the institution’s schedule of religious services
and activities must be made available to all inmates. Religious meetings are permitted in
accordance with faith group obligations, except that inmates in segregation status are not
allowed to attend. A warden at each institution must designate an area for the location of
religious meetings and make decisions regarding staff supervision, participation by volunteers or
spiritual advisers and the monitoring of religious programs.

The guidelines provide that inmates may engage in personal devotional activities in their
living quarters that do not violate institution policies or procedures. Inmates are permitted to
have certain religious property and literature in their living quarters.

The DOC guidelines state that chaplains or designated staff persons are to develop and
maintain contact with religious resources outside the institution and encourage religious resource
persons and groups to take part in the institution’s religious activities.
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All correctional institutions are required to, when possible, accommodate inmates and
religious leaders’ requests for special foods for religious obligation within constraints of budget
and security.

Resolution of all issues relating to the legitimacy of a religious activity or materials and
an inmate’s participation in such activity are to be determined by the warden. Every reasonable
effort is to be made to accommodate religious practices.

The DOC guidelines contain as addenda specific guidelines for each recognized religious
practice. The guidelines set forth the minimum religious obligations, other recognized religious
activities, religious literature and property and dietary restrictions applicable to the following
religions: Buddhist; Catholic; Church of Christ Scientist (Christian Science); Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints (Mormon); Jehovah’s Witnesses; Jewish; Muslim; Native American;
Protestant, including Seventh Day Adventist and Wicca.

C. DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS’ GUIDELINES GOVERNING VOLUNTEERS IN
CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS

The DOC’s Internal Management Procedures regarding volunteers in correctional institu-
tions define a volunteer as any approved individual, including DOC staff members not in pay
status, who enters an institution to provide services to inmates. The guidelines provide that
volunteer programs or their individual participants should not receive monetary compensation,
although some expenses may be reimbursed with the warden’s approval. The individual’s
participation in volunteer activities is subject to approval by the institution or his or her desig-
nee. [DOC 309 IMP #30.]

The guidelines specify numerous forms which must be completed by any volunteers
wishing to serve in a correctional institution and each institution is required to develop a volun-
teer manual. The guidelines provide that each institution must develop additional procedures
which include a statement that volunteers will not replace, but rather enhance staff; a statement
of support for volunteer programs; a statement of goals and objectives for the institution volun-
teer program and an evaluation component; and a statement regarding staff responsibility for the
supervision of volunteers.

The DOC guidelines contain specific procedures to be followed when any person on
probation or a person who has recently been discharged from a correctional institution applies to
volunteer at an institution. The guidelines provide that the immediate family of an inmate or any
persons on an inmate’s approved visiting list may not be approved as a volunteer at the same
facility. Any volunteer who chooses to visit an inmate at the institution where they volunteer
loses their volunteer status at that institution. Exceptions to these policies may be granted by the
warden under certain circumstances.

Each volunteer program must be evaluated annually to determine if the program effec-
tively serves the needs of inmates for whom it was established.
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D. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND FAMILY SERVICES

According to the DHFS, the agency does not administer any programs that specifically
involve faith-based strategies to prevent crime. DHFS does, however, contract with and provide
grants to a number of religious organizations to carry out various programs which may have the
effect of reducing crime. Although these programs are operated by organizations with religious
affiliations, the actual program delivery does not necessarily incorporate any faith-based ele-
ments.

Some of the organizations with religious affiliations which receive grant funds, along
with the program operated by each organization, are set forth in Table 3, below.

TABLE 3

A Representative Listing of Religious Organizations
That Receive Funding Administered by DHFS

Organization Program

Salvation Army Domestic Violence Shelter

Catholic Social Services Refugee Family Strengthening
Program

Catholic Charities, Milwaukee Pregnancy Counseling

Lutheran Social Services Adolescent Pregnancy
Prevention
Adolescent Parent Self-
Sufficiency Programs

Bethany Christian Services, Abstinence-Only Adolescent
Milwaukee Pregnancy Prevention

Community Enterprises of Abstinence-Only Adolescent
Greater Milwaukee Pregnancy Prevention

St. Mary’s Hospital, Abstinence-Only Adolescent
Milwaukee Pregnancy Prevention

Holy Cathedral Church of The Family Technology
God in Christ and Word of Resource Center Initiative
Hope Ministries, Inc.

1998-99 Funding

$44,000

$8,700

$32,904

$30,000

$35,000

$40,000

$35,000

$46,580 .

$12,000

Source: DHFS.

In addition, Catholic Charities and Word of Hope Ministries are included as Medical
Assistance certified providers for the Milwaukee Family Project, which extends the Medicaid
Prenatal Care Coordination benefit until a child reaches age seven. According to DHFS, the
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primary goal of the project is to improve family functioning, thereby reducing the risk of child
abuse and neglect, thereby reducing negative health and social outcomes.

DHFS also reports that the U.S. Department of Agriculture Emergency Food Assistance
Program uses a statewide distribution network that includes many churches.
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PART II

FAITH-BASED CRIME PREVENTION PROGRAMS IN OTHER STATES

This Part of the Staff Brief provides information on two faith-based crime prevention
programs in other states: The InnerChange Freedom Initiative in Texas and the activities of
faith-based organizations involved in the Boston Strategy to Prevent Youth Violence.

A. THE INNERCHANGE FREEDOM INITIATIVE IN TEXAS

This Part of the Staff Brief provides information on the InnerChange Freedom Initiative
currently in operation at the minimum security Jester II unit of the Sugar Land Correctional
Facility in the State of Texas. The InnerChange program is a Christian-based immersion-style
rehabilitation program which is operated within the prison and paid for by Prison Fellowship
Ministries.

1. Origins of the InnerChanPe Program

The InnerChange program was developed in response to a request for proposals by the
State of Texas for a values-based, faith-neutral, prerelease program designed to reduce recidi-
vism. The request for proposals was based on a resolution adopted by the Texas State Senate
which urged the Texas Board of Criminal Justice and several other corrections-related Texas
state entities to permit faith-based correctional programs, facilities and initiatives to play a more
significant role in the rehabilitation of criminal offenders by: (a) encouraging more use of
faith-based programming in public prisons and jails and treating such programs on the same
basis as nonreligious programs; (b) facilitating the operation of private, faith-based correctional
facilities for willing, inmates who are nearing release; and (c) utilizing one-on-one faith-based
programs that intervene in the lives of willing, nonviolent offenders to encourage positive
behaviors by offering a structured and readjusted program of education and spiritual nurture as
a positive alternative to incarceration or as a part of agreed-upon, post-incarceration aftercare.
[Senate Concurrent Resolution 44, adopted by the Texas Senate on May 20, 1997; adopted by
the Texas House, with amendment, on May 28, 1997; and concurred in as amended by the Texas
Senate on May 29, 1997.1

The InnerChange  program is modeled after a similar program operated in Brazilian
prisons by Prison Fellowship which began in 1973. The InnerChange model is currently in
operation in approximately 80 prisons in Brazil.

According to Jack Cowley, Director of the InnerChange program, Prison Fellowship will
soon begin operating similar programs in prisons in Kansas and Iowa. Prison Fellowship is
seeking some financial assistance from those states. For example, Prison Fellowship has
requested $200,000 annually from the State of Kansas to operate a program there. According to
Mr. Cowley, the State of Kansas has expressed reluctance to pay for religious programming, and
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therefore Prison Fellowship will separate the religious and secular portions of its program and
state funds will be applied only to the secular portions.

2. Descriution  of the InnerChanae  Prozram

The InnerChange program began operation in the Texas prison in April 1997. The
program is operated and paid for by Prison Fellowship Ministries. Prison Fellowship, an
international organization with headquarters in Reston, Virginia, provides counseling, job train-
ing, and Bible studies in prisons throughout the United States. Prison Fellowship,‘ founded by
Charles Colson, operates 55 field offices in the United States, with 280 paid employes and
approximately 50,000 volunteers.

The InnerChange program is staffed by five full-time paid staff and over 350 volunteers
who serve as instructors, small-group leaders, mentors and administrative volunteers. The
salaries of the paid staff persons are paid by Prison Fellowship. According to Prison Fellowship,
the direct annual cost of operating the InnerChange program is $400,000. The State of Texas
pays for the inmate’s shelter, food and prison guards. The warden is responsible for meeting
state correctional standards including standards relating to command and control, security and
major disciplinary procedures. The InnerChange program director is responsible for the overall
day-to-day operation of the program.

Corrections officers working in the Jester II unit are specifically selected for their assign-
ment by the TDCJ with the assistance of InnerChange staff. Officers are interviewed to ascertain
their level of comfort in working with a biblically based, Christ-centered program. Officers who

. are uncomfortable with the program or unwilling to participate are not assigned to work in Jester
II. Corrections officers assigned to Jester II receive special training relevant to the InnerChange
program.

Volunteers for the program are recruited by InnerChange  staff from churches in the
Houston area and indirectly through other ministries. All volunteers must complete a thorough
screening process that was developed jointly by the Texas Department of Criminal Justice
(TDCJ) and InnerChange staff. Screening includes, at a minimum, an interview, a records
check, and completion of an application form that requires signing a statement of faith. Appli-
cants must complete 20 hours of Prison Fellowship and TDCJ training before certified as a
Prison Fellowship volunteer.

The InnerChange Operations Manual contains the following mission statement:

The mission of the InnerChange program is to create and maintain
a prison environment that fosters respect for God’s law, the rights
of others and to encourage the spiritual and moral regeneration of
offenders to the end that they develop responsible and productive
relationships with their creator, families and communities.
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This program will foster prisoners’ respect for the rights of others,
obedience of the law and encourage their spiritual and moral
regeneration. As a result, these prisoners will develop responsible
and productive relationships with their Creator, families and com-
munities.

According to information from the Texas Department of Criminal Justice, the program
emphasizes restorative justice, in which the offender works to restore himself, the community,
the victims and his family.

The InnerChange program consists of three phases. The first lasts 12 months and
emphasizes education, work assignments, classes in biblically based life skills and family and
victim-offender reconciliation. Classes cover topics such as forgiveness, anger management,
substance abuse, racial reconciliation, goal-setting, exercise and nutrition. Phase 2 lasts six .
months and includes more classes and community service work, such as helping build houses for
low-income families through Habitat for Humanity. Programming in the prison is conducted
every day from 5:30 a.m. to lo:30 p.m.

The third phase of InnerChange begins when the inmate is placed on parole and consists
of regular meetings with Christian mentors and support groups, with the goal of helping offend-
ers reconnect with their families and communities.

Since the InnerChange program began in April 1997, a total of 163 inmates have entered
the program; of those, 89 are still participating in the program in prison and have not yet
completed the 18 months of programming; 41 of the participants have gone on parole; 12 were
expelled from the program and 21 withdrew voluntarily. Of the 41 participants who were in the
program and are now on parole, only seven completed the full 1 S-month program; the remainder
were paroled early. According to InnerChange, 93% of the participants who were paroled are
succeeding in the aftercare portion of the program, while 7% have “failed” aftercare.

3. ParticiDation  bv Inmates

In order to be accepted into the InnerChange program, an inmate must be male, must be
classified as a minimum security risk and must be within 21 to 24 months of his release or parole
date and be scheduled for release in the Houston area. The inmate must be allowed to leave the
correctional facility to participate in community service projects. The inmate must either live in
Harris County, Texas (the county in which the prison is located), or have Harris County listed as
their county of record. The inmate must be healthy, speak English, be functionally literate and
have no enemies at Jester II. Participants are not required to be Christian, although they must be
willing to participate in a program that is explicitly Christian in both content and delivery.
Inmates who practice other faiths are allowed to participate in the program if they are willing to
actively participate in a Christ-centered program based on the Bible.
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4. Evaluation of the InnerChanpe  Propram

The InnerChange program will be evaluated by comparing the recidivism rates and the
cost of incarceration of inmates participating in the InnerChange program to the recidivism rates
and costs of incarceration of a control group of inmates with similar backgrounds, convictions
and sentences. The evaluation will be conducted by Byron Johnson, Ph.D., Director for Justice
Research and Education at Lamar University in Beaumont, Texas.

B. ACTIVITIES OF FAITH-BASED ORGANIZATIONS IN THE BOSTON STRATEGY TO
PREVENT YOUTH VIOLENCE

The Boston’ Strategy to Prevent Youth Violence was implemented in the City of Boston
in phases, beginning in the early 1990s. The Boston strategy emphasizes the importance of
partnerships between the law enforcement community and the rest of the community, including
Boys and Girls Clubs, religious organizations, social services agencies and the public school
system. The Boston program has been successful in reducing violent crime in the city. Specifi-
cally, since July 1995, not a single juvenile under the age of 17 has been killed by gunfire. The
Boston program was used as a model for the Federal Values-Based Violence Prevention Initia-
tive which, through the U.S. Department of Justice, has made grants available to 16
community-based collaborative organizations, including religiously affiliated organizations, that
target youth violence, gangs, truancy and other juvenile problems.

In 1996, the U.S. Department of Justice released a report describing the Boston Strategy
to Prevent Youth Violence, entitled “Youth Violence--A Community-Based Response.” That
document describes the role that religious organizations played in the success of the Boston
initiative. According to the Department of Justice report, an organization called “The 10 Point
Coalition,” a group of clergy and lay leaders, was instrumental in the success of the Boston
strategy. The main activities of “The 10 Point Coalition” are facilitating collaboration between
churches with violence prevention programs already in place and helping to train members of
churches wishing to become involved. The coalition also sponsors a street ministry program.
Participants in that program participate in mediation efforts between gangs, participate in neigh-
borhood crime watches and patrols and in meetings with youth agency workers. The coalition
provides training for pastors and lay people to carry out these activities.

The 10 Point Coalition has released a “lo-Point  Plan to Mobilize the Churches,” which
sets forth specific ways in which the Christian community can help to reduce violence among
youth. The types of activities which the coalition calls upon religious organizations to imple-
ment are the following:

l To establish collaborative groups of churches to sponsor ‘fadopt-a-gang”
programs to organize and evangelize youth in gangs. Innercity churches
would serve as drop-in centers providing sanctuary for troubled youth.

l To commission youth evangelists to do street-level one-on-one evangelism
with youth involved in drug trafficking. The evangelists would also help
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youth prepare for college+ develop legal revenue-generating enterprises
and gain skills necessary to compete in the marketplace. )

l To establish accountable, community-based economic development
projects.

l To establish links between suburban and downtown churches and
front-line ministries to provide spiritual, human resource and material
support.

l To initiate and support neighborhood crime watch programs within local
church neighborhoods.

l To establish working relationships between local churches and
community-based health centers to provide counseling for families during
times of crisis.

l To establish drug abuse prevention programs and abstinence-oriented
educational programs focusing on the prevention of aids and sexually
transmitted diseases.

i
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PART III

RESTORATIVE JUSTICE

A. BACKGROUND

The legal system in the United States is generally divided into two major categories, the
criminal justice and the civil justice systems. Under the criminal justice system, a criminal
action is prosecuted in criminal court by the state as the complainant, usually represented by a
district attorney, against a person charged with a public offense or crime for which punishment
is commonly expressed in terms of a forfeiture, fine or imprisonment. In contrast, the civil
justice system involves pnvate litigants; that is, a plaintiff seeking the establishment, recovery or
redress of private and civil rights against another. A civil action, which is tried in civil court,
may involve a claim for monetary damages or other relief (e.g., restraining order or injunction)
arising out of injuv to a person or harm to property. Historically, the criminal justice and civil
justice systems were considered separate and independent. However, in modern times, civil
justice and criminal justice are becoming intertwined.

An example of the trend to mix the civil justice system with the criminal justice system
is found in s. 973.20. Stats. Under s. 973.20 (lr), Stats., a court, when imposing sentence or
ordering probation for the commission of a crime is required to order the offender to make full
or partial restitution to any victim of the crime unless the court finds substantial reason not to do
so and states the reason on the record. The statute further provides that the court, in determining
whether to order restitution and the amount thereof, must consider all of the following: (1) the
amount of harm suffered by the victim of the offender; (2) the financial resources of the
offender; (3) the present and future earning ability of the offender; (4) the needs and earning
ability of offender’s dependents; and (5) any other factors which the court deems appropriate.
[s. 973.20 (13) (a), Stats.]

Section 973.20, Stats., has been substantially revised and expanded since its original
enactment in 1979 when its obligation was limited to requiring the court to determine if restitu-
tion would be an appropriate condition of probation. [Ch. 189, Laws of 1979.1 The restorative
justice concept proposes to further mix the civil justice and criminal justice systems.

B. RESTORATIVE JUSTICE PHILOSOPHY

Restorative justice represents further mixing of the criminal justice and civil justice
systems. In fact, restorative justice rejects the notion that crimes should be viewed simply as a
violation against the state. Crime is seen as something done against the victim and the local
community. [Restorative Justice for Victims, Communities and Offenders, Center for Restor-
ative Justice and Mediation, School of Social Work, University of Minnesota (1996); hereinafter,
“Restorative Justice.“] As described in a “Backgrounder” on restorative justice, prepared by the
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Minnesota .Department  of Corrections (January 22, 1997), which is attached as Appendix A,
restorative justice is described as a “new framework” for the criminal justice system:

Restorative justice is a philosophical framework which has been
proposed as an alternative to the current way of thinking about
crime and criminal justice. Restorative justice emphasizes the
ways in which crime harms relationships in the context of commu-
nity.

Crime is viewed as a violation of the victim and the community,
not as a violation of the state. As a result, the offender becomes
accountable to the victim and the community, not the state. [Id. at
1.1

Because restorative justice redefines crime as “an act against a victim and a local com-
munity,” rather than as an act against the state or government, the government alone does not
determine the outcome of the case, as under the traditional criminal justice system. Instead, the
victim and community join with the offender to decide how the harm will be repaired. [Restor-
ative Justice, supru.] Because restorative justice involves the victim, offender and community in
determining how to address the harm caused, restorative justice may take many forms. The
restorative justice “Backgrounder” in Appendix A, contains a listing of the various forms that
restorative justice may take in practice, which range from the provision of support and assistance
to victims by community volunteers, faith communities and professional agencies; the payment
of restitution by the offender; and the involvement of faith communities in sponsoring support
groups for offenders trying to change life patterns.

C. RESTORATIVE JUSTICE IN PRACTICE

A common restorative justice practice involves restitution. As noted in Section B.,
above, current Wisconsin law requires a criminal court to order a convicted offender to pay
restitution to a victim of a crime, if the offender is financially able to do so. Restitution under
the restorative justice model is a common result of victim/offender mediation or conferencing,
outside the traditional criminal justice system. Victim/offender mediation specifically involves a
trained mediator, who may be a volunteer, acting to facilitate a face-to-face meeting between the
victim and offender to express feelings, discuss the harm done by the crime and negotiate a
restitution agreement. Voluntary participation by the offender in victim/offender mediation or
conferencing is encouraged. However, participation by the offender could be ordered by the
criminal court (for example, as a condition of probation). Victim/offender mediation could also
be a component of an agreement between a district attorney and the defendant, whereby the
district attorney defers prosecution on the condition that the offender participate in victim/of-
fender mediation.

Based on various estimates, more than 100 victim/offender mediation programs are
operating throughout the United States. In Wisconsin, according to spokespersons for the Dane
County Juvenile Offender Conferencing Services Program, victim/offender mediation programs
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exist in Dane, La Crosse, Manitowoc and Outagamie Counties; Jefferson County is starting a
similar program.

J
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PART IV

CONSTITUTIONAL CONSTRAINTS ON THE PROVISION OF PUBLIC FUNDS
TO RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATIONS FOR USE IN CRIME  PREVENTION

AND INTERVENTION

This Part of the Staff Brief discusses constitutional issues that are likely to be raised
regarding legislation authorizing the provision of public funds to religious organizations for use
in crime prevention and intervention. Because this legislation has not been drafted, the discus-
sion describes constitutional issues in general terms without reaching conclusions. The value of
this exercise is to alert the Special Committee to constitutional constraints on the provision of
public funds to religious organizations, so that the Special Committee may formulate its legisla-
tive recommendations, if any, so as to avoid obvious constitutional impediments and pitfalls.

Also discussed in this Part is the “charitable choice” provision of the Federal Personal
Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act. As will be apparent from the discus-
sion, the charitable choice provision is an example of legislation that has been carefully crafted
to authorize the transfer of public funds to religious organizations for use in the provision of
services to needy persons without violating constitutional constraints.

A. CONSTITUTIONAL ISSUES

The provision of public funds to religious organizations for use in crime prevention and
intervention is likely to be challenged as violating the Establishment Clause of the First Amend-
ment to the U.S. Constitution and Wis. Const. art. I, s. 18. The Establishment Clause of the U.S.
Constitution provides in part: “Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of
religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof. . . .” This provision of the First Amendment to
the U.S. Constitution is applicable to state governments by operation of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment to the U.S. Constitution. [Cantwell v. Connecticut, 310 U.S. 296 (1940).]

In addition, Wis. Const. art. I, s. 18, provides as follows:

Freedom of worship; liberty of conscience; state religion; public
finds. Section 18. [As amended November 19821 The right of
every person to worship Almighty God according to the dictates of
conscience shall never be infringed; nor shall any person be com-
pelled to attend, erect or support any place of worship, or to
maintain any ministry, without consent; nor shall any control of, or
interference with, the rights of conscience be permitted, or any
preference be given by law to any religious establishments or
modes of worship; nor shall any money be drawn jkom the trea-
sury for the benefit of religious societies, or religious or
theological seminaries. (Emphasis added.)
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I. Meaning qf the Establishment Clause of the U.S. Constitution

Justice Black in Euerson v. Board of Education, 330 U.S. 1, 675 S. Ct. 504 (1947),
opined that the proper relationship between religion and state is one of strict separation. As
expressed by Justice Black in Everson:

The establishment of religion clause of the First Amendment
means at least this: Neither a state nor the federal government can
set up a church. Neither can pass laws that aid one religion, aid all
religions, or prefer one religion over another. Neither can force
nor influence a person to follow to or to remain away from church
against his will or force him to profess a belief or disbelief in any
religion . . . . No tax in any amount, large or small, can be levied
to support any religious activities or institutions, whatever they
may be called, or whatever form they may adopt to teach or prac-
tice religion . . . In the words of Jefferson, the clause against
establishment of religion by law was intended to erect a wall of
separation between church and state. (Id. at 15; emphasis added.)

Subsequent to Everson, the Supreme Court devised the three-prong test for reviewing
Establishment Clause challenges in Lemon v. Kurtzman, 403 U.S. 602, 91 S. Ct. 2105 (1991)
(hereinafter, “Lemon”). Under that test, to be constitutional, a statute, policy or program must
meet all of the following criteria:

a. It must have a legitimate secularpurpose.

b. Its principal or primary efSect must neither advance nor inhibit religion.

c. It may not foster excessive government entanglement with religion (e.g., there must
not be excessive state supervision to ensure that any state aid is used solely for secular purpose
and not to advance religion).

The three-prong test set forth in Lemon has guided Establishment Clause jurisprudence
for more than 25 years. However, recent Supreme Court decisions indicate that at least several
members of the Court are no longer satisfied with the Lemon test.

In Zobrest v. Catalina Foothills School District, 509 U.S. 1, 113 S. Ct. 2462 (1993), the
Court held that the Establishment Clause did not prevent a school district from providing a sign
language interpreter to a deaf student at a parochial school. Writing for the majority, Chief
Justice Rehnquist expressed the opinion that the Court has “. . . never said that religious institu-
tions are disabled by the First Amendment from participating in publicly sponsored social
welfare programs.V [509 U.S. at 8, quoting from Bowen v. Kendrick, 487 U.S. 589, 609, 108 S.
Ct. 2562 (1988).] Justice Rehnquist expressed the opinion that government programs are not
necessarily subject to Establishment Clause challenge if such programs “neutrally provide bene-
fits to a broad class of citizens defined without reference to religion . . . .” [Zd. at 8.1 Justice
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Rehnquist, writing for a five-member majority, effectively ignored Lemon and the concerns of
entanglement or effect in deciding the case.

In contrast, the Supreme Court did apply the Lemon test in Lambs Chuppell  v. Center
Moriches  Union Free School District, 508 U.S. 384, 113 S. Ct. 2141 (1993), a case decided 11
days before Zobrest. The issue in that case was whether a school could deny a church permis-
sion to use school facilities in order to show a religiously based film series. The justices
unanimously agreed that in a nonpublic forum, decisions regarding access must be “reason-
able . . . and viewpoint neutral.” [508 U.S. at 392.1 The Court found that the school district’s
refusal to allow the church to show its film was not viewpoint neutral. Because the church’s use
of the school property did not promote establishment of religion under the Lemon test, the Court
found no justification for the school district’s actions.

Although the Supreme Court has not explicitly rejected the Lemon test, its failure to
apply this test may indicate a willingness on the part of some members of the Court to recognize
a new method for analyzing the Establishment Clause. Professor Carl H. Esbeck has written an
article for the Emory Law Journal, in which he expresses a view that the concept of “separat-
ism,” as expressed by the Supreme Court in earlier decisions addressing the meaning of the
Establishment Clause (e.g., Everson v. Board of Education and Lemon v. Kurtzman, supra) is
being replaced by a neutrality-based rule. [See Esbeck, Carl H., “A Constitutional Case for
Governmental Cooperation With Faith-Based Social Service Providers,” 46 Emory Law Journal
1 (Winter 1997).]

The concept of neutrality was set forth in a concurring opinion by Justice Kennedy in
Bowen v. Kendrick,  supra. The five-member majority opinion in Bowen  upheld federal grants
for teenage sexuality counseling, including counseling offered by faith-related centers. In his
concurring opinion, Justice Kennedy advocated a neutrality-based rule for analyzing Establish-
ment Clause cases. A social assistance program would be facially constitutional, Justice
Kennedy opined, as long as its purpose was neutral as to religion and a diverse array of organiza-
tions were eligible to participate. What was important to Justice Kennedy was.not whether the
entity receiving the public funds is of a religious character but how it spends its public grant
funds. In Justice Kennedy’s opinion, as long as the grant is actually used for the designated
public purpose--rather than to advance inherently religious beliefs or practices--there is no
violation of the Establishment Clause.

2. Meaning of Wisconsin Constitution Article I. Section 18

The provision of the Wisconsin Constitution prohibiting the allocation of state revenues
“. . . for the benefit of religious societies, or religious or theological seminaries” is more restric-
tive than the Establishment Clause in the federal constitution.

The Wisconsin Supreme Court has indicated that the provisions of the Establishment
Clause to the U.S. Constitution and Wis. Const. art. 1, s. 18, are intended and operate to serve
the same dual purposes of prohibiting the “establishment” of religion and protecting the “free
exercise” of religion. [State ex rel. Warren v. Nusbqum, 64 Wis. 2d 314, 328, 219 N.W.2d 577
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(1974), hereinafter, “Warren (1974)“; State ex rel. Warren v. Nusbaum, 55 Wis. 2d 3 16, 332, 198
N.W.2d 650 (1972), hereinafter, “Warren (1972).“] According to the Wisconsin Supreme Court,
a holding that a statute violates the Establishment Clause of the U.S. Constitution is a holding
that it violates the Establishment Clause of the Wisconsin Constitution. [Warren (1972),  55 Wis.
2d at 332.1 However, in both Warren (1972) and Warren (1974), the Wisconsin Supreme Court
expressed the view that, in addition to meeting the requirements under the Establishment Clause
of the federal constitution, in order to be constitutional under Wis. Const. art. I, s. 18, a. statute
must meet the requirement of the last clause of art. I, s. 18, that “money [not be drawn] from the
treasury for the benefit of religious societies, or religious or theological seminaries.” ‘Thus, a
program may violate art. I. s. 18. even if it is permissible under the Establishment Clause of the
federal constitution.

B. DISCUSSION OF THE CHARITABLE CHOICE PROVISION OF THE FEDERAL
PERSONAL RESPONSIBILIT)’ AND WORK OPPORTUNITY RECONCILIATION ACT
OF I996 AND RELATED CO:YS’TITUTIONAL  ISSUES

Relevant to the assignment given to the Special Committee and constitutional issues
described in the previous section is a provision of the Federal Personal Responsibility and Work
Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996. [403 U.S.C. s. 604; hereinafter referred to as the
“Charitable Choice” law.] A copy of the Charitable Choice law is contained in Appendix B.

1. Dew-&ion bf the Charitable Choice Law

Under the Charitable Choice law, a state is authorized to administer and provide social
services through contracts with charitable, religious or private organizations and provide benefi-
ciaries of state assistance with certificates, vouchers or other forms of disbursement which are
redeemable with such organizations. Specifically, the law applies to services funded by Tempo-
rary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) block grants. (TANF replaces the Aid to Families
with Dependent Children Program on the federal level.) It also applies to food stamp, Medicaid
and Social Security Income programs. The stated purpose of the law is to allow states to
contract with religious organizations, or to allow religious organizations to accept certifications,
vouchers or other forms of disbursement on the same basis as any other nongoyemmental
provider without impairing the religious character of such organizations and without diminishing
the religious freedom of beneficiaries of assistance funded under such program.

The Charitable Choice law specifies that, in the event that a state exercises its authority
to contract with private, charitable or religious organizations, religious organizations are eligible
on the same basis as any other private organization to contract to provide assistance dr accept
various forms of disbursement as long as their programs are implemented consistent with the
Establishment Clause of the U.S. Constitution. The law states that unless prohibited or restricted
by a provision of the state constitution or a state statute, neither the federal government nor a
state receiving funds under such programs may discriminate against an organization which is or
applies to be a contractor to provide assistance or which accepts certificates, vouchers or other
forms of disbursement on the basis that the organization has a religious character.
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The Charitable Choice law specifies that a religious organization with a contract or which
accepts a disbursement funded by a state program must retain its independence from federal,
state and local governments, including such organization’s control over the definition, develop-
ment, practice and expression of its religious beliefs. Specifically, the law states that neither the
federal government nor a state may require a religious organization to alter its form of internal
governance or remove religious art, icons, scripture or other symbols in order to be eligible to
contract to provide assistance or accept any disbursement funded under a state program.

The Charitable Choice law also provides that if an individual who receives, or applies or
requests to apply for, state assistance has an objection to the religious character of an organiza-
tion or institution from which the individual receives or would receive assistance, the state in
which the individual resides must provide the individual, within a reasonable period of time after
the date of such objection, with assistance from an alternative provider that is acceptable to the
individual and the value of which is not less than the value of the assistance which the individual
would have received from such organization.

The Charitable Choice law specifies that religious organizations’ exemption from the
* current federal equal employment opportunity law is not affected by its participation and receipt

of funds from state programs.

The Charitable Choice law also provides that, except as otherwise provided in law, a
religious organization may not discriminate against an individual in regard to rendering assis-
tance funded under any program on the basis of religion, a religious belief or refusal to actively
participate in a religious practice. The law also specifies that no funds provided directly to
institutions or organizations to provide services and administer programs may be expended for
sectarian worship, instruction or proselytization.

Finally, the Charitable Choice law states that nothing in the section regarding discrimina-
tion against religious organizations may be construed to preempt any provision of a state
constitution or state statute that prohibits or restricts the expenditure of state funds in or by
religious organizations.

2. Constitutional Issues Relutiw to the Charitable Choice Law

The provisions of the Charitable Choice law described above are certain to lead to
litigation in states which elect to exercise the authority under the law to administer and provide
social services through contracts with religious organizations. The resolution of these challenges
may determine the fate of the faith-based solutions to crime which may be recommended by the
Special Committee. Thus, speculation on how the courts might resolve constitutional issues that
are likely to be raised regarding the Charitable Choice law should provide a helpful guide to the
Special Committee in formulating its recommendations so as to avoid constitutional pitfalls.
Joel Weaver, a student at the T.C. Williams School of Law, University of Richmond, has
speculated on the constitutionality of the Charitable Choice provisions depending on whether a
court construing the law applies the “effects” and “entanglement” prongs of the Lemon (supra)
test or the neutrality principle recognized in Zobrest (supra). [See Weaver, Joel, “Charitable
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Choice: Will This Provision of Welfare Reform Survive Constitutional Scrutiny?‘, Perspectives
on the Law and Public Interest (Spring 1997).]

According to Mr. Weaver, if courts continue to embrace a separationist interpretation of
the Establishment Clause, as articulated in Everson (supra), a state program in which a religious
entity is authorized to administer government-funded welfare benefits is likely to fail under both
the “effects” and “entanglement” prongs of the three-prong Lemon test.

Lemon’s second prong requires that the principal or primary efect of a law not advance
religion. Although the Charitable Choice law exclusively states that “no funds provided directly
to institutions or organizations to provide services and administer programs . . . shall be
expended for sectarian worship, instruction, or proselytization”, Mr. Weaver speculates that it
may be difficult for a religious organization empowered to administer government-funded wel-
fare benefits to remain religiously neutral, which is a concern expressed by Chief Justice Burger
in Lemon. [403 U.S. 602, 618.1 Passing the test under the “excessive entanglement,” third-
prong of Lemon will be even more difficult, according to Mr. Weaver, if the traditional
separationist theory is followed by the court.

Under the excessive entanglement prong of the Lemon test, explains Mr. Weaver, courts
must consider whether the statute in question fosters an excessive administrative entanglement
between religious officials in the offices of government. In order to ensure proper disbursement
of government benefits, states will have to monitor the activities of participating religious
organizations. This will require regular audits of the accounts of participating religious organi-
zations and monitoring to ensure compliance with the provision of the Charitable Choice law
which precludes the expenditure of government funds for sectarian worship, instruction or
proselytization. Sensing this potential legal issue, the Charitable Choice law specifically autho-
rizes a religious organization to segregate federal funds, provided to a religious organization to
administer and provide authorized social services, into “separate accounts” so that “. . . only the
financial assistance provided with such funds shall be subject to audit.” [42 U.S.C. s. 604 (h)
w.1

Mr. Weaver also expresses doubt whether states will be able to avoid constitutional
pitfalls in attempting to administer the program consistent with the neutrality principle. As
explained by Chief Justice Rehnquist in Zobrest (supra), this interpretation of the Establishment
Clause requires only that benefits be neutrally provided to a broad class of citizens defined
without reference to religion. [509 U.S. at 1.1 Mr. Weaver suggests that issues of discrimination
will arise as states choose amongst various religious entities. He also suggests that religious
organizations will find it difficult to remain “neutral and uninvolved” and concludes that the mix
of government and religion will be an unworkable coalition.

In contrast, Professor Esbeck expresses the view that states will find it easier to avoid
constitutional pitfalls in the administration of the Charitable Choice law if the neutrality princi-
ple governs their efforts. He concludes that if the neutrality principle replaces separatism and
the three-prong Lemon test, involvement of religious organizations in the administration and
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provision of social services, which is authorized in the Charitable Choice law, will not violate
the Establishment Clause. As explained by Professor Esbeck:

Rightly interpreted, the Establishment Clause does not require that
faith-based providers censor religious expression and secularize
their identity as conditions of participation in a governmental pro-
gram. So long as the welfare program has as its object the public
purpose of society’s betterment--that is help for the poor and
needy--so long as the program is equally open to all providers,
religious and secular, then the First Amendment [Establishment
Clause] requirement that the law be neutral as to religion is fully
satisfied. [46 Emory Law Journal at p. 40.1

The Wisconsin Constitution’s variation of the Establishment Clause [Wis. Const. art. I, s.
181  may pose a greater challenge than the Establishment Clause of the federal constitution. As
noted previously, the Wisconsin Supreme Court has held that the phrase “. . . nor shall any
money be drawn from the treasury for the benefit of religious societies or religious or theologi-
cal seminaries,” makes Wisconsin constitutional constraint more restrictive than the
Establishment Clause of the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. However, statutes and
programs which have been found not to have the primary effect of advancing religion under the
second part of the Lemon test, have been found to meet the requirements of Wis. Const. art. I, s.
18. Further, if the Wisconsin Supreme Court follows the devolvement of the U.S. Supreme
Court away from separatism and toward the direction of neutrality theory, the involvement of
religious organizations in the provision of welfare services (or perhaps services to criminal
offenders) may not violate constitutional constraints if neutrality is observed.

SPH:MM:wu:ksm;wu
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APPENDIX A

Minnesota
Depahent of

Correclins Restorative justice

January 22.1997
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Restorative justice IS a new framework relationships in the context of commu- The role of the community also
for the criminal jusuce system that IS ltiw. changes dramatically under restorative
rapidly gaining acceptance and support Crime is viewed as a violation of justice.
by criminal justice professtonals and
community groups m Mmnesota and

the victim and the community, not a The entire community bears some
violation of the state. As a result, the responsibility for all its members,

across the nation. The Mmncsota offender becomes accountable to the including the victim and the offender.
Department of Correctron  advocates
adoption of restorattve ~usuce pna-

victim and the community, not the The community is responsible for
State. suppotting and assisting victims,

ciples and has establtshed a department Restorative justice defines account- holding offenders accountable, and
unit that supports Implemenutmn  of ability for offenders in terms of taking ensuring opportunities for offenders to
restorative justtcc conccpr throughout responsibility for actions, and taking make amends. Communities are also
the state. This statewvlde  effort mvolves action to repair the harm caused  to the responsible for addressing the underly-
all aspects of the communrty mcluding victim and community. ing causes of crime to reduce victim-
schools, churches, courts. corrections
and law enforcement agencies, and

Restorative justice provides for iration in the future.

citizens.
The restorattve justice mitiativc

provides education about the philo-
sophical framework of restorative
justice to engage the interest and
enthusiasm of key stakeholders. Upon
request from agencies or jurisdictions
interested in moving toward a more
restorative system, the initiative
provides technical assistance m
designing and implementing applica-
tions of restorative justice. The
initiative also creates networks of
professionals and community activists
to support one another and share
accumulating knowledge regarding
new practices.

Education is provided through
public speaking, trainings, an annual
conference, distribution of written
materials, and a newsletter. Technical
assistance is provided through onsite
and phone consultation, referrals to
state and national experts, research, and
skills training. Networking is pro-
moted through organized special
interest meetings, maintenance of a
special interest resource list. and phone
referrals to interested colleagues.

A statewide advisory council
advises the department on restorative
justice implementation.

Restorative justice is a philosophical
framework which has been proposed as
an alternative to the current way of
thinking about crime and criminal

active participation by the victim, the
offender and the community in the
process of repairing the fabric of
community peace. Under the existing criminal justice

As the Twin Cities Star Tribune system that concentrates on legal issues
and the possibilities of avoidingnoted in a July, 1993, editorial. “This

vision of justice... about making punishment, offenders are not required
things right instead of lamenting what’s to realize the harm they have done.
wrong, cultivating strength rather than They often are not required to do
perpetuating failure.” anything to right the wrong they have

Community corrections, which has committed.
Incarceration by itself may bebeen a primary component of correc-

tions in Minnesota for many years, considered a relatively easy sentence
encompasses many of the restorative compared to the restorative justice
justice principles. Victim services, approach that holds offenders directly
restitution, community service, face-to- accountable to victims, confronts them
face meetings between victims and with the personal harm they have
offenders and their support systems, caused, and requires that they make
victim impact panels, and skill-building real amends to the victim and the
classes for offenders are elements of community.
restorative justice. In the existing system, offenders are

in a passive role. In a restorative
justice system, they become active
participants in reparation.

Under restorative justice, crime victims
are offered more opportunities to regain - . .
personal power.

The restorative justice framework isCurrently, victims frequently feel
left out of their own cases except based on the following assumptions:
possibly as witnesses. One of the key
developers of restorative justice, [II Crime results in injuries to victims.
criminal justice specialist Howard communities and offenders.
Zehr, emphasizes that victims have
many needs. They need chances to R All parties should be included in the
speak their feelings, experience justice, response to crime including the

offender, the community, and theand have the power restored to them
that has been taken away by the victim if they wish.
offender. Restorative justice allows for
victim involvement in determining how R The victim is central to the process
those needs can best be met. of defining the harm and how it

might be repaired.
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0 Accountability is based on accept-
ing responsibility and repairing the
harm done.

Cl Crime is defined as an act against
another person and the community,
rather than an act against the state.
The state has an interest in resolv-
ing the problem but is not the
primary actor. The offender
becomes accountable to the victim
and the community, not the state.

0 Restoration or making things right
replaces the imposition of punish-
ment for its own sake as the highest
priority of the system. Restitution
would become common, not the
exception.

0 Results in a restorative justice
model are measured not by how
much punishment was inflicted, but
by how much reparation was
achieved.

0 Crime control rests primarily with
the social system. The criminal
justice system can have only a
marginal impact on the level of
crime because it can only respond
to crime after it occurs.

0 Offenders are accountable for their
individual choices, but communities
are also accountable for the condi-
tions which may exist that contrib-
ute to crime.

A 199 1 statewide public opinion survey
asked residents about their support for
the underlying concepts of restorative
justice.

By large margins, respondents
expressed an interest in participating in
victim/offender mediation, chose
restitution over jail time for a burglary
sentence, and supported prevention
efforts over prison as an effective way
to reduce crime.

According to the Minnesota
Citizens Council on Crime and Justice,
the survey results suggest that the
public will support a restorative justice
model that emphasizes repairing the
harm done by a crime, encourages face-
to-face accountability to the victim and
community where appropriate, and

I What does restorative justice look like in practice? I
/ Support and assistance arc provided to

victimsandfamiliesofvictimsbycom-
munity volunteers. faith communities,
and professional agencies.

J Restitution is given priority over other
financial obligations of the offender.

/ Victimloffendermediation  is available
for victims who wish to participate.

/ The community provides work oppor-
tunitiessothatoffenders canpayresti-
tution to victims.

/ Offenders am engaged in community
service projects valued by the commu-
nity.

/ Treatment programs include compo-
nents dealing with victim empathy and
responsibility as a community mem-
ber.

/ Offendersfacethepersonaldimension
of the harm caused by their crime
through victim/offender mediation,
family gmup confemncing. sentenc-
ing circles, victim panels or commu-
nity panels.

J If they wish. victims have theopportu-
nitytohelpshapctbeobligationsplaced
on theoffender for repairing the harm.

J The courts and corrections provide
annual reports on measures related to
reparation.

/ Community members  are involved in
advisoryboardswhichguidethecourts
and corrections.

W’ Businesses and community organiza-
tions work with offenders to reinte-
grate them into the community as of-
fenders fulfill their obligations.

( Faith communities sponsor support
groups for offenders trying to change
life patterns.

/ Offenders leave the corrections sys-
tem with greater skills than when they
entered.

/ Every criminal justice intervention
leaves the community stronger than it
was before the crime occurred.

recognizes that crime control rests
primarily outside the criminal justice
system.

Change toward a more restorative
response to crime is guided by the
following questions:

Cl How can we increase opportunity
for victim involvement in defining
the harm and potential repair?

0 How can we increase offender
awareness of injury to the victim
and the community?

U How can we encourage offender
acknowledgment of the wrongness
of the behavior?

0 How can we acknowledge the harm
to the victim and confirm that the
victim is not responsible for what
happened?

0 How can the community send
messages of disapproval while not
banishing offenders?

0 How can the community provide
opportunities for the offender to
repair the harm?

0 How can the community be
involved in the process of holding
offenders accountable?

Mutual responsibility between
individual and community is the loom
on which the fabric of community is
woven. Crime represents a failure of
responsibility. Our response to crime
needs to emphasize and reestablish
mutual responsibility.

Minnesda

1450 Energy Park Drive. Suite 200
St. Paul, Minnesota 55108-5219

6 12/642-0200  - l-l-Y 6 12643-3589
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APPENDIX B

The Charitable Choice Provision
of the

1996 Welfare Reform Act

(From Public Law 104-193,  the “Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996, ”
enacted August 22, 1996).

SEC. 104. SERVICES PROVIDED BY CHARITABLE, RELIGIOUS, OR PRIVATE ORGANI-
ZATIONS.

(a) IN GENERAL.-

(1) STATE OPTIONS .-A State may-

(A) administer and provide services under the programs described in sub-
paragraphs (A) and (B)(i) of paragraph (2) through contracts with
charitable, religious, or private organizations; and

(B) provide beneficiaries of assistance under the programs described in
subparagraphs (A) and (B)(ii) of paragraph (2) with certificates, vouchers,
or other forms of disbursement which are redeemable with such organiza-
tions.

(2) PROGRAMS DESCRIBED.-The programs described in this paragraph are
the following programs:

(A) A State program funded under part A of title W of the Social Security
Act (as amended by section 103(a) of this Act).

(B)Any other program established or modified under title I or II of this
Act, that-

(i) permits contracts with organizations; or

(ii) permits certificates, vouchers, or other forms of disbursement
to be provided to beneficiaries, as a means of providing assistance.

(b) RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATIONS.-The purpose of this section is to allow States to
contract with religious organizations, or to allow religious organizations to accept certifi-
cates, vouchers, or other forms of disbursement under any program described in
subsection(s)(2), on the same basis as any other nongovernmental provider without
impairing the religious character of such organizations, and without diminishing the
religious freedom of beneficiaries of assistance funded under such program.

(c) NONDISCRIMINATION AGAINST RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATIONS.-In the event
a State exercises its authority under subsection (a), religious organizations are eligible, on
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the same basis as any other private organization, as contractors to provide assistance, or
to accept certificates, vouchers, or other forms of disbursement, under any program
described in subsection (a)(2) so long as the programs are implemented consistent with
the Establishment Clause of the United States Constitution. Except as provided in subsec-
tion (k), neither the Federal Government nor a State receiving funds under such programs
shall discriminate against an organization which is or applies to be a contractor to pro-
vide assistance, or which accepts certificates, vouchers, or other forms of disbursement,
on the basis that the organization has a religious character.

(d) RELIGIOUS CHARACTER AND FREEDOM.-

(1) RELIGIOUS 0RGANIZATIONS.a religious organization with a contract described
in subsection (a)( 1 )(A), or which accepts certificates, vouchers, or other forms of dis-
bursement under subsection (a)( 1) (B), shall retain its independence from Federal,State,
and local governments, including such organization’s control over the definition, devel-
opment, practice, and expression of its religious beliefs.

(2) ADDITIONAL SAFEGUARDS .-Neither the Federal Government nor a State shall
require a religious organization to-

(A) alter its form of internal governance; or

(B) remove religious art, icons, scripture, or other symbols;

in order to be eligible to contract to provide assistance, or to accept certificates, vouchers,
or other forms of disbursement, funded under a program described in subsection (a)(2).

(e) RIGHTS OF BENEFICIARIES OF ASSISTANCE.-

(1) IN GENERAL.-If an individual described in paragraph (2)has an objection to the
religious character of the organization or institution from which the individual receives,
or would receiveassistance funded under any program described in subsection (a)(2),the
State in which the individual resides shall provide such individual (if otherwise eligible
for such assistance) within a reasonable period of time after the date of such objection
with assistance from an alternative provider that is accessible to the individual and the
value of which is not less than the value of assistance which the individual would have
received from such organization.

(2) INDIVIDUAL DESCRIBED.-An individual described in this paragraph is an indi-
vidual who receives, applies for, or requests to apply for, assistance under a program
described in subsection (a)(2).

(f) EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES-A religious organization’s exemption provided under
section 702 of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (42 U.S.C.2000e-la)  regarding employment
practices shall not be affected by its participation in, or receipt of funds from, programs
described in subsection (a)(2).
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(g) NONDISCRIMINATION AGAINST BENEFICIARIES.-Except as otherwise pro-
vided in law, a religious organization shall not discriminate against an individual in
regard to rendering assistance funded under any program described in subsection (a)(2)
on the basis of religion, a religious belief, or refusal to actively participate in a religious
practice.

(h) FISCAL ACCOUNTABl&ITY.-

(1) IN GENERAL.except as provided in paragraph (2), any religious organization con-
tracting to provide assistance funded under any program described in subsection (a)(2)
shall be subject to the same regulations as other contractors to account in accord with
generally accepted auditing principles for the use of such funds provided under such pro-
grams.

(2) LIMITED AUDIT.-If such organization segregates Federal funds provided under
such programs into separate accounts, then only the financial assistance provided with
such funds shall be subject to audit.

(i) COMPLIANCE.-Any party which seeks to enforce its rights under this section may
assert a civil action for injunctive relief exclusively in an appropriate State court against
the entity or agency that allegedly commits such violation.

(j) LIMITATIONS TO USE OF FUNDS FOR CERTAIN PURPOSES.-No funds pro-
vided directly to institutions or organizations to provide services and administer
programs under subsection (a)( 1 )(A) shall be expended for sectarian worship, instruc-
tion, or proselytization.

(k) PREEMPTION.-Nothing in this section shall be construed to preempt any provision
of a State constitution or State statute that prohibits or restricts the expenditure of State
funds in or by religious organizations.
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STATE OF WISCONSIN

David J. Stute
Director

February 16, 1999
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LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL STAFF

Suite 401
One East Main Street

P.O. Box 2536
Madison, WI 53701-2536

(608) 266-1304
FAX (608) 266-3830

leg.muncilOfegis.state.wi.us

TO:

FROM:

MEMBERS OF THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON FAITH-BASED
APPROACHES TO CRIME PRE NTION AND JUSTICE

David J. Stute, Directo@m &

The next meeting of your Committee is scheduled to be held on Tuesday, February 23,
1999, at IO:00  a.m., in Room 417 North (the G.A.R. Room), State Capitol, Madison.

Enclosed for your review in advance of that meeting are the following:

1. The Summary of Proceedings of the January 20, 1999 meeting.

2. Memorandum from Walt Thieszen, Division of Adult Institutions, Department of
Corrections, regarding religious practice requests (February 15, 1999).

3. Provisions of the Department of Corrections administrative rules relevant to the
practice of religion by inmates (undated).

4. A Guide to Charitable Choice, The Center for Public Justice, Washington, DC, and
the Christian Legal Society’s Center for Law and Religious Freedom, Annandale, Virginia
(January 1997), submitted by Committee Member Reverend Susan Vergeront (enclosed for
Committee members only).

5. The Twenty-First Century City, Resurrecting Urban America, Mayor Stephen
Goldsmith, submitted by Chairperson Jensen (undated).

6. “Jezem Call,” PRISM, submitted by Chairperson Jensen (March/April 1998).

7. Testimony submitted by Andrew Peyton Thomas (January 20, 1999).

8. A notice of the March 11, 1999 meeting of the Special Committee.

If you have any questions regarding the above materials or the next meeting, please feel
free to call Legislative Council Senior Staff Attorneys Shaun Haas, at (608) 267-9025, or Mary
Matthias, at (608) 266-0932.
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JOINT LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL

SUMMARY OF PROCEEDINGS

SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON FAITH-BASED APPROACHES TO
CRIME PREVENTION AND JUSTICE*

Room 141, Department of Natural Resources Building
2300 North Martin Luther King, Jr. Drive

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

January 20, 1999
1O:OO a.m. - 1:40 p.m.

[The following is a summary of the January 20, 1999 meeting of the Special Committee on Faith-Based
Approaches to Crime Prevention and Justice. The file copy of this Summary has appended to it a copy of each
document prepared for or submitted to the Committee during the meeting. A tape recording of the meeting is
retained for two years by the Legislative Council Staff in its office at Suite 401, One East Main Street, Madison,
Wisconsin.]

COMMITTEE MEMBERS
PRESENT:

COMMITTEE MEMBERS
EXCUSED:

OTHER LEGISLATOR
PRESENT:

COUNCIL STAFF PRESENT:

APPEARANCES:

Speaker Scott R. Jensen, Chairperson; Sen. Alberta Darling,
Vice Chairperson; Rep. Tim Carpenter, Secretary; Reps.
Robert Goetsch, Eugene Hahn and Carol Owens; Public
Members Rev. Keith Dobbe, John Emberson, Clarence Hill,
David Lerman, Mary Steppe, Roger Utnehmer and Rev. Susan
Vergeront; and Nonvoting Public Member Vaso Bjegovich.

Reps. Spencer Black and David Travis; and Public Member
Rabbi Sidney Vineburg.

Rep. Jon Richards.

Mary Matthias and Shaun Haas, Senior Staff Attorneys.

Robert J. Polito, President, Faith Works International, New
York, NY, Nicky Cruz, Nicky Cruz Outreach, Colorado
Springs, CO; Andrew Peyton Thomas; Paul Gordon, Union of
Brothers, Inc., Milwaukee; Terrance Ray, Milwaukee; Mary
Steppe, Executive Director, Project RETURN, Milwaukee;

*ATTENTION: THE NEXT MEETING OF THE SPECIAL COMMIREE ON FAITH-BASED
APPROACHES TO CR/ME PREVENTiONAND JUSTiCE WILL BE HELD ON TUESDAY,
FEBRlJARY23.1999.AT  1O:OOA.M.. iNROOM477NORTHflHEG.A.R. ROOh?,  STATE
CA PiTOL,  MA D/SON.



APPEARANCES (Con’t.): Kathleen Shapiro, Project RETURN, Milwaukee; Deacon Bill
Locke, Executive Director, Community Enterprises of
Milwaukee; and Tom McMahan, Brickyard Ministries,
Milwaukee.

OTHER PRESENT: Minister William Mohammed, Nation of Islam, Milwaukee;
Cordelia Taylor, Family House, Inc., Milwaukee; Sherry A.
Hill, Milwaukee; Jeffrey Seaborg,  Richland Center Fellowship,
Richland  Center; and Others.
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CALL TO ORDER AND ROLL CALL
[AGENDA ITEM l]

Chairperson Jensen called the meeting to order. The roll was taken and it was deter-
mined that a quorum was present. For the benefit of the members of the audience, the
Committee members briefly introduced themselves and described their interest in the topics to be
addressed by the Committee. Chairperson Jensen introduced Minister William Mohammed of
the Nation of Islam. He said that he had recommended that the Joint Legislative Council appoint
Mr. Mohammed to serve as a public member of the Special Committee, and invited him to sit
with the Committee.

APPROVAL OF THE SUMMARY OF PROCEEDINGS OF
THE DECEMBER 2, 1998 MEETING

[AGENDA ITEM 21

Ms. Steppe moved, seconded by Reverend Dobbe, to approve the
Summary of Proceedings of the December 2, 1998 meeting of the
Special Committee. The motion passed on a unanimous voice vote.

MATERIALS DISTRIBUTED
[AGENDA ITEM 31

Mr. Haas noted that the following two items had been mailed to the Committee prior to
the meeting:

l Memo No. 1, Description of the Decision of U.S. Court of Appeals (Seventh Circuit) in
Kerr v. Farrey, 95 F. 3rd 472 (1996) (January 12, 1999)

l “God vs. Gangs,” Newsweek (June 1, 1998)

PRESENTATIONS BY INVITED SPEAKERS
[AGENDA ITEM 41

a. Robert .T. Polito. President, Faith Works International. New York, NY

Mr. Polito explained that he was in Milwaukee to assist in the establishment of Faith
Works Milwaukee, modeled on the program he developed in New York City which provides
services to ex-offenders and other persons recovering from alcohol and other drug abuse
(AODA). Mr. Polito stressed the importance of focusing on AODA problems when trying to
prevent crime. He said that if AODA problems are addressed, then secondary issues, such as
criminal activity by addicted persons, will be addressed naturally. He predicted that if AODA
problems were sufficiently addressed, the level of success in preventing crime would skyrocket.
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Mr. Polito described the program operated by Faith Works in New York City. He said it
is a nine month residential program which addresses all the issues faced by ex-offenders, includ-
ing family, job, education, parenting and AODA issues, among others. He said the criteria for
graduation from the program are finding a job and a place to live and learning proper money
management techniques. He reported that the program is very effective: 4/5 of the men who
have graduated from the program have remained drug free, employed and are not receiving
welfare. He said that the program is also cost-effective, at a cost of approximately $42 per day
per person served, compared to a similar program operated by the City of New York which is
twice as expensive.

In response to a question from Senator Darling, Mr. Polito explained that the cost of the
program is relatively low because of the many services and in-kind contributions provided by
members of the faith community which would otherwise have to be purchased.

Mr. Polito said that the Faith Works Milwaukee program will focus on sobriety, job
creation and family reunification. In response to a question from Representative Goetsch, Mr.
Polito said that the drugs most commonly abused by the men served by the New York program
are cocaine and heroin and most participants also use alcohol.

In response to several questions regarding the faith element of the New York program,
Mr. Polito explained that all formal religious practices are optional or voluntary. In addition, the
New York Governor’s staff has interviewed participants to determine whether they felt forced
into religious practices and found that they did not. Mr. Polito explained that participants who
are not Christian are referred to the leaders of their own faiths for spiritual guidance. He said the
program promotes any type of faith expression because it is integral to recovery for participants
to strengthen their faith regardless of what it may be. However, he noted that participants who
do not profess any spiritual beliefs also succeed in the program.

b. Reverend Susan Vergeront. Milwaukee

Reverend Vergeront provided some additional information on the planned Faith Works
Milwaukee program. She said’it will serve primarily men with dependent children and will
provide three months of residential AODA treatment and then assist each participant in finding
a job which pays a minimum of $7.50 per hour. She said the program will serve men from all
faiths and although the program will be Christian-oriented, it will refer men of other faiths to
leaders in their faith.

a Reverend Vergeront discussed the funding for the program and stated that there currently
is a significant funding gap.

c. Nickv  Cruz. Nick? Cruz Outreach. Colorado S’rinas. CO

Mr. Cruz told Committee members that the story of his life speaks for itself as to the
power of faith in turning one’s life around. He explained that he was born in a ghetto in Puerto
Rico, in a dysfunctional, abusive family. He said he was severely abused by his mother, felt
unloved and rejected and tried to hang himself when he was a child. He said that loneliness is a
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killer and explained that he had no heroes in his life and by the age of eight was possessed by
anger and hate. After the repeated abuse by his mother, he reacted by vowing that no one would
ever hurt him again and he became a gang leader.

When he was 19 years old, Mr. Cruz met Reverend David Wilkerson who converted him
to Christianity. At that point, Mr. Cruz exchanged his weapons for a Bible.

Mr. Cruz told the Committee that a psychiatrist once told him that he could never
function as a husband or a father and that he was a psychopath. However, Mr. Cruz said that
finding Jesus Christ changed his life and he has since become a good husband and father.

Mr. Cruz described the work of Nicky Cruz Outreach. He said that after his experiences
as a child, he felt an obligation to work with gangs and troubled youth. In 1959 he began the
Teen Challenge program which was eventually expanded internationally.

Mr. Cruz described the latest project of Teen Challenge, which is an off-Broadway play
which will be performed by teens in several cities, in venues of no more than 3,000 people. He
said that this program will give kids a chance to get out of their bad environment and learn about
acting and develop faith in themselves.

Mr. Cruz explained that after he became a Christian, his mother and several siblings also
became Christians. He stressed that if he can change his life, anyone can.

In response to a question from Senator Darling, Mr. Cruz said he understands the diffi-
culties of mixing government and religion. However, he said that organizations such as his,
which are attempting to reach inner-city youth, need resources which he referred to as their
“ammunition.” He urged the Committee to help programs that are successful. He said that it is
important to do everything to help those that are successful working with youth.

d. Andrbw  Pevton Thomas

Mr. Thomas noted .that as crime rates remain high, the nation’s opinion leaders are finally
acknowledging religion’s effectiveness in fighting anti-social behavior. He commented that
although the use of religion for this purpose may seem like a hot idea today, it is really a very
old idea. He said that although governments have tried, there is no secular substitute for
religion. He stated that religion is vital for providing an internal, omnipresent deterrent to
anti-social conduct through fear of supernatural punishment and by laying the foundation for a
conscience.

Mr. Thomas discussed a number of studies which show the effectiveness of religiously
based crime prevention efforts. These studies show that the greater a person’s commitment to
religion, the less likely he is to commit a crime or use illegal drugs. Inmates involved in religion
are also less likely to break prison rules or to be disciplinary problems.
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Mr. Thomas said that modem rulings of the Supreme Court run counter to what the
founders of our country wanted. He said that if the founders had desired official hostility toward
religion, they would have adopted such policies right after the Constitution went into effect.

Mr. Thomas noted that Wisconsin led the nation in fighting for school vouchers for
parochial schools and urged the Committee to show the same courage in supporting government
aid to charities that rely on religion.

In response to a question from Mr. Lerman, Mr. Thomas stated he believes that families
are breaking down because there is no social pressure for men to deny themselves for the good
of their family.

In response to a question from Chairperson Jensen, Mr. Thomas told the Committee that
the Teen Challenge program is a successful model which is in operation all around the United
States and has been successful for 40 years.

e. Paul Gordon. Union of Brothers, Inc., Milwaukee. and Terrance Rav. Milwaukee

Mr. Gordon said that the vast majority of ex-offenders need support when they return
home. He said that his organization provides that support. He said that all ex-offenders are
welcome to take part in the program, regardless of their religious beliefs.

Terrance Ray, a former offender, told the Committee about his experience with the Union
of Brothers. He said that the organization provided him with many services and stressed that the
faith-based component of the program led to his success. He said Mr. Gordon and his staff a.re
available to assist program participants 24 hours a day. Mr. Ray said that volunteers are essential
to this type of program, providing support and fellowship for ex-offenders.

In response to a question from Chairperson Jensen, Mr. Gordon said that the program
operates in all prisons in Wisconsin. He said the program works with offenders while they are
still in prison and then follows them back into the community. He said it is important to envelop
ex-prisoners with services, including job training.

In response to a question from Representative Goetsch, Mr. Gordon explained that parole
and probation officers refer people to his program. He said a person need not be a member of
any particular faith to participate, rather the person must only be willing to change. He said the
personnel of the program serve as role models for the ex-offenders. Mr. Ray added that it is the
philosophy of the program that whatever type of faith can pull a person through should be
supported. He said the program provides ex-offenders with a vehicle to first have faith in
mankind.

Mr. Gordon stressed to the Committee members that his organization has a serious need
for funding.
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f . Man, Stepue,  Executive Director. and Kathleen Shaniro. Proiect RETURN, Milwaukee

Ms. Steppe described Project RETURN. She said it was founded by 15 churches and 13
nonprofit organizations, and was incorporated in 1981. She said the goal of the program is to
return ex-offenders to the community by assisting them in finding employment. She said the
program has been very successful.

Ms. Steppe said that recently, at the request of ex-offenders, Project BETURN started a
program for the children of ex-offenders. She said 35 children attend the program every
weekend.

Ms. Shapiro told the Committee that she is an ex-offender who served two years at
Taycheedah Correctional Institution. Ms. Shapiro said that she was served by Project RETURN
and is currently employed there.

Ms. Shapiro stressed to the Committee the importance of religious faith to her when she
was imprisoned, separated from her children and the rest of her family. She said that her faith
gave her an opportunity to forgive herself and others. She said the Committee should seriously
consider using religion to help combat crime because it is the only thing that really works. She
questioned why the state does not provide financial support to Project RETURN, pointing out
that it is not a religious organization. She said it is only members of the religious community
who will take steps to help others without getting anything in return.

g. Deacon Bill Locke. Executive Director, Communitv EntenWes. Milwaukee

Mr. Locke told the Committee he is the Deacon of the Community Baptist Church in
Milwaukee. He said the church practices diversity, adding that it is the only way to function in
today’s society.

Mr. Locke explained that Community Enterprises, which is affiliated with the church,
provides technical services and training to all persons, regardless of their faith. He said that
Community Baptist Church, which has been offering this service since 1987, is the first African-
American church to provide economic development services in Milwaukee. Mr. Locke said he
is convinced that belief in a higher power turns lives around. However, he said he does not
believe in proselytizing. He said in order to be effective, the church cannot just promote itself,
but must be sincerely interested in helping others.

h. Tom McMahan. Brickvard Ministries. Milwaukee

Mr. McMahan explained to the Committee that Brickyard Ministries, which is affiliated
with the Salvation Army, provides faith-based aftercare for men coming out of incarceration.

Mr. McMahan said that the present correctional system is failing. He said that the current
“lock’em up” policy will only create more prisoners and will not reduce crime, He said that
once a prisoner has served his or her time, it is society’s duty to help them reintegrate into the
community.
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Mr. McMahan said that many men who find faith and live as Christians inside prisons
find it difficult to live as Christians once they have been released. He said that this is due, in
part, to the many choices that they must make on “the outside” as opposed to in prison.
Therefore, mentoring and aftercare are very important to help these men avoid returning to
crime.

Mr. McMahan said it is very difficult to find volunteers to work with these men, but that
people are starting to come forward.

In response to a question from Chairperson Jensen, Mr. McMahan said that the lack of
support systems for ex-offenders is the biggest problem faced by these men.

OTHER BUSINESS
[AGENDA ITEM 51

There was no other business before the Committee.

PLANS FOR FUTURE MEETINGS
[AGENDA ITEM 61

The next meeting of the Special Committee was scheduled for Tuesday, Febnrary  23,
1999, at 10:00 a.m., in Room 417 North (the G.A.R. Room), State Capitol, Madison.

ADJOURNMENT
[AGENDA ITEM 71

The meeting was adjourned at 1:40 p.m.

MM:kjf:ksm;kjf
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Tommy G. Thompson
Governor

Jon E. Litscher
Secretary State of Wisconsin

Department of Corrections

Mailing Address

149 East Wilson Street
Post Office Box 7925
Madison, WI 53707-7925
Telephone (608) 266-247 1
Fax (608) 267-3661

February 15,1999

MEMORANDUM

TO: Mary Matthias, Senior Staff Attorney
Legislative Council

FROM: &&hq&, Program Services
Division of Adult Institutions

SUBJECT: Religious Practice Requests

This memo responds to the request of the Legislative Council’s Special Committee on
Faith Based Approaches to Crime Prevention and Justice, for examples of the
Department’s application of administrative rules in responding to religious practice
requests. The majority of inmates who participate in religious activities are involved in
regular ecumenical activities of larger umbrella groups and generally do not generate
special or unusual requests.

The attached examples represent some of the wide range of situations institutions deal
with regularly. Per your request, I have also attached copies of DOC 309, Internal
Management Procedure #4, Publications and Executive Directive 16, Fraternization
Policy.

Please feel free to contact me if you have questions.

Attachments

cc: Cindy O’Donnell, Deputy Secretary
Dick Verhagen, Administrator, DAI
Robert Margolies, Legislative Liaison



1) Pedophilc claims religion protects his possession of pictures of young naked
children.

An officer conducting a search of an inmate’s property discovered nude photos of young
female children and a photo actually depicting an adolescent female pert’orming  oral sex
on an adult male. The photos were confiscated as contraband and the inmate was issued a
conduct report for possession of contraband. The inmate challenged the action arguing
these photos were religious items and represented the Goddess of his religion. He further
argued that destruction of these items would violate his religious freedom.

These materials were denied because their possession by this inmate interfered with his
rehabilitation as a sexual predator of small children.

2) Some volunteers abuse their privileges by developing romantic or personal
relationships with inmates.

The Department encourages the involvement of volunteers who provide additional
resources that enhance institution program goals and objectives. Serving as a volunteer is
subject to approval of the institution warden. Approved volunteers are required to
complete various forms including acknowledgment of the Department’s Fraternization
Policy (Executive Directive 16). This prohibits staff and volunteers from establishing
social and physical relationships with inmates outside of their role of staff or as a
volunteer.

The Department has been confronted with a number of instances where it was necessary
to deny or terminate the services of volunteers who have developed inappropriate
relationships with inmates. In one situation, two religious volunteers used religious group
meetings as an opportunity to permit romantic physical touching between them and
inmates, one of whom wrote sizzling love letters to one of the inmates.

3) Inmates claiming to practice religions of which they may be the only
practitioner create resource and fairness issues when they request their own
separate service.

Institutions have received numerous requests from inmates to hold separate services for
their particular group or sect. Wisconsin Administrative Code 309.6 l(2) sets forth the
process for inmates to submit a written request to the institution warden for permission to
participate in specific practices. Although the religious beliefs of each inmate must be
respected, institutions do not have the space nor the resources to provide for and
supervise a regular service or ritual for every denomination or sect represented in the



population. Group gntlwings present concerns for the security md safety of inmates ad
staff. and strain scarce resources. Institutions provide opportunities t;)r ~cneric
congregate worship services for major umbrella groups.

An inmate requested a separate congregate service for his particular religion cvhich had
no other known adherents at that correctional institution. This creates problems with the
Department’s fair allocation of its scarce resources and also raises equal protection -
concerns since if this is done for one individual. it must be done for others.

4) Sometimes  inmates attempt to justify possession of literature which is
obscene and /or advocates violence or hatred under the guise of religion.

The Department’s Administrative Rules prohibit obscene materials and publications that
teach or advocate violence or hatred and present a danger to institutional security and
order of the institution. In one situation an inmate possessed Nazism and white
supremacist materials claiming they were religious literature.

In another situation, an inmate alleged that his religious beliefs did not allow him to
work in the institution kitchen, and that he required a special diet. The institution
investigated his request and in the process confiscated materials written by the inmate
entitled “The Sacerfice” depicting the abduction and sexual torture of females. The
inmate claimed he was an adherent to a particular religion and this was protected
religious material.

Inmates found with this type of literature in their possession are subject to discipline and
prohibited items are confiscated as contraband.

5) Sometimes inmates use religious “study groups” for purposes other than
religion which threatens institution security.

According to Wisconsin Administrative Code 309.365 no group of inmates may refer to
itself by a collective name, conduct meetings, or engage in any organized activity which
promotes identification with a particular group unless the institution warden has approved
the group and its organizational activities. Institutions diligently monitor such activities
and inmates who violate rules are subject to discipline.

Disruptive and unauthorized groups have on a number of occasions attempted to infiltrate
religious services and study groups to advance their own purposes. Such activities
frequently cause disruption, create a hostile environment, and result in the intimidation of
inmates as disruptive group members attempt to manipulate religious services and
assume leadership roles. Activities have involved efforts by gang members to conduct
gang meetings, to plan riots and to pass materials whose possession is forbidden such as
drugs or weapons or obscene or gang literature.



Subject: Fraternization Policy

I. Background

The Department of Corrections has developed a policy on the relationships between
empIoyees of the Depti.ment of Corrections and inmates, adult and juvenile offenders
under the Department’s control and under the control of Department of Health and
Family Services (the Wisconsin Resource Center). This policy is designed to eliminaie
any potential conflict of interest or impairment of the supeksion  and rehabiiitation
provided by Department employees for inmates, adult and juvenile offenders in
correctional settings.

I I .  Policv

A. Employees of the Department of Corrections may not have relationships with

B.

C.

D.

E.

l an inmate, adult or juvenile offender under the supervision or custody of the
Department of Corrections or the Department of Health and Family Services;

0 the spouse of an inmate, adult or juvenile offender;

Employees who have or are considering relationships or who have unplanned
contacts with persons identified in (A) above must inform their immediate
supervisors in writing of the circumstances.

Employees that have unplanned contacts must keep them brief and businesslike.

This policy does not include employer-directed contacts or those contacts that are
part of the employee’s job duties.

Employees may be granted exceptions by following the procedures outlined below
in Section V, “Exception Procedure.”
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1.

3-.

3.

.,-t.

5.

6.

7.

liviq in the same household uirh an inmaz, adu!t or juLtni!s ofi‘=nde;;

wor!dns for an inmate, aCu!t or juveni!s off&q

extending, promisin,,0 o r  offerhj any  specki!  considerarion o r  t~mi~ent t o  an
inmate, adult or juvenile offender;

having personal contacts (other than those required by the employee’s job duties)
such as communicating through verbal or written means or being in a social or
physical relationship with an inmate, adult or juvenile offender;

providing or receiving goods and/or services with’or without remuneration for or
to inmates, adult or juvenile offenders;

being involved in actions such as those described in Section 302.095 of the
?%sconsin Statutes, which reads as follows: .

Delivering ArticIes to Inmate. “Any officer or other person who
delivers or procures to be delivered or has in his possession with intent
to deliver to any inmate confined in a state prison or shaI1 deposit or
conceal in or about a prison, or the precincts thereof, or in any vehicle
going into the premises belonging to a prison, any article or thins
whatever, with intent that any inmate confined therein shall obtain or
receive the same, or who receives from any inmate any article or thins
whatever with intent to convey the same out of the prison, contrary to
the rules or regulations and without the knowledge or permission of the
warden or superintendent thereof, shall be imprisoned not more than 2
years or fined not exceeding 5500.”

Inmates, adult. and iuvenile offenders (thereafter referred to as “offenders”) are all adult
and juvenile offenders under the iegal custody or supervision of the Department of
Corrections or of the Department of HeaIth and Family Services. This includes
individuals on adult probation and parole, juvenile aftercare, or adults and juveniles
committed to state correctional institutions including the Wisconsin Resource Center.



C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

3-. those between  enpiovse s a.?.2 spouts of ofi-en&rs.

There is no blanket exception for e.mplo_vees and their relationships with
immediate family members. Employees must notify their supervisors when
offenders are family members. Supxvisors wi!l review the CiiCUi;ls’~CeS

surrounding supervision or custody and determine possibie conflicts of interest for
the Department  and employee. Supervisors must follow the exception procedure as
outlined in the policy. In most cases involving family members, exceptions can be
granted. The Secretary will decide the course of action and the employee will be
notified in writiq.  The employee will be cautioned about providing special favors
or advising the offender in matiers of supervision or custody.

The policy does not apply to former offenders no larger under the supervision or
custody of the Department of Corrections or the Department of Health and Family
Services.

The policy does not include relationships that employee’s famiIy members may
have with offenders under supervision or cusiody. The Deptiment  cannot control
the behavior of relatives of its employees.

The policy does not apply to inmate workers in as much as they are not employees
of the Department. The behavior of inmate workers is governed by Department of
Corrections administrative rules.

Relationships prohibiited by the policy include

1. living in the same household with an offender. [Living in the same apartment
building or complex, but in a separate apartment, is permissible. Living in a
separate unit of a dupiex is not forbidden.]

7a. working for an offender. The employer/empioye:: relationship can cause a
conflict of interest for the employee as well as the offender. It also violates
the ethical standard of not receiving anything of value from an inmate, adult
or juvenile offender.
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Oft-2Xf2:. one coiicy c!xs not prohibit pc~ond contxts thz:t xe re;tiiieP:! tjr
employees to ps:form hsir jobs. It Z!.SO dO2s coi prohibit incidza! p2rSOnLl

COREC~S in grq~ activities  scch zs ChtiiCh-i2lated  acGviti2s a~! spotin;

SVC!ilX. The policy prohibi:s  Fe.-~c0r-d cont.ac:s th2i are usually one-to-one
SUCh 2s dating, kno~viggly forming ~10~ friendships, corresponding without
an exception ~ZIltMl, and visitins that is not job related or without an
exception ~rm2d.

6. providing or receiving goods and/or services for or to an offender. This
-provision is not meant to prohibit casual re!ationships such as buying gas at a
gas station where a work-release inmate or parolee pumps the gas for your
car. It does cover situations such as accepting or giving gifts or providing
services in exchange for work performed.

V. Exceotion Procedure

The policy provides for exceptions that are granted by the Secretary of the Department
after review of the specific circumstances by the supervisors and division administrators.

A. The policy places certain responsibilities on employees:
l For informing immediate supervisors in writing of uly present relationship or

l

0

0

any relationship being considered which has
policy.

For reporting to their immediate supervisors
directed contacts with offenders.

the potential of violating this

any unanticipated non-employer-

For ensuring that any unplanned contacts are brief and businesslike.

For requesting exceptions to the policy through their supervisors.

B. Employing units shall submit the specifics of employee contacts and requests for
exceptions to the division administrators who will forward them to the Department
Secretary.  The reports should include recommendations from the appointing
authorities. The Secretary will review all recommendations and either approve or
deny the request.

,*



D. Technical assisunce on interprewion of this policy is availabiz  through the Bureau
of Personnel and Human Resources.

VI. Emolovee Statement

All Department of Correction employees shall sign and return to their supervisors a
Form DOC-1558  ac.knowiedging  receipt of the fraternization policy.

WI OriPinated bv

Bureau of Personnel and Human Resources

.
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EM’LOE’EE STATEMENL

1) I hl:e carefully read the Depment of Corrections J$‘crk  Rules. I understand that
violation of a Depzment t%‘ork  Rule is considered  suf%ient grounds for discipiinaxy
action rr&%j.ng  from reprimznd  to immediate disch~ge,  depending on the seriousness of
tk O~XlSZ 2nd the number of infractions.

3) I am aware of the contents of the Fratemizstion  Policy and the guidelines concerning
relatiomhips between employees of the Department of Corrections and inmates, clients,
residents, and ozenders.  I understand that it is my responsibility to report any possible
conflicts with the policy to my supervisor. If necessary, I k2l request an exception to
the policy.

3) I am akc aware of the Department’s  Executive Directive on the Federal Drug Free
Work Place Act and the Executive Directive on Dmg and Alcohol Confidentiality.

4) I have carefully read the Department of Corrections Code of Ethics.

5) I have carefully read the Department of Corrections policy statement on the
employment or retention of individuals having an arrest or conviction record.

6) I have carefully read the Department of Corrections Harassment Policy.

Employ&s Name (Please Pfhf)

Employs Signature

hiF~o~a~‘s Classihtion .

Date Sigr;d

I

Employing Unit or Institution
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State of  Wisconsin

Department of Corrections
Division of Adult Institutions
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SUBJECT: PUBLICATIONS

Pursuant to DCC 309.06, the Divisioa shall encourage and facilitate inmate reading of
publications, including books, magazines, newspapers and pamphlets.

The following regulations shall govern:

1. Publications, including books, magazines, newspapers and pamphlets shall be
purchased through approved retail outlets or the publisher.

2. Inmates shall not receive publications as described in DOC 309.06(2)(b) (l-5) as
follows :

Materials which advocate aggressive, hostile behavior of a kind which either
exhorts physical violence, the threat of such violence, or the use of
intimidation toward any person is not allowed. Further, materials that
generally teach or advocate violence within a penal institution (with or without
an identifiable victim) or the undermining of programs offered are likewise
prohibited.

Materials which portray criminal behavior as acceptable conduct are
prohibited. To be prohibited, the material must contain explicit
encouragement or advocation of criminal acts or methods of committing crime;
or exaltation of those who have committed crimes as models upon which to
pattern one’s conduct; or a specific theme that crime is a desirable life style.
Materials that specify the mechanics of a criminal act are specifically
prohibited.

Materials which illustrate, explain, describe, or teach martial arts, or the
manufacture of weapons or explosives, or advocate behavior contrary to duly
established institution rules or Wisconsin Statutes, are prohibited. Materials
which illustrate, explain, describe or teach how to sabotage of disrupt
communications networks, including a prison’s internal communications, are
prohibited.

Materials which are obscene as defined in DOC 309.05 (6) (c) 8. ‘.

3. Items received but not approved as defined in DOC 309.06( 2) (b) shall be returned
to the sender pursuant to 309.06(3).

4. The institution shall not be held responsible for financial obligations initiated by
inmates subscribing to membership in book clubs. Inmates shall be required to
secure permission prior to subscribing to membership in book clubs.
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Division of Adult Institutions
F

SUBJECT: PUBLICATIONS

5. Private subscriptions for newspapers, periodicals, and magazines may be received
if they meet established regulations.

6. Each institution warden or superintendent shall establish rules for the
identification, display, and movement of materials about and within the institution.

7. Inmates may possess a total of 25 publications, to include books, magazines,
newspapers, periodicals, and all other publications including legal, religious,
educational, etc.



Provisions of Department of Corrections Administrative Rules
Relevant to the Practice of Religion by Inmates

DOC 309.05 Publications. (1) The department shall fa-
cilitate inmate reading of publications, including books, maga-
zines, newspapers, and pamphlets.

(2) Section DOC 309.04 applies to receipt of publications. In
addition, the department shall restrict receipt of publications by
inmates as follows:

(a) Inmates may only receive publications directly from the
publisher or other recognized commercial sources in their pack-
ages.

(b) Inmates may not receive publications that:
1. Teach or advocate violence or hatred and present a danger

to institutional security and order.
2. Teach or advocate behavior that violates the law of the state

or the United States or the rules of the department.
3. Teach or describe the manufacture or use of weapons, ex-

plosives, drugs, or intoxicating substances.
4. Are injurious as defined in s. DOC 309.04 (4) (c) 8.
5. Teach or describe the manufacture or use of devices that

create a substantial danger of physical harm to self or others.
(c) The department may not prohibit a publication on the basis

of its appeal to a particular ethnic, racial, or religious audience or
because. of the political beliefs expressed therein.

(3) If a publication is not delivered pursuant to sub. (2). the de-
partment shall notify the inmate and the sender. The inmate may
appeal the decision to the warden within 10 days of the decision.

DOC 309.14 Special visits. (1) Public officials and
members of private and public organizations who provide ser-
vices to inmates may visit institutions with the approval of the su-
perintendent. Arrangements for all such visits shall be made in ad-
vance with the superintendent to minimize interference with
normal operations and activities. Such visits may be limited in
duration and restricted to certain areas of the institution by the su-
perintendent for security reasons. A person who has not attained
his or her 18th birthday may not participate in any group visit ex-
cept with the approval of the superintendent.

(2) Attorneys and clergy shall be permitted to visit their clients
to give professional services during institution business hours on
weekdays. An attorney’s aide and law students shall be permitted
the same visitation privileges only if an attorney has informed the
institution in writing that the aide and law students will visit. At-
torneys’ aides, law students, and clergy must give advance notice
of their visit, when feasible. Visiting attorneys. their aides, and
clergy shall not count against the allowable number of visitors or
hours of visits of the inmate. In emergencies, attorney and clergy
visits may be permitted outside business hours with the superin-
tendent’s approval.
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DOC 369.23 Food.
. . . .

e.

(5) An inmate may abstain from any foods that violate the in-
mate’s religion. Consistent with available resources, staff shall
provide a substitute from other available foods from the menu at
that meal. The substitution shall be consistent with sub. (1).

DOC 309.365 Inmate activity groups. (1) DEFINI-,
TIONS. In this section:

(a) “Activity group” means a group of inmates organized to
promote educational, social, cultural, religious, recreational or
other lawful leisure time activities.

@) “inmate union” means an organization of inmates formed
for the sole purpose of serving the inmates’ collective interest with
respect to conditions of confinement issues such as inmate wages,
working conditions, housing conditions, programming and ser-
vices.

(2) APPROVAL REQUIRED  (a) With the exception of 0rganiZ.S
tional activities approved by the superintendent under sub. (3), no
group of inmates may refer to itself by a collective name, conduct
meetings or engage in any organized activity which promotes
identification with a particular group unless the group has been
approved by the superintendent under sub. (5).

(b) With the exception of organizational activities approved by
the superintendent under sub. (3), no individual inmate or other
person from inside or outside the institution may attempt to carry
out organized activities within an institution which promote iden-
tification with a particular group unless the group has been ap-
proved under sub. (5).

(3) APPROVAL OF ORGANIZATIONAL AClTVTITE.5.  A group of in-
mates or an inmate on behalf of a group may submit a written re-
quest to the superintendent for permission to engage in organiza-
tional activities necessary to formulate a request for approval as
an activity group under sub. (4). The request submitted under this
subsection shall state the objectives and proposed activities of the
proposed activity group and the activities necessary to formulate
a request for approval under sub. (4). Using the criteria listed in
sub. (5) (b) 1.. the superintendent shall determine within 14 calen-
dar days after receipt of the request whether to permit the re-
quested organizational activities.

(4) REQUESIX FOR APPROVAL. A group of inmates or an inmate
on behalf of a group may submit a written request to the supcxin-
tendent for approval as an activity group. The request shall in-
clude:

(a) The name of the group;
(b) The group’s mailing address and phone number, if other

than that of the institution;
(c) The names of the group’s officers;
(d) The group’s objectives and proposed activities;
(e) The inmate population the group intends to include;
(f) The group’s charter, constitution or by-laws, or all 3 docu-

ments;
(g) The institutional services and resources, such as staff time

or meeting rooms, needed for the group’s activities; and
(h) The anticipated length  and frequency of group meetings or

activities.
(5) CRITERIA  FOR APPROVAL OF GROUPS. (a) The decision to ap-

prove a group as an activity group rests solely with the superinten-
dent.
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(b) In determining whether to approve a group, the superinten-

dent shall:
1. Consider whether the objectives of the group promote edu-

cational, social, cultural, religious, recreational or other lawful
leisure time interests of the inmates who will participate in the
group’s activities;

2. Consider whether the proposed activities can be accommo-
dated within the available resources of the institution;

3. Balance the benefits of the group’s activities and services
against the necessary allocation of staff time and institution re-
sources to the group. The consideration of the group’s benefits to
inmates is subject to s. DOC 309.61 (1) (a).

4. Consider whether the activities, services or benefits offered
by the group are adequately provided by existing programs,
groups or resources readily available to the inmate population.

(c) The superintendent may not approve:
1. An inmate union; or
2. A group that he or she has reasonable grounds to believe

is an inmate gang, as defined in s. DGC 303.02 (9).
(d) The superintendent shall approve or disapprove a request

submitted under sub. (4) within 14 calendar days after receipt of
the request

(e) If the superintendent approves an activity group, he or she
shall specify  in writing:

1. ‘Ihe types of activities the group may undertake;
2. The times at which the group may hold its meetings and ac-

tivities;
3. The places where the group may hold its meetings and ac-

tivities;
4. The maximum number of members of the group;
5. Whether persons from outside the institution may partici-

pate in the group’s meetings or activities, and the maximum num-
ber of those persons permitted;

6. The name of the staff member assigned as advisor to the
lpup;

7. Whether a staff member’s presence is required at group
meetings and activities;

8. Whether the group is required to provide the supetinten-
dent with an agenda prior to meetings, minutes of its meetings, and
a Iist of inmates and other persons who attend its meetings; and

9. Whether the group is required to provide the superinten-
dent with an up-to-date list of group members.

(6) INS~ONAL  POLICES. Each superintendent shall estab-
lish written policies which cover:

(a) Money-making activities by groups;
(b) Group membership dues;
(c) Group activities off-grounds;
(d) The responsibilities of staff advisors to groups; and
(e) Fiscal responsibility requirements of groups.
(7)  ~~CXAWAL  OF APPROVAL. (a) A superintendent may

withdraw approval of an activity group if he or she has reasonable
grounds to believe that:

1. The group has created a disturbance as defined in s. DGC
306.22;

2. The group poses a threat to the order and security of the in-
stitution;

3. The group has developed a purpose or practice outside the
scope of its original charter, constitution or by-laws;

4. The group’s purposes and activities no longer provide
benefits to inmates which, on balance. warrant the staff time and
institution resources which must bc allocated to the group; or

5. The group has violated a statute, administrative rule or in-
stitutional policy or procedure.

(b) The superintendent shall notify the activity group in writ-
ing of the withdrawal of approval and of the reasons for the with-
drawal.
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DOC 309.61 Religious beliefs and practice. (1) GEN-
ERAL PRWZL.ES (a) The department may not discriminate
against an inmate or an inmate group on the basis of the inmate’s
or group’s religious beliefs. The department recognizes that
religious beliefs can provide support to inmates which may aid in
their adjustment to institutional life and can lead to development
of community ties which may aid in the inmates’ successful rein-
tegration into the community upon release.

(b) Inmates may pursue lawful religious practices required or
encouraged by their respective religions which are consistent with
their orderly confinement, tbe security of the institution and fiscal
limitations.

(c) The department may not require inmates to participate in
religious activities and may not maintain information concerning
an inmate’s religious activities other than records required for ad-
ministrative purposes.

(d) To the extent feasible, institutions shall make facilities and
other resources available to inmates  for religious practices per-
mitted under sub. (2).

(2) ~~PARSIClPAnONINREllGIOUSPRACn(3ES.  (a) h in-
mate who wants to participate in religious practices that involve
others or that affect the inmate’s appearance or institution routines
shall submit a written request to the superintendent for permission
to participate in specific religious practices. The request shall in-
clude a statement that the inmate professes, or adheres to, a park-
ular  religion and shall specify the practices of the religion in which
the inmate requests permission to participate.

(b) Upon receipt of the request., the superintendent, with the
assistance of the chaplain or designated staff person with ap-
propriate religious training. shall determine ifthe request is moti-
vated by religious beliefs.

(c) In determining whether the request is motivated by
religious beliefs, the superintendent may consider:

1. Whether there is literature stating religious principles tbat
support the beliefs; and

2. Whether the beliefs are recognized by a group of persons
who share common ethical, moral or intellectual views.

(d) In determining whether the request is motivated by
religious beliefs, the superintendent may not consider:

1. The number of persons who participate in the practice;
2. The newness of the beliefs or practices;
3 . The absence from the beliefs of a concept of a supreme be-

ing; or
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4. The fact that the beliefs are unpopular.
(e) If the superintendent determines that the request is not .mo-

tivated by religious beliefs, he or she shall deny the request.
(f) If the superintendent determines that the request is moti-

vated by religious beliefs, he or she shall grant permission to par-
ticipate in practices that are consistent with orderly confinement.
the security of the institution and fiscal limitations.

(g) The superintendent shall establish guidelines consistent
with this section to govern inmate participation in religious prac-
tices and the guidelines shall be posted in a conspicuous place or
distributed to all inmates.

(3) RELIGIOUS snavrcns AND PRAYER.% To the extent feasible, ’
each superintendent. upon the recommendation of the chaplain or
designated staff person with appropriate religious training, shall
arrange the institution’s schedule so that inmates may attend
religious services, pray or meditate at the times prescribed or en-
couraged by their religion.

(4) CHAPLAINS. (a) The superintendent may employ one or
more chaplains to coordinate and supervise the institution’s
religious programs.

(b) The chaplain shall hold services, provide counseling and
provide other pastoral services or shall arrange for other qualified
persons to provide these pastoral  services.

(c) The chaplain or designated staff person with appropriate
religious training shall develop and maintain close relationships
with religious resources from outside the institution and shall en-
courage religious groups from outside the institution to take part
in institution religious activities.

(d) The superintendent, upon the recommendation of the chap-
lain or designated staff person with appropriate religious training,
may petmit  representatives of religious groups from outside the
institution to visit inmates, hold services, provide counseling, per-
form marriages and provide other services commonly provided by
chaplains. The superintendent may compensate these representa-
tives.

(5) RELIGIOUS IZIERAWRE. Religious literature transmitted
through the U.S. mail or otherwise distributed shall be delivered
to inmates unless the security dii has reasonable grounds to
believe that the literature will jeopardize the safety of the institu-
tion or that the literature promotes illegal activity.

(6) SYMBOLS. Inmates may wear garments, religious medals
and other symbols required by their religion, unless this interferes
with the identification of inmates or the security of the institution.

(7) DIETARY  LAWS. (a) Upon request of an inmate, the superin-
tendent shall provide the inmate with a list of the contents of each
meal in advance of the meal.

(b) To the extent feasible, institutions shall plan meals  so that
an inmate may maintain a nutritious diet while complying with di-
etary restrictions prescribed by the inmate’s religiou.

(c) An institution may accommodate inmate requests for spe-
cial foods for retigious observances.
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encouraging connections that promote religious involvement.

Churches and Parks

When inner-city youths form relationships with churches, good 6‘.
things happen. In Indianapolis, crime and decay haunted many of
our two hundred parks. Near a fair number of these troubled
parks stood a church. Often the church represented the most
important mediating force in the community, yet it lacked ade-
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quate resources to program youth activities. At the same time, the
community viewed the park not as theirs, but as the city’s, and
therefore did not reach out in a possessive way to protect and pre-
serve the green and play areas.

We worked to generate interest among these churches in main-
taining parks in their neighborhoods. Two church deacons, both
city employees, led the effort to create church-park relationships,
asking church-affiliated groups to help reclaim nearby parks. The
city offered small contracts to neighborhood churches and other
community groups to see if they could provide better quality ser-
vices for the money.

Indianapolis now contracts with ten churches to maintain
twenty-nine city parks. Maintenance includes mowing the grass,
sweeping the walks and driveways, picking up litter, and keeping

. :

athletic areas free of glass and debris. The parks department
continues to maintain equipment, make capital improvements,
and accept liability on park property.

These partnerships tend to drive away alcoholics and drug
addicts and allow families to return. For example, one local
church recently organized a community cleanup of a nearby park

I .j_
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and painted a picnic shelter once defaced with gang graffiti. The
park area that residents fearfully avoided now houses a church-
based summer children’s camp.

Another church organized a trash patrol for children after school.
Children who participate and who cannot afford the cost of park
amenities (pools, for example) receive vouchers for free admission
to these facilities. One participating church hired residents from its
homeless shelter to cut the grass in the parks. Now local businesses
pay these individuals to cut their lawns as well, and an area bank
provides materials and trash can liners for all of the parks involved.

Today in Indianapolis, church leaders and neighborhood resi-
dents work together in the parks, developing a sense of ownership.
They cost the city no more money than previous maintenance,
take better care of the parks than the city did, and make the parks
safer for general use. The city posts signs in each of these parks
with the name and phone number of the involved church and the
name of the pastor. Reinvigorated churches help provide services
that support neighborhood-driven employment and training,
social services, recreation, and housing revitalization. These part-
net-ships not only serve to build up the economic fabric of a neigh-
borhood, but also refocus attention on the importance of churches
as sources of moral renewal.

Religion and Troubled Youth

Connecting juvenile offenders to local churches provides a stable
connection for young people. More importantly, religion can help
people in ways that government cannot. While the criminal justice
system generally can only punish, churches can rehabilitate trou-
bled youth by instilling in them respect, obedience, and hope.

The Indianapolis Training Center provides a remarkable exam-
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The center was established by Bill Gothard, the founder
of a Christian ministry that conducts teaching seminars across the
country. Gothard proposed purchasing a closed hotel in the city
and converting it into a training facility for young men and
women, where they would participate in a biblically based pro-
gram designed to instill charac-
ter. We encouraged this Only hardened skeptics have tiou-
participation, and  Gothard ble accepting the idea that wide-
brought in young people and spread belief in a Supreme Being
their families from around the
world.

improves the strength and health

Eventually, Gothard sug-
of our communities.

gested that the center might use its strong religious and moral base
to work with troubled teenage boys and girls. Today the juvenile
court uses the center as an alternative to Girls’ or Boys’ School.
The program works not only with these adolescents, but also with
their families, reflecting a belief that the child who resists his par-
ents is likely to resist the constraints of law and society as well.

The program’s emphasis on values has proved an enormous
success. Eighty-four percent of the juveniles assigned to the center
since it opened in 1993 are offenders who have run afoul of the
law multiple times. Yet in four years more than 71 percent of all
juveniles sent to the center have stayed out of trouble with the law.

Now other courts refer youths to the center. A DuPage County,
Illinois, judge sentenced a young woman named Minnie to the
center after she had been arrested more than seventy times. When
Minnie and her parents first arrived at the center, she was violently
opposed to joining the program. After speaking with two young
graduates of the center, however, she decided to give it a try. Over
the next several months, her attitude changed dramatically,
thrilling her parents and amazing the judge overseeing her case.
Minnie decided to stay at the Indianapolis Training Center to
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complete her training to become a cosmetologist. Like the young
women who convinced her to give the program a try, Minnie
wants to serve other young people at juvenile detention centers in
order to help them make the right choices.

These are not the kinds of stories that one generally hears about
the traditional juvenile justice system, from which most kids
emerge more estranged and disaffected than when they entered.
While reducing crime among juveniles requires that we consis-
tently punish criminal activity, delinquent youths need more than
punishment-they need guidance. Connecting troubled youths to
programs that can communicate and instill good values can be a
powerful tool in reducing recidivism and stemming the tide of
juvenile crime.

Faith-Based Assistance

Church-based groups are infinitely better suited than government
to help vulnerable individuals. Government is typically unable to
discriminate between the truly needy and those simply seeking a
handout. Government programs are also prevented from instruct-
ing those on assistance about the need to exercise moral judgment
in their decision making. They can offer the soup, but not the
salvation.

In contrast, when church congregations help needy individuals,
they do more than merely pass out checks to case numbers-they
help their neighbors, thereby strengthening the bonds of commu-
nity. And by making faith an integral part of that assistance,
church-based efforts provide needy individuals with a source of
strength and the moral impetus for personal change that govern-
ment simply cannot.

Too often government usurps the role of churches in helping
struggling community members. Worse, strained interpretations of
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the constitutional separation of church and state have in some
cases produced overt government antagonism toward religion.
The proper role for government is to support, not supplant, the
involvement of religious institutions in their communities. Gov-
ernment can accomplish more by working with faith-based efforts
than it can ever achieve by derailing them.

at
:r-
ss

In Indianapolis, suburban and urban religious leaders regularly
work with city officials to look for ways to reach out to commu-
nities in need. For example, in 1995 the city provided grants to
twelve churches to run summer programs to develop skills, pre-
vent violence, and provide evening recreation. Nearly 1,500 inner-
city children participated. One of the churches runs a summer day
camp in the park it maintains, and a local bank is setting up edu-
cational accounts for each camper.

‘he

Other faith-based groups provide assistance without the
involvement of the city. The Care Center, for example, affiliated
with the Englewood Christian Church, provides shelter to the
homeless and victims of domestic violence, food and clothes to the
destitute, and moral support to the poor in spirit. Before free, hot
lunches are served at the center, a prayer is said. During the meal,
a woman sings religious songs. The center furnishes medical and
dental services and runs a camp program for children. In return,
the center encourages (and in some cases requires) patrons to help
on the grounds and attend religious services. Director Ernie
Medcalfe says the Care Center is always in need of funding.
The center could easily obtain a government grant-if it were will-
ing to drop the religious component of its programs. But that,
Ernie says, would eliminate the quality that makes the center
successful.

The Salvation Army also combines assistance with religion in a
way that profoundly affects the lives of many in need. Like the
Care Center, the Salvation Army makes religious instruction and
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personal responsibility conditions of assistance. Every person
housed in the group’s Adult Rehabilitation Center must partici-
pate in religious services and work in some capacity for the good
of the center. Work might include driving a truck, serving as a
clerk, sorting through donated items that the center sells, or pro-
viding janitorial services. For the Salvation Army, there is a close Ii I

i ’ connection between religious observance and self-sufficiency. As
the director of the center expresses it, the Salvation Army believes
that “if you make a man spiritually right, he can handle most of I

,
his problems on his own.”

I
I. Twelve years ago, Becky Khan arrived at one of the organiza- -!I

tion’s domestic violence shelters with three young children in tow.
The shelter provided her with comfort, aid, support, and encour-!
agement, and enrolled her in a support group for battered women.
Becky often left the shelter through a back door that exited I
through a church, providin,0 her first exposure to the Salvation !
Army’s religious underpinnings. Slowly she became active in wor-
ship services. She later went on to earn her Graduate Equivalent
Degree and become a teacher, and she now directs one of the orga-::
nization’s community facilities. I

Other faith-based rehabilitation efforts show equally promising 1
.1

results. Consider the example of Teen Challenge, a worldwide ’ I
:.
;. Christian organization that helps people of all ages to escape from., i$’
C!’ drug addiction. Studies have found that the group has long-term:, I

cure rates of 67 percent to 8.5 percent for drug addiction. These
t
I

impressive results are achieved at a fraction of the cost of secular .i
:. programs that have far lower success rates. Reverend Phil

j

McClain,  who directs Teen Challenge of Michigan, attributes this
/

success to prayer and Bible study, noting that “[Wlhen a student 3
!

gets right with God, that is the starting point for progress.”
Ironically, despite the success of programs like those run by the

Salvation Army and Teen Challenge, these groups have at times ! I
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met with government interference and antagonism. In an editorial
for the Wall Street JoumaZ (August 1.5, 1995) entitled “Addicted
to Bureaucracy,” Marvin Olasky describes how Texas bureaucrats
opposed to the religious emphasis of the Teen Challenge program
attempted to put them out of business. Good results were irrele-
vant to state officials, who cited
the program for not using state- Mayors of both parties have long
licensed substance abuse coun- known: The values associated with
selors and proposed a fine of
$4,000 a day.

civility and reverence are far more

The Salvation Army has also
essential to helping the inner

encountered government inter-
cities than bigger government.

ference, in this case from officials opposed to government support
of faith-based nonprofit organizations. A decade ago a judge in
Indianapolis prohibited the county government from providing
homeless care through the Salvation Army because of its religious
base. According to the judge, acceptance of government funds,
amounting to 15 percent of the organization’s revenues, required
the cessation of mandatory church services in return for assis-
tance.

Laws and regulation’s that prevent the government from using
religious institutions to provide services have the ultimate if unin-
tended effect of favoring homelessness over shelter with religion,
and preferring addiction over treatment by unlicensed counselors.
Significantly, these are all voluntary programs. Tragically, in some
cases government aversion to religion is now so pronounced that
bureaucrats actively discourage prayer and religious worship.

We experienced this firsthand in Indianapolis. Each year the
federal government grants dollars to cities to fund summer jobs
for youth. Although mayors appreciate the opportunity to be
associated with any sort of job creation, the programs provide
little lasting value. In the summer of 1994 we asked church groups

the
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to become involved in our job-training program in hopes that
linkages would be created between underemployed urban
youths looking for jobs and value-promoting institutions in their

! neighborhoods.
At the end of the summer the state of Indiana cited the city as

; “out of compliance” with a state law barring the use of funds for
i promoting religious activities. The state complained that partici-

pants voluntarily prayed before meals or going on field trips. Vol-

;, untary cursing, of course, did not create an offense, but voluntary
i praying violated the rules.

Every day, churches and faith-based organizations across Amer-
( ica undertake extraordinary efforts to improve their communities,

and the lives of needy individuals. Many people are motivated by
their faith to help the less fortunate. Faith works for a lot of peo-
ple, and to the extent that government precludes groups from
using this potent tool for positive change it does a great injustice.

Even simple cleanups can inspire confidence. A grandmother
from out of town wrote me about her daughter, who lived with a
fourteen-month-old baby in a difficult area. She writes of a visit
after some storm damage when she “saw ten young people with

,; rakes and shovels. They were cleaning our area of that debris! We
asked and found out that they were from the International Church

L. of God. Praise the Lord for such community service! They even
1, .
!’ invited us to their church and to an upcoming home-cookedi
:’ dinner.”

! The issue is not partisan. While at a conference about juvenile
:: crime, John Norquist, the bold Democratic mayor of Milwaukee,::.
I:’ scribbled me a memorable note that read, “There are far greater
bi,
i. threats to inner-city kids than religion.” What the federal govern-;.:
:i; : ment has yet to figure out, mayors of both parties have long:
I. known: The values associated with civility and reverence are far
7:: more essential to helping the inner cities than bigger government.
‘1.

).:,
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But some cbildrcn  fia long odds against
making it to adulrhood physically safe,
bdtavi~dy  sound, and economically self-
sum Lii calculate the odds
mainly by reference to poverty and jobless-
ness. The percentage of childten under six
living in households  with annual incomes
au& $7,600  cm constant 1994 dollars)
doublcd~ 1975 and 1994. Fewer
&an halfofyoung black high school
dropouts were either working or looking
for work in the mid-1990s. Conservatives, ’
on the o&a band, focus more on such fic-
tars  as out-ofhvedlock births to teenagets.
juvenile drug w and juvenile crime. The
zcnage i&gitimacy ratio (the percentage of
all live bii to teenagers, ages 15 to 19,
rhat occur out of wedlock) rose from 29.5
paanr  in 1970 to 76 percent in 1994. in
many citi~  the percentage of juveniles in
custody who tested positive for drugs has
mom &an tripled sina 1990. Despite dra-
matic post-l 9 92 drops in violent crime
autionallp  in the 19 90s  black males ages 14
ro 24 remained roughly 1 percent of the
total U.S. population but over 15 percent
of homicide victims and around 30 percent
ofassdanrc

Most big-cig clddren  are members of
a racial or e&tic minority group. All the
dara indicate tbar, as a class, it is mainly
bladt  and Hispanic juveniles growing up
fitkdess  in high-crime, low-income inner-
c;rY n+hborhoods  who fia the longest
odds against leading decent and productive
adult lives in the first decades of the
awemy-fllSt alltury.

Srudia  show that we&structuted  men-
raring  progtams  like Big Brothers Big Sisters
ofAmerica  (BBBS)  can rcdua delinquency,
first-time drug use, bitting behavior, and
schoo! &ilum among so.m: at-risk urbb
minotiry you&  But to benefit from BBBS,
a child  must first have at icast  one adult in
his or kr lif;: who is caring and capable
cnougb to seek outside help for the child,
fonoW through on it (attend meetings,
mnlm fall& fin out forms, follow direc-
tions, acapz  guidana),  and get it (BBBS,
like most of the best mentoring programs,
has a long waiting list). The sad truth is
&at some &i&en,  including increasing
numbers of inna-ciry  minority adolescents
and young adults who find themselves in
rmhIe with the law, lack even one such
posirivc  and per&tent  adult presena  in
Gmayskyliva

The BBBS program was evaluated in the
early 1990s by Public/ P&are  Ventures
(PIPV),  the nation’s leading youth policy
research organization. Based on his nearly
three decades of professional experience in
creating and scientifically evaluating a wide
range of so&l programs for at-risk youth
and y&mg adults, XiVs  president. Gary
Walker, concluded that few, if any, such
programs (probation monitoring, youth
mentor& school-based coun+ing,
employment and rraining, and others) ever
actually reach Ameria’s  most severely at-
risk inner-city young people.

Besides, explains Waker, it matters not
whether the program in question is
designed to address teen pregnancy, youth
employ-ment, school paformana, or crime
.prevcntion  among &ii or that segment of
the at-risk urban youth population.
Programs for at-risk urban youth that do
some good are invariably community-based
programs that, whatever else they do, stick

to the basics” by fostering meaningful
adult-child relationships. Unfortunately,
most progmms  for at-risk urban youth-
big and small, public, for-profit, nonprofit,
and mixed-merely dole out services or
change material incentive systems without
fostering such rehxionships.  That, con-
cludes Waker,  is why they have Btiled so
miserably for so long.

In the absena of real community-based,
adult-rich help, the fitture  of America’s
growing popularion of at-risk urban youth
is grim. James Q. W&on,  the nation’s most
widely respected social analyst, minced no
words in describiig  this dilemma co a
group of police executives last spring:

Another generation ofyoungpeoplr  ir
coming ahg to repkue  those who are now
in wara? orptisons....  We know that the
number ofyoung malrs  who will be on the
stnrts  of our cities will be a growingfiac-
tion of the American popukztion over the
nextjve  years.... In a couph ofyears,  these
&a% will be in junior high scbooL  and all
beL/ will beak looseunless  sometbingpro-
j&d bappem  w tmqihm  tbeirpm~ects....

. ..SOMEiH!NG  PIZOFOLJND
IS HAPPEMNG
I am convinced that something profound is
happening to save at-risk urban youth
from individually devastating and socially
destructive problems before it’s too late for
all conarned. All across America, inter-
faith networks of inner-city clergy and
religiously-motivated volunteers are slowly
but surely mobilizing themselves and
responsible, caring adults in their commu-
nities to help inncr-ciry minority youth
achieve literacy, avoid violence and access
jobs. Based on my last two years of research
on cities aX across the countiy,  here arc
three samples:

BOSTON
Rev. Eugene F. Rivers III, Rev. Je&y
Brown, and other black Christian clergy, in
partnership with the leaders of seved  h&
synagogues and the Ca&olic  Archdiocese
of Boston, have been working diligently on
a &h-based, take-to-the-streets -Ten-Point
Plan.” The plan was devised through con-
vasations  the clergy had with a local drug
kingpin. To save neighborhood youth, he
told them, they must get out on tbc streets
and fight the battle up clox:  ‘Tm there,
youk nor, I win, you lose.”



The dergy  determimed  to be them,
24-7-365:  to reclaim the public spaces of
Dorchester from drug dealers, thuggers
and mum to improve the educational
and employman  prospects of the city’s
most truly disadvantaged children; and to
provide an upclos~  personal and spiritual
puscncc  in the lives of toddlers and
ranagcn  who bavc  f&v,  if any, other car-
ing, ruponsiilc  adults present in their
rverydaytiva.

Joined by chur&d  young black profes-
sionals like Eva Thome, a Ph.D. candidate
in political science at MIT.  the ministers
%ashioned  real working partnerships with
local police  antigang  units and probation
authorities, dcveIopcd  after-school ‘latch-
key haming”  pqpams,  and tan summer
camps for neighborhood children. Partly iz
a result  of r&r  work, Boston has had only
one gun-related juvenile homicide in over
mvo  ycats,  and rams of teen violence, teen
pregnancy and orher problems have fallen
in Dorchcstcr.  Journalii including George
E Wrll,  Bob Herbert and Joe Klein have
cclebmed their success. Eager to learn
how they mi+t replicate the Boston effort,
clergy  from cities ill across the country
have  been tnccting  with Brown, Thome
and orhcrs  under the aegis of the
Dorchcsta ministers’ National Ten-Point
Leader&p  Foundation since last May.

Even now., however, Rivers and company
au struggling to mazt  everyday  expenses and
consolidate their early successes via initia-
tives big and smalL  Big initiatives it&de
‘Operarion  2006.”  a church-anchored plan
fix putting a caring, responsible adult
xnaltoror minisur into the lives of every
single at-risk child in Dorchester before the
year 2006 while implementing a m&i-
&ated  tuighborhd  economic redcvclop-
ment  ptojccx. Small initiativu  include
Wpcration Christmas~  which once again
this wintet  holiday mason put presents
lB3lU&thCtUCSOfpOOrpUtCCnSiIl
Dorchcsm

Noting Boston Police Dcpartmcnt  pro-
jections that the  number of black male
tedam  of tk city between the ages of 14
and24wiUsoarbytheyar2005,  Rivets

Mhy  of Are chikhnz  arc now the j&r-
W+iWn-pw-vkh  running around at
nighr on our smetr...  We’% trying to WC~
zheirmolben . rmmnecr  them with fades,
dWkc&eaa on in a hoiitric wq Eru

tbcir socitdjbre is growing at least  a5 fat
as ours... WC need at hut tvmej%an&d
or bgiftica~  help. We can’t tave tbcse cbil-
d&n ahu.

PHiLADELPHlA
The ruearch  clearly confirms it: Americ&
Catholic schools do a miraculous job of
cost-&ctiveIy  educating non-Catholic,
inner-city minority children who otherwise
would be relegated to that bureaucratic
limbo of expensive educational failure
known as the inner-city public school sys-
tem. And as is suggested by the interesting
if singular example of Philadelphia’s Gcsu
elementary school, even independent inner-
city Catholic education can work

In the early 199Qs.  the Archdiocese of
Philadelphia decided to dose the Gesu
parish and hence the Gesu  elementary
school in the heart of one of North Central
Philadelphia’s poorest, most drug- and
crime-ridden neighborhoods. Over ZOO  K-8
students, almost all of them non-Catholic
blacks, attended the school. Father George
But,  a Jesuit priest. was encouraged by the
Archdiocese to seek independent financial
support and keep the school open. Father
Bur, with the aid of a board led by Balph
Saul, former head of the Philadelphia Stock
Exchange, and Winston Churchill, a Main
Line Philadelphia business leader, won just
enough financial backing from Jewish,
Protestant, Catholic and secular sources to
keep the school open.

Today Gesu serves 417 North Central
Phiidelphii neighborhood children and
serves them incredibly well. The school’s
tuition is $1,500 per pupil (the real per
pupil cost is about $3,100),  and most
students receive total or partial financial
aid. A!most  without exception, the Gesu
students mad at or above gtade  level and
go on to complete high school. Several
students in each graduating class go on to
attend the most academically  rigorous.
prestigious and competitive private and
pamchial  schools in the Phiidclphii region.

While Gcsu’s  modest physical plant and
budget arc stricdy nc&Us, the Gcsu  school’s
enrichment ptograms  ate many and divetse.
The school’s choir is world-class. Led by
African-American counselon and adult
voluntcus, its Imani (Swahili for ‘6ith~)
ptogram and dated mentoting progtams
teach the students about their racial and
ethnic heritages, help them to contend sen-

21
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;Z aiy ti* s&la rough neighborhood r&i-
t tks as violence and drug abuse, and help
-- tkm to work through such thorny neigh-

borhood par-group &es  as ‘Is it white
to study?” Eighth-graders receive special
weekly instruction in American government
from yours truly. The school’s science pro-
gram is being helped along by Gcsu board
member and Tanple  University physical
anrhropologist, DL Moses Wfli (who
sends his own son to the school).

program bcndiciarics and three local Latin0
churches, Torrcs, his wife, and a dedicated
team of volunteers run faith-based drug-
treatment shelters (a couple dozen beds each
for men and women), stafT neighborhood
youth reacation  and after-school programs.
and provide a wide range of vocational
and job placement services. MBK also has
partnered succcssfidly with local law
enforcement. For aample,  for several years
running, on the night before Halloween
(so-called ‘Mischief Night” or ‘Devil’s
Night”), cars and abandoned buildings were
set on fire by roving gangs of teenagers.
This  year, however, Camden did not burn,
thanks largely to the work of Torrcs and
company who, in partnership with the local
police, I&u& out across the neighborhoods,
and ran special off-the-streets events for
neighborhood children.

hilies that matter most. I can’t prow it,
but I think being here makes the servica
WC deliver go further and have a bigger and
better impact on the children and on the
community as a whole.”

As bad as it is, Miguel Torrcs wonders
aloud what Camden would be like without
Father Aita, who, in turn, has the same
thought about Miguel Torrcs. Both men
wonder how much they could yet accomplish
if they had even a bit more outside help.

This past Dacmba,  Gcsu hosted a
publii  forum on the prospects of &h-based
inner-city education programs. The forum,
held in Cc& basement, was moderated
by ‘Tihn Russcrt  of NBC’s “Meet the Press”
and featured former Secretary of Education
William J. Bennett, Joe Klein of The Nnu
York  and othm The event helped to kick
off the school’s new development drive.

THE EVIDENCE IS GROWING ‘.
In each of these three cities (Boston, Phila-
delphia and Camden), literally dozens of
faith-based dTom arc underway to help inncr-
ciry chikkn and young ad& achieve litaxy,
avoid violence and access jobs. Similar
efforts arc underway in almost every other
big- ar.d me&m-sized civ in the country.

Gcsu is only one model of successful
fiith-based inner-city education. By some
atimattcs, there are now as many as 400
independent, faith-based inner-city ‘black
flight Chriiian academies,” most of them
unaccredited and run mostly out of black
evangeliCa Chris&n  churches (or, more
picciscly, church basements). There arc also
wuntlus  inner-city Bible studies programs,
like that of North Philadelphia’s Pentecostal
Delivcrancc  Evangelistic Church, where
poor children who attend public schools on
w&days learn to worship-and read-in
the evenings or on week&s.

A fm miles from MBK’s  headquarters is
Holy Name of North Camden and its
Jesuit Urban Service Team, or JUST. Led
by medical doctor and Jesuit priest Father
Mark Aita. JUST operates a 24-hour-a-day
medical practice that manages over 7.000
patient visits per year. a social service pro-
gram that specializes in crisis intervention
(for example, rapid-response counseling for
neighborhood children who have cxpcri-
cnced or wimcsscd  extreme acts of violence);
Holy Name School, which offers Catholic
K-8 education to 210 Hispanic  and black
studenrs,  and is home to an after-school and
summer program for over 150 children; and,
last but not least, the Holy Name Church,
the largest parish in North Camden, which
features liturgical and pastoral services
including a myriad of church-anchored
youth programs (mostly sports) that attract
more than 1,200 children each year.

In Los Angeles, Rev. Eugene Williams
has organized a network of over thirty
small black congregations-known simply
as Los Angeles Metropolitan Churches
(LAM). LAM work with juvenile proba-
tioners in South Central L.A., sponsors
cx-offenders who are returning ro the
neighborhood to reconnect with their f&i-
lies and find jobs. LAM is laying plans
for a multi-year effort targeted on South
Central’s most at-risk youth.

2 S..:,‘Z.:::,  NEW JERSEY
On one of the most desolate streets of what
many consider to be pound-for-pound
the most dkxtessed  city in America, Miguel
Tom and his wife, Mercedes, pray, serve
poor chikkn. rehabilitate (or, as they prefer,
3avcn)  drug addicts, and pray some more.
Tomes.  a man in his 40s who speaks wirh a
rhick Spar&  aaxnt,  has dure visible bullct-
hole scars on the back of his neck to
remind  him of his own drug-addiaed, vio-
lent days on the mean streets of Camden.
For a dozen years he has led a wmmunity-
based organization in Camden called My
Brothers Kapcr  (MBK).  MBK has no paid
saffandrccxks not a penny in govemment
money. Torres, an evangelical Christian,
describes its mission as a “Christ-centered
approach to the successful t~tmcnt of
chemical dependency and homclcssncss.”

JUST is comprised of Fachcr Aita, a few
other priests, scvemI Sisters of Saint Joseph,
a f&v nuns from other orders, Jesuit Volunteer
Corps workers,  several other paid st& and
lots and lots of community volunteers. Holy
Name Parish receives support for core litur-
gical, pastoral and school services f;om the
Archdiocese of Camden. All the rest that
JUST accomplishes in the way of youth and
community outreach is supported by dona-
tions and various fund-raising events.

In New York, the New York Theological
Seminary (NYTS).  led by Rev. William
Howard, has over 2,000 graduates who
specialize in one or another type of urban
youth and communiry outreach ministry.
NYTS is developing a plan for Full-service
faith-based youth and community outreach
ministries in Harlem, the Bronx, and South
East Queens. Already in Queens. Rev.
Anthony Nathaniel Lucas has steered the
growth of the Shekinah Youth Chapel,
which pastors over 1,500 neighborhood
youth.

In Louisville, Rev. Kevin Cosby has
organized hundreds of black clergy and
church voluntcas in an effort to replicate
parts of the Boston-Dorchester experience
summarized above.

For an estimated $50,000 a year, most of
itprovided  by the contributions of MBK

Says Sii Helen. who tuns the Guadalupe
program: aMy dad was a Philadelphia police
of&r. He worries about me living here in
this neighborhood... But living here gives
us the connections with the kids and their

The preliminary findings of the first
phase of a multicity, multiyear study by
PIPV  suggest that many if not most, of the
youth and community outreach efforts  that
matter in 31~ lives of at-risk youngsters in
Austin, Texas occur through a community-
rooted, interf%h alliance of area churches
~dsynagogu-
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Sucb‘krspiring  anecdotes about the spreadw
of youth outreach ministries from Boston
so Austin are broadly consistent with what
can be known at present from empirical
saca.&  Scicntifially credible %ith fictor”
studies  are progressing through four sepa-
tart but related literatures on the extent.
c&q, cap&y and rrpliurbiliry of faith-
based inna-ci~  education, anti-crime,
employment, and other youth and commu-
=itYoraracfiPrognms.

EXTENT: ARE CHURCHES REALLY
OUT THERE SERVING?
The  latest contribution to this growing lit-
erature is a six-city study of 13 1 older urban
congregations, all of them occupying reli-
gious proper&  that date to 1940 or earlier.
The study, released in November 1997  by
the Brookings  Institution in Washington,
DC.,  was commissioned by Partners for
Sacred Places (PSP),  a national organization
dedicated to the proper care and mainte-
nance of older religious properties and
conduaed  mainly by Barn Cnaan. an Isracli-
born asociate pro&ssor  of social work at
the Universi~  of Pennsylvania. Among the
study’s key findings were the following:

* 91  percent of older urban congregations
actively serve the larger community
through day care, food banks, clothing
drives, tutoring classes, after-school
progmms, health-care programs,
substamx-abuse counseling, and more.

0 80 pacent  of &se beneficiaries of the
programs are  not themselves members
of the congregation. and most are neigh-
bodlood ChildraL

- On avQa%e. each congregation supplies
the upident  of 5,300  hours a year in
comrnuniry  volunteer work, the quiva-
km ofabout  two and a half fidl-time
voluntaas  stationed year-round at each
-sacudplac&-

0 On avaagc, it would cost government
or for-profit agcncia  at least $100,000
IO provide the services now provided by
cxMurchandsymagogue.

- On awaag~ each congregation receives
only %lO.OOO  from program bcn&iaries.

Otbcr studies document the extent of
f%Mased youth and community outreach
&f&s  in poor urban neighborhoods. For
-pk a 1990 study of over 2,100 urban

black congregations across the countty
found that about 70 percent of the churches
ran or participated directly in one or more
outreach activities-staEing  day-care ficil-
itics,  offering drug- and alcohol-abuse
prevention programs, administering food
banks, serving as after-school =sahr hav~ns,~
and more. About 85 percent of black
churches in Atlanta, according to one study,
are engaged in some type of outreach
program beyond liturgical, pastoral or edu-
cational services to members of their
congregations. Other site-specific studies,
including forthcoming studies of churches
in Philadelphia and the Disttia of Columbii
have yielded similar findings on the extent
of faith-based programs in urban America.

No one, however, has yet systematically
surveyed the extent of younger, smaller,
more street-based outreach ministries
like those of Torres  in Camden or Rivers
in Dorchester. Nor arc there as yet any
systematic baseline data on the scale or
contributions of independent faith-based
inner+ education programs like the
Gesu school or the aforementioned “black
flight Christian academics.”

EFFICACY: DO FAITH-BASED
EFFORTS MAKE A DIFFERENCE?
Natural scientists have made great strides in
understanding the “faith factor”  in relation
to such outcome measures as mental health,
physical health and mortality rates. Social
scientists lag behind in deciphering its
relation, if any, to social health, economic
wealth or rates of poverry. crime or other
socioeconomic outcomes.

Over the last decade a tremendous
amount of scientifically credible infor-
mation has been amassed on faith-based
inte~~ntions’in relation to vario*us  individ-
ual and public health  outcomes. Some major
medical schools, including Harvard’s, have
incorporated some or all of these new find-
ings into their training pmgrams.

But in the social sciences (with the accp-
tion of the literature on Catholic schools),
faith is the “forgotten lhctor”  and religion
temains  the great “omitted variable.” Major
public policy schools, think tanks and
intermediary research organitations  are
only now beginning to admit the topic to
the bar of serious consideration, research
and evaluation.

Continued on page 31.
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Still, there is a small but significant body
of resarch  on rhe eEicacy of faith-basal
approaches to social ills. For aample.

i
recent studies hint that faith-based prison

f rehabilitation and drug and alcohol-abuse
Programs, and &h-based  nursing homes
arc more cost-effoxive  than strictly secular

. progtams  (whether primarily nonprofit,
proprii or governmental) that deal,
respea*mly,  with prisoners, addicts and the

i ‘blfirm elderly
Regarding at-risk urban youth and

young adults, in 1985 Harvard economist
Richard Freeman published a first-rate rta-
tistical analysis that indicated that, orhcr
things being qual. young black males from
inner-city poverty tracts who regularly
artend church are more likely to escape
poverty (get jobs) and less liily to be
involved in crime than their peers who did
not go to church

A forthcoming reanalysis of the Freeman
data su%gcscs  &at, for young black m&s
living in the worst poverty tracts of Boston,
Chiago  and Philadelphia, church atten-
dance has been negatively associated
with juvenile deliiquency,  drug use. and
alcohol ust

Sri& %irh  fictor”  research inro socio-
economic outcomes is in its toddler phase,
and even as the literature matures, many
key questions will remain unresolved. For
aample,  cvcn if there were dozens of scien-
tifically sound studies showing that this or
that set of faith-based programs were highly
eflicacious  in helping at-risk inner-&y youth
IO achieve litetaq,  avoid violence or access
jobs, we wouid not thereby necamrily know
much about rhc general conditions under
which  such programs succeeded, or just
how, whether or to what extent the %ith”
in faith-based matmed in the pro@

; swass.  Nor would we thereby necmmrily
know much of a general nature about how
but to take e%Saivc  &&based  progtams

. IO saIc,  either in neighborhoods, across
a given metropolitan region or nationally.

CAPACll’Yz WHAT DO FAITH-BASED
PROGRAMS NEED TO SUCCEED?
There is a good deal of reliable information
about f&h and philanthropy Most private

foundations and corporations give little
money directly to faith-based inner-city
social programs. To the extent that they
give to them at all, they do so mainly via
so-called pan-church  organizations-
nonprofit organizations &at %&ate  and
train” religiously motivated youth and
community outreach ministers, but do not
themselves monitor, mentor or minister
to at-risk youth.

Government financial support for reli-
gious or religion-afIXated  communiry
service organizations has gone mairrly  to
large national nonprofits lie the Salvation
Army and Catholic Charities. Relatively
little government money goes ro regional
nonprofits  like St. Francis Academy, a
half-century old Mid-West Catholic organi-
zation for at-risk youth that emphas’bes
“Therapy in Christ.” And virtually no pub-
lic funds go to small- or medium-sized
inner+ congregations or missions that,
while consistently serving needy ncighbor-
hood people and children of every fiith and
no faith, are unmistakably evangelical in
their religious orientation.

Over the next few years, the f&x of
government support for religious or religion-
afliliated  community service organizations
may change in response to the ‘Charitable
Choice” provision of the 1996 federal
welfare reform law. Charitable Choice per-
mits faith-based nonprofits that meet all
federal laws regarding nondiscriminatory
practices to receive federal funds for the
delivery of social welfare services without
having to divest themselves of their religious
charaaer and symbols. So far, however,
Charitable Choice has not been translated
into aaion in many cities. Most faith-based
inner-city program leaders remain either
unaware of the provisioni existence or
uncertain about how, if at all, they can or
should utilize it.

Harold Dean Trular,  an ordained min-
ister with a doctorate in !+iology, has spent
two decades as a youth pastor in some of
the most distressed neighborhoods of New
Jersey, New York and Philadelphia. For the
last eight years, he served on the ficulty of
New York Theological Seminary and now,
as a vice president at P/W,  has recently
completed a national survey of the nationi
urban outreach ministers.

Trulear’s  findings make plain that most

faith-based inner-city programs are led or
staffed not by seminary-educated or divin-
ity school-trained ministers. Bather, urban
youth and community outreach efforts in
low-income, high-crime, majority-minority
neighborhoods are normally led by “cc&-
ated ministers” who work full-time jobs,
live in the neighborhood, and pastor, preach
and perform services in their 20 to 40 hours
a week of “spare time.” Most of these have
no paid assistanu and no formal budget or
accounts payable. In f&t,  most receive
no support of any kind-neither volunteers
nor dollars-from government. corpo-
rations, foundations, national church
organizations or councils, larger (or richer)
urban churches or denominationally kin-
dred suburban churches.

Trulear  believes that inner-ciry  youth
and community  outreach ministries need at
least three things to stabilize, strengthen
and enhance their apaciry:

First, money to defray the costs of
everyday activities (like computer-assisted
after-school ‘latchkey learning” ministries)
and to cover emergencies (like a broken
radiator in the basement of rhe church that
houses the program).

Second, core financial support to cover
part-time administrators or ministers who
sp&lize in youth outreach.

Third, funds to fashion meaningful, on-
site instruction in the legal, budgetary and
other aspects of doing youth and commu-
nity development work in poor urban
places (whom in city hall to call for a local
zoning waiver, what’s worked in similar
neighborhoods, what’s ‘Charitable Choice,”
and so on).

T&ear  remarks:
‘Evetyone  knows, and msearch  by the
Gallup organization shows, that church-
es supply more volunteer hours than
any other part of the civil society sector
-more than colleges, fraternal organi-
zations and so forth. And inner-city
churches are increasingly functioning
as . . . the ‘paramedics of civil societyw  . . . .
But nobody is really training these
paramedics for their work, nobody is
helping to pay for their services.

And yet somehow they are to expand
their  capacity to dd with at-risk youth
and other severe social ills.... Rdati~c  to
what major universities and such



spend, the resource needs of inner-city
r&&tries  are small. Still, they can’t do
more-and, I fear, rhey can’t keep
doing what they’ve been doing-with-
out the minimum support nccasary.
And they can’t do more alone-that is,
without public-private partnerships,
without greater corporate and philan-
thropic support?

REPLlCAB\LITY:  CAN EFFECTIVE
FAITH-BASED PROGRAMS
PROLIFERATE BY DESIGN?
It is one thing to acknowledge the growing
evidence, systematic and anecdotal, that
at-risk children who are churched and/or
participate in local faith-based programs
fare better than otherwise comparable chil-
dren who are not churched and/or do not
participate in such programs. But it is a leap
from that belief to the hope that certain
types of planned, fiith-based interventions
into the lives of inner-city children can also
make a positive diircnce, if -only” for
some at-risk neighborhood youth, and if
“only” at the life-saving, literacy-and-learn-
ing, job-ready margin.

Likewise, it is one thing to acknowledge
the already vast and varied extent of faith-
based urban outreach efforts, to accentuate
counterfxtual  realities (e.g., as bad as things
are for children in these places, how much
worse would they be absent the extant
contributions of local ftith communities?),
and to celebrate the apparent success of,
say, Dorchester’s inner-city clergy in part-
nering with local law officials to dramatically
reduce youth violence. But it is quite
another thiig to suppose that faith-based
p’ogams-m easurably -bnprove  or extend
their reach. (For  example, does the afore-
mentioned Boston ministers* ambitiosls
put-an-adult-in-the-life-of-cry-at-risk-child
“Operation 2006” plan for Dorchester
have a prayer?) And it’s another to suppose
that what worked in, say, Dorchester can
be replicated by design and in’a timely,
cost-effective way in Louisviic,  the Bronx
or North Gntral Philadelphia.

The only ongoing national effort to doc-
ument, test the replicability of and provide
technical assistance to f&h-based inner+
programs for at-risk youth and young adults
is that of P/PV With Trulcar at the helm,
P/PV is launching a multiyear study of the
replicability of the Dorchester clergy’s anti-

violence partnership. PIPV  has already
launched a multicity, multiyear demonstra-
tion project focused on the capacity of
faith-based programs to provide at-risk
neighborhood youth and young adults with
responsible, consistent and caring adult
support and guidance; of&r “safe havens,
and safe spaces; get youngsters involved in
constructive activities during the “gap” peri-
ods before and after school, on weekends,
during school vacations and summers, or
while unemployed; increase the number
of paid or unpaid work experiences; and
mentor youth through liie transitions, such
as from middle school to high school,
schools to jobs, and into dating, maniage
and parenting.

INTELLECTUAL AND
SPIRITUAL JOURNEY
Inner-city clergy are out there saving at-
risk youth and young adults. But they need
and deserve help and support from every
sector of society. I have decided to devote
much of the rest of my career to helping
them. In the hope that it may encourage
others to consider doing something of
the same, let me briefly recount how and
why I came to walk thin personal and pro-
fcssional  path.

i graduated with a Ph.D. in Political
Science from Harvard in 1986, received
tenure at Princeton in 1989, and returned
home to my workingxlass  family and friends
in Phiidelphia. I began my intellectual and
spiritual journey on fiith-based approaches
to crime and other social problems in 1994.
Several things moved me to make the jour-
ney. In retrospect, four stand out.

First, in the early 1990s.  1 began to shift .
my research and writing away from crime
and social policy and toward American
politics and public administration-a
return, as it were, to the Political science
subjects that had motivated my academic
career. I had some success. For example, I
founded the Brookings Institution’s Center
for public Management in 1993, and fbr
the next three yeats directed sevetal projects
and publications on civil service reform,
health care administration, in-en-
d relations, and policy implememation.
During this period I also began work
as coauthor with James Q. Wbn on the
sixth  edition of his classic textbook
,4,n&an  Government

I
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But even as I rqearched  and wrote more
about changes  in American electoral politics
and issues lii Medicaid administration,
I was intrigued by soaring juvenile violent
crime arcs, saddened  by the spectacle of
radically imp&ii,  rcmors&s.5  juvenile

. criminals, and troubled by the firsthand
w o&ialswho  reported being administratively

and pctsonally overwhelmed by hardened
repeat felons as young as fiftcfxl.

I could neither deny nor ignore the dano-
graphic data on the growth in the population
of severeIy abused, neglected, fatherless, low-
income childmn living in high-crime urban
neighborhoods. And, from what I could
Icarn,  thur  was every mason to suppose rhat
the only nonparental adults actually auk
there  housing, monitoring, mentoring dr
otherwise caring for or working with
convi&cd,  probated or incarcerated juvenile
%px-predators”  were clergy or churched,
religiously motivated neighborhood volun-
ects. In 1992,  I wrote a brief essay on
xhe nation’s present and impending youth
crime problem fbr l%e WekRly  Sha!d
I warned that over the next decade America
would have 3cns of thousands~ more such
criminal youth unless more citizens sup
ported faith-based approaches to juvenile
crime prevention and strove, spiritually if not
literally, to “build churches, not jails.”

Second, statistical research that I did in
the early 1990s on the criminogenic effect
of concentrating  liquor outlets in poor urban
neighborhoods had yielded strong evidence
of what economists term hcgative  cxternal-
irid Other things being equal, I found,
poor urban areas  with iors of liquor outlets
had more crime and disorder than urban
areas wbem  Iiquor outlet densities were  at
or below mcuopolitan avcraa.  Even inner-
city children and young adults who did not
drink.  hang out at bars or otherwise partici-
pate in rhe neighborhood liquor trade were
found to be more likely to succumb to

* violent crimes. including murder. Studies by
the National Academy of Sciences and other
bodies  t&had  and echoed my findings

. abour liquor, disorder and violent crime.
Given that the spatial concentration of

Liquor  outlers  increased the incidena of
such negative social outcomes, I wondered j_
whether  char was any research evidena
ihat a spatial wnanuation of churches  or
Church-anchored activities in poor urban
sGghhorhoods  generated “positive cxtemal-

itics”-lcss  crime, lower rates of illegal drug
use, lower rams of unemployment and so on.
I found no studies that were precisely  on
point (some such studies, however, arc now
underway), but from 1994 through 1996,  I
found-scattered throughout a half-dozen
or so disparate social science literatures-a
good deal of evidence about the positive
social wnsquenca of faith-based interven-
tions into the lives of troubled populations,
including impoverished urban youth.

Third, while searching for scientifically
credible ‘f&h  factor” studies,  I began soak-
ing and poking in inner-city churches
and schools, developing wntacts and invcs-
tigating  reputed examples of faith-based
inner-city youth and community outreach
ministries. Within the first few months of
this effort, I dropped any pretense of doing
ethnographic research and simply opened
my notebook, my heart and my head to
what I was seeing on both sides of staincd-
glass windows in North Philadelphia, in
Boston and in other places.

The plural of anecdote is not data, but
this experience gave me enough scholarly
confidence to argue publicly that the more
we learned about the extent, efficacy. capac-
ity and rcplicabii~ of faith-based approaches
to social problems, the more support for
such approaches could be justified even to
skeptics, secularisrs  and social scientists.
Journalists with several magazines, newspa-
pers, radio and television caught this part
of my journey and reported on parts of it.
A few, like George E Wdl and Joe Klein,
even visited a couple  of the inner-city min-
istries that had attracted my attention.

As the word (dare I write “the WordW?)
got out, a number of university-based social
policy programs, think tanks and founda-
tions suddenly “got religion” too, launchiig
studies, symposia and new grant-making
vcntum on faith-based programs. And in
1996,  the Congress passed and President
Cliiton signed its well&-r&m  law (which
I scadfastly  opposed), which included
Section 104, the aforementioned Charitable
Choia provision (which I loudly chccrcd).

Finally,  sina 1994 my own Chris&n
religious beliefs  as a cradle Gtholic have
ban progressively awakened by my interac-
tions with a number of good people: my
parish priest, Father Raymond H&worth,
and hthcr Bur of the Gesu  school; lading
figures on the Protestant religious Ldi

like Ronald Sider (ESA) and Jim Walli
(Call to Renewal) and lading figures on the
Protestant religious Right like Chuck
Colson and Gary Baucr  (the Family Raearch
Council); Philadclphias  Pentecostal preacher
Pastor Benjamin Smith; first-rate, faith-
friendly empirical researchers iii George
Gallup and Dr. David Larson; nationally
well-known inner-city clergy like Reverends
Rivers and Trulcar and unheralded inner-
city evangelists like Torrcs;  foundation
executives Luis Lugo of the Pew Charitable
Tnrsts  and Chuck Harper of the John
Templeton Foundation; inside-the-beltway
friends like Pete Wchner and William
Bennett of Empower America and David
Ku0 of The American Compass; former
stud&s like Jeremy White and Mary
DcMarcellus;  nonreligious (or, as the case
may be, not overtly religious) friends and
c~llcagucs like Gary Walker and Mark
Hughes of PIPV. Tom Mann and E.J.
Dionne of Brook+..  Larry Mone of the
Manhattan Institute, Chris DeMurh of the
American Enterprise Institute, Jerry Garvcy
and Robert Gwrgc of Princeton, James Q.
Wilson of UCLA, Glenn Loury of Boston
University; and others.

By palm Sunday of 1996, my rebirth of
Christian conviction and commitment was
complete, as was my “discovery” of how
so much of what I thought ro be true in
IMUCK  of personal morality. fimily respon-
sibility and public policy was of a piece
with the Church’s social teachings on abor-
tion, divorce, concern for the poor, the role
of government in a capitalist, democratic
society and more. Increasingly, my religious
Faith has asserted itself in parts of my
popular writing and social wmmentary,
most pointedly, perhaps, in my recent
articles in 2%~ II&k4 &s&&and  essays
in NatiodRcvinu.

One reporter pressed the question
“What’s your religion, exactly?” ‘Born-again
Grholic,’ I quipped only halfin jest.

Later he asked, ‘Doesn’t believing in God
bii your research and undercut your
supposedly rational arguments about faith-
based efforts and so&l  policy?”

I replied, ‘Not anymore than not
believing probably does, and not unless
God chooses to repeal  the laws of statisti-
cal analysis or change regression co&i-
cients. Besides: I tried to explain, %vcn if
I thought efforts to save at-risk inner-city
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youA and young adults via churches had
no ‘mstmmcntal  valuein  avoiding violence
and the rest, I would still be morally
obliged to seek help for these fellow citizens
and do my best to follow Christ’s example
and his comma&-

Then followed the how-can-you-be-so-
smart-but-say-something-like-that? puzzled
staze da I have cometo know fairly well.

L:GX A SiNGLE  CANDLE...
iiC:<XEDS  2Y 2007
In his Dcmmber  4.1997 Francis Boycr
Award lccnm  at the American Enterprise
Institute,  James Q. Wilson wisely called for
the development of new local and regional
nonprofit grant-making entities that would
assist corpotations.  foundations and indi-
viduals in idcntifyng and supporting
worday faith-based inner-city youth and
community outreach efforts. Having h&cd
IWV to Iaunch its crucial research and
technical assistance programs on inner-city
chutchcs, in 1998 I am launching a pro-
gram to be known as The Jeremiah Project
(TJP) on a ten-year, four-part mission:

1. to as&t mearch  organtarions  like P/PV

Institute in gathering, analyzing and
publicizing scientifically credible infor-
mation and useful ideas about the
atent, efficacy, capacity and rcplicability
of inner-city faith-based education, anti-
crime and employment programs;

2. to assist foundations, corporations and
government agencies in identifying,
supporting and working constructively
with such faith-based programs;

3. to help provide direct financial support
to faith-based inner-city youth and
community outreach ministries, esPe-
cially, but not exclusively ones based in
metroPolitan  Philadelphia and Camden,
that have proven track records and spe-
cific unmet program needs of whatever
kind; and

4. to organize a corporate development
campaign in which 500 businesses each
give $20,000 to support faith-based
inner+ education programs, for a total
of $10 million to be distributed dollar-
for-dollar to sustain, strengthen or
expand faith-based schools and programs
throughout the country.

While TJP will rqrcsent  a unique com-
bination of science, passion and faith-based
moral conviction about the need to pro-
mote the welfare of Arncrica~  most v&era-
ble inner-city youtb and young adults, it
merely follows the trail blazed by a small
but significant cadre of in&ctual  and
civic leaders who have been out them for
years attempting to get f%h-based inner-
ciry programs the recognition that they
deserve and the support that they need.

Where at-risk inner+  youth and
young adults are concerned. over the next
ten years, America’s Policy elites. Left and
Bight, secular and religious, shall be known
by their works. Both enlightened social
self-interest and every moral ,or&dcration
counsel all of us to heed the call of the
prophet Jeremiah: “Promote the welfare of
me city to which I have exiled you; pray for
it to the Lord, for upon irs welfare depends
your own” (Jer.  29:7).  q

John J DiZulio, Jx. a pmfmor at
Princeton Unimnig  is a seniorf;uow
at the Manhattan Institute.
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by Andrew Peyton Thomas
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Good morning.

Thank you for your kind invitation to appear before this committee, which I

believe is examining perhaps the single most important issue in public policy today.

Government’s relationship to organized religion has always been a fundamental issue in

American public life. Today, as crime rates remain stubbornly high and our nation faces

an onslaught of other pathologies-including high rates of drug abuse, suicide, and

teenage sexual activity-this perennial issue is, I believe, more pressing and important

than ever.

As we search for new approaches to these intractable social problems, our nation’s
-:

opinion leaders finally are acknowledging religion’s effectiveness in fighting antisocial

behavior. Last year, a cover story in Newsweek magazine revealed this new mindset in a

cover article entitled “God vs. Gangs.” The cover declared that religion has become the

“hottest idea in crime fighting.” The convening of this committee-the first of its kind in

the nation, to my knowledge-reinforces the growing acceptance of religion as a tool for

combating crime.

Religion may be a “hot” idea today, but it is, of course, a very old idea. It is an

idea that has withstood centuries of intellectual assault and emerged with its ancient glory

intact. The secularism of our times has made us look, sometimes a bit desperately, for
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secular solutions to the crime problem. In doing so, we have joined a long and

distinguished Western tradition of seeking a secular substitute for religion. The effort to

replace religion with a natural ethic stripped of appeals to a punitive higher power is at

least as old as Socrates, who sought to make the love of knowledge a religion-free basis

of conscience. This intellectual enterprise finally blossomed in the French Enlightenment

and Marxism.

But all these attempts failed. After centuries of intellectual toil devoted to

replacing religion with a secular alternative, we are no closer to this goal today than when

these efforts began centuries ago. The reason is human nature. Religion is vital for

providing an internal, omnipresent deterrent to antisocial conduct through fear of

supernatural punishment. Religion also lays the foundation for conscience.

Equally essential is religion’s unique capacity to curb selfishness, which is the

seed of crime and all antisocial conduct. Religion acknowledges a higher power that

must be obeyed and propitiated through a taming of the otherwise predominant self-

absorption that eventually nibbles away at individuals and society. Iii this spirit, Voltaire

defended religion on the simple grounds that it made his lawyer and butler less likely to

mishandle his affairs or pick his pockets. As a practical matter, it does not matter much if

the religion leashing our egos is Christianity or Zoroastrianism. At minimum, however, it

must prominently feature an ever-present policeman/judge who does not look favorably

on man’s plundering his neighbor.

How do we know that religion is irreplaceable? Common sense tells us, for

starters, that the exhortation “Respect my rights” is a feeble substitute for “Love one
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another.” Teaching children values divorced from religious conviction is like teaching

table manners to cannibals.

But we also know from recent social science that religion works. Unfortunately,

social scientists, for the most part, have declined to examine religion’s efficacy in

combating crime and antisocial behavior. One social scientist, Thorlief Pettersson,

reported in 199 1 in the Journal for the Scientific Study of Religion that while “religion

has not been totally neglected in criminological research,” he found only sixty studies of

the relationship between religion and criminality. This is out of literally tens of thousands

of criminological studies that are on the library shelves of any major university.

Pettersson observed, “Most of these studies have reported a negative association between

individual religiosity and criminal behavior.” He added that “there seems to be

substantial empirical support for the conclusion that among those ‘attending church

services frequently, there is manifestly a strong tendency . . . to commit fewer crimes.“’

A study in 1983 by Charles Tittle and Michael Welch, published in Social Forces,

drew similar conclusions. They found sixty-five studies of the relationship between

personal religiosity and criminality, drug abuse, or related behavior. Fifty-five of those,

or 85 percent, reported an inverse relationship. In plain English, the greater a person’s

commitment to religion, the less likely he will be to commit a crime.

The same is true of drugs. A group of researchers noted in Youth & Society in

1993, “Individuals affiliated with a religion have lower rates of drug use than do those not

affiliated with a religion. Regardless of denomination, people who attend church

regularly have lower rates of drug use than do those who do not attend regularly.”
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A 1991 study of eight hundred white male adolescents in the Seattle area reached

the same conclusion. According to the study in Deviant Behatiior,  adolescents who never

attended religious services were almost four times as likely to use drugs as kids who

attended church services weekly.

Even among prisoners, the most hardened of criminals, religion offers great hope.

A 1992 study by researchers at Rutgers University concluded that inmates who were

involved in religion were less likely to break prison rules and to be disciplinary problems.

The study also found “two major ways that religion might help to improve adjustment to

prison: dealing with the emotional strains of incarceration and dealing with the

deprivations of the prison environment.”

The researchers reported, “Many religious inmates did not excuse their guilt.

Instead, they seemed to accept a profound personal responsibility for their crimes and for

the wrongfulness of their conduct.” Several inmates talked about how religion had turned

their lives around:

--“Being a Christian, I can go and ask Jesus Christ to forgive me for my sins and

to give me the strength to deal with my problems.”

--“If you talk to everyone here, they’ll tell you they’re in prison because of a

mistake. Most of them, it was a bad attorney, a judge, a stupid mistake in the way they

did the crime. The religious inmate, he realizes the mistake was doing the crime in the

first place.”

--“I am able to live a normal life and uphold my character with dignity. The first

objective of prisons is to strip you of your dignity. It takes your self-esteem, your dignity,

and everything about you. Religion has helped me to regain this.”
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--“I’ve seen some guys who don’t really realize that they are in prison because it is

not the prison that they see, it is the walk with God. Prison doesn’t bother them

anymore.”

One inmate said it best: “My faith has made me excited about when I go home.

This person has never been on the streets before.”

The Rutgers researchers concluded, “Involvement in religion can reinforce

attitudes and behaviors that circumvent the traditional hustles of prison life.” These

inmates are likely to “associate with other, like-minded religious inmates, and generally

surround themselves with a protective social cocoon of religion.”

Or consider the success rate of Teen Challenge. David Wilkerson and Nicky Cruz

established Teen Challenge in 1962 as a religious charity devoted to ending substance

abuse. The success rate of Teen Challenge has remained consistently at about 70 percent.

The comparable percentage for secular treatment programs is 5 to 10 percent. There are,

in addition, countless stories of hard-core criminals becoming upstanding citizens

because of a religious conversion-stories that Rev. Cruz is much better qualified to

relate to you than I.

The founders of our country knew the importance of religion in maintaining

public order. Washington’s famous belief that religion was the indispensable prop of

public morality is the best known of these epistles. Indeed, six of the original thirteen

states, and seven of the fourteen that voted on the Bill of Rights, actually subsidized

churches directly with tax dollars.

One need not advocate a return to this system to recognize the benefits of

government affirmation of religion and support of religious-based charities.
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Unfortunately, many of our leaders in academia, the media, and the courts hold a different

view. Supreme Court rulings handed down in the 1950s and 1960s began the modem

trend toward expelling religious expression from public schools and government

functions. Of course, by definition, these rulings ran counter to what the founders of our

country wanted. Had the founders desired such official hostility toward religion, they

would have adopted such policies right after the Constitution went into effect. Court

rulings that suggest that such governmental antipathy toward religion is rooted in the

Constitution, instead of the judges’ own conception of justice, are intellectually dishonest

and therefore deserving of condemnation. Indeed, the phrase “separation of Church and

State,” so often invoked in such rulings, appears nowhere in the Constitution.

Wisconsin bravely led the nation in fighting for school vouchers for parochial

schools, at a time when critics argued that such policies violated the so-called separation

of Church and State. The courts, as you know, were not willing to go that far. Your

courage was rewarded, and the whole nation will reap the dividends. I deeply hope that

Wisconsin will show the same courage in supporting government aid to charities that rely

on religion in appealing to the better nature of today’s criminals and would-be offenders.

Religion, to be sure, sometimes has been perverted for tyrannical purposes. We

must deplore the bigotry, hidebound intolerance, and outright war that, far too often, have

accompanied organized religion through the ages. Yet religion would not have been

around so long-and would not be considered socially indispensable by every nation on

the planet-if it did not provide an earthly as well as ethereal services. Because religion

smites our very souls, it is of course a sensitive subject. However, if we are to leave no
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stone unturned in searching for answers to our national plague of crime, let us give this

enduring object of inquiry and reverence its due.

Thank you again for your invitation, and for your sober consideration of this

extremely important issue.
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To Representative Jensen and honorable members of this panel. I am Thorn McMahan,
Assistant $r+ional  Services  Director for the Salvation Army of the Wisconsin and Upper
f~$.,ho~ Dmsron.  I want to thank you and Mary Steppe for nvrtrng  me here today, rt IS an

My association, although brief, with Mary has been one of admiration and kinship, as we
both are deep1  interested in ‘aftercare’ for the men & women returning to our communities
from prison. xorking with Mary has proven one thing, she is indeed a ‘verb’ in a world of
‘adjective’s’. That is she works at it and says lie.

When she asked me to come and speak to the issue of ‘faith based aftercare’, I was
pleased do so because the time has come for us to acknowledge, to any who will listen,
that the present system is at best failing. While there-are in the prison system many bnght
spots, for the most part the pubfr  sees them darkly, rf at all.. In the optnron  of this-speaker
continuing with the present ’ lo&em u
end produce lie more than addiinaP

” pokey,  absent of ‘farth .based
pnsoners and more prisons. R

rograms’, wrll n the
y wife (Jan) and I,

are not inmate advocates, rather, if they do the crime, they do the time. But with sayrng
that we also feel that once the bme is served, its our responsibility as ‘faii people’ to assist
in their transition back into the community.

There are studies tellin
choices per day. > (208

us that men and women entering prison lose approximately 180
to 20). If the loss of these chorces  and the unfamiliar surround-

ings create ‘culture shock.’ Then common sense should also tell us that enterin back into
society (20 choices to 200) would also create ‘culture shock’. At the entry leve B the ‘faith
community has proven its value in the criminal justice system. They’ve forged a partnership
that is profitable for both the D.O.C. practitioner and the inmate. At the exrt level, however,
the ‘faith’ communities value has yet to be recognized on any scale. It is at this level we
choose to serve.

A few years ago, we along with others in corrections ministry began discussing the state of
the church inside  the ‘razor wire’. We concluded that much of what is done in prison bene-
fits the men and women, but unfortunately some of these lessons won’t fly after release. To
many times we’ve heard, 9iing as a Chnstian in prison is not the same as rt IS out here.”
There are many reasons for this, “to many distractions” being the most common response.
The question we asked each other then was; ‘if these ‘distractions” cause them to fail after
release then what is wrong with their belief system? After all belief by definition means that
the mind agrees with the truth of a declaration, or “we should walk what we talk.”

It’s been said that no man can get lost on a straight road, so if while in prison the profess
to have a solid relationship with the Lord; and when others are asked about that eclaration;J
they reply in the affirmative, then how can these men and or women so quickly lose their

Mantle Workshops

The Milwaukee Outreach Center 724 S Layton (S. 27th St) Miiaukee,  Wi 53215 1-414-385-2233



way once they are out? Some how what the
or it was never connected in the first place. ha

said about what they believed disconnected,
ny in corrections mrnistry,  as well as fellow

inmates, involved in the chapel programs would say they had conned us. And while that
can happen, the frequency with which  these men and women stumble after they’re released
would  indicate that what they’ve learned in the chapel does not equip them for dealing with
the ‘issues of life’, and or we all criminal justice practitioners,  volunteers and inmates alike)
are not equipped to discern this 6
Not because we’re inept at jud

eception. That being the case, then we are in trouble.

inside the ‘razor wire’ apparen1
ing the intentions of their heart, but because what we teach

y allows this trickery to occur. How can this be?

Teaching the precepts of the Word has and will alwa
principles are applied to the ‘issues’. Over time we t!

s bring right results if these biblical

examined the settin  s we tau
iscussed what we were teaching; we

ht it in; the men we taught it to; the methods we used to
teach it and conclu8 3ed that at was being presented to them as solutions to difficult prob-
lems, work inside as well as outside the ‘razor wire’. So what is the problem?

Two years ago I sat in a group at one of the institutions discussing how to deal with the ‘life
issues’ of rison.
men that b:

I ran through the example of lost choices (200 to 20); explainin to the
is would  create stress and it was the churches responsibilii to help oiers

through that time. They a reed.
ing home and went througa

We continued talking about preparing themselves for go-

sibon would be.
(20 choices back to 200) and discussed how stressful that tran-

‘imagine one day 20 choices and fbe next day 200.” Immediately one of
the men said, ‘Yea, and 180 of them were bad.” When I looked up at the man, who in my
opinion was the most stable of the bunch, there was fear written all over his face. I asked
km what’s wrong and he said he was scared. He explained that he had learned to make
right choices, which for him were new choices, for life inside the ‘razor wire’, but making
new choices after release scared him. All the choices he’d made before incarceration were
bad, would his new understanding keep him out of prison. Another young man out a year
said it best “I knew how to live a Godly lii inside rison, but outside it was not the same.”
“What I believed inside and how I applied what I Pbe ieved, hel
unknown was how do I apply these principles on the outside, p”d

me get through it, but the
was scared.”

That day with those men changed our lies forever. Up to that time we were satisfied with
our involvement in ‘faith’ activkies, but after hearing again and again the same response
from men and women concerning the fear of making right choioe  upon release, we had to
do something. We had to help them apply what theyd learned inside the ‘razor wire’.
We had to be there when they came out

Most Respectfully

Thorn McMahan
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FAITH-BASED COMMUNITY SERVICE GROUPS

December 1996

The Honorable George W. Bush
Governor of Texas

‘State Capitol
Austin, ?exds 78711

GOVEUNOR~ ADVISORY TASK FORCE ON-

Dear Governor Bush:

On behalf of the Governor’s Advisory Task Force on Faith-Based Community
Service Groups, it is my high honor to present you with the Task Force’s final
report, FAITH IN ACTION: A Nezu  Visionfir Church-State Cmperafion.

The plight of needy Texans poses an urgent challenge for our State. Empowering
faith-based charities should be an indispensable component of Texas’ ongoing
efforts to meet that need. The Task Force agrees with you that churches should
not be viewed as appendages of the state. The strength of the faith community
is its ability to instill values and alter behavior, not its ability to be a conduit or
surrogate for government social programS.

What ails our distressed neighbors demands better prescriptions than greater
funding or programmatic tinkering. We must think anew about first princi-
ples, because only a fresh and renewed understanding of society’s building
blocks - individuals, mediating institutions, and government-can lead to
accurate understanding and fruitful reform.

In addressing the important items raised in your executive order, our 16member
Task Force held four meetings, heard from hundreds of Texans via phone, letter,
and public testimony, and engaged in intense study and discussionsall  aimed at
determining “how Texas can best create an environment in which these organi-
zzhons can flourish.”

The following Report was a collaborative effort. Every member of this Task Force
-each bringing expertise and a unique perspective - was part of a team dedi-
cated to finding better ways to help their fellow Texans. The Report certdinly
does not embody 100 percent convergence of opinions. What the Report does
embody is people of faith involved in deep and serious dirrussion with one
another. Our wrestling was not designed to produce pat answers, but a new
direction.

This Report is only a beginning. We hope our efforts will be a springboard
for continued reflection on today’s urgent public questions. We also hope
that this Report will serve as an illuminating guide to other states as they, like
Texas, strive to render effective compassion.

We applaud you for your leadership on this critical issue, and thank you for
the honor of letting  us serve our fellow citizens of this great State.

Respectfully submitted,

.-,
46&&a%&, //I

Thomas W. Currie  III
Task Force Chairman
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IN T RODUC T I O N :  A vm R OLE .  - . ;
FOR RELIGIOUS SOCIAL MINISTRIES *-.. .

One person alone cannot do everything. But one person
alone can do something. We must all - each and every one
of us - be that one parson, doing that som&hing.  &s I frau-
e! TgasE,  I se+w...we.  are.. ready.:... People -seizing ..ttk$
moment. They are not waiting for a government committee to
meet. They are helping each other, finding their own solu-
tions to the problems plaguing [their] communities.

- GOVERNOR GEORGE W. BUSH

The Failure of Traditional
Government-Intensive Answers
to Social Problems

Today’s welfare system has fallen short of its original purpose. Since
the 196Os,  America has spent 55.4 ftillion  on human service programs.
Yet, we have endured a 30-year  rise in illegitimacy of 500 percent,
watched violent crime increase by 600 percent, and seen the number of
children on the welfare rolls swell from 3.3 million in 1965 to 9.6 million..-
in 1993. After three decades of unintended consequences, it is time to
shift our focus from compassionate intentions to compassionate results.

More than 20 years after Richard John Neuhaus and Peter I3erger  wrote
To Empower People and first urged policymakers to encourage society’s
“mediating structures” (e.g., families, churches, voluntary associations,
neighborhoods, etc.), Texas is heeding the call to energize those “civiliz-
ing” institutions that are neither market-driven nor government-nm.
More and more, today’s social policy debate revolves around what
Edmund Burke called “t-he first principle . . . of public affection,” civil
society, the “little platoons” that do the heavy lifting of shaping good cit-
izens and that act as a buffer against cultural disintegration.

Congress’ New Model of Welfare Delivery:
New Challenges, New Opportunities

Congress’ decision tofLr&rnmfallj,  reform the nation’s welfare system
portends an even greater need for robust cooperation between govem-
ment and religious social ministries. For some time, policymakers have
been grappling with how to use nonprofit, faith-based groups to help
confront society’s most pressing and intractable problems. The issue has
taken a new urgency with the passage of the new welfare reform bill, the
Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Act of 1996.

The Act contains a visionary “charitable choice” provision that invites
the privatization of welfare through private and religious charities. No
longer is government, as a Catholic leader once complained, “seeking to
confine  the ‘church’ to only those activities carried on in a building with
a steeple on the roof.”



Our nation, and state, are seeking a neru  approach rooted in the belief
that everyone in society - ”
neediest citizens.

all people of good will” - should help our
This virtue, which rests at the heart of the Second

Commandment’s call to love your neighbor, is inseparable from the call
to love God. It is direct, personal, immediate; not something that can be
farmed out. Like the Good Samaritan, we are called to “suffer with” our
broken brothers and sisters, not to sub-contract with paid professional
substitutes. ‘We are a land of citizens, not merely taxpayers.

By any objective measure, one-on-one private and religious charities
(what Dr. Marvin Olasky calls “downstairs philanthropy”), are often
more effective, efficient and compassionate than government programs
at shaping and reclaiming lives. Why?

l They’re free to assert the essential connection between responsbiiity
and human dignity by requiring changed behavior inreturn  for help.

l Their approach is personal, not bureaucratic. Their service is not pri-
ma.riJy a fundon  of professional background, but of individual com-
mitment.

l They inject an element of moral challenge and spiritual renewal
that government programs cannot duplicate.

Co-Responsibility:. The Shared Duties
of the State and Civil Society

What it means to be a compassionate people is. a serious question. Not
too long ago, people believed that government had no meaningful role to
play in addressing social needs. Later voices urged the opposite view,
that government and a “therapeutic elite” should bear total responsibili-
ty for the poor; the public was merely to keep the checks coming. We
think both views are wrong.

In our view, Texas’ social institutions have shared responsibilities.
Government cannot divest itself of all responsibility, but neither should it
cling to the statist belief that it has exclusive jurisdiction for the poor. The
view that relimiting  government is sufficient to renew society is unrealis-
tic. When civil society is atrophied, as today, we must respect the danger
of social dislocation. On the other hand, the “nanny state” view - that
government is the poor’s primary resource - weakens society’s charac-
ter-molding institutions. People in distress are not exclusively (or even
primarily) government’s responsibility, and the faith community should
- as prescribed by both the Old and New Testaments - tend to people’s
temporal as well as heavenly needs. Cultural revival must largely take
place in our homes, churches, classrooms, associations, and communities.

We recognize that our impoverished neighbors are not just members of
the political community; they’re also members of several other communi-
ties, such as families, neighborhoods, churches, schools, etc. that lie
between a distant government and isolated individuals. Government
may be the largest community geographically speaking, but it’s hardly
capable or expansive enough to satisfy all our human needs; it’s extensive,
not intensive. Non-government communities enjoy their own unique pur-
poses and abilities to meet human needs, and the political community’s
common good is affected by the good of these other communities.

Society’s pluralistic nature, therefore, must guide our efforts to think

.



anew about the state’s proper role in social welfare matters. Put differ-
ently, as policymakers re-limit government, they must leave enough
social space for civil society to re-enter. They must aggressively take the
side of people and institutions that perform the tough, noble work of
restoration. While government cannot cure societal malfunction, it can

help lay the groundwork for recovery.

A New Vision: Governmenti Key Role
.as an “Enabler” of Faith-Based Groups

Govetiment  shares responsibility for Texas’ needy with civil society’s_
other institutions. Faced with the threshold question - “what is gov-
ernment’s proper role?” - we respectfully offer this suggestion: a cardi-
nal mission should be to facilitate these “mediating structures” (e.g., fam-
ilies, schools, congregations, civic groups, voluntary associations) and
better enable them to serve society.

Texas now has greater leeway to fashion a welfare system that best
servs Texas. But devolution must mean more than just shuttling power
from Washington to Austin. Devolution and smaller government are
necessary, but insufficient, steps toward reforming society, Knowing
government’s limits is no proxy for substantive policy. Structural reform
is fine, but we must ultimately seek to reform the recipienfs  of welfare by
fostering what philosopher T.H. Green called the “best self” of a person.

We must move beyond “devolution”-  merely parsing duties between
different levels of government - and embrace genuine reform that
sparks cooperation between government (at whatever level) and the
institutions of civil society. We must think anew about the relationship
between government and non-government, and, ultimately, vest power
bc-pd  government back to individuals and social institutions. We must
offer a vision of rebuilding - and remoralizing  - distressed communi-
ties, not through government, but through the ideals and civilizing insti-
tutions that nurture lives and transmit values.

Texas faces an important mission in trying to help, not displace, the
institutions of civil society. Dynamic cooperation between government
and faith-based charities, far from offending our principles, does much to
honor our time-hononzd  spirit of religious liberty. Ignoring this principle
of co-responsibility does immense harm both to the institutions of civil
society and to the intended “beneficiaries” of social programs. This is
about letting churches, synagogues, mosques, etc. do what Scripture
requires - to feed the hungry, clothe the naked, and heal the sick.’

A generation of inertia means that society’s crucial institutions won’t
magically spring forth reborn. Usurped community resources, like phys-
ical ones, become depleted when they’re not used. Government may
have helped undetie civil society, but its retreat cannot alone resurrect
it. Well-considered measures must help coax and nurture these institu-
tions back to health. It’s easy to talk about what government shouldn’t
do, but quite another to outline a vision of how to replenish and enable
our State’s rich untapped resources.

’ The Task Force recognizes that We faith community is a diverse Ona that includes all major
religions. As used in this Report. me word ‘church‘ is a general teRn to include all places
of worship (e.g., synagogues. mosques, etc.).



Principles of Fruitful Church-State Cooperation

c

As we try to reawaken effective compassion -not only in welfare pol-
icy, but also in education, health care, drug treatment, and family matters
- we need a clear understanding of what we should and should not
expect from faith-centered charities.

The following principles should inform our efforts to foster church-
state cooperation:

l Govemnzent slzozrld  not rooofuith-bnsed  nonprofts  into aiding the poor
just becazrse they’re socially rrsefirl.  Churches should not be viewed
as mere appendages of the state. Such an attitude, says Father
Neuhaus, “is, in fact, a kind of blasphemy.” Faith-based institu-
tions have their own distinct mission and should never be looked
upon as mere annexes of the state.

l Cfzrzrches  cannot save all Texansfionz  poverty or be the sole wjty net
s~rpplier.  Religious groups don’t have a monopoly on improving
people’s lives, nor the resources. They cannot be expected miracu-
lously to fill a huge government-shaped void. Over-reliance
invites disappointment.

l The fait/z conlnzzrnity  should reject the mindset  that  the poor belong
exclusively to tlze  gouernnzen  t. The role of religious charities is front-
and-center, not merely auxiliary to whatever government does.

l Cooperation cannot mean enlisting faitlz-based grozzps  in ruzzys  that
tzzerely  replicate tlze tveaknesses  of gouemnzent  aid. Once government
acknowledges the notion of coresponsibihty,  it must likewise
acknowledge a notion of cooperation that respects charities insti-
tutional integrity and unique identity.

The unique value of faith-based ministries comes not just in delivering
services more efficiently than government, but in delivering services
more qffectively  than government. Religious ministries aim for inns  con-
version and inject spiritual and moral resources that are beyond govem-
ment’s know-how. In this effort, the faith-based community must recog-
nize that it is not merely a government contractor; it is an equal partner.
And to make those contributions, it must be vigilant in guarding its reli-
gious character.

Religious charities need to recognize, though, that where they receive
direct public money, public accountability must follow. The challenge is
this: how to fashion reasonable oversight while respecting the chntity’s  reiigiozrs
identity and withozrt conzzpting and secularizing its work.

Texas has enjoyed a certain cooperation between government and non-
profit service groups, including faith-based ones. But the legal and poli-
cy landscapes are anything but clear; providers sometimes have to navi-
gate legal tightropes. In Houston last year, the health department report-
edly tried to shut down Carol Porter’s ministry of providing sandwiches
to the city’s homeless because her kitchen didn’t have a separate mop
sink.

True, there’s often a story of smooth cooperation for every example of
a frustrated Good Samaritan. Nonetheless, countless would-be providers
have been afraid - and often perceptively so - of joining government’s



battle against society’s ills for fear of excessive regulations and having to
sacrifice their religious identity. While many faith-based groups happily
operate without incident, others fear government “surveillance” and
demands to alter not just their physical facilities, but also their very reli-
gious nature, the nature that spurs them to serve in the first place.

A submerged iceberg of religious groups thus exercise what Luis Lugo
has termed “preemptive capitulation,” skittish because they fear surren-
dering their religious identity and feel a distinct lack of protection when
it comes to, for example, personnel practices (preferring streetwise vol-
unteers to “professionals”), setting behavior standards of employees and
clients (rejecting spiritual indifference), incorporating religious aspects
into their service/treatrnent,‘etc.  They fear that helping hands often end
up as choking hands. As one pundit put it, “theshekels come with shack-
les.” So they step back, and government steps in.

Religiously-inspired social action embraces strategies that often elude
“professionals.” No alternative approach to the cultural crisis we face
holds greater promise. Faith-anchored institutions offer values and
moral belief. They work at a deep, redeeming level. They appeal to mat-
ters of the heart and soul. They renew human connections and replace
often-distant bureaucracies with individual commitment. They give pea-
ple what they need spiritually to lead lives of dignity and self-reliance.
These valuable groups must be, as Berger and Neuhaus put it, “imagina-
tively recognized.”

The Governor’s Advisory Task Force:
A First Step Toward Constructive Reform

We applaud Governor Bush’s decision-to appo&&his  Task.‘Fo&
There are few matters more important’than recrafting  the relationship
between government and faith-based charities.

Governor Bush’s effort to forge a better model of government/social
ministry relations is, as far as we know, the first comprehensive effort of
its kind in the nation. What he seeks to attain - what we seek - is
emphatically not some sort of favored or preferential treatment for reli-
gious nonprofits. Rather, we seek a level playing field that treats faith-
based groups no worse than secular groups and that respects their reli-
gious identity. We seek a government that isn’t-needlessly meddlesome
and whose bureaucracy doesn’t strangle the efficacy of faith.

We regret not having the time to explore our iinportant charge more
exhaustively. Limited time forced us to channel our efforts, but, as a sage
once noted, “Self-limitation is the mark of mastery.” We sincerely hope
that our modest efforts - though a crude beginning - will help Texas
begin to forge a new path, and urge us all to play our individual roles 0s
citizens in renewing our great State.

..-__
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FIRST PRINCIPLES: GOVERNMENT’S  ROLE

IN TEXAS’ RELIGIOUSLY DIVERSE SOCIETY*

f-iG$xRinciple Each person is created in God’s image with inherent worth and diverse talents, and each of us is

bound together in various social relationships and responsibilities.

We each bear a responsibility to do justice and love our neighbors, a responsibility that corns from God.

1hinCipie 3 11 Government can do some things, but it cannot reach deep into the human character. Some of our

worst social pathologies (e.g., illegitimacy, crime, poverty) can be solved if people experience spiritual transfor-

mation; if the hearts of parents are turned toward their children; if respect is restored for human life and proper-

ty; if a commitment is renewed to care about our neighbor and our com.mu.nity.

hncrple 4 Texas is blessed by a rich diversity of people and institutions - families, houses of worship, pri-

vate and reiigious  charities, schools, voluntary associations, local grassroots organizations-able to champion vir-

tuous ideals and restore hope. Armed with love, individual responsibility and spiritual values, these character-

building institutions of civil society perform miracles of renewal and restoration. .

nmnclple 5 Every single one of Texas’ social problems, no matter how severe, is today being addressed some-

where and somehow, by some-faith-based or community group. This a great and untold story...-

p%$zq A rzsponsibiiity  of government is “fruitful cooperation” with mediating institutions that az
meeting the needs of Texans in crisis. Government policy must bolster, not weaken or displace, people and orga-

nizations that are carrying out their vital responsibilities and getting things done.

1-7 The urgent public mission of enhancing Texas’ civil society requires a fresh definition of com-

passion, one that focuses on the consoling hand and word of someone who “suffers with” and who invests him-

self or herself. .

mhnCl& 8 The members of this Task Force see the First Amendment as a vital protection against urueaSon-

able government interference. Government should not exclude reJigious  expressions or concerns from the public

square nor grant privilege to secular programs or solutions. Government’s treatment of faith-based organizations

should be one of benevolent and positive neutrality.
.

State and federal law, rules, and regulations should not dis&minate against Texans eligible to

benefit from government financial assistance for human services (e.g., job training, health care, shelter, chi!d care,

education, counseling, drug and alcohol rehabilitation) simply because they choose to receive those services from

faith-based service groups. Such groups, on an equal footing with non-religious groups, should be permitted to

serve beneficiaries of government-funded services - and without having to “secularize” their distinct religious

character or self-governance.

We see no conflict with, or threat to “promot[ing] the general welfare” when government coop

erates or contracts with faith-based social service organizations on the same basis as it does with non-religious

organizations in seeking to fulfill this purpose.
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THE NEW

“CHARITABLE CHOICE” ACT
Enlisting religious groups
in Texqs’ anti-poverty battle

The centerpiece of the American welfare system - AFDC, the federal
cash entitlement benefiting unmarried poor mothers - is gone. In its
place, Congress has opted for a $16.4 billion lump-sum ‘block grant” to
the states. Now the states, including Texas, can use this money to design,
finance and adminis ter welfare programs that best fit their needs.

A key provision of the federal welfare bilI - the “charitable choice”
provision - invites states to enlist  the help of charitable and faith-based
organizations in delivering welfare services to needy Americans. If Texas
continues using non-government providers to serve the poor - and we
hope it does - religious-based groups would be free to compete for con-
tracts or participate in voucher programs

What Does the “Charitable Choice” Provision Do? Passed in August
1996 as part of Congress’ sweeping welfare reform  bill, Missouri
Senator John Ashcroft’s “charitable choice” provision empowers states
to utilize faith-based social service agencies on the sdrne  basis  LIS serular
a@ncies in anti-poverty effo& Importantly, religious providers aren’t
required to “sanitize” their programs in order to compete for contracts
or participate in voucher programs; they tan maintajrt  their unique
ecclesiastical nature andretain  control. “over. the defuution,  develop
ment, practice, and expression of its religious beliefs.” This visionary
proposal - an idea long supported by Governor l3us.h  - is a historic
event and has the power to transform fundamentally the character of
our welfare system.

Senator Ashcroft’s “charitable choice” provision explicitly provides that
. . ._I . : ._ . . . _ .----  ~

- States may provide.&eIfare  senkes.  through contracts with: :,
charitable, religious, or private or&inizations,  and/or give.
beneficiaries vouchers that are redeemable with such groups.

l Religious groups may participate “on the same basis as any
other nongovernmental provider wifhout  impairing  the reiigicws
chnructer of such organiztafions,  and without diminishing the
religious freedom of beneficiaries of assistance.”

l States may not disaiminate  against a religious provider “on
the basis that the organization has a religious character.”

The goal? To encourage the religious sector to get more involved by
protecting their rights as well as those of the people they serve. By
enabling them to expand their services via government funding while
guaranteeing that they don’t have to “secubuize” their property or betray
their religious character, the new “charitable choice” act will help move
people toward independence and self-reliance.



-.-_. I Within the charitable choice framewcrk -.- Vouchers vs. Contracting:
. which permits either direct contracts with providers or vouchers to recip-

ients
m--d m day b aquod ::.i:ii

- the Task Force prefers a voucher-oriented delivery system that

tklrpmgmfJst#haeettkdcaand..’  :
would spur a market for the charity “business.”
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Using vouchers (a.ka. certificates, redemption coupons) redeemable at
a range of private, charitable, or religious providers will:

fsnYiolkdIuIoocrfklsrt~L..~.~~
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l increase choice and autonomy to the recipient
. i l stimulate healthy competition and efficiency among providers

-. - - .; -&&&&:l-; l Simplify monitoring

fxnamKDmRnlaoFlnE-7’
l lower administrative costs

UfUMoF6oEm-.:
l provide better matches between the client’s preferences and the

. . . ..-...........--...~....-.-........ services sought
. . -. . l cleanly sidestep First Amendment challenges
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Restoring choice by privatizing  charity also restores dignity. As Booker
T. Washington recognized, “Few things help an individual more than to
place responsibility upon him, and to let him know that you trust him.”
The recipient is no longer the passive recipient of delivery-line service, but
the proactive owner of a voucher. He or she can use it anywhere, at a wide
range of providers, and not necessarily from a government program, but
from a caring neighbor - through a church, a synagogue, or a communi-
ty group around the comer.

The legality of client-directed aid enjoys strong support. As Justice
Thurgood Marshall recognized in wfi v. Deo’t of Was-  Service=

Any aid provided that ultimately flows to religious institutions
doa so only as a result of the genuinely independent and pri- .
vate choices of aid recipients. The decision to support religious
education is made by the individual, not the state.. .

The utilization of faith-based charities can occur at the same time that
the Aigious  liberty of beneficiaries is honored. How? By ensuring that
beneficiaries have the right not to be coerced into religious
practices/beliefs and that they have a voice in choosing their provider.
Those choosing a religious provider can be expected to foliow the group’s
program without violation of their rights. The law, therefore, shouldn’t
pressure faith-based groups to secularize their programs, but rather assure
beneficiaries a choice among various‘religious  and nonreligious providers.

.



The Task Force, in light of Congmss’ historic passage of the “chari-
table choice” provision, encourages Texas policymakers to design a
“voucherized”  welfare delivey system. .

l.Gafta”vouchrirPd”deliverysysQmthatallowsneedyTewnstorrdeem
c-dfkates  for welfare  &V&S (e.g., job training. day caxe, ek)  at -pat-
ing private and fa16based  providers providing comparable servirrs.
2. Enact legal provisions guaranteeing religious liberty safeguards that
assure would-be providers that their distinct religious c&acter, pro-
gram, and beeLefs  need not surrendered or “secularized” as a price of
participation in the voucher system.
3. Insert religious liberty protections into all of the State’s
contracts/agreements,  whether or not for services under the federal wel-
fare reform bill, with participating faith-based service providers.

c

._
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As we approach the next millennium, Texas is loo&g at com-
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pletely new issues (i.e., block grants, managed care, third-
:, h km;*,prb*idiiir...&b .$-J

partV administration of services).  As OUT State  govemment .. ~ ~~h;d’~~~~~~~
strives to become leaner and smarter, policvmakers  should : ,:+.J&l#d  #+ &&‘tr af +;.;;

turn their attention to our traditional k&king, regulatory, and
contracting practices.

Licensure and “Alternative Accreditation”

Texas ctxmxttiy  requires  the licen.sure,  registration and/or certification
of all the 30,003 or SO facilities that provide out-of-home child day-care,
residential care, and child placement.

The Unpersorr  lkunsing  staff of, ,the:Taxas  .&pub&t of erotsctfvc  .i

and Regutstory sarvicus @F’+?S) - 336 of them bandling  mrs i.
Iawes about4pm new Ilccnseq:~;ad-rsgbsstiorrr~~~I
year. ExJmnditur8s  for FY 1995 am akdhdad d +1X7 mUlion. -h Fy’i
1995, the agmcy amducted  3!&2f59 irupedok- which ah n&id of
licensedwl~aleratocwxpsr.,ysar-~to.~.awnplhnce~‘.
minimum sbndards.  Enzh ‘&i&km-e ik&&?g‘~ handb
about 81 atma. Esch reskknttai childarc.l)cacrrlng.~~~
harbdlea  about 21- ., . .-.*: : .-.
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Besides the various child-care facibties, Texas has dozens of other wr-
vice areas involving  children,.expectant  mothers, the elderly, substance
abusers, the disabled, etc. All these areas require a state-issued license
from one agency or another.

Many important programs in Texas are operated and/or sponsored by
faith-based groups (e.g., children’s homes, nursing centers and hospitals,
etc.). Many facilities, though - and not just faifh-based  ones - have
&shed  with state rules and regulations that many describe as silly and
unnecessarily meddlesome.

Is Accreditation Available? I(kh~a.Uy  all of Texas’ service areas that are
now licensed can be accredited:

l residential treatment for youth
l day treatment
l foster care and day care services for children
l vocational and employment services
l adoption services
l family preservation services
* runaway and homeless youth services
l outpatient mental health and substance abuse services
l therapeutic foster care
l residential care for mentally ill adults



l day care services for tie elderly
l services for victims of domestic violence
l services for persons with developmental disabilities

Is Accreditation Useful ? For providers weary (or afraid) of govem-
ment oversight, accreditation helps meet our three-part goal:

‘0 protecting the public interest by ensuring appropriate care and
oversight;

l protecting the religious character of p+ticipa*g  organ&a-
tiom; and

._,: i
_- . .._.

2 9. . : i ‘Y . - :. :_. ‘. ++z, -. ., -
l protecting the religious freedom of beneficiaries.

Accreditation’s value is hard to overlook As stated by the Council on
Accreditation, accreditation carries these benefits:

.L -.-
l identifies~agencies  in which consumers can hptve confidence

l generates knowledge upon which an effective agency referral
system can be built

identifies agencies worthy of public and private funding support

protects agencies and boards against pressure  to lower standards

increases program effectiveness

good risk-management strategy

stronger competitive position in a managed care~envirorunent

demon&=&es  accountability in management of resources

builds staff morale

one accreditation review covers all services - a plus for multi-
service delivery systems

W7zy Accreditation ? Accreditation by a well-respected and -creden-
tialed  entity would inspire confidence in the quaJity  of service and elim-
mate the need for government licensure  and oversight. The credential of
acaeditation  mmns  something. Accordingly, it is irtcreasing~y  recognized
by several states as equivalent to state licensing or certification require-
ments. Some states and other entities add o-tier practical and tangible
due to accreditation via various incentives (e.g., insurance reimburse-
ment for accredited facilities).

Moreover, as discussed above, it’s a useful way to begin reengineering
the state’s regulatory machinery and focusing government’s efforts on
trouble areas.

A partial list of accrediting bodies focused on early childhood educa-
tion is provided in the Appendix to this Report. Nothing in this Report
should be construed as an endorsement of any particular organization.



In aLl  its licer&ng and contracting activities, Texas should protect the
religious integrity of faith-based groups in at least four ways:

l Personr& Faith-based groups should enjoy autonomy in per-
sonnel matters (i.e., hiring people who share their religious
views, disciplining those who engage in certain conduct, etc.)

l mrinmmenl:  Faittt-based  providers shouldn’t be required to
dilute their religious environrnent (i-e., symbols, scriptures, icons, etc).

-0 Cur&W:  Religious groups should be free to help clients in a
distinctly religious manner (i.e., using religious language and
styles of service). Often, assistance cannot be easily classified as
either “secular” or “sectarian.” For example, counselors may
urge clients to seek a “higher power” to gain strength and
resolve, or urge those being mentored  to participate in a church’s
internal life. These religious emphases improve the quality of ser-
vices. Government’s sole aim should be that people overcome
their problems and are restored to society, not that social services
be stripped of religious content.

. .

..-

. Financinl  Accounfabili@:  In holding religious  pups fix&y
accountable, government should stay clear of policies and prac-
tices that aren’t directly involved in the program. The law
should recognize a “firewall” permitting groups to segregate
their program funds and limiting audits to that account. This
provision will guard against any improper entanglement.

To promote high-quality care, Texas should allow for an altemative
oversight mechanism for faith-based providm who, while committed
to providing valuable seroice, believe a non-govemmmtal  entity can
better credential and accommodate their program. Also, our State
should, while ensuring responsible stewardship of public dollars, take
care not to nowd out the contributions of faith-based provide m-a
excessive contracting regulations.



1. Authorize as an alternative to state licensure accreditation by an
established and recognized accrediting body committed to high-quali-
ty care and whose standards meet or exceed state minimums.

2. Urge insurance plans to include in their authorized provider pool
facilities that are recognized as offering high-quality care by a well-
respected accrediting organization.

3. Recognize the value of accreditation by waiving/easing the State’s
contracting requirements on accredited providers from whom the State
purchases services.

4. Texas law should reemphasize and m-affirm the State’s commit-
ment to religious liberty. All Texas statutes governing licensing - and
all related regulations, contracts, documents, agreements, etc. -
should prominently (i) bear language similaF  to that set forth in Ej
42001 of the Human Resources Code (which governs child-care facili-
ties) . . . that religious freedom is inviolate and beyond government’s
regulatory reach, and (ii) describe the State’s provision for variances
and waivers.

5. Enact legal provisions guaranteeing religious liberty safeguards that
assure would-be providers that their distinct religious character, pro
gram, and beliefs need not be surrendered‘ or “secularized” as a price
>f contracting with the State.

5. Insert religious liberty protections into all of the State’s
:ontract.s/agreanents  with participating faith-based service providers.

7. Periodically review and revise any new State contracting provisions
and regulations to ensure that they don’t unnecessarily discourage the
cooperation of Texas caregivers.



3 TEXAS CHILDREN:
VALUING OUR GREATEST  ASSET
Using ‘Alternative Accreditation” to encourage
faith-based child care providers

Our children are the faces of our future. And the childhood
we give them today will determine the society they give us
‘tomorrow.

- GOVERNOR GE~AGE  W. BUSH

Helping Ease the Child Care Tray.
Background: Texas has endured a profound shit? in childrearing. Most

Texas children spend significant time in the care of non-parents. And as
we better understand the lasting importance of children’s early experi-
ences, we see that child-care’s implications for children - emotionally,
physically, cognitively - are enormous.

Child-care has the capacity to nurture children’s bodies, minds, and
souls. To thrive, children require a delicate blend of love, guidance,
acceptance, encouragement, and discipline. Child care cannot be a place
where children are warehoused with apathetic (or worse) staff and in
substandard facilities.

Quality child*are  is a must for working Texas families - parents need
suitable options, and children need suitable care. But finding reliable  and
affordable child-care po5es  a tough dilemma for working parents. Without
it, access to the workforce is blocked. And put simply, there are holes in
Texas’ child- market (our State’s third-fastest growing industry).

The Added Effect of “Workfare”: Texas requires welfare moms to
work. Fortunately, the federal welfare reform bill grants  Texas about 5350
miilion for child-care programs over the next six years. That helps, but
there persists a very real issue: who will look after the children of low-
income, working moms when the moms can’t? How can they hold onto
their jobs? What happens when family and work responsibilities collide?
The work requirements in the federal bill mean Texas will need afford-
able child care more than ever. The key: more providers.

The need for good care is paramount, but it won’t sprout overnight.
Stringent regulations and liability concerns often dissuade would-be
providers.

. ..*........-...*............,,.



nie Unique Status of Relipious Providers: Religious-based caregivers
face unique concerns.- Whii  Texas benefits from&nerous  faith-based
providers who provide topnotch care, countless other would-be care-
givers give in to “preemptive capitulation.” Why? Because they often
perceive public agencies as less intenzsted  in serving childnzn  than in
punishing those who don’t succumb to state control. Requirements have
crept from health, fire, sanita,t@,  an<  s$ety  -@Js%nsitive  areas like per-- . .
sonnel, program, funding, etc. Many fear be&g tuined into a quasi-gov-
emment agency via excessive state regulation, and losing thei?  religious
distinctiveness in the bargain.

This view may seem exaggerated to some, but it nonetheless acts to dis-
courage many religious agencies who fear government’s “‘fatal embrace”
and believe they will have to sandpaper down their religious vitality for
the pleasure of rendering service.

Governor Bush has encouraged Texas’ faith community to offer quali-
ty child-care, like Task Force Chairman Tom Currie’s church does for wel-
fare mom who are either working or completing their education. Given
our State’s need for affordable, accessible care, and some would-be
providers’ good-faith aversion to government interference, we must try
to enlist  their help.

What to do? How can the State be less ‘intrusive into religious affairs
yet still fiA3l  their bona fide role in ensuring health, safety, fire and sari--
itation safeguards? Roughly nine states have struck a balance by carving
out, in one fashion or another, state licensing exemptions for religious
child-care providers. Each state makes its own provisions for assuring
itself that fire, health and safety requirements are met, that children are
protected from potential abuse via screening and reporting requirements,
and that parents remain involved in their children’s care.
.--.. ..w,-;-  - w-e-  -.-.---_._  _* thG - .“‘b - - -.. - :‘: -.--- . . .,,_- . , _-._ --.h.of & ..-&~?A;c’-&w~l
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FIorida embraces a unique alternative to state licensure: “alternative
accreditation.” So long as programs are accredited by a respected body
that requires compliance with published health and safety standards,
they an2 exempt from state licensure.

The Valid Need Fur Accountability Generally: The faith community
welcomes accountability and oversight. On this point, scripture provides
a clear admonition: people of faith are to be “above reproach” and a ster-
ling example of good deeds. As one minister-law professor has said,
“Christ came to Save us, not exempt us.” All religions  agree that caring
for children, the most vulnerable members of our society, is a sacred ttust.

Because the Tak Force recognizes an overwhelming burden of respon-
sibility toward the children of Texas, it Aa~ows  that any proposed altema-
tive to licensing must demonstrate a commitment to stewardship that is
absolutely impeccable.

The Virtues of “Alternative Accreditation”: Alternative accreditation is
a terrific alternative for providers, whether faith-based or not, and pr*
vides a conspicuous mark of excellence. Whether you’re a parent look-



hg for good care for your child or an employer trying to support your
employees’ child care needs, accreditation identifies high-quality pro-
grams that benefit all  Texans.

Alternative accreditation addresses our goals:

l ensures protection for Texas children by providing a bench
mark for quality;
l assists parents in their search for highquality  programs;
l provides valuable professional development experience for
teachers and directors;

- l assures donors of a solid investment;
l provides professional and public recognition for high-quality
programs; and
l promises greater sensitivity to the religious autonomy and
identity of providers.

There’s an added bonus, too: A credible alternative to state licensure
provides a novel opportunity to re-tool  the State’s regulatory apparatus
and conserve finite resources.  There were over 22,000 licensed, certified,
and registered day-care facilities in Texas as of August 31,1995.  If Texas
defers more to the private sector for oversight, public employees can bet-
ter focus their energies on problem areas.

A brief description of various accrediting bodies is provided in the
Appendix. The Task Force, however, presents this material for informa-
tional purposes only; no endorsement is intended...-

.- .- . ..-- -. 0

. .
..* . .

T’exas  should provide an alternative oversight mechanism for faifh-
based providers who, while committed to providing quality care,
believe a non-gooemmental  entity can betfer accommodate and cre-
dential  their program.

1. Adopt an “alternative accreditation” model that would permit faith-
based providers to seek accreditation by a well-respected body whe
standards meet or exceed state minimums. Such accredited providers
would be deemed eligible to compete for public contracts and/or
voucher programs.

2. Texas officials should embrace a philosophy of ‘benevolent neutral-
ity” toward faith-based providers wishing to remain licensed  by the
State. This philosophy should inform the state’s funding decisions and
also the state’s oversight and compliance efforts (i.e., requests for
waivers and variances).

3. Encourage on a private, associational basis, accredited faith-based
providers to form (or join) a peer self-study process to identify “best
practices” and performance standards, support trainmg~technical
assistance initiatives, etc.
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4 COMBIUIN~~ CRIME

AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE
Enlisting the ‘yaith factor” to promote a safer Texas

Without God, anything [everything] is permitted.

- Frooo~  D~STOYEVSKY

The church, as an institution, is society’s most effective
weapon in saving children from alcohol abuse, illegal drugs,
violent crime, sexual- promiscuity, illegitimacy, and depen-
dence.

- THE HERVAGE FOUNCJATION

Freeing Faith-Based
Adult Chemical Dependence Programs

IThe Crisis of Drug Abuse: TWO just-released studies underscore the
severity of our drug crisis. Teen drug use had hit its lowest point in 1992
after a decade of decline, bufthe National Household Survey on Drug
Abuse reports that teen drug use - which portends more violent crime
- has risen sharply:

l overall drug use increased among 12- to 17-year-olds  by 78 per
cent from 1992-95,24  percent from 1994-95 alone;

l 10 percent of teens now use drugs on a monthly basis;

l monthly cocaine use spiked up 166 percent between 199495;

i marijuana use increased 105 percent from 1992-9537  percent
since 1994;

l monthly use of LSD/hallucinogens rose 183 percent from 1992,
54 percent from 199495

Much of our drug war is waged on the “supply” side of the equation,
with government trying to stem the flow of drugs across our borders. But
there would be no flow to stem were it not for America’s steady demand.
The federal government has certainly stumbled in its duty to guard our
borders, but Texas must do better, too, at squeezing demand.

The Proven Eficay of ihe “Faith  Factof’:  Treating addicts, of course,
is a vital part of our anti-drug efforts. And studies consistently show that
faith-based addiction programs are often superior to other programs.

A study published in the Amen’can  ]ournnl  of Lkug and Alcohol Abuse
found that participants attending religious programs were nine times
more likely to report abstinence from opium-based drugs like heroin for
one year after completing the program. A review of 20 published studies
on substance abuse found that 19 of them - 95 percent - reported that

- ..- . . y-7 : * . . :
Lb-,-Lr .-LL-&-*-l .-..  _---.  . _-



religion plays a significant role in preventing alcoholism. The review also
noted that people who didn’t use drugs shared a consistent trait: a strong
religious commitment.
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G~vmmmnt’s Azw~~ion  to Faith-Based Treatm..mt: Unfortunately, cur-
rent Texas law crowds out valuable faith-a&hored  programs by failing to
take into account their unique nature and philosophy. By exhibiting a
strong sense of “credentialism” and dismissing religious volunteers as
“amateurs,” Texas has a history of brushing  aside religious efforts as
unprofessional and unsystematic. Said one former TCADA executive:
“Outcomes and outputs are not an issue for us.” As a nzsult,  many
addicts - with lives often marked by criminal behavior, lack of health
insurance, welfare dependence - are denied a proven way to escape

their destructive lifestyle.

-law: Anyone purporting  to offer drug hatment  must have  a stste-
issued  license, which requires Ii- counselors with a rquisite
amwnt  of ‘n?eflud  rnodd” ucudemic  trrlning,  clink&  expertise, etc.

Results Matiter: In launching this Task Force, Governor Bush put it
well: ‘The state should not be so process-oriented that it stifles good pro-
grams that produce results.” Just as we respect results, we should respect
the methods that achieve them. Unfortunately, Texas law has threatened
to snuff out some li.fe&anging  success stories:

.mw ‘: Not long ago, TCADA thxeatened to shut down
Victory Fellowship, a faith-based haven for hard-core substance abusers
staffed by former addicts and alcoholics.’

7k Philosop~:  A relationship with God provides meaning and
direction for life. “We don’t use drugs or psychiatrists or any of
that, only Bible study,” says addict-turned-Outreach founder
Freddie Garcia. “We believe that sin is the reason why people
take drugs.. . . the drug addict is a slave to sin, not to drugs. We
believe that drug addiction is a spiritual problem, and that Jesus
Christ is the solution.”

’ febnmy 1996 brought new bureaucratic hash, courtesy of the U.S. DepaMt of
Housing and Urban Development. led by former San Antonio mayor Henry Cisnero~ (who.
while m24yor. praised Outreah founder Freddie Garcia as a ‘benefactor of the communf~
who ‘can work wonders’). HUD requirements  - $s.fmo&ear  in rant cosuy iRslJrunc%  cov-
erage. etc. - threatened to shut down Gan%s ‘drop-in’ center for bwbkd k%lx. opelat-
ed for he in San Antonio’s pubhc Imusing pw. (Secretary Cisnercs recently waked
the rent requirement. but insisted on Be oIher requirements for Garcia to cc&we offeting
hi+ free zenrices  10 aano members. add&s.  abused kids. etc.)



77~ Resuffs: A reported “+re” rate for abusers of uack, heroin, and
alcohol of about 70 percent (cornpa&  with single digits for plany
seculx  programs). An average cost of 5253O/day  (compared
with several hundred dollars per day at other facilities). Over the
last three decades, more than 13,CXXl  people have reaped sobriety
and spiritual renewal at Victory Fellowship, which has roughly
70 satellite centers across the counti S?id ar&nii &e world.-,  .;

. . (_ >:
l Teen a: Like Kctory Feilowsf;ip,  T&n Challenge  1 th;largest  ..
‘faith-based treatment network with 120 centers nationwide - is a rehab
program that bwts great success. It, too, was almost shut down because
it didn’t embrace the “medical” - a/k/a/ “addiction is a disease” -
model of matmmt.  Instead, it embraced a “religious” model that views
addiction as the muit of underlying spiritual troubles that are eminent-
ly curable through moral teaching. (California- recently hixed  the
University of California to determine whether its federally-funded treat-
ment programs actually work).

The Phzksuphy:  Addiction is the result of moral choices, a mani-
festation of larger problems brought about by sin and ill-fated
attempts to find meaning in life. Teen Challenge provides resi-
dential social care, offers a home environment, teaches work
ethics, helps clients m their GED (if ne&ed),  teaches biblical
principles, etc.

. Tk Results: Reported “cure” rates of 70-86 percent, and for a
fraction of the cost of &her treatment (sometimes only four per-
cent of other local programs).

What About Cost? Drug treatment sponsored by taxpayers is no bar-
gain. According to federal drug czaf Barry McCaffrey,  the federal gov-
ernment will spend 5.5  billion in 1997 &atig mostly poor and criminal
addicts. The annual per-person costs of most residential treatment prc+
grams is between $17,000-22,ooO.  In 1992, the National Drug and Alcohol
Treatment Utilization Survey noted that 945,000 clients were participat-
ing in federally-funded drug treatment programs. And the cost of that
treatment has spiraled. From 1989 to 1994, federal money more than dou-
bled - increasing 119 percent, or $1.3 billion - but while freatment
demands have incnzstxi,  the number of persons trended  has gone down.

Eflective Drxlg  Treatment = Lzss Ctime:  This, too, is clear: syertive
treatient  yields tremendous results for law-abiding so&y.  Every day
of proven treatment reap5 a financial return  to the state because social
costs - mostly crime - decrease as people escape their addictions. One
study noted that graduates of religious programs were three times more
likely to be married and far less apt to be on parole/probation.
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Ibeiiewtfwea~&opk~adsvup
One size doesn’t fit all,  and faith-centered programs may not work for

illAtltukamanrrrrn,Lpaopk
everyone. But Texas needs a diverse mix of treatment alternatives, includ-

WhO*~llddcrgtkWWOflpOWdJ
ing low-cost programs rooted in faith. Their impressive SUCCESS merits

mdddictioa, oneitvdhidual~a
them a place of respect. As Texas looks for programs that work, it should

thn8.  -: ‘7. : -
(i) applaud no-nonsense ministries like Mctory Fellowship and Teen

L-“.&&~

Challenge that have a long history of saving lives, and (ii) do as other
states have done and dismantle the secular bias that crowds out such

. . . . . . . . ..-...--......-....---......-. valuable programs.
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Modify existing law to bet&  enable faith-anchoed  chemical dcpcn-
dence  programs to reach adult Taans  sujfqingfiom  drug and/or alco-
hol addiction.. .

1. Exempt from licensurr  requirements rehab or treatment programs
operated by a religious institution or social ministry that employs spir-
itual or religious methods of treatment and whose primary purpose is
to propagate the orgznization’s  religious beliefs. Such facilities should
not be crowded out by a co-opted definition of the words “treatment”
or “rehabilitation,” or fall within TCADA’s purview.

2. Require exempt facilities to:

l provide the name and address of the facility and satisfactory
proof of its status as a church or nonprofit religious organization;

- not provide medical care, medical detoxification, or medical
withdrawal services, and to refer persons needing such care to an
appropriate medical facility (unless the exempt facility ordinarily
provides such care);

l comply with all local fire, health and safety codes, along with
applicable state incorporation laws and fiiancial  accountability
standards set forth in nonprofit corporate statutes and IRS guide-
lines; and

l include in all advertising and program literature a statement
noting its exempt status as a religious nonprofit organization.

3. Recognize that individuals should not be precluded from receiving
federal or state benefits merely because they are participating in a faith-
>ased  residential treament  program.

1. Consider faith-based programs on the same basis as any other non-
profit private organization when recommending or referring would-be
participants.

5. Permit faith-based programs (perhaps based on specific outcome cri-
teria) to receive TCADA funds and provide services on the same basis
as any other nonprofit private entity, and forbidding the state from (i)
interfering with the definition, practice, or expression of a provider’s
religious beliefs, (ii) -tiring that a faith-based provider alter its form
of internal governance or remove religious art, scripture, etc., or (iii)



requiring funded programs to jettison their requirement that employ.
ees adhere to the organization’s religious and moral beliefs.

6. Recognize the legitimacy and effectiveness of proven faith-based
programs such that insurers are urged to include them within their
authorized provider pool.

7. Reevaluate any education and credentiaiing  standards that act to
deny federal drug treatment funds to faith-based facilities. Such stan-
dards should be removed so long as (i) the program has provided effec-
tive drug treatment for a reasonable period of time (i.e., at least three
years),and  (ii) the requirements for education and training of person-
nel effectively bar the group from receiving federal funds.

8. Urge faith-based programs to form, on a private, associational basis,
a peer self-study and accrediting process to identify “best practices”
and performance standards, support training/technical assistance ini-
tiatives, etc.

Faith-based correctional facilities

Religig is the forgotten factor. . . . We use pet therapy, her-
-y--.-v-.F:‘Tzm ~:.;~~~.-‘:;~~~.~~~~~~~~~:~~~,-‘;.~

ticulture therapy, acupuncture in prisons, but if you mention t J~~l+%,~Amaiuttku~TZ
God, there’s a problem. : mill’ion aimi&, nctm~~~.~~~~~

.._
- &RON JOHNSON, LAMAR t.hW.  CRIMINOLOGIST
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Government’s First Duty: If government can master one thing in order : w if++ 0~ f&liiycakirtg  .F~-.~f-‘j~~
to help re-energize civil society, it must restore security, protection, and ; s . :.;.;+.I;  :s ‘.:“, -. .’ 1
order to our neighborhoods. There can be no civic engagement when .- - ..’ : . . . .1 . I.-: ” ,, . -.,, . .z. _, :

front porches attract random gunfire, or public parks attract drug addicts . . kil ye&iolent  crime  c&is mci- -,-.I,

and prostitutes. A flourishing civil society is impossible if we have corn-
;
1 dy cmrm billim  in CcmQnjc.  :.:

munities  imprisoned by violence and fear.

Texas, which runs the nation’s largest prison system - now housing
132,000 inmates - could certainly benefit from ways to break the cycle of
criminal behavior.

Crime and Religion -Age-Old Enemies: A growing body of scientific
evidence shows that religion can curtail or cure deep socioeconomic
problems and help curb crime and recidivism. Policymakers worried
about crime cannot be indifferent about the difference that makes the
most difference in people’s lives.

The rehabilitative efficacy of faith-based treatment programs for
inmates is no longer open to serious dispute. A recent study examined
the impact of religion on hundreds of inmates from 20 prisons in 12
states, and found that the “truly religious”:

l were better able to handle personal problems;
l learned to deal with guilt;
l came to accept personal responsibility for their crimes; and
l tended to become model prisoners.



Bureau of Prisons to study recidivism in religious former inmates. The
study - which measured recidivism for up to 14 years after release -
found that the recidivism rate among religious former inmates was sig-
nificantly lower than the rate among non-religious ones. Religious
instruction played a key role in boosting the prospects for successful
long-term rehabilitation. A more demanding follow-up study found sim-
ilar drops in recidivism for inmates who attended prison Bible courses.

Dr. David Larson, a former researcher with the National Institutes for
I-Iea1t.h  and now with Duke University Medical Center, has spent several
years researching the beneficial relationship between religiosity and
recidivism. A recent survey found over 30 studies showing a correlation
between religious participation and being crime- and drug-free. (Larson
bemoans the neglect that religion - as well as the value of inmate par-
ticipation in volunteer programs, such as Prison Fellowship or alternative
correctional facilities -has received among many criminologists.) Byron
Johnson of Lamar University agrees: “Religion in the forgotten factor.”

Civil society needs guardrails, some moral consensus that dissuades
deviant behavior. Religion, unlike government transfer payments, pro-
vides it. Transforming people from the inside out, it gets under the sur-
face, n+molding beliefs and behavior. Religion f& man’s moral vacuum.
It provides hope, faith, and answers to life’s great questions; it offers deep
mea.n$g and purpose; it gives people a reason to say “no,” to persevere,
to live lives of responsibility, kindness, mercy, benevolence, and virtue.

Religion’s Effect on Would-be Jmwnile Delinquents: Washington Post

columnist Wdliam  Raspberry writes often on the explosion in juvenile
violence and what he sees as the “consciouslessriess” among our youth:

children who have reached adolesceixe and beyond without
having internalized any important sense of right and wrong,
who have no internal brakes.on their behavior, who can maim,
destroy and kill without remorse.

Religion’s power to curb juvenile delinquency - a term that used to
mean stealing apples, playing hooky, and joyriding  - is no longer open to
serious question. Liberals and conservatives alike tout the virtue of faith.
SYS criminologist John DiIulio, “It’s remarkable how much good empirical
evidence there is that religious belief can make a positive difference.” A
mt study in Criminology concluded that there is significant empirical  evi-
dence that d.i@n “serves as an insulator against crime and delinquency.”

The fact that church attendance is a better predictor of who will escape
drugs, poverty, crime, etc. than any other single vatible bears kerious &ten-
tion from Texas policymakers. After all, Texas’ prison population  grew
127 percent from 1990-95,  the sharpest jump in the nation. Texas also has
the nation’s highest rate of incarceration.

policy analyst and former Pentagon official Robert Maginnis  has sur-
veyed the pertinent data on religion’s power to curb delinquency:

* Church attendance deters juvenile crime. Twelve of 13 pub
lished  studies summarized in two reviews found that religious
commitment - especially church attendance - played a key
role in reducing delinquency.
* An unpubkhed  1994 study of college students concluded that
involvement in religious activities in the preceding two years



was, far and away, the most important predictor of lower crime.

l A 1993 study noted that religiosity reduced delinquency in
both highly and marginally religious settings even when adjust
ed for peer and family influence.

- A 1985 study noted that religious black men living in poor
areas are more likely than nonreLigious  black men to leave the
areas and avoid crime and drug abuse.

“Faith-Based” Prisons and Rehab Programs? In Texas, there  e&t p$
gious groups fully prepared to operate private correctional facilities (as
well as operate faith-based rehabilitation programs within ex&ting  State
prisons). These groups - who see a bold new mission field rather than
a place of despair and antisocial values - would be filled by adult
inmates nearing release (i.e., one or two years from parole eligibility  or
mandatory =le=Q. whp..yo~~~y~~~~~~  r)ilrticie. +@cifai&
based programming.’ .

Such public-private partnerships - privately financed and accredited
by the American Correctional Association - would emphasize:

l community responsibibty;
l strong moral and family  commitment& -
. cp&..m &,truccm; .,, . . . . . . . . .. . ‘I._ G .. -’ .,
l counseling and peer_support;  and
- on-site vocational training.

The aim is change the basic attitudes of inmates, and to help them r+
enter society as contributing, self-sufficient citizens. And by paying the
inmate a prevailing wage, as some initiatives envision, the inmate  can
contribute to his room and board, help support his family, make restitu-
tion to his victim(s), etc.

The inmate, who agrees to stay at least one year and fully participate in
ail programs, services, and employment, would spend his last bit of
incarceration in a facility (i) dedicated to habilitation and reintegration,
and (ii) animated by moral and social values. Moreover, the programs
offer post-prison care for new “outmates,” such as mentoring and link-
ing the inmate with a church family.

Programs of this nature have received accolades from leading law
enforcement and criminologists, business and religious leaders, adve
cates  for both inmates and victims, and government officials at all levels.

Texas’also  boasts hundreds of other criminal justice ministries designed
to help ex-offenders find a spiritual base and re-enter  society as respon-
sible, contributing citizens. “Out, But Not Free,” for example, is a Dallas
faith-based, after-care program offering job training, family  counseling,
educational assistance, and other support services. This post-release care
and nurturing program alsO brings together educational institutions,
businesses, churches, and the larger  community to support ex-offenders
“by bridging the gap between prison and the free world.” OBNF leaders
say their goal is “to help former offenders successfully reintegrate into
society and become spiritually whole, supportive of their families at
home and productive citizens at work” OBNF  and hundreds of other
effective ministries are committed to ensuring that ex-offenders remain
ex-offenders.
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offenders toward responsibility deserve an opportunity in Texas. And
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Second Chances: Mentoring Criminal Offenders

Today, when Texas criminals are freed - often not for the first time -
they’re generally given a bus ticket, 5200, and the name of their parole
officer. More often than not, they’ll commit more crimes, return to
prison, get released . . . and then repeat the cycle again.

. __.  _..-
. -I

Law-abiding Texans deserve better &it a criminal population shut-
tling back and forth between society and jail (which many call “graduate
schools” for criminals). As for violent criminals, jail is where they should
be. Punishment ought to be swift, severe, and certain.

But in an age when it costs a small fortune to send someone to prison
- and when most inmates will someday be back on our streets - non-
violent offenders need to get changed, not just released. Anger at crimi-
nals is understandable. But we must act smartly if we want a less omi-
nous future for Texas.

Offenders need strong role mdels.,  moral guidance, the accountability
of personal relationships, and a community that cares. Faith cornmuni-
ties, as we know, have the resources not only to lend assistance, but to
transform lives.

Courts should have the option to include a church-based mentoring
program as part of the offender’s sentence.

One Program Worth Examining:
“One Church - One Offender”

One Church-One Offender, an Indiana nonprofit, provides alternatives
to incarceration for nonviolent offenders through voluntary placement
with committees of local church members. Ln short, trained community
volunteers “adopt” and work one-on-one with nonviolent offenders to
help them become productive citizens and achieve a better life.

Goals: The goals are three-fold:

l to offer nonviolent offenders an alternative to overcrowded,
expensive jails -namely, a re-adjustive program of community-
based advocacy, education, and spiritual nurture



l to encourage positive behavior and provide an environment
conducive to the growth of confidence, independence, self-
reliance, and hopefulness
l to reduce crime and recidivism by intervening in offenders’
Lives to encourage healthy behaviors that are useful to the
community

Results: The program is only five years old, but early results are
promising:

l SO churches and 4i5 volunteers have been trained since the
program’s inception I

l 112 of 775  individuals requesting participation have been
accepted because of their willingness to abide by program
requirements

l the program has a recidivism rate of 15 percent compared with
a recidivism of 50 percent for the local county jail, and the 65 per
cent rate nationally for probation departments

l costs of incarceration in Allen County  are 514,600 and 520,805
for men and women, respectively, while the annual program cost
per client is $3,138

Texas could benefit from cm-ative  public-private partnerships between
c&gregations  and the criminal justice system. All too often, released
inmates have a tough time finding work. Dependent on relatives and
“old friends,” they usually resume destructive habits and a life of crime,
often graduating to more serious and violent offenses. A structured, non-
jail program that builds into the program accountability, follow-up, and
personal staff support bears aU the hallmarks of what Dr. Olasky ca.Us
“effective compassion” - . ’Its challenging, personal, and spiritual.

A collaborative effort between trained volunteen,  professional staff,
and motivated clients - including, wherever possible, the client’s family
- certainly merits a try. Perhaps Texas could re-tool  the One Church-
One Offender model to make it a voluntary part of post-incarceration sen-
tencing so that released persons experience a sense of structure and com-
munity.

Texans weary of crime need not fail for the false choice of being “hard”
or “soft” on crime - we can instead be “smart” and “effective.” Whether
we think anew about changing, not just releasing, nonviolent criminals is
a choice that will affect every Texan.



In an effort to transform lives and break the expensive cycle o,f crim-
inal recidivism, Texas should examine and consider implementing
church-based “mentoring” programs, either in lieu of incarcerating
nonviolent upenders or as part of post-incarceration sentencing.

.
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5 HEALM CARE
Increasing access by protecting medica volunteers

The effect of faith on the health of individuals is significant,
but its potential impact on the health of communities is
astounding.

-  fORMEl  f%ESlDENl  .hMUY C A R T E R

Increasing Access
by Ptoteding Medical Volunteers

Many of our rural and urban neighbors tind it difficult or impossible to
access medical care. if’s esfimnied fhut some 1.3 million Texas children  m not cm
end by health  insumnce.  Often, tI-if3-e  children  aren’t from low-income fami-
lies, but from working bluecollar homes that simply cannot afford insur-
arm. The Texas Health Commiss ioner estimates that it would cost dose to
$1 billion to provide health benefits to a!.l of Texas’ uninsured youngsters.

Unless a physician volunteers, financial reality often deprives care to
patients unable to afford it. Doctors and nurses who volunteer their ser-
vices, though, increase their exposure to malpractice claims, thus boost-
ing their insurance premiums dramatically. Professionals willing to help
simply cannot afford to take the risk Sadly, many Texas caregivers  find
it easier to serve the poor abroad than they do in our own neighborhoods.

Doctors and nurses who volunteer their expertise should be com-
mended, not threatened with unreasonable lawsuits. By protecting them,
Texas would encourage the noblest impulses of medicine by making it
easier for doctors and nursz  to provide charitable care.

Texas could certainly benefit from commu.nity or&each  programs
designed to provide preventive check-ups and other medical care to low-
income families.

Everyone benefits from such common-se& efforts:

- fhefimilies  - Parents  don’t have to miss work to stay home
with sick, uninsured child.ten,  who missed  soO,OOO  more school
days in illness-related absences in 1994 than kids who were
insured. In 1954,  working Texans lost an estimated $22  million in
wages and productivity to care for sick, uninsured children.

l tk taxpayers - By stressing preventive medicine and neguiar
check-ups, it saves money down the mad and reduces costly  ER
room visits. In 1995, the direct costs just to Texas’ 11 major mm
politan hospitals of providing uncompensated care to kids 12 and
under exceeded $100 million Smaller area hospitals and clinics,
funded by local taxpayers, contributed millions more. Lack of he&h
insurance is a drag  on Texas’economic development.

l the wluntem - By bringing health screening and immuniza-
tions directly to peoples’ homes, medical student-volunteers
could get valuable practical training.

.-
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The faith community is a powerful vehicle for reaching vulnerable and
distressed  populations, and the interest in health and faith partnerships
is growing stronger. In Maryland, the Heart, Body k Soul program links
250 churches in East Baltimore that operate a model of neighborhood care
wherein clergy and neighbors provide outreach and saeening  services,
often going door-todoor in a region that has poor health statistics.
Another interfaith eff art is the Health and Faith Coalition of Los Angeles,
which sets up health education and screenin g programs within locai
churches. Volunteers persuade thousands of their at-risk neighbors to be
tested for conditions like diabetes and hypertension, attend information
workshops, get immunizations for their children, etc. Says Executive
Director Joni Goodnight:

These are places when2 the churct~ is a mucHrusted and
respected iwtitution. Once a beloved pastor or priest becomes
involved with a disease prevention or health promotion pro-
gram, credibility grows and health behaviors begin to change.

The Interfaith Health Program (IHP) of The Czuter  Center in Atlanta
seeks to strengthen the health-faith movement and serves as a clearing-
house of “best practices” of interfaith partnerships. IHP recently
launched a Web site to promote its ministry strategies: hifp://urww..infemc-
cess.comMpnet/. Medical training coupled with religious commiunent is
a powerful prescription for better health.



Texas should provide legal protecfions to medical professionals who
provide chan’tabfe care to needy Texans who othermise lack access to
quality medical seroz’ces.

1. Provide greater legal protections for any licensed health care profes-
sional who volunteers free medical services to a medically under-
served peson.
2. Encouraging malpractice insurance companies and other employer-
insurers to cover such volunteer activities at no extra cost.
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6 “SELF-HELP” INITIATIVES

AND COMfWNllY DNELOPMENT
CORPORATIONS

Strengthening and empowm’ng
neighborhood self-help groups

One more government program, one more cop on the street
is not going to work. . . . The community needs to take
responsibility and initiative that develop at the grass roots
level to reclaim the neighborhood and intervene in the lives of
its youth. We need a whole neighborhood philosophy.

- JOAN WAGNM, KANSAS STATE LEGELATOR

Research shows something important. Low-income people facing
crises do not turn first to government (rightly “the institution of last
resort”). Rather, they resort first to family, a neighborhood group, a con-
gregation, or some other close-by resource. These “local institutions of
first choice,” as Robert Woodson calls them, should be the axle around
which our efforts to aid the poor revoIve.

. _.C  - .” . ‘~--~~“7.---.-~‘.-r-  __
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We need to harness self-help initiatives to revitalize distressed  cornmuni-
ties. We need to celebrate the local “mediating struct~~&’  that people in cri-
sis so often choose for themselves. As wrjter Michael Novak puts it, these civ-
ilizing institutions must be “the North Star of a new bipartisan agenda” to
restore economic, social, and spiritual health to low-income neighborhoods.
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Texas could benefit from 2 coordinated effort to highlight and demon-
strate the vital importance of successful neighborhood groups. Low-
income neighborhoods need to be nt the policymaking table, they need
training and ?echnical  assistance, they need synergistic, novel, and mar-
ket-based partnerships between area businesses and service providers.
In short, they need an empowerment agenda that will do - not just
study - at least three things: (i) strengthen 2nd empower self-help
groups that are beating poverty and leading people to self-sufficiency, (ii)
stimulate enterprise, investment, and job creation in poor communities,
and (iii) strengthen families and individuals. Grassroots leaders who
have been trained in “the emergency rooms of civil society” merit a
prominent place in the community-based battle against poverty.

Like the BRIDGES network in Detroit, a local faith-based “clearing-
house” could:

l offer technical assistance and program development support
to religious groups
l help such groups get access to training in community 2nd
economic development
l nurture partnerships between various state agencies and
church bodies
l implement a computer communications network to provide
access to information
l share the power and theology ‘of faith-based development
l provide resources to religious programs that strengthen
families and restore communities.
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Public Housing Specifi’cally:  Public housing developments ought to be
safe and hospitable environments for raising children. Local communi-
ty development corporations (CDCs)  are uniquely positioned to rehabil-
itate, preserve and manage housing for low and moderate income peo-
ple. These grassroots groups recognize the imperative need not for
dependent renters, but for responsible owners who have a stake in their
communities.



Housing assistance should not dilute the human spirit of helpless ten-
ants; it should encourage them to save and dream. CDCs, which serve as
economic development incubators, are doing this every day.

Today’s public housing environment needs wholesale transfomation.
Consider:

l Publrc housing residents are three times more likely to be vic-
urns of violent crime then the average of households nationwide.

l 42 percent of public housing residents in one survey
-sard they had heard gunfire nearby. Nearly half of residents say
their ncrghborhoods are troubled by drug trafficking.

Texas should craft and embrace initiatives for low-income communi-
ties that empower grassroots organizations, stimulate economic activi-
ty, strengthen families, and foster serf-suffciency and independence.

i: Build and expand upon the-work of this Task Force by inviting estab-
lished “self-help” experts to help Texas research, design and imple-
ment a bold legislative and regulatory agenda that a&eves genuine
reform and empowerment for low-income neighborhoods.

2. Convene a “State Clergy Summit” to demonstrate the State’s com-
mitment to collaborate with and support faith-based groups in their
efforts to strengthen families and revitalize neighborhoods.

3. Encourage the donation or sale of land, homes, and commercial/indus-
trial structures to neighborhoods, community development corporations,
etc. for public purposes such as low-income housing.

4. Urge state and local governments, wherever possible, to offer prop-
erties for sale (on a cost recovery basis) to local CDCs  that provide
housing opportunities to low-income families.

5. Review liability insurance and complex administrative hurdles that
now represent service entry barriers to community service organiza-
tions seeking to use public housing units.
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7 C O N G R E G A T I O N S  IN A C T I O N :
Innovative programming
that makes a difference

Thousands of congregations and faith-based agencies across Texas are . -. . ‘.7-y  ~-‘Y-‘y-~’  “.‘-y  q.-y--.y  e-7
already performing daily feats of service and restoration. A detaiied list The time k l hys�rigMfo�& t&t-�;;
of the often-heroic ways they serve their fellow Texans would go on and

-.:.. __. _.

on, and still omit quite a’few. _. ._. k ti’:,?~~~~;.~~.~$~~.  .-;I::.:,,. :’_ ‘. .-:.I’  :y..:  (,.. ‘L. *v.. _ _-. . _... -q~*,::-.L-.:  _ 34._ .-. _..:: :; 2”. ?‘- DtdlAlu~KalQfe‘;;
‘0 battling child abuse

.-..-.---I...-...-.-.........*-.-....  .._. . . _.: _._  . : . . . ---.-. . ..a..;:.. ‘-.. &.:.  -.
l mentoring at-risk children and nonviolent offenders

. . -.-.r..~.-~dr,~L...  - __ - - _ LL.. ___.__  2:

l attacking poverty, hunger, and homelessness
l combating substance abuse
l moving families off welfare
l building strong communities
l counseling criminal  offenders
l strengthening marriages and families

These invaluable efforts certainly merit our applause.

It’s true that congregations, like their individual members, have
.‘.-.-ypY~’  . 1.,. ,_-  . . . . . . ‘Z”.  .:‘ ‘-*.”  .: -^, _ ..-.-a....  ..____.  . . . .:-y:r-.VT

A fuller description-of some Mtiatives-Uust.came~~  tl& Task=Force’s  2
attention ia provided at pages  IO-Z? of the Report Appccldix.  The  Task
.+ce tncoumges  the Texas @th community3o  study these programs’
and, where poasiblt and where! led to do s~;conskIer  adopting similar3
effo&j. . . --._ ;. ;i . -’
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diverse talents and vocations. Some may have a knack for me&o&g
troubled teens while others may excel at battling drug abuse. There are
countless opportunities for service, and members of the faith community
must focus their energies on where they can be most effective. More and
more ministries are seeking outside guidance and support.

Religious Volunteer Coordinators: Some congregations are appointing
church members to serve as point-people for service opportunities in the
area. Coordinators of congregation-based volunteer efforts sometimes
convene across the country. The membership associations meet regular-
ly, elect officers, and provide various professional development pro-
grams.

: HorristhetimeinouraAtryfora~
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Outside Financial Support: Faith-based programs hoping to expand
their services (and bracing for more clients) are increasingly turning to ,_ ..‘..‘:~ -5-  _.___  -.-,-  . .,_-. . . -- . . _-_.  :
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Robert Wood Johnson Foundation’s Faith in Action program.

Faith in -4ction programs offer a wide array of volunteer services, such
as respite care for families caring for people with Alzheimer’s  and AIDS,
or providing transportation to the disabled. The Foundation, which pre
vides start-up grants of S25,OOO for each program, has noticed today’s
increased interest in non-government funding. In 1984,251  Faith in Action
programs got off the ground; now there are 300 programs in 35 states.
The Austin area, with 11 programs, has more than any other area in tk nation.

The Lilly Endowment provides grants for religious partnerships with
community development initiatives. Other organizations, like the
Neighborhood Reinvestment Training Institute, offer workshops on how
to recruit time, talent, and money from regional and national bodies,
foundations, and government.

At day’s end, we are optimistic. True, r&gious social  ministries face
formidable challenges, and they cannot do it ail. We’re not suggesting
they should. But as the welfare landscape changes in Texas, cu~y Texan
- particularly those inspired by their faith - should make a personal
and renewed investment in the lives of their neighbors and communities.

Given the itnpwssive efforts of the faith community across  Tkras  to
meet cn’tical needs - combating child abuse, mentor&g at-risk youth,
moving families oflwelfanz,  strengthening marriages,  supporting case-
workers, etc. - we respcdfully mcourage  our fellow citizens to aam-
ine these groups’divme, importanf programming and consider adopt-
ing similar efforts whne possible. Moreover, Taas should take active
and ongoing steps to facilitate the work of private social szmice
providers, including faith-based ones.

1. Designate an “ombudsman” in state government who can intervene
and troubleshoot when private providers run into bureaucratic  and
&her  obstacles. Providers often need someone to turn to for help,
information, and advocacy.

2. Urge the creation of an ,“infonnation  clearinghouse” on private
social service providers. Su&( a dearinghouse could, for example, pub
lish a list of programs that private providers might be able to partici-
pate in, publish regular newsletters, consult with individual providers,
dist+bute various publications (such as the resource guide Fnith
Cummunifies prepared by the U.S. Department of Health  and Human
Services Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration),
etc. The clearinghouse could also, among other things, develop and
inventory profiles of successful faith-based models across Texas.



3. Publish - perhaps at the county level - a comprehensive, up-to-
date directory of private and faith-based resources that would be dis-
seminated to public welfare officials, community leaders, businesses,
criminal justice officials, recipients, police and neighborhood associa-
tions, etc. This information could seme at least two purposes:

- Serve as a handy resource of participants in Texas’ “charita-
ble choice” voucher system. .

* Provide a l&t of referral agencies t&which public officials
- and others could direct people needing as&&nce;  this aid

could be rendered bqcore  the applicant seeks and receives pub-
licly-funded benefits.

4. Link faith-based leaders and volunteers through the upcoming
TxS-ve  on-line computer network (TxServe  is an interactive telecom-
munica tions network linking volunteer and community service leaders
across Texas and providing state-of-the-art information in volunteer
management and service delivery.)

I
..- f

5. Urge Texas to convene a summi t among practitioners acres Texqs  to
highlight the vital role of religious nonprofiti  and where f&F&&i I
providers could share “what works and why” ideas, approaches, and
processes about “how to set up a service initiative,” etc. Participants
could share information, discuss barriers, and make further recom-
mendations for policy innovations as well as the development of a peer
.vaLidation  system.

6. Lncorpomte  into the Governor’s annual Volunteer Leadership
Conference regular programmin g of particular interest to faith-based
providers.

7. Designate special recognition and achievement awards to successful
faith-based providers and other effective self-help community initia-
tives as part of the ongoing Governor’s Volunteer Leadership Awards
and the Governor’s Volunteer Awards for Outstanding Service.

8. Urge creation of a special fund to which would-be providers could
apply for seed money, either to start a new agency oi‘to start a new pro-
gram. The emphasis of this fund - which could be funded from vol-
untary individual and business contributions (perhaps with business
tax incentives) - would be upon new, creative, innovative programs
dealing with persistent social problems.

I

9. Consider business tax incentives to spur greater charitable involve
ment with effective low-income community initiatives.

I
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EXECUTIVE ORDER
BYTHE

GOVERNOR OF THE STATE OF TEXAS

THXSTATEOFTEXAS
EXECUTIVEDEPART~NT
OFFICEOFTKE GOVERNOR

AUSTIN,TTXAS

EXECUTIVE ORDER

GWB 96-5
Relaling lo Faith-Based Community Service Groups

WHEREAS, the State of Texas seeks to create an environment which permits the
growth of community-based organizations that effectively meet the needs of its citizens;

WHEREAS, the State of Texas has a long history of community outreach by
churches, synagogues, and other faith-based organizations that offer assistance to persons
in need;

WIC@EAS, faith-based organizations continue to provide focused and effective
aid to persons in a wide variety of crisis situations;

WHEREAS, state laws and regulations, while ensuring that basic health and safety
standards are met, should not unreasonably restrict the charitable activities of these faith-
based organizations;

WHEREAS, other states have formally recognized, through statute and
administrative rule, the benefits that faith-based groups bring to communities in need; and

WHEREAS, Texas has no existing statute that explicitly recognizes or specifically
accommodates the work of faith-based community organizations.

NOW, THEREFORE, I, George W. Bush, Governor of Texas, under the authority
vested in me, do hereby create and establish the Governor’s Task Force on Faith-Based
Programs to serve in an advisory capacity to the Governor. This Task Force shall: (i)
examine the role of faith-based programs in Texas and determine how Texas can best
create an environment in which these organizations can flourish and most effectively help
those in need; (ii) determine which state laws, regulations, or procedures impede the
effectiveness of such organizations; and (iii) provide specific recommendations as to how
Texas law could best accommodate the programs and activities of the affected community
organizations. The Task Force will have no final action authority.



The Task Force shall include members of reli8ious organizations, persons affiliated
with faith-based programs, and community volunteers. The Task Force shall convene at
the earliest practicable time after appointment and shall accomplish its charge by
September 1, 1996. It shall submit to the Governor a written summary of its findings and
recommendations.

The Task Force shall meet as frequently as necessary upon call of the Chair. A
majority of the membership shall constitute a quorum for the purpose of conducting the

‘busing-s-of the Task Force.

- The’ members of the Task Force shall seme without salary. Reasonable and
necessary travel and per diem expenses may be reimbursed when such expenses are
incurred in direct performance of official duties; but such reimbursement shall not exceed
S80.00 per day as permitted by Article IX, Section 33, of House Bill 1, of the Texas
General Appropriations Act.

This Executive Order shall be effective immediately and shall remain in full force
and effect until modified, amended, or rescinded by me.

ANTONIO 0. GARZA
Secretary of State

FILE0 IN THE OFFICE Of ‘TM
SE@ElARY OF SW



ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVES TO STA?E LICENSING OF CHILD CARE

STATE ALTERNATIVE OF LICENSING FIRE, HEALTH, PARENTAL EMPLOYER CHILD CORPORAL

SAI:ETY R.&~NSI~~IL~TY SCREENING ABUSE DISCIPLINE
REPORTING

Alfllmff Preschoo l  p rograms  wh ich  a re  an r e q u i r e d r e q u i r e d B i l l  i n t r o d u c e d  r e q u i r e d permicced
in tegra l  pa r t  o f  a  loca l  church th is  year

miniscry or  a  re l ig ious  nonpro f i t
e lcmenrary  schoo l ,  and  a re  so

I
p r o p o s i n g  that
c h u r c h  child-

recogn ized  in  cl;e church  o r  schoo l ’s care facilities _

d o c u m e o r s  a t e  E X E M P T E D  f r o m h a v e  t h e
r e g u l a t i o n . ’ option o f

c o m p l i a n c e

Floridti R E G I S T R A T I O N  o f  a  r e l i g i o u s r e q u i r e d r e q u i r e d r e q u i r e d r e q u i r e d
organ iza t ion :  (1)  w h i c h  d o e s  n o t

p e r m i t t e d

r e c e i v e  g o v e r n m e n t  f u n d i n g ;  a n d
(2 )  wh ich  is  cer t i f i ed  by  a  starewide
c h i l d - c a r e  o r g a n i t a c i o n  w h i c h
p u b l i s h e s ,  a n d  r e q u i r e s  c o m p l i a n c e
wi th ,  i t s  s tandards .

lndiam A  d a y  n u r s e r y  o p e r a t e d  b y r e q u i t e d r e q u i r e d ’ r e q u i r e d requ i red n o
SOl(c)(3) r e l i g i o u s  o r g a n i z a t i o n  i s
E X E M P T E D  p r o v i d e d  i t  i s

p r o v i s i o n

REGISTERED wit11  rhe Scare Fire
M a r s h a l  a n d  S t a r e  B o a r d  o f  H e a l t h

Uirrouri’ C h i l d - c a r e  f a c i l i t i e s  o p e r a t e d  u n d e r  r e q u i r e d r e q u i t e d n o  p r o v i s i o n r e q u i r e d
exc lus ive  concto l  o f  a  re l ig ious

p e r m i t t e d
I

organization - EXCEPTED -
f r o m  l i c e n s u t e

Vorfh C h u r c h  d a y - c a r e  f a c i l i t i e s  must f i l e r e q u i t e d ” r e q u i r e d r e q u i r e d
~nrolirm a  N O T I C E  O F  I N T E N T  t o

r e q u i r e d p c r m i r t c d ’

operate a  ch i ld -care  fac i l i t y  and  an
a n n u a l  r e p o r t  o f  c o m p l i a n c e  w i t h
m i n i m u m  s t a n d a r d s I



ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVES TO STATUE LICENSING OF CHILD CARE

S-J-ATE

SOlJIb

Carolirm

Ufah

Virgitlia

ALTERNATIVE TO LICENCSING

N o  c h u r c h  congregarion  o r
established religious
d e n o m i n a t i o n  o r  r e l i g i o u s  c o l l e g e
or  un ivers i ty  which d o e s  n o t
rece ive  government  ass is tance  may
opera te  a  ch i ld  day -care  cen te r  o r
g r o u p  d a y  c a r e  h o m e  u n l e s s  i t
complies wirh REGISTRATION
a n d  i n s p e c t i o n  r e q u i r e m e n t s

C h i l d - c a r e  p r o v i d e d  b y  p a r o c h i a l
ch i ld -care  insr icuc ions  a re
EXEMPTED.
EXEMPTION for child-care
c e n t e r s  (Iess t h a n  2 4 - h o u r  c a r e )
o p e r a t e d  u n d e r  the ausp ices  o f  a
r e l i g i o u s  i n s t i t u t i o n . ”

FIIE, HEALTH,
SAFERY

rcqu i red

. .
n o  provisIon

PARENTAL EMPLOYEE
RSPONSIUILITY SCREENING

n o  p r o v i s i o n r e q u i r e d

n o  p r o v i s i o n n o t  r e q u i r e d

r e q u i r e d
1

r e q u i r e d r e q u i r e d

C H I L D

A B U S E

REPOWING

r e q u i r e d

r e q u i r e d

r e q u i r e d

COI\POIt AL
D I S C I P L I N E

p e r m i t t e d

permicccd

permirtcrl

’ This is true whether the progtam  is operated separately or u a part of religious nonprofit elementary school unit, secondary school unit or institution of higher learning under the
governing board or authority of the local church or its convention, association, or regional body to which it may be subject; provided that notice is filed by the governing board or

authority of the church or school with the department that the church or school meets the definition ofa local church ministry or a religious nonprofit elementary school.

* Unscheduled visits by a custodial parent or guardian shall be permitted at any time n child-care ministry is in operation.

3 With regard to a child-care facility maintained or operated under the exclusive control or P religious organization, Missouri specificpJly  temoves from the jurisdiction of the

department of health or any other government entity the authority:

(I) to interfere with program, curriculum, ministry, teaching or instruction ofTered in a child-care facility;

(2) to interfere with the selection, certifkntion, minimal formnl educational degree requirements, supervision or terms of employment of n facility’s personnel;
(3) to interfere with the selection of individuals sitting on any governing board of a child-care fncility;

(4) to interfere with the selection of children enrolled in P child-cnte facility; or
(5) to prohibit the USC of corporal punishment. However, the department of health may require the child-care facility provide the parent ot guardian enrolling

a child in the facility a written explanation of the disciplinary philosophy and policies of the child-care facility. M.R.S. Q210.258.

4 Also requires facility to meet immunization, staff/child ratios, parental access, and capacity requirements. N.C.G.S. 4 t IO-91

SPermittcd in church day-care facilities if(i) the facility files with the Department a notice that corporal discipline is a part of the religious training of its program, and (ii) the

church day care facility states in its written policy of discipline that corporal discipline is a part of the religious training of its program.

60n-site inspections by the Commissioner of Social Services nre permitted CO  assure compliance with staff/child rntios. health of stnfT, criminal history record checks, and

reporting of suspected cases of child abuse nnd neglect. SUOIIITTED UY  THE CItRtSTIAN  LAW hssot:l~rl~~
,



PARTIAL LIST OF EARLY CHILDHOOD
EDUcATiON ACCREDITING BODIES

There are many child care accrediting bodies that help ensure quality
service, includmg:

National Academy of Early Childhood Programs
(The Academy)

The Academy IS a national, professionally-sponsored, voluntary
accreditation sy5tcrn for all types of preschools, kindergartens, child care
centers, and s&o&age  child care programs. The Academy, founded in
1985, is admrrwtered  by the National Association for the Education of
Young Children (NAEYC), the nation’s largest organization of early
childhood educators. As of Fall 1995, The Academy’s effort to improve
the quality of care and education for young children had extended to
more than 4,500 early childhood programs in all 50 states (over 360 in
Texas alone). Another 8,000 programs were undergoing the accreditation
review process. About 15-20  percent of them are church-related.

The three-part NAEYC accreditation process - self-study, validation,
and decision - examines the total program, but places the greatest
emphasis on the quality of interactions among staff and children and the
developmental appropriateness of the curriculum . . . the nature of the
child’s experience. And programs may apply whether they’re full- or
part-time, profit or nonprofit. Cost varies depending on the number of
children enrolled in the program.

The Academy: (202) 328-2601

- . .
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The ECCN proctor  undersmnx  the critical importance oi highquali-
ty education and care. in the past two years, ECCN has systematized the
self-study process in a National Council on Recognition’(NCR).  Today,
NCR coordinates-a Mentor Assistance Program that provides mined
skIlled mentors to se&study participants, reviews and evaluates com-
pleted setfatudy portfolios, and awards ECCN recognition to the con-
gregati- and early childhood programs that successfully meet the
goals and critefia  O? Congregations and Child Care and are accredited
by The Academy, -. . .. .

For into. abkt membeihip’  services, &bliclrtions, and the setf+tudy
recognition p r o g r a m :  ._ ’ ._

/EC& . - .--..: ‘. -

.:-.. -:.. -_ ,,;;..,Szi;%;:ei .. , .._- iYY
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-J!i80 N. Northwest Hwy, Suite 115 _ :-.,- . . .‘., l-z; .
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_. .

PM Ridse, JL: fOOQ3:  .1 :” .‘.
(708) -1612 - .. .. : ;‘.:
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Texas Association for the Education
of Young Children (TAEYC)

TAEYC and local affiliates such as the Dallas Association for the
Education of Young Children, work in conjunction with NAEYC to pro-
mote quality child-care through (i) voluntary accreditation via standards
that state officials concede are “much higher thin Licensing’s minimum
standards,” and (ii) training of child-care professionals.

As parents make the extremely important choice of out-of-home care,
they must feel confident that their child is getting quality care and edu-
cation. The abovelisted  and other recognized systems heip by stamping
a mark of approval on high-quality providers.

TAEYC: (214) 387-3533

Central office: (512) 451-2392

National Association for Family Child Care
(NAFCC) Accreditation

NAFCC is a professional organization representing family and group
home child care providers that recognizes and encourages high-quality
care for children in family child care settings. Since 1981, NAFCC has
offered recognition to providers who have demonstrated a commitment
to standards of excellence in seven  areas: safety, health, nutrition, inter-
acting, leaming environment, outdoor environment, and professional
responsibility. More than 1,400 providers in 41 states and the District of
Columbia have achieved accreditation through NAFCC.

NAFCC: (800) 359-3817

National Early Childhood Program Accreditation
(NECPA)

NECI’A - developed by the National Child Care Association - is an
independent, voluntary accreditation program focusing on early child-
hood care and education programs. Since 1992, NECPA has awarded
accreditation to 44 centers in 10 states. As of July 1996, there were 11:.* _. .- ---....wl:-”R7:- :. -,;; P~7’-“????~~i._ - _ .,:-  . . .:.--i_ __._-_ NECF’A-accredited  programs in Texas. The staff at Kiddie Kampus  I and

. . . . . . . . . . .r....rr.r.rr.rrrr.,.r  ““““f~:
FlUl?Wlm AtkwVifaTa+r;~
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II in Texas said, “The MZCPA  self-study reinforced a good self-image
among staff and management concerning our programs and schools as a
whole. However, we did discover a few areas  which need a little polish.
Together, we buffed ‘em to a lovely shine. Needless to say, ail benefited.”

NECPA: (800) 543-7161

National Accreditation Council
for Early Chiidhood Professional

Personnel and Programs (NACECPPP)
The Council is a national nonprofit that supports private-licensed, cen-

ter-based, and ecumenical early childhood programs under the sponsor-
ship of the Child Care Institute of America. Since it began in 1992,
NACECPPP’s  three-step review process - self-study, validation, and
decision - has accredited SO programs in five states.. _. ’ ’

National System for Improvement
and Accreditation of School-Age Care Programs

A system is being developed through the collaboration of the National
School-Age Child Care Alliance (NSACCA) and the school-Age  Child
Care Project (SACCP) of the Center for Research on Women at Wellesley
College. The system will be piloted this Fall in over 40 programs.
..-

SACCP: (617) 283-2.547  -

NSACCA: (202) 737-6722

National Association
for Family Day Care (NAFDC)

I

NAFDC: (800) 359-3817

National Family Day Care
Home Accreditation Association
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THAT MAKES A DIFFERENCE

Child Abuse: Protecting Texas Children

. Some have rightly described child abuse as the most devastating betray-
al of the-closest human relationship -parent and child. Preventing  abuse
is vital to children’s futures, and to ours, too. A child who suffers
abuse/neglect is 40 percent more likely to become delinquent.

- _. _- . . . . . .._. _-_--_..-...  “I ,-.,.  _. --‘;‘-s,:.‘.  .~“3C....-“-.-r--lc-  ,_ - -  ~---.
Every year i; An&ice, ihere  are mlJlicmas  of reports of suqected  child
abuse and negiecL A child dies in America from abuse every four hours.
Aerxding  to DPRS, there y~ere 168,612 nport~ of child abtinegw  in
FY 1995 (about 70 percent Of InV~tlgdiOns  Wmt  mumfirmed  that  y-r):

The Alliance for Children of Fort Worth estimates that abuse/neglect
investigations cost about S42U million in 1995. DPRS estimties  that
fully 25 percent. of Texas’. children - 13 of 5.3 million - have been
abusedfnegkcted  or may,be at risk of k From M 1991-95, the recidi-+,
vism rate for abwehegkct  victims is about 34 percent. . 1. . . . . . . . . . .:_ : -. .P.. . .y. ._ . _.. .,‘. “I. -i:-.-, .- -
. . : . ,, ... - ‘_. . r-i.L2-.1- --d--A-.  -.~~.‘~-.--~-~--~-~-i:.,:i_.-

While we all share the responsibility to ensure a safer world for chil-
dren, the faith community is uniquely positioned to help prevent abuse.
Many effective interventions to safeguard children rest with churches
Bnd other religious groups.’ Several churches are weighing in. At
Riverbend Church in Austin, the Angels Afoot program raised almost
912,000  in two Sundays to buy playground equipment for a program
serving abused and neglected children. In April 1996.40 church volun-
teers built a play area. Chairwoman Verda Ben-y’s response was simple:
“As needs arise, we will just take care of them as they come.”

One impressive effort to combat child abuse is the Child Abuse
Prevention Coalition of Dallas (CAPCO), a group comprised of individu-
als and 18 agencies and churches. In May 1996, CAPCO published a
resource book for faith communities, Clrild  Abuse: Etmybody’s  Business, in
order to (i) inform people where to turn if they suspect child abuse, and

- (ii) educate the religious community on steps it can take to protect chil-
dren.

CAPCO’s extensive resource book contains a notable l@point  plan
describing what ,the faith community can do, either as an outreach to oth-
ers in the community or to fellow church members, to protect the physi-
cal and emotional safety of Texas’ most vulnerable citizens.

Below is a near-verbatim recap of CAPCO’s  impressive lO-point  plan
describing what the faith community can do, either as an outreach to oth-
ers in the community or to fellow church members, to protect the physi-
cal safety and emotional well-being of Texas’ most vulnerable citizens:

i.
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1. After-School Programs - Research shows that having a safe place for . .I -
children after school can reduce the stress for the working parent and - .- . . . I - _..  , . ..,.I  I _ ..- _ . .

enhance the life of the child. An after-school program can consist of home-
work help, crafts, games, field trips, and other learning-for-life activities. . .__. _ . _ . - ., . .
The number of children accepted depends on the face available. _ ;. . -. - __ - _.* . &-lo-:-.--.~..*----.*..--.-.  . . . . . . ;,a . . . . . . .. .~._.2>.:,> . . Prewdhg  child  Abuse  -I
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There are many organizations that can help set up after+.chool  pro-
grams. For more information, contact the Greater Dallas Injury

l mrsqorrq dmaI&68se~ Prevention Center: (214) 59W61.

ticuusaadblu⌧kiagtoducethc 2. Day Cure - Some children are left at home alone or with an inappro-
aualbarofcLikirsllbartbyabuse..'."'

priate caretaker while the parents work because affordable or accessible
_ ‘- ~ .- _*’ . . - .-..L.  _. day care is not provided.

Lc@qQ
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..~.........‘* :. ‘___--- ,~:~L~~.A:-,.~..  --. c-.2,

Many faith communities already provide day care. A helpful idea
would be to provide some scholarship money for those who cannot
afford the price of day care. Iocal community centers can help to identi-
fy families who would need your help with day care.

Through day care centers, important information can be given to par-
ents on child abuse prevention. Workers at the center can be trained on
recognizing and reporting child abuse.

The Child Care Group is a nonprofit agency specializing in child care:
(214) 630-7911.

3. Respite Cam for Pamis - Parents of mentally, emotionally, or physi-
cally impaired children need some time away to regenerate their energy.
Often times  there is nobody who is able or willing to care for a special
needs child.  Congregations can provide one night once or twice a month
which is a respite night for these parents. Trained volunteers or paid pro-
fessionals can provide a safe haven for the children while the parents are
out.

For more information, contact the Greater Dallas Injury Prevention
Center.

4. Crisis  Nursery - Some children are left alone or neglected when a cri-
sis occurs to which the parents need to attend. Sometimes a parent is at
the stress point that they cannot stand another hour with the child. Acri-
sis nursery is a place where the parent can go to leave the child until the
emergency passes. A congregation can provide such a nursery because
many already have a nuwxy for children during worship.

For more information, contact the Greater Dallas  Injury  Prevention
Center.

5. In-home Visitors - Research shows that one of the most effective pro
grams is one that starts in the hospital as the child is born. Trained vol-
unteers get to know the parents in the hospital and then continue to visit
in the home. The mentor provides insight on parenting, answers the hard
questions, gives encouragement, and is a resource of information on how
to access agencies for further help. T?-& is especially helpful when there
is no grandparent available to give guidance.

For more information, contact the Greater Dallas injury Prevention
Center.

6. Pam ts Anon ymocls - Parents Anonymous is a national organization
that allows parents the opportunity to talk to each other. Comfort comes
in knowing others are having similar experiences. Insight comes from
hearing one another’s perspective. Release comes from being able to
ventilate about emotional issues. We know that Parents Anonymous
works. n



comrn~r~ity.  For more information, contact Parents Anonymous of Texas:
(SOO)  252-30-18.

7. Educational Campaign on Child Abuse - An intentional campaign to
help folks know  what is abuse and what is appropriate discipline is need-
ed in each congregation and throughout the city. Many people do not
realize the impact their actions or lack of action has on the child. Some
do not know creative ways to discipline a child that keeps the esteem of
the child intact. Classes,  information, children’s sermons, Bible studies,
bulletin boards, and hand-outs can all be used to reinforce these points.

Some helpful handouts that can be reproduced are available in
CAPCO’s resource book. Space could be designated as a Parents Comet
to provide helpful hand-outs and other reading resources on a permanent
basis. For further help with proper discipline, contact The Chance
Center: (214) 351-3490.

If your congregation would like to develop and sponsor a city-wide
campaign, contact the Greater Dallas Injury Prevention Center.

8. Pntentingfor All Ages - Congregations can provide parenting classes
for the members by contacting one of the many organizations listed in the
Parenting Education Programs in Dallas County guide provided in
CAPCO’s resource book. Congregations may want to play a role in get-
ting local business and corporations to sponsor worksite classes.

It is important to start parent education when a child is in elementary
school. Attitudes and ideas are most easily formed at this  age. Children
can become aware of abuse and help peers recognize when they need
help with an abusive situation.

The most effective parenting classes are those that have follow-up in
the home.

9. Teaching Congregational Volunteetism  - Each member of the congre-
gation who volunteers to work with children should be trained in recog-
nizing and reporting child abuse. Each member should also be trained in
effective, non-abusive ways to discipline.

CAPCO’s resource book also describes countless ways people can vol-
unteer on behalf of children.

For training on recognizing and reporting child abuse, contact the
Dallas Children’s Advocacy Center: (214) 8X-2600.

10. Advocacy - One of the important continual roles of the faith com-
munity is to advocate for children’s rights and for ways to protect chil-
dren. Two groups can help to guide the congregation:

. Greater Dallas Community of Churches: (214) 824-8680
l North Texas Coalition for Children: (214) 640-7790

The resource contains a wide array of useful materials (i.e., how to
identify child abuse, guidelines for safely using volunteers, volunteer
opportunities aimed at preventing child abuse, a prevention resource
directory, pertinent worship materials, etc.).
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Drug and Aicohol Abuse:
The “One Church - One Addict” Program

In 1980,  Father George Clements launched from his Chicago parish a
program called One Church-One Child. His vision - for every church
family to place a homeless child - has blossomed into a national pro
gram that’s found homes for more than SO,ooO children. Father Clements
even adopted four youngsters himself. The Vatican supported his con-
troversial move, and a 1987 television movie told his compelling story.

In 1994, Father Clements - weary of despair-filled drug tones -
joined with the American Alliance for Rights and Responsibilities (a non-
profit based in Washington, DC.) to tackle an even thornier problem:
helping recovering drug addicts and alcoholics fiid support in their reli-
gious communities.

All faiths are urged to do something about drug addiction and/or alco-
holism in their communities. Counseling and support are provided by
trained volunteers, who meet with clients one on one and teach them
how to Live abundantly without drugs or booze. The clients - most of
whom enter the program after leaving a rehab center or clinic - receive
support for about nine months . . . although there’s no rigid time limit.

Since its 1994 inception, more than 700 churches in over Xl states have
signed on, and 2,000-plus  people have found solid support network in
their fight against substance abuse.
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Mentoring At-Risk Youth

in Texas, it costs around S30,030-3S,ooO  a year to detain one juvenile in
state custody. Reaching at-risk youngsters is critical.

l?te Need-for Role Models: This is a timeless truth: moral responsbil-
ity and character are keys both to individual success and social order.
Mark Fleisher,  an urban ethnographer, nepork that an “abundance of
scholarly evidence shows that antisocial and delinquent tendencies
emerge early in the lives of neglected, abused and unloved youngsters,
often by age 9.”

Several mentoring groups - such as Big Brothers/Big Sisters (75,000
matches strong), 100 Black Men, etc. - are dedicated to reinforcing the
character of children, and they’ve shown extraordinary success in
llzclaiming  young lives:

l A recent study looked at 959 l&16-year-olds  in the Big
Brothers/Big Sisters program: over 60 percent were boys; more
than haif were minorities, mostly black; over 80 percent came
from pxz households; 40 percent from homes with a history of
substance abuse; and nearly 30 percent from homes with a histo-
ry of serious domestic violence.

l The results were startling: the addition of a Big Brother or Big



Sister to a youngster’s tie for one year cut fi-St-time drug  use by

46 percent, lowered school absenteeism by 51 percent and
reduced violent behavior by 33 percent.

-Participants were much less likely to start using alcohol; less
likely to assault someone; more likely to do well in school; and
far more apt to relate well to others, The effects held across races
for boys and girls.

The Impact of Religion Specifically: Studies consistently show that
choosing religious peers has a tremendous influence on youngsters’
behavior. The Justice Department’s national youth study concluded that
friends who misbehaved or abused drugs wielded great influence over
their friends, influence that grew over time.

Other studies report similar results:

0 Three published studies found that the best predictor of youth
drug use is associating with drug-using peers.

l A 1983 study found that one’s religious views affect the selec-
tion of friends and enhances family stability -two variables
closely linked with reduced delinquency.

- A 1981 study showed that when youngsters enjoy a religious
“friendship network,” spiritual concerns are more prominent
and more part of everyday interaction.

.Mentoring  programs can play a key role in rescuing children before
they become trouble. The character-building work of such programs is
among the most important in the process of cultural renewal. It’s essen-
tial that we reach at-risk children in Texas.

Mobilizing Churches Against Gangs
and Youth Violence

The urban crisis demands “higher” assistance. Well-intentioned gov-

It’s either barbed wire and more black juvenile superpredators,
or civil society and more black churches. It’s that simple.

- R~vm3E~o  EUGENE RISERS

ernment programs are, by definition, unable to tackle the spiritual pover-
ty that often besets the poor and dispossessed. Those lacking faith and
hope, says sociologist Orlando Patterson, suffer a “social death” that is
fundamentally spiritual.

As mentioned in the Report, faith-anchored programs are particularly
good at insulating kids from various temptations. A powerful anti-vie
lence and restoration effort is underway in 3oston. Rev. Eugene Rivers of
the Azusa Christian Commtity  and other black clergy in inner-city
Boston have launched a 39-church network to serve troubled and drug-
addicted youth, perform neighborhood patrols, and counsel youngsters
on probation. The answer, they see, isn’t just in protecting ourselves from
dangerous predators, but in rescuing those who are at risk. To do so,
churches must “go through Samaria,” through the mean streets that
“proper” religious folks often sidestep.



The centerpiece of Rev. Rivers’s vision is a 1CLpoint  proposal (also the work
of aiminoIogist  John DiMio) that is designed to mobilize arra churches in a
way to “bring the peace of God to the violent world of our youth.”

Below is the gang  intervention plan, as described in Sojourners maga-
zine, of the Ten Point Coalition:

1. To establish four or five church cluster-collaborations that sponsor
“Adopt a Gang” programs to organize and evangelize troubled youth.
Inner-city churches would act as drop-in centers providing sanctuary for
at-risk youth.

2. To commissmn missionaries to serve as advocates for troubled juveniles in
tk COI.L& Such missionaries would work closeIy  with probation officers, law
tdorcanent  of!%&, law enforcement officials, and youth street  workers to .
assist at-risk youth and their feelings.  To convene summit meetings between
school superintendents, principals of public middle and high schools, and
dergy  to develop par&&~+  that wili  focus on the youth most at risk ,
Churches would do pastoral work with the most violent and troubled youth
and their &nil.ies. This is seen as a rational after-native to illconceived  pn~
pods  to suspend the principle of due pm.

3. To comrniss’Ion youth evangelists to do s&t-level  one-on-one evange-
lism with youth involved in drug trafficking. These evangelists would
also work to prepare these youth for partidpation in the economic fife  of
the nation- Such work might include preparing for college, developing
legal revenue-generating enterprises, and acquiring trade skills and
union membership.

4. To establish accountable community-based economic development pry
jects  that go beyond “market and state” visions of revenue generation. Such
economic development initiatives will include community land trusts,
micro-enterprise projects, worker cooperatives, community finance institu-
tions, consumer cooperatives, and democratically run CDS.

5. To establish links between suburban and downtown churches and front-
line rnir&r&  to provide spiritual, human resource, and material support.

6. To initiate and support neighborhood crime-watch programs within
local church neighborhoods. If, for example, 200 churches covered the
four comers surrounding their sites, 800 blocks would be safer.

7. To establish working relationstips  between local churches and com-
munity-based health centers to provide pastoral counseiing  for families
during times of crisis. The proposal  also initiates abstinence-oriented
educational programs focusing on the prevention of ADS  and sexually
tnwnitted diseases.

8. To convene a working summit for Chris&n  men in order to discuss the
development of Christian brotherhoods that would provide rational aitema-
tives to violent gang life. Such brotherhoods would also  be charged  with fos-
tering  qmnsibd.ity  to family and prote&g houses of worship.

9. To establish rape crisis drop-in centers and services for battered women
in churches. Counseling programs must be established for abusive men,
pa&ularly  teenagers and young adults.

10. To develop an aggressive minority history cunicuk.un,  with an addi-^ .



lum could be taught in churches as a means of helping our youth to
understand that the God of history has been and remains active in the
Lives of all peoples.

The IO-point plan urges church communities across America to combat
the material and spiritual sources of despair. Other anti-violence support
networks have already sprung up in cities like Chicago and Kansas City.
The ultimate  goal is more ambitious: to organize 1,ooO  inner-city church-
es, SO in each of the nation’s 20 largest cities.

Many Texas congregations do much to combat youth violence. The IO-
point plan mentioned above may offer new ideas. Some faith-based
groups, however, find that state regulations hamstring their efforts to
reach these troubied  kids. For example, the ‘Task Force heard testimony
that faith-based groups cannot offer emergency sanctuary for at-risk
youth unless they submit to state licensing and, regulations.

RECOMMENDATION: The Task Fun% urges rdmnt sfdeugmcies  - fhose
dealing with children, criminal justice, licensing, etc. -jointly  to identify and
modzfy restrictions thut would preclude recognized faith-&d  programs fmm
qffectiuely  intm#ning  to prevent gang activity and youth violence or to ojb
emergency aid to at-risk kids. Su& faith-based programs ‘should be allowed
to provide temporary, emergency sanctuary to persons who come to
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them in crisis, and Texas law should aid, not hinder, such lifesaving
,_C ,;-..; -,.2&A.-e.‘. . -

intervention.

Battling Poverty -
and Building Strong Communities

It7z.e Numbers: About 750,ooO Texans - mostly those in single-parent
households headed by women - receive basic welfare grants. Some 26
million get food stamps. Of Texas’ 4.8 miLlion children, about one in eight
rely on welfare for food, clothing. and shelter.

The Need to Help  “Smartly”: The faith community merits a rightful
place on the front lines of our anti-poverty efforts. But we should help
“smartly,” as Peter noted in Acts 3. The Bible -a timeless poverty-fight-
ing manual - nowhere instructs us to redistribute wealth indisaimi-
nately to every poor person who asks, no matter how idle he may be.
When a lame beggar asked for a handout, Peter didn’t do the kindheart-
ed (but weak-minded) thing and’give  him money. Nor, as Dr. Olasky
points out, did he proffer a job, “the secular conservative solution” (work
alone cannot redeem, either). Instead, he addressed the deeper problem
and told the man to arise and walk in Jesus’s name. The man did, and
was transformed. The Good Samaritan of Luke 10 suffered with the
mugging victim, bandaging his wounds; he didn’t picket the capital
demanding government action.

Welfare-Avoidance Efforts: To its credit, Texas has embraced a pilot
welfare Avoidance  project designed to steer people away from public assis-
tance altogether. By providing emergency grant money as a fit option,
followed by various other services, Texas hopes to divert people from
welfare entirely. This approach is working in Wisconsin.  Under their
“diversion instead of intake” approach, the number of inquirees  signing
onto welfare has fallen from 80 to 19 percent.



Family Pathfind=:  In June, Texas launched its Family Pathfinders
program, a public-private partnership designed to link welfare families
with religious, civic, and business groups in hopes of moving the families
toward selfsufficiency. How? By doing whatever takes - providing
child care, clothing or tzansportation for job interviews, moral encour-
agement, budgeting tips, etc. As of mid-September 19%,70  families had
been linked statewide.

.

The program - modeled after Mississippi’s Faith and Families pro-
g r a m  - is intended to nurse low-income families back to economic
health. We applaud it, and encourage more and more organizations to
participate in this one-on-one effort.



Idea!ly,  it’s best if families receive “welfare-avoidance” services b+;~
they start getting public assistance. We should ultimately be about steer-
ing people away from welfare, not just removing them from it. Texas poj-
icymakers, for example, could explore requiring welfare applicants at
any of Texas’ 28 local workforce development boards across the State -
the centralized “one-stop” shops where people go for everything from
food stamps to Medicaid to job training to welfare be diverted to an array
of community- and church-level providers as a pm-condition  to receiving
public assistance.

. Maryland’s new legislation provides a model worth considering. It
requires-would-be recipients to explore family and community resources
b$ore getting government help. Direct public assistance aid should be the
last, not the first, resort.

LIFE A Non-Governmental,
Church-Based Response Worth Examining

The Christian Research Institute for Social and Economic Strategies
(“CRISES”) has recently launched an antipoverty and discipleship initia-
tive called LIFT (“Labor with Integrity, Faith &Thrift”). The LIFT  Project
envisions a network of churches that utilize trained church volunteers to
free the poor from government assistance “in ways that do not encourage
dependency, and that strengthen the family structure instead of weaken-
ing it.” LIFT, which Dr. Marvin Olasky  serves as senior adviser, is a dis-
tinctively non-governmental response that supports “how churches
served the poor before the government was involved,” namely with an
approach that was challenging, personal, and spiritual.

Another Holistic Model Worth Noting:
Oak Cliff Bible Fellowship (Dallas):

Texas benefits from many churches engaged in battle against poverty.
Oak Cliff Bible Fellowship (OCBF) is a 3,000-member  church in Dallas
that offers a range of services designed to help low-income residents. The
church’s effectiveness is impossible to deny, even among skeptics.

OCBF provides:

l GED and jo&skills  programs -to help prepare people for
independence.
l Free child care - which makes it easier for people to attend
classes.
l an “alternative adult education” program - offering instn.~c-
tion in computers, literacy, business math, and communications.
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l a “KEYS to Personal and Professional Success” Class - a lo- : :-:?I,‘- :.?: ‘_ ,? : _.- WA&E Houl;b;

week course required of all students enrolled in the church’s
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“altemative adult  education” program. KEYS is a Bible study :r ‘. --::;.; - - -c,?.. .. .::‘I \.:--  <-“1+---.  .$;-;.. , ;.. -. .i+.:
focusing on the importance of work, authority, integrity, respon- tidzA
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sible stewardship of time and money, and communication.
According to writer Amy Sherman, “KEYS is at the heart of
OCBF’s  efforts to ‘renew the minds’ of students with Bible cen-
tered ‘alternative thinking.“’
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The neighborhood Viiage Oaks apartment complex has seen a trans-
formation, too. Gone are the crack houses and staccato gunfire. Tne dif-
ference, to be sure, has resulted from many factors, including more police
and tough apartment management. But OCBF enjoys credit, too. In 1991,
Sherman writes, three church members moved into Village Oaks and
began offering Bible studies and counseling. They also opened a thrift
store and minis&y office. Church members began visiting the complex,
and OCBF started after-school tutoring programs, weekend  recreational
events for kids, and special summer programs.

“The church has been very, very helpful. There’s a visible difference. .
. . Now, you can walk around alone,” says Viage Oaks manager Pat
Holmes. OCBF has teamed with TRC Staff Services to provide local  com-
panies with temporary employees earning $7-10  per hour; 80 percent of
the temps become permanent within a few months, gaining raises and
full benefits. TRC interviews applicants at OCBF’s outreach centers.

- .---+  :’ . --_
Chu& voluntek and financial planr&Jdind.Tal.ley  is designing a

multi-part, Bible-based course for welfare recipients to help renew minds
and foster selfsufficiency. The course will  emphasize personal budget-
ing, job trainin~~basic  Life?%,@ “consumer savvy.” .

. - -

Congregations like OCBF  are staking their claim as the neighborhood’s
academic, economic, cultural, social, and spiritual cornerstone.
Comprehensive, holistic ministries like OCBF offer no-nonsense,
“empowerment” programming that helps keep families off welfare and
restores communities. Such efforts merit our applause, our help, and the
sincerest form of flattery, imitation.

“One Church - One Offender”

Below is a fuller description of the One Church-One Offender program,
as described in materials provided by the program’s headquarters.

Overview: One Church-One Offender, an Indiana nonprofit born in
1991, provides an alternative to incarceration for nonviolent offenders_ - - -  *-I-..-~. A~ I-. ~ I ; ; _ __ .;. . -.; _ :- -:Y .+p?Y~~~~ through voluntary placement with committees of local church members.
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L? short, trained committees of community  volunteers work with a non-
violent offender to help him become a productive citizen. This ecumem-
cal program rrsts on (i) the wil.lingness  of local churches to become
involved, (ii) the courts’ determination to avoid prison overcrowding and
incarceration that does little to change behavior, and (iii) the offender’s
desire to change and work for a better life.

History of the Program: Rev. Clyde Adams grew weary of watching
the nonviolent become violent, hardened criminals  after serving time in

. prison. He grew tired, too, of seeing destructive habits take root in kids
he had watched grow up.

In 1984, Rev. Adams acted. He quickly found pastors, lay people, and
law enforcement officials who shared his frustration. A core group of
concerned citizens met regularly to develop an innovative response.
Their study and m-depth discussions resulted in One Church-One
Offender, a nonprofit funded through support from businesses,  churches,
foundations, individuals, and religious organizations.

Gods of the Progrum:  The goals axe three-fold:

l to offer nonviolent offenders a better alternative than over-
crowded, expensive jails - namely, a re-adjustive  program of
community-based advocacy, education, and spiritual nurture

.-

l to encourage positive behavior and to provide an environment
conducive to the growth of confidence, independence, self-
reliance, and hopefi&Gss

l to reduce crime and recidivism and to intervene in offenders’
lives to encourage healthy ways of Iife  that am useful to the com-
munity

Approach of the Program: Trained volunteers use their own knowl-
edge base and an anay of community resources to (i) work one-on-one
with clients, (ii) support his educational, medical, emotional, and physi-
cal needs, and (iii) saaSfy  aII  court mandates.

l Clients who volunteer for the program - .as an alternative to
traditional incarceration - are matched with a local church
committee trained by the staff of One Church-One Offender, Inc.
The client and the sponsoring church committee agree to a
covenant of expectations.

l The covenant includes expectations for the client’s participa-
tion, behavior and accomplishments. It also speIis  out the com-
mittee’s responsibility to the client in dealing  with daily  needs,
job training and employment, counseIing,  etc.

4 The committee and cIient grow into a steady, dependable,
and extended community family that shares feIIowship,  con-
cerns, and prayers.

l The staff of One Church-One Offender monitors the matches
between clients and church committees on a regular basis,
recommends needed changes in the covenant of expectations,
and terminates matches that aren’t working out. Clients nof work
ing  in good faifh fofulfill  fhe cwuenanf  are rqcPrred fo fk fmdifional
criminal justice system.
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Results of the Program: The program is onIy five years old, but early
muits  are promising:

l 50 churches have been trained since the program’s inception,
resulli.ng  in 475 volunteers

l of 775 individuals requesting participation, 112 have been
accepted because of their willingness to abide by program
requirements

l the program has a recidivism rate of 15 percent compared  with
a recidivism of 50 pencent  for the local county jail, and the 6.5 per
cent rate nationally for probation departments

l costs of incarceration in Allen County are S14,KXl  and S20,W
for men and women, respectively, while the annual program cost
per client is 53,138

“Adopt a Caseworker”
and “Adopt a Nursing Home”.

Many churches and community volunteers link with DPRS to “adopt”
and provide support for caseworkers responsible for abused and neglect-
ed children.

Through the Community Partners program at DPR.5, churches and
other groups meet the needs of children by providing cribs, formula, eye-
glasses, school supplies and clothes, birthday presents, uniforms for
sports and band, etc. Nancy Tasin,  Travis County coordinator for the pro-
gram, says “as the tax doliars  shrink. . _ it’s going to become up to us as
government entities to reach out to whatever community resources are
available.”

Caseworkers could be matched with churches  or other community
groups, who would provide support for the caseworker. How? By helping
to meet the needs of abused and neglected chilcbm with formula, eyeglass-
es, school supplies, birthday presents, uniforms for sports and band, etc.

The Texas Department of Human Services runs the Adopt-A-Nursing
program (motto: “Caring is Ageless”), which matches groups of volun-
t-r-s with nursing homes to help combat loneliness and enrich the qual-
ity of life for residents.

TDHS estimates that about 50 percent of Texas nursing home residents
don’t have families, and about 60 percent have no regular  visitors.
Through the program, groups of at least three members - from any sort
of group (religious, civic, business, school, friends, scouts, etc.) -commit
to help with resident activities at least four times a year. The program
staff also offer high-quality workshops on issues pertinent to caring for
older Texans, such as the unique needs of-Alzheimer’s residents, how to
conduct an oral history, etc.
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MORE CONGRESSIONAL EFFORTS
TO REVIVE CIVIL SoClEW

Aside from the “charitable choice” act, there are two other majoi pack-
ages of legislation aiming to enlist faith-based agencies in the battle
against our social ills. Both bills challenge some basic assumptions about
government and spring from the neighbor-centered belief that needs are
best understood and met by people closest to them.

-The Project for American Renewal: This is the granddaddy of
Congress’ reform efforts. This set of 15 bilIs  aims to sharpen and
refine America’s thoughts on devolution and government’s prop-
er role in re-energizing the character-building institutions of civil
society. Senator Dan Coats: and Rep. John Kasich have introduced
a package of bills covering three broad categories - Effective
Compassion,  Community Empowerment,  and Fathering,  .:- ‘. .  .  ’ .-&L.&AS  .:
Mentoring and Family - that together help move authority and . . . ..----.*--..........-.......---.-.... .
resources to families, religious and community groups. I‘.... . . _- _ .‘- . -, -. ..- i. i.. _ 2.. . __.. _ ..:.A-

Saving Our Children: 7?ze American Community Renezual Act of

7996: This ambitious package, sponsored by Representatives J-C.
Watts and James Talent, aims to spur moral renewal and econom-
ic activity in America’s most poverty-stricken areas. Through reg-
ulatory relief, creative school reform projects, and serious tax and
home ownership incentives, the legislation would help families in

.- urban and rural areas enmared in a web of crime, illegitimacy, and
poverty. The bottom-line? Enhancing support for healthy social
institutions.

The Project for American Renewal*
It is the guiding principle of the Project for American Renewal
that government act in ways that strengthen the web of insti-
tutions that create community. . . . If this is “social engineer-
ing,” it makes every taxpayer into an engineer.

- U.S. SEN. DAN COATS

On June 25,1996,  Senator Dan Coats and Rep. John Kasich introduced
a bold new definition of public compassion that has helped drive an
important shift in our political debate about social policy. Their l&point
package is rooted in the truth that legislation -even great legislation -
can only do so much to meet OUT social and moral challenges.

The Project isn’t a government program to rebuild civil society. It is an
effort to support people and groups that are rebuilding their own com-
munities.

* The  Task  Force extends its warm thank to the office of Indiana Sen. Dan Coats  for shaf-
-.,--~;........;....-......*....... -7

:

ing its materials, from which this section of the Report is. tith.pemksion.  largely drawn. ’



I. Effective Compassion

.-

l The Charity  Ter Credit Act - This is the centerpiece of the Project.
This bill would give about 5-8 percent of federal welfare spending to pri-
vate poverty-fighting charities through a tax credit to donors. (Tupayers
can now deduct charitable gifts against their total income, but a credit is,
a direct reduction in taxes owed.) ‘: -

l The Compassion Credit - This measure gives a small $500 tax credit to
people opening their homes to care for our neediest citizens, including
batter&  women, abused women with children, women in crisis preg-
nancies, the homeless, and hospice care patients (including AIDS and
cancer patients).

l The Medical Volunteer Act- The prohibitive cost of liability insumnce
dissuades many health care providers from volunteering their services to
the poor. This bill would extend federal malpractice insurance coverage
to medical volunteers providing free help to the poor.

Congress pussed  a version of this bill as part of ifs health tllre  reform  #is.

l 77re Commvni~  Partnership  Art - Like Mississippi’s Faith and
Families Program, the model for Texas’. Family Pathfinders, this bill
encourages states and communities to match welfare families and nonvi-
olent offenders with churches, synagogues and mosques committed to
helping them achieve independence.

II. Community Empowerment
l The Educational Choice and Equify Act - Despite ever-increasing
spending, poor children are oft= trapped in violent and low performing
schoois.. . denied the quality educational choices that more affluent fam-
ilies now enjoy. Low-income parents deserve child-centered alternatives.
Several privately-funded choice programs exist throughout Texas, and
the waiting lists demonstrate the urgent need for options. This bill would
fund demonstration projects -in low-income school choice, in effect
expanding the fell Grant and G-1. Bill programs that have opened doors
for millions of college students. As others have noted, the folks living at
1600  Pennsylvania Avenue shouldn’t be the only people who live in pub-
lic housing who are able to send their children to private school. .

l l7re  Restitution and Responsibility Act - Criminals violate not just
the law, but also victims and communities. Restitution enforces account-
ability and holds them responsible for their damage. This measure
encourages states to establish effective programs to order, collect and
enforce restitution payments to crime victims. Texas currently has no
statewide program to go after deadbeat defendants, instead leaving the
follow-through to counties. We should join the eight or so states that
have launched debt collection efforts. The money brought in - other
states have collected millions - could fund several initiatives to benefit
Texas.

l l7ae  Assets for Independence Act - Government often seems to penal-
ize the aspects of good character that lead people toward self-sufficiency
and promote stable communities: savings, home ownership, entrepre
neunhip, etc. Instead, we should focus on saving and building assets.



Community  programs matching those savings with private contributions
and local funds would be matched, in turn, by the federal government.
Building assets promotes family stability, gives people a stake in their
communities,  and inspires responsibility, hope and independence. Policy
should urge people to plan for the future, not live for the moment.

l The Urban Homestead Act - Poor Americans need more than tempo-
rary shelter; they need to have a stake in their communities, to be respon-
sible owners, not just dependent renters. This bill would turn over

. vacant and substandard housing stock owned by the federal government
to local community development corporations on a two-year deadline.
Housing that government hasn’t managed would be turned over to com-
munities to be movated by private and religious groups, creating new
neighborhoods of homeowners, and renewing communiti~.

l The Maternity Shelter Act - Many women need’support and shelter
during aisis pregnancies, not just cash benefits. This bill  would encour-
age the creation of private and faith-based maternity group homes to pro-
vide refuge, parenting education and advice on adoption to pregnant
women in need. These homes offer a supportive environment in which
young women can receive counseIing,  housing, education, medical  ser-
vices, nutrition, and job and pa-renting training. Whether she chooses to
parent her baby or place it for adoption, she wilI  receive important care,
training, and life management ski&.  It sets the stage for the baby to
receive better care, too. Mothers in difficult straits need the help of com-
passionate Texans.

.-

111. Fathering, Mentoring and Family

l li+e Family Housing Act - Public housing suffers an absence of stable
families and male role models. Many kids grow up not only lacking a
dad, but never knowing anyone who has one. This measure would set
aside 15 percent of public housing units for intact families. Government
should help ensure that children - especially teenage boys - have the
restmining  influence and example of responsible men, and responsible
marriages, in their community.

l lfie Responsible Panmthood  Act - 7he S3.3 billion  the federal gov-
ernment has spent on “family  planning” since the early 1970s  has failed
to purchase responsible  parenthood. Funding has suared, but so have
out-of-wedlock births (by 400  percent). Abstinence-centered programs
have been found to be effectively reduce teen pregnancies (e.g., the year
before San Ma.rcos  Jr. I-I@ School (Calif.)  adopted its abstinence-only
curriculum, 147 girls kame pregnant; two years later, only 20 girls
became pregnant). Government should be unequivocal  that delaying *
sexual activity is a vital part of nzsponsibie  living and parenting. This
proposal would require  that  every dollar  spent by the federal govem-
ment on family planning be matched by a dollar  spent on abstinence edu-
cation and adoption services.

l The Character Development Act - Realizing the importance of role
models  to an individual’s SUCCESS, this bill links  public sch00ls  with pla-
toring groups to give kids one-on-one support.

l The Family Reconciliation Act - Children  suffer profound emotional
and economic consequences from divorce. Sadly, divorce is sometimes
~avoidable.  This measure  would encourage states to provide incentives :-: ^~~~~--~..----~~~-~~~~~
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for family preservation, via a braking mechanism for divorces involving
young children, waiting periods, counseling, etc. Government has a
huge interest in honoring marriage as serious and binding, not “nota-
rized dating,” particularly when vulnerable children are involved.

* The Mentor Schools Act and the Role Models Academy Act -Again,
boys need strong, male role models. Moral and emotional growth that’s
been stunted by the absence of good role models portends often violent
consequences for them and society. The Mentor Schools Act clarifies that
single-sex academies, or mentor schools, are a legal educational altema-
tive for public schools. The Role Models Academy Act creates a model
residential academyalong  similar lines. Government cannot provide a
father for every child, but it should help encourage mentors and role
models exemplify responsible make behavior.

l The Kinship Care Act - The best option for abused or neglected &ii-
dren needing care sometimes isn’t foster care, but finding a relative will-
ing to provide a home. This biIl urges states to seek adult relatives of chil-
dren in need of foster care as the first placement.

The moral vision animating the Project for American Renewal - that a
robust civil society can strengthen society in a way government cannot -
must be lodged deeply in the minds of Texas policymakers. It provides
a solid intellectual framework for leading our great State.

Conclusion: The Texas congressional delegation should support, either
in this Congress or the next, the Project for American Renewal as
described above. Moreover, Texas state policymakers  should examine
and consider replicating, wherever possible, these initiatives on the state
level. The social and political philosophy underlying the Project - that
government should help regenerate, not undermine, civil society - pro-
vides a valuable guide for state policymakers, who should evaluate all
laws, rules, regulations, etc. by this bold principle of “subsidiarity.”

Saving Our Children:
The American Community Renewal Ad of 1996”

The Community Renewal Act is a broad federal package aimed at help-
ing those who Live in America’s poorest communities. _ . areas of perva-
sive crime, poverty, unemployment, welfare dependency, and low-per-
forming schools. ‘Tbmugh  tax incentives and serious regulatory relief -
together with education reforms and incentives to b-t home ownership
- the Act aims to:

- improve job creation;
l increase the formation and expansion of small business;
- promote moral renewal;
- broaden educational opportunities;
l improve private efforts to aid the poor; and
l fadlitate  greater  partitipatiu~  by religious  groups in serving the poor

wily  Do We Need T&e Bill? Helping America’s povertystricken com-
munities demands a new approach. A 1989 study noted that 81 percent
of families in poverty face several barriers to becoming self-sufficient. . .
some economic and some moral/so&I.  The broken lives and economies



of ‘these areas need lasting and genuine reform.  Impoverished commu-
nities need comprehensive reform, not the piecemeal approach that  scur-
ries from one issue to the next. Indeed, studies show that a broad
approach to community development works best. Moreover, policymak-

ers are seeing that local community-based programs - which empower

citizens to become active, hands-on decisionmakers in their families’
lives - do a better job of attacking problems.

What Does the Bill Do? There are five primary elements.  The first ho fi-
tiatives  apply only to the 100  “renewal communities,” econom,icaJy  &pres_ced

areas  seated by the bill. The other three reforms apply nationwide.

,, *- I,1. CreationoflOOW

Through regulatory reform, tax relief, and savings incentives,  this
reform would help restore economic vitality to our nation’s poorest com-
munities and reduce urban unemployment by:

l Giving federal, state, and local regulatory relief such as (i) a 100
percent capital gains exclusion on qualified assets help within  a
renewal community for five years or more, (ii) a tax credit for
revitalization efforts in distressed areas, (iii) streamlined govern
ment requirement and regulations, (iv) anti-crime strategies, (v)
encouraging the donation or sale of land ar.d other property to
local organizations, (vi) repealing or suspending non-health and
-safety regulations, etc.

.- l Creating mechanisms to encourage residents to save money for
higher education or buying  a home. _

l Impmuing  local government services by urging privatization
and other measures to boost efficient delivery.

l Encouraging banks and other financial institutions to stay and
invest in renewal areas.

2. Education Ouuortunitv Scholarshim  for Poor Children

Low-income parents would receive scholarships empowering them to
choose the school that best meets their child’s unique needs. Like afflu-
ent parents, they would be free to select from a broader range of primary
and secondary schools, such as alternative public schools, charter
schools, private schools, and parochial schools. As a result, parents
would be re-enfranchised,  and the quality of education would be
improved. The locality would allocate scholarships and transportation
aid to eligible parents on a first-come, first-served basis.

Religious schools are included nof because it’s the role of government
to advance religion, but because it’s government’s role to fund the edu-
cation of children, whatever the geography of the schoolhouse may be.
And it’s because, as former Education Secretary Wiiam Bennett puts it,
“Education is the architecture of the soul.”

Creating  a solid moral foundation is - or at least sh~ld  be - a vital
part of every child’s education. That moral upbringing is vital to solving
our social ills is a simple and uncomplicated truth. Like Texas beneficia-
ries under  the federal G.I. Bill and the Texas Pell  Grant program, the chil-
dren of Texas - particularly low-income children trapped in poor
schools - deserve a host of educational options.

-THEHEMUEF~~WXWI. . . . . . . . ..-.-........*...-.-.-...-.-..
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3. (&a&able  Contribution Tax crertit

More and more Americans are agreeing that government anti-poverty
efforts - to the tune of nearly 5100 billion annually (55.3 trillion over the
past 30 or so years) - have largely left poor communities in worse shape
now than they were before.

To boost charitable giving to private-sector institutions that directly
help the poor,. donors would receive a tax credit refunding 75 percent of
their contributi&s.  The credit - applicable to a maximum contribution
of S200  for single filers and S400  for joint filers -.would flow to all tax fil-
ers, whether they itemize their deductions or not.. :. -. . - .:

This provision’s guiding tenet is that individual taxpavers, who are clos-
er fo their communities’ needs, are better equipped to direct funds to pro-
grams that work. Giving taxpayers more say-so carries the’additional
virtue of encouraging community involvement and fostering a stnonger
sense of civic duty. __-- . ._

4. prevention and Tm of Se

This provision would amend t% fublic Health Service Act to:

l allow faith-based treatment facilities to receive federal funding;

l prohibit  dkrimination against such facilities;

l jixilitafe  the selection of faith-based treatment by persons
receiving taxpayer funds; and

l protect the rights of individuals by ensuring that nobody can be
required to accept faith-based treatment and guaranteeing alter- .
native treatment from secular providers.

l allow  religious treatment facilities to receive federal drug
rehabilitation funds without having to compromise the religious
integrity of their program.

The Act would lift also unnecessary credentialing  requirements that
now bar such programs from rerriving federal funds.

.5. Work ODD~I~V Tax Credit

Given the high level of teenage unemployment - nearly 20 percent -
this provision offers employers tax incentives to hire welfare recipients,
high-risk youth, low-income veterans, ex-felons, OT others whose back-
grounds make it tough for them to get a job and get a fresh start.

Cuncfusion: Congress should seize this chance to chart a new course
for American social policy. Those closest to the challenge arr best
equipped to meet it. By respecting the self-help choices of poor
Americans and leveraging the experience and initiative of local commu-
nity organizations, the Community Renewal Act embodies a fresh stite-
g-y to combat the social ills that plague our inner cities.

We urge the Texas congressional delegation to support, either in this
Congress or the next, the American Community Renewal Act as
described above. Moreover, Texas state policymakers should also exam-
ine the Act and consider replicating, wherever possible, elements of this



Bernie DeCastro,  President
ofTime For Freedom, Inc.
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T hc First Statcwidc Florida
Criminal Justice  Ministry
Confcrcncc pltns to bc one
of the rnost exciting  cvcnts
that will happen in Plorida
in lYY8.  Mark your calcri-
dars now and plan to bc in

Ocah  on March 20th Q 2ls.t. l9YS.
I’miiict Solomon. Esccutivc

Uircctor  ol I.N.EO.l~.MS.  rninistry,onc
of the lcadcrs in the Criminal Justice
hlinistry Network in Texas. will bc
our kcynorc spcakcr. Tccsas  is !caJing
the way in tcrrns of Crirninal Justice
hhwstry  and i3rlrnct  Solomon is one
ol the most knowlcdgwblc men in
Arncrica  regarding  this mission field.

Ernmct and a groupof  other rnin-
istry lcadcrs rcccntly formed the
Texas Criminal Just& Ministry
Network.  Togcthcr, they arc using
sornc  truly innovative and collabora-
tivc methods to rnakc psitivc and
pro-active changes in their  criminal
JUStlCC system.

Just this year. Tcsas opcncd  the
first cvcr Christian prison in America!
This prison is  modclcd  after a
Christian prison in Brazil that has
been olxrating for the past twenty

. . ‘.

ycxs with 3 4% ralc  of rccidivisin!
That-s right. I said 4X! Cornparc that
to the national avcrqc  in America
bctwccn  6O’X) Q 75%. (The figures
vary according to whose nurnbcrs
you arc using).

Also, Texas Governor Gcorgc  W.
Bush rcccntly cornmissioncd a sis
month study to dctcrrninc the cfrcc-
tivcncss of ‘Faith &cd”  organize-
tions  in dclivcring human scrviccs
The study dctcrmincd that ‘Faith
Based”  organiaations wcrc  not only
inorc cffcctivc th3n govcrnrncntal
burcaucrxics.  but much rnorc cost
cffcctivc as well.

The Lord .is truly raising up some
rncn  and women  in Tcsas with vision
and boldness  tostcp into the cncrny’s
camp and take back what hc stole
Vision and boldness to step  out of our
cornlort  zones is certainly  the order
of the day. but just as importantly is
the spirit oC unity that exists  among
t& ministries  in Tcsas Unity is the
key to their cikcctivcncss.  01 course a
,sgnon  could be round hcrc  SOIIIC-

.whcrc without cvcn looking too hard.
It’s called ‘Divide  and Conqucr.‘That
has been  the rnost ellcctivc  tool in the

: . .
. . ‘_.

”

cncmy’s arsenal and hc has used  ir
well against the Church.

From the conversations I hav;
had in rcccnt months with othc>
ministry lcadcrs in Florida rcgardirg
the 93 Conkrcncc, I have discovcrcd
hunger  and  cxc i tcmcnt  a t  tl ._
thought ol coming togcthcr in uni:‘,’
to Icarn  and grow togcthcr. to w:>  2
and network  togcthcr  and to sharp,
each other personally  and rnakc c It
ministries more crrcctivc  I. for 0:
bclicvc that this is going to bc one :_’
the rnost exciting  cvcnts that has cv.
happcncd in this State.

Adolph Coors IV, Founder  1 !
A d o l p h  C o o r s  IV Evangclistt
Association, will bc doing a 9,.
rninutc  workshop on Forgivcncs*
When hc was 14 years old, Adolph’.
father (who WV= the CEO. ol c&r:.
Beer) was kidnapped and brutall,
rnurdcrcd. Adolph will bc shariq,
about carrying hate, unrorgivcncss
and bittcrncss  in his heart for scvcn
teen years! Until he rnct Jesus Christ!
One of the first things that the Lord
did for Adolph was to show him the
need to lorgivc  his fathers murdcrcr
and then to give hirn the grace to do

PLEASE SEE (~oii~Ix?Jitx!  ON PG.
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so. I have heard this teaching on audio casscttc, and it is pvcrful. If you know
anyonc that has been the victim of a crime and they arc struggling with hate.
unfor$wxss  and bittcrncss. you will want to lxrsonally  bring them to hear this :
man’s tcstimony/tcaching.

Other spcakcrs  include Dill i’rcston or Ikstorativc  Justice who will bc doing a
workshop on the Uibllcal  idea of ‘Kcstorativc Justice” which includes Victim
Oflcndcr  lkconciliation. Johnny hlollit of Woridwidc Voice in the Wildcrncss,
will bc doing a workshop on Marriage Seminars in the prisons. John Glenn of
Alpha Ministries and Pastor James Young or Abundanr  I.ik Christian Assembly.
will do a joint workshop on the S.T.A.R.T. curriculum. kc Griffin  ol k’airos. Inc.
will do a workshop on the CrCcctivcntis  of small groups within the penal cnvi-
ronmcnt. Dcbbic Key of P.A.CT. (I’arcncs and Children  Together)  rcccivcd an
award I.ast year lrom Texas Governor Uush for her work with inmates and their
Camilics.Shc will bc doing a workshop on strcngthcning  inmate family rclation-
ships State Rcprcscntativc,  Allen Trobillion, chairman or the House Committee
on Corrections.  will also bespeaking.

If you lit intoany ol the following categories, then youshould a.ttcnd thiscon-
Ccrctlrc:

Victims Jr Families Families sr lnmatcs
Victims Advocacy Groups J u d i c i a r y
Clergy Criminal Attorneys
Chaplains Parole & Probation
Law Enforcement Corrections
Es-olfcndcrs Sr Families Faith-uascd Criminal Justice
Rclatcd Organizaations



RELIGION

Prison outreach programs strive for spiritual freed&n
8-f flAXIAN  RIZZO

Sw.W.nl,

K imberlcy  Young  of Ou-
k knows what II’S bke to
lose a close rcl.xdvc m a
merdlcss kilbnp

Her older brother was murdered
two yeas ago by an acquamuirr.
Des&e the loss. Youne  IS e-r-
aging her husband :o io into pm-
ons and minister to cn-Is.
Yoyng said her husband’s muusq
is very imporIan1  to the men, lo
their families and to the
community.

7  suppon  i t  wholchcartedly.
she said -He deals with ntca. and

the men need to be wughr These
men in thcrc  - lhcy need  SwlC
one who - for them on :hc
outside Some are going to get out,
and they need to change before
tbeyda.  . *

While serving as pastor of
Abundanl  Life Christian Assembly
in Oda, James  Young developed a
M-hour coutsc to help me” deal
whh persand  and rYnily  issues
Hell bc speaking about his .ti-
hood Series. during a statewide
Giminal  Justice Mii Network
conference in Orlando on March
2G21.  The conference is open to
criminal justice professionals,
chaplains, pastor& volunteers
involved in restorative ministtv.
victims of crime and rehabiOt&
ofTenders

Most of the time, when a man
hu broken  the law. it’s because
they  don’t know what ‘inanhood  is

about said Young. He has oked
the Bibkbased  study to churches

patterned after a
prtso”  ministry in
liraxil. soulh  Ameri-
r.a  The Brazil prison
has been operating
br2Oycarswitha
avruvn cu”iculut”,
OcChtrc said A 10.
,car study showed
that the recidivism
(return to prison) rate
was less than 4 pcr-
CcnL Dcchcro  is sct-
tins :he satne goal
for Plotida

The recidivism rate
in Roti&  is around
30 perccru. axding
10 sta~c  Rep. Allen
Trovillion,  chainnan
of the swtc Cormc-
tions  Committee.
After spending 12
houa a day for four
days at Jester II,  the
Texas prison that has
a Christian ministry,
Trovillion  came away
convinced that Ros-
ida needs a similar
vw-

Prisons in Rorida’
that already have  a
Christian ministry
have reduced the
recidivism me to 20
percent, and when
there is follow-up in
the community. it is
reduced to 16 per-
cent+ Ttwillion  said.

‘My hope is that
we will have such an

‘and, thmu a rartifmm Prontisc
Keepers cs %een taking the

effective educational mininry pro.
gram that we wig cut down on our

Top: lii~c for Tom fotartdcr

course &o the pan 5ys’cnl for recidivism  he +d Td iike to cut
Jkmic DeCasttu  holds his

about wo years. it in Mf, at Icast..
prison  photo. Right: Pastor

The ukimalc  goal is for men to Trovigion  fcek there is a need for
James Young and DeC&tro

dixover  who they are, what  their
purpose is, and to be able to fulfill

more chaplain mrc in Rorida  pris-
have organized a statewide. .

ON A budget was passed by the cnmmd justi canfcrencc
all that GA has ueated them to House.of Representatives on lies- later this month..
k’ Young saki. We have seen
lrelnaldous  tmt1ts.’

day that approptiated  a chaplain’s

Ocher  prison outcry pm -
sccrctary  for cxh of the 56 prisons

have been qua& stmcessfu , saidP
in the state If the Senate passes the *at whi’c they’re  i” prison  we
budget, this will be the first time P need to share the love of Chtist

Bernie DeCastro,  founder and prison chaplain  in l&i& has ever with them, so when they do et out
president of Time for Freedout had a ~ecrcr;uy. they11 be changed individu % The
Inc.. a faith-based ministry in
Oda for 10  years, and host of the we’rc working  ‘lard  Co  rnake

only way thcytc going to change is

Orlando conference
sure that happens.’ Trovillion  said from the inside OUL The only way

Convicted in 1976 as a violent,
What that means  is, these chap.

theYrc going ,. -ge is through

ktbxs  will be freed up to do the job a heart change Prison is not going
habitual  criminal. Dccastro that theywere  hired todo.’

to do th.at  for d,era.
Despite his grief, Coors made
several attempts to contact his
f&et’s killer. He also sent a Bible
and a letter asking forgiveness for

Remuse of its restorative aspect, havi”g hated bim.
DcCutro  wana  to tide ahe  prcr share his testimony  co”ccmi”g the -It was rhc hardest  thing 1 had to
posed statewide program Tcstor- 1960 death of his father, the Iate do in my entire life,. Coots said It
l tive Justice Ministry Network.. Adolph Coors RI,  former chief was impossible for mc to do i?pan
The ppsc is not to get pcopfe
released. but to heJp prevent crime

executive ofEcu of the Adolph km Christ..
Coors Co.

through restorative mcasurcs,
Kimbcrlcy  Young can rchte to

After bciog ki&~tpped  and held Coors’  StrU
Fg

!C
occ#cro said for a SSO~J,OOO  ransom, Adolph father’s

10 fOrgiVe  his
ki kr..  She said her

The vision statCmC*l  fs, ‘Rib&. _. coon sn - found bmtahy mur- bm.th$s.murdcrer  is stilt in prison. . . ._.d santtio~ to criminal juscicc
probId.- he said ‘Our  country
was founded on biblical principaIs,
and if we’re going to use a brblicai
model of criminal justice, it’s
restorative, not retributive.-

DecancO  refed  to a success-
ful Texas program that was

de- me fill-  wa appdladd Jna WC WeS tlot  ICeI lIC ShOUld  be
within a year*  and received a life tvtid YcL
sentence but has already been
tclcad, Caom Iv said

‘When a family member is mur-
dered everybody lcses, Kimbcrlcy

7 honestly feel that a prisoner said
needs to pay for the crime that he
has amm$tted,-  Coots said ‘How-

-My hdy Iast out; his far&lily

ever, chat  does not ncgare the fact
lost out,* she said ?hey lost hint
to prison; we lost outs to death..
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Religion Behind Bars: A report on the extent to which
prisoners exercise their First Amendment right to freedom of
religion.
I. Introduction

The First Amendment to the United States Constitution states in part that “Congress shall make no
law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof”(lJ
Traditionally, the Supreme Court has considered the free exercise of religion a highly cherished right
and, in most cases, has granted it full constitutional protection(2)  In certain limited circumstances,
however, the Court has recognized that the state may restrict this fundamental right.@

Prison inmates are not stripped of all constitutional rights once inside the prison gate. Prisoners’
rights, however, are subject to a much greater degree of intrusion than is allowed outside the prison
gate.@J In other words, prisoners are not wholly deprived of their First Amendment rights even
though the value and purpose of the penal environment necessarily precludes many of the rights and
privileges enjoyed by the ordinary citizen. Pursuant to the Free Exercise Clause of the First
Amendment, courts have upheld certain rights for prison inmates. Courts, however, recognize that
important penal objectives such as institutional security, deterrence of crime and rehabilitation of
prisoners require necessary and reasonable limits on religious exercise.m

Court decisions have developed and defined the law of religious freedom over many years.0  A
related yet distinct line of decisions regarding the First Amendment rights of prisoners has emerged
as well.0 Tension between the needs of the state and the rights of the individual perhaps most
clearly stands out in the prison context.0 Unfortunately, this tension and its attendant controversies
have produced inconsistent guidelines for courts deciding prisoners’ free-exercise claims. Recent
federal legislation may provide consistency and uniformity that has been absent from this area of
penal jurisprudence.(9)

This report will document the extent to which prisoners are free to enjoy their First Amendment
right to exercise religion. Part I introduced the concept of prisoners’ rights. Part II will discuss the
history and origins of prisoners’ free-exercise  claims and provide some early prisoners’
religious-rights cases. Part III will discuss several methods of evaluating religious claims by
prisoners which include the following: defining religion, the applicable standard of review, and
constitutional considerations such as problems with the Equal Protection Clause and the
Establishment Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. Part IVwill discuss the specific religious
practices of inmates that have led to litigation. Part V will present data compiled from a survey of
over one hundred state and federal prisons. Part VI will conclude with a brief recap of the most
important developments in this area and a few predictions of what is to come.

IL Background

In 1879, the United States Supreme Court laid the foundation for deciding all free-exercise claims in
Reynolds v. United Statex(10)In this case, the Court upheld a federal law that prohibited polygamy,
even as an element of religious practice. fl The Court concluded that although Congress was not
permitted to legislate over mere opinion or beliefs, Congress was empowered to “reach actions
which were in violation of social duties or subversive of good order. “a For the Jirst time, the
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Court acknowledged a distinction between the freedom of belief and the freedom to exercise
religion. Sixty years passed before the Court specifically dealt with this crucial distinction.

i

In 1940, Cantwell V. Connecticu(i.J reemphasized the distinction between the absolute freedom of
beliefprotected by the Free Exercise Clause and the freedom to exercise religion which could be
regulated by the state. Following Reynolds, the Court concluded that unlike the freedom to believe,
the freedom to act is not absolute.(l4) The Court held that, to protect society, the state could
regulate the freedom to act. However, the state could not exercise this regulatory power in such a
way as to infringe unduly upon protected religious exercise.0

The Supreme Court’s decisions in Reynolds and CantweZZ laid the foundation for drawing more
specific distinctions relating to prisoners’ religious rights. The Court also began to use a variation of
the clear-and-present-danger test to determine when and if curtailment of religious practices was
permissible.(l  The test, originally formulated to apply to restrictions on free expression, allows
restrictions on religious freedom only if the restrictions are clearly and immediately necessary to
protect an interest far more important to democratic society than the unrestricted exercise of
r e l i g i o n . 0

A. Early prisoners’ religious-rights cases

Ho Ah Kow v. Nunanfl8)  was one of the first cases that addressed the issue whether prisoners had
the right to exercise religion. In this case, a Chinese national, incarcerated in a jail in San Francisco,
claimed that his jailers had violated his rights by cutting off his queue, a long braid of hair. He
claimed that the queue was a symbol of his religious beliefs and that its absence indicated disgrace
under the terms of his religion.(l9) His jailers justified cutting his hair as necessary to maintain
security, ease of identification, and hygiene. Although the inmate prevailed on equal-protection
grounds, the court acknowledged that the jail’s hair-style regulation possibly violated the inmate’s
free-exercise rights. The court noted that the regulation, like a regulation requiring an Orthodox
Jewish prisoner to eat pork, would be an “offense against . . . religion”(20)

..l In Price v. Johnson,(21) a 1937 case, the Supreme Court stated that lawful incarceration brings
about the necessary withdrawal or limitation of many privileges and rights. The Court concluded
that the considerations underlying the penal system justify such a retracti0n.a Nearly forty years
later, the Court reiterated this belief stating:

the curtailment of certain rights is necessary as a practical matter, to accommodate a myriad of
institutional needs and objectives of prison facilities, chief among them which is internal security...
these restrictions or retractions also serve, incidentally, as reminders that, under our system of
justice, deterrence and retribution are factors in addition to correction.(23)

Accordingly, the Court justified restrictions on prisoners’ freedom to exercise religion by citing
concerns regarding internal security and the goal of achieving the other objectives of
incarcerat ion.0

B. Cruel and unusual punishment

The Court was inevitably obliged to consider whether the denial of religious freedom constituted
cruel and unusual punishment under the Eighth Amendment.0 Traditionally, courts have
prohibited punishment that, although not physically barbarous, involves unnecessary and wanton
inflictions of pain because these punishments lack penological justification.(26)
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The Supreme Court has decided that prison regulations of religious activity that restrict an inmate’s
access to religious services are not prohibited by the constitutional ban against cruel and unusual
punishments.(27) Restrictions on religious beliefs are to be upheld when the restrictions are
reasonably necessary to protect important societal interests.0 By holding to this line and applying
a deferential reasonableness standard when reviewing prison regulations, the Court has effectively
eliminated the Eighth Amendment as a possible remedy for prisoners claiming unconstitutional
infringements of the right to free exercise of religion.

III. Evaluating religious claims by prisoners

Given this background in the case law, consider the following issues: What constitutes a valid
religion in the eyes of the courts? Which standard(s) have the courts used to evaluate
religious-exercise claims? What are the constitutional implications of prison rules, regulations and
practices relating to religious exercise by prisoners? What practices are permitted by prison
administrations?

A. Defining religion

To protect the exercise of valid religious beliefs, a court must distinguish religious-based activities
from actions that do not arise from religious beliefs.0 Prison inmates have claimed to practice
both traditional and alternative religions. Consequently, the courts have addressed the issue of
validity on a case-by-case basis because of the many existing belief systems. The only alternative to
this individual case approach would require courts to adopt one of two extreme positions: (1) that
prisoners deserve no constitutional protection for free exercise of religion in prison, or (2) that all
belief systems of an allegedly religious nature are deserving of full protection.0 The courts have
embraced neither of these extremes(31) Consequently, it has been necessary to devise a test and
criteria to evaluate r&gious claims. Generally, the courts have been lenient in qualifying a belief as
a bona fide religion under the First Amendment.0

The courts use many tests and criteria to determine whether to classi@ a given set of ideas as
religious beliefs deserving of First Amendment protection. Two threshold criteria, however, must be
satisfied: (1) the prisoner must be a sincere adherent of a belief system,(33) and (2) the beliefs must
constitute a religion.(34) These questions are essential to determining whether a prisoner’s
free-exercise claim is valid. The courts, however, have been reluctant to address the issue of what
constitutes a valid religious belief out of concern that a secular belief will be wrongly characterized
as a valid religion and deserving of First Amendment protection.(35)

1. Sincerity of belief

Sincerity of belief is the threshold inquiry.0 Although this inquiry is one of the most difficult
tasks facing a court, a number of guidelines are available.0

Courts will often begin this process by holding hearings to evaluate an individual prisoner’s
beliefs.(; After taking the testimony of witnesses, including that of the inmate, the court must
make a subjective determination of the sincerity of the asserted beliefs.0

Second, courts must be careful not to confuse an inmate’s sincerity of religious beliefs with the truth
or falsity of the inmate’s belief The latter is not a question for the courts.(40) The courts should only
consider whether the claimant sincerely adheres to a set of beliefs, regardless of the truth of the
beliefs.@IJ
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Third, the inmate need not belong to an organized church.0 Membership in a religious
organization is not a prerequisite to establish sincerity of belief.0

Fourth, sincerity does not require an inmate to perfect his or her practice of a particular religion(44)
Although evidence of non-observance is pertinent to the issue of sincerity, it is not determinative.0
Many, if not most civilians do not possess impeccable records of observance. Courts cannot
reasonably require an inmate to achieve a spotless record of observance.

Fifth, prisoners need not demonstrate that their religion mandates that the practice in question is
absolutely required by their religion in order for them to be adjudged sincere in their desire to
practice.0 Sects of the same faith may engage in different practices. The practice in question need
only have roots in the religious beliefs of the parent belief system.0

Finally, a court familiar with the tenets of the professed faith is helpful to the prisoner.(48) This
knowledge of the religion enables the court to evaluate more thoroughly the inmate’s claim of
sincere adherence to the faith.0 The inmate’s claim is weakened, however, if the inmate has no
reasonable basis for his or her belief or if the inmate’s testimony reveals his or her ignorance of
fundamental aspects of the claimed faith.oJ

2. Nature of beliefs: What constitutes a valid religion

After the court evaluates an inmate’s sincerity of belief, it must then determine whether the inmate’s
beliefs constitute a valid religion. Not every belief system forms a religion. Purely moral, political,
or secular beliefs are not generally understood to constitute a religionm In addition, false belief
systems and doctrines formed solely to avoid otherwise valid governmental regulation of conduct are
not religions.0 The task, especially problematic in the prison context, is to distinguish those
beliefs that are secular or fraudulently conceived from those that are genuinely religious in
nature.0

The Supreme Court has taken several different approaches to this problem but has yet to establish a
clear test. Belief in a Supreme Being who controls the destiny of man is one approach@J but it is
not required for a set of beliefs to qualify as a religion(55)  Discrimination against unfamiliar or
unconventional faiths has not been accepted.0 Moreover, the Court has refused to consider the
alleged truth or falsity of belief unless the religion was falsely conceived for the purpose of avoiding
otherwise valid regulation of prisoner conduct.(57)  Additionally, although the First Amendment does
not protect secular belief systems, a religious faith may have beliefs that involve secular
concems.(58J

Case history establishes that a belief may constitute religion even if the asserted belief does not
include faith in a Supreme Being and regardless whether it is unconventional.(59) The lack of a
clear Court-enunciated standard, however, has compelled the lower courts to fashion and apply their
own tests. The two tests most commonly applied are the Third Circuit’s “objective test” and the
Second Circuit’s more “subjective test.”

The objective test, originally applied by the Third Circuit in Africa v. Pennsylvania, sets out three
conditions to determine whether a given belief constitutes religion.(60)  To qualify as a religion
under the Afiica test, a set of beliefs must: (1) “address fundamental and ultimate questions having
to do with deep and imponderable matters”; (2) “be comprehensive in nature”; and (3) have certain
“formal and external signs”(61)  The objective test requires that the asserted belief have similar
generic qualities to that of more traditional and widely accepted religions. If the belief has no such
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qualities, it fails the test and will not be considered a religion(62)

The Second Circuit’s subjective test examines an inmate’s state of mind and inward attitude toward a
belief system.(63 In Patrick, the court acknowledged that to delve into the innermost reaches of an
individual’s mind would be exceedingly difficult. Notwithstanding the hardship of the task, however,
the court noted that the First Amendment requires such an “expansive conception of religious belief’

. if the Constitution is to safeguard such important rights.0

Both the Afilca test and the Patrick test recognize that non-traditional and non-theistic beliefs may
‘constitute religion. Thus, both fall within the limits of First Amendment protection a These are
the only similarities, however, between the two tests.

Although the Patrick test is more difficult to apply, it allows the courts to consider more than the
externalities of a given set of beliefs. Ideas that hold a place in the mind of the believer that are
similar to those held by persons who adhere to traditional religious beliefs are as worthy of
constitutional protection as ideas which form more traditional religious beliefs.0 Some courts
choose to apply either or both of the tests. The Patrick test, however, more closely complies with
Supreme Court precedent and appears to be the preferable approach.(67)

B. The standard of review

The standard of review applied to prisoner free-exercise claims is perhaps the most important
component of constitutional review. In the past, courts have adopted a variety of standards to review
prison regulations. These standards range from a very strict scrutiny standard to a deferential
reasonableness standard. While the strict scrutiny standard requires any regulation of prisoner
religious conduct to further a compelling state interest in the least restrictive way possible, the
reasonableness standard affords prison officials great latitude in deciding how to administer their
prisons and regulate their inmates. As in most cases involving review of restrictions on civil
liberties, the applicable standard of review in prisoner free-exercise cases will usually determine
whether a court will find for the prisoner or the prison. This section will discuss the development of
the compelling interest and reasonableness standards as they relate to prisoners’ religious claims.(68)
It will conclude with a discussion of the recently enacted Religious Freedom Restoration Act and the
Act’s impact on the case law to date.0

1. The compelling interest standard

The compelling interest test requires the government to demonstrate a compelling state interest to
justify regulations that burden the free exercise of religion.0 This standard also requires the state
to use the least restrictive means available to further that compelling interest.0

The Supreme Court first used the compelling interest test in Sherbert v. Vernora. In Sherbert, a
member of the Seventh-Day Adventist Church was terminated from her state job because she
refused to work on Saturday, the Sabbath day of her faitha. The state also denied the former
employee unemployment compensation due to her failure “without good cause .__ to accept suitable
work when offered.“(74) The state justified the termination and denial of unemployment
compensation by citing the prevention of fraudulent claims that might dilute the
unemployment-compensation fund and hinder employers who require their employees to work on
Saturday. The Court characterized these asserted interests as “doubtful” rather than compelling(75)
In addition, the state did not demonstrate that it used the least intrusive means to further state
policy.(76) Consequently, the state action failed the compelling interest test.0
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In Wisconsin v. Yoder,(78) the court applied the Sherbert compelling interest test to a state law that
required parents, under threat of criminal punishment, to enroll children above the age of fourteen in
secondary education programs. The petitioners in this case were an Amish couple who wished to
provide their children with a traditional Amish education. Typical secondary-education programs
taught subject matter that the Amish people considered to be contrary to their religious beliefs. The
Court held that this law substantially burdened the free exercise of religion.( 79) Furthermore, the
law did not sufficiently serve the state’s interest in “universal compulsory formal secondary
education to age sixteen.“0 The Court went on to refine the test by stating that “only those
interests of the highest order and those not otherwise served can overbalance legitimate claims to the
free exercise of religion.“C81)

2. The hands-off approach

Despite the Court’s apparent high regard for claims of religious liberty, it has justified government
restrictions in certain circumstances.( 82) Prior to the 197Os, federal courts were largely unreceptive
to prisoners’ allegations of constitutional violations(83) Courts offered a variety of reasons for
denying prisoners’ claims. Some courts viewed prisoners as “slaves of the state.“0 Others courts
concluded that the courts were not equipped to evaluate the decisions made by prison administrators
whose expertise in the field far exceeded their own.0 Others based their decisions not to intervene
on the grounds that federal courts should not interfere with the administration of state
institutions.0 As a result, the extent of religious activities for prisoners were largely dependent
upon the discretion and good will of prison administrators(87)

In the 1970s the Supreme Court began to end this hands-off approach to prisoners’religious-rights
claims(88)  The Court began to give these claims greater attention and granted more inmates access
to the courts. The Court, however, did not enunciate a clear standard by which to evaluate these
claims until 1987.0

Prior to 1987, however, the case law established four principles. First, prison inmates retain certain
First Amendment rights that are not inconsistent with their status as prisoners(90) Second, federal
courts would no longer ignore prisoners’ First Amendment claims.0 Third, courts would continue
to accord substantial deference to the decisions of prison administrators and corrections experts./9’)
Fourth, although burdens on prisoners’ First Amendment rights might not require the strictest of
scrutiny, a legitimate penological interest alone does not outweigh First Amendment protections.(
93) With these general guidelines, lower courts were left to develop their own standards.0

3. The TurnedO’Lone  standard

In 1987 the Supreme Court finally delivered a single standard by which to review all free-exercise
claims of prisoners. In Turner v. Saj7q, inmates challenged two prison regulations on First
Amendment grounds.0 The first regulation limited inmate-to-inmate correspondence except
between family members or correspondence concerning legal matters.0 The second regulation
permitted inmates to marry only under compelling circumstances and only with the permission of
the prison administration.0 The appeals court upheld the decision to strike down the regulations,
holding that neither regulation was the least restrictive means available to the prison(98)

Writing for the Supreme Court, Justice Sandra Day O’Connor issued a new test to evaluate claims
regarding prisoners’ rights to free speech. Her opinion noted that prisoners do retain some
constitutional rights.0 The Court, however, also noted the importance of deferring to the expertise
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and institutional wisdom of prison officials.(  100)

The new test requires that prison regulations that burden prisoners’ constitutional rights need only be
“reasonably related to legitimate penological interests.“j 10 1) Under this test, four components are
relevant in determining whether a challenged regulation is reasonable: (1) The prison administration
must show a “valid, rational connection between the prison regulation and the legitimate
governmental interest put forward to justify it;“(2 (2) reasonableness depends in part on the
availability of “alternative means of exercising the r&ht;“[l03) (3) the courts should consider “the
impact [that] accommodation of the prisoners’ asserted constitutional right will have on guards and
&her inmates, and on the allocation of prison resources generally;” and (104) (4) the existence of
easy, obvious alternatives at little cost may indicate that the regulation is unreasonable.( 105)

Applying this test, the Court upheld the regulation of inmate-to-inmate correspondence.[ 106) The
Court, however, struck down the regulation of inmate marriages, finding questionable the state’s
position that the restriction was reasonably related to the prevention of “violent love triangles.“(l07)
Furthermore, prison officials were unable to demonstrate that inmate marriages had led to security
problems in the past.0

In the same term, the Supreme Court applied the Turner analysis to the free-exercise claims in
Ozone v. Estate ofShabaz(l09) In Ozone, inmates who were adherents of the Islamic faith
challenged a New Jersey state prison policy that had the effect of preventing them from attending a
weekly Muslim religious rite.{ 110) These prisoners were classified as “minimum restrict” and were
sent to outdoor work duty every Friday afiemoon.(ll Prison officials would not permit these
prisoners to return to the chapel on Friday. As a result, they were not able to attend services(ll2) In
defense of the prison policy, the state argued that the “minimum restrict” work details were
supervised by only one guard. To escort the Muslim prisoners back to the main prison for services,
all the prisoners would have to return.0

Sitting en bane, the Third Circuit held for the prisoners.( 114) Applying heightened scrutiny to the
challenged prison policies, the court concluded that although the policies served the “important
penological goal of security,” a more reasonable method could accommodate the prisoners’ religious
rights without creating security problems.(ll5)

The Supreme Court reversed the Third Circuit and applied Turner’s four-part reasonableness
test.0 The Court also concluded that it was inappropriate to change the degree of scrutiny
applied because of the presumed danger of a particular religious activity or the degree of deprivation
of a restricted religious practice .I 117)

Applying the Turner test, the Court found that the challenged prison policies withstood
constitutional review. First, the legitimate concern for “institutional order” justified the requirement
of the outside work detail on Fridays that kept Muslim inmates from attending services.{ 1181
Second, the Muslim prisoners had alternative means of exercising their religion despite their
inability to attend Friday services.{ 1191 Third, accommodating this particular religious request
would adversely impact the effective administration of the prison(l20) Fourth, no “obvious, easy
alternatives” to the challenged policies existed.f 12 1)

4. Application of the Turner/O’Lone standard

The effect of extending the Turner reasoning for the treatment of prisoners’ free-speech claims to
free-exercise cases was the creation of a single, consistent, four-part test by which all prisoners’ First
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Amendment claims were to be decided. In the years following these decisions, the lower courts have
taken a systematic approach to denying many prisoner free-exercise claims and upholding a variety
of restrictions of these rights.0

The first step in evaluating the reasonableness of a challenged prison regulation is to determine
whether the regulation serves a “legitimate penological interest.“Jl23)  The courts that have applied
this test have generally agreed that legitimate objectives include prison security, deterrence of crime,
and prisoner rehabi1itation.m  At least one of these concerns must be the motivating force behind
the regulation. Additionally, the prison administration must not be acting arbitrarily.0
Furthermore, the institutional objective need only be based on a “probable” rather than “actual”
concem.(l26) In practice, the courts have not usually required any more than a showing by prison
officials that they are legitimately motivated.0

The second element of the O’Lone test factor is the availability of an alternative means of religious
exercise.fl28) Courts have generally been satisfied if an alternative means of worship adequately
compensates for the limitation or restriction of a particular form of worship.(l

The third Ozone element is the cost of accommodating the prisoners’ religious requests.(l The
concern is the potential “ripple” effect from making allowances for a particular religious
practice.{1 3 1) Once a prison administration allows certain practices, it would have to accommodate
all similar reasonable requests or face claims of favoritism and unequal treatment for certain
religious groups.fl32) Furthermore, the cost of the extra security required may overtax the limited
resources of the prisons.( 133)

Finally, courts that have applied the fourth element of the Ozone’s  test have made clear that prison
officials need not prove that their policies are the least restrictive means available of achieving
institutional objectives(l34) The existence of “obvious, easy alternatives” is simply a factor to be
considered when evaluating the reasonableness of a challenged regulation(l35) Moreover, the
courts have indicated that the prisoners have the burden of proving that a less burdensome
alternative is available-(  136) Although some courts have been willing to review burdensome
regulations, others have required the prisoner to fully establish that a regulation is unduly
burdensome and suggest a reasonable alternative.0

The Turner/O!Lone test has settled the inconsistency among the lower courts regarding prisoners’
free-exercise claims. By choosing the lowest standard of review available, the Court has sent the
message that reasonable restrictions on religious expression will not offend the First
Amendment(l38) The strict scrutiny standard is no longer available to the courts when reviewing
these claims, and the courts need no longer consider whether a given prison regulation is the least
restrictive means available.l139]  Alternatives to the challenged regulation are relevant but not
determinative.0 Prison officials need not adopt alternatives if the alternatives would require the
prison to expend substantial resources. The Turner/O!Lone standard requires only easily available
alternatives that can be enacted with de minimis effort.0 The prisoner must prove that the
connection between the challenged regulation and its asserted goal is so remote that the policy is
arbitrary or capricious. In addition, the prisoner must show that easily available alternatives exist.(
142)

5. Oregon Employment Division v. Smith[l43)

In 1990, the Supreme Court expressly denied the use of the compelling-interest, or strict-scrutiny,
standard of review except in unemployment-compensation cases.0 In Smith, two Native
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American drug-rehabilitation counselors admitted to taking part in a religious ceremony that
included the consumption of peyote as a sacrament.{ 145) Consequently, the counselors were fired
from their jobs with a private organization and denied unemployment compensation. Peyote is
regulated by the Oregon controlled-substance laws. Consumption of peyote is cause for dismissal
under the policies of the Oregon Employment Division.( 146) The Native Americans filed suit over
the denial of unemployment benefits and challenged the constitutionality of Oregon’s
controlled-substance law on the grounds that the criminalization of peyote violated their right to the
free exercise of religion.(l47)

The Oregon Supreme Court held that the prohibition of the sacramental use of peyote violated the
Free Exercise Clause.(148) The United States Supreme Court reversed the Oregon Supreme Court,
holding that neutral laws of general application need not be justified by a compelling interest even
though they effectively burden the free exercise of religion.0

The Court expressly refused to apply the Sherbert analysis. Smith limited the use of the
strict-scrutiny test to two circumstances: (1) when the government regulation at issue burdened a
constitutional right in addition to the free exercise of religion, and (2) when state
unemployment-compensation rules conditioned the availability of benefits on an applicant’s
willingness to work under conditions forbidden by his/her re1igion.f 150) The Court concluded that
these situations were more easily reviewed on a case-by-case basis. Thus, the compelling-interest
test was more appropriately applied in these contexts(l5 1) The Court went on to state that to apply
the compelling-interest test outside these limited contexts would inappropriately permit courts to
make judicial determinations of the centrality of religious beliefs.( 152)

As a result of &it/z, courts have applied the rational relationship test to facially neutral laws of
general applicability that incidentally burden the exercise of religion. The rational relationship test is
the lowest level of scrutiny available to the courts. This test merely requires the challenged law to be
rationally related to a legitimate state interest.0 By lowering the level of scrutiny and
constitutional protection for religious practices, the Smith decision has created a climate in which
the free exercise of religion may be significantly restricted by the state, both within and without
prison walls. Following Smith, both federal and state governments have been free to deny claimants
the religious liberty that they otherwise would have enjoyed./1 54)

6. The Religious Freedom Restoration Act of 1993

Congress enacted the Religious Freedom Restoration Act of 1993 (RFRA) to overturn Smith and
restore the Sherbert compelling-interest/least-restrictive-means analysis to regulations that impact
upon citizens’ free-exercise rights.{ 155) The statute responds to Smith and O’Lone by imposing a
statutory ban on governmental action that substantially burdens religious exercise. A rule of general
applicability will be subject to the statutory ban, unless the government demonstrates that the action
is the least restrictive means of furthering a compelling governmental interest.{1561

The case law prior to Smith clearly indicates that only governmental actions that place a substantial
burden on the free exercise of religion must meet the requirements of the compelling-interest
test.(l RF’RA does not require such justification for every government action that incidentally
impacts on religious freedoms.( 158) Moreover, strict scrutiny does not apply to government actions
involving only the management of internal government affairs or the use of the government’s
property.ll59) RF&I restored the compelling-interest test to its original use in free exercise cases.
Accordingly, the test is neither more strict nor more lenient than it was prior to Smith.0
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Notwithstanding O’Lone and Smith, the Supreme Court has concluded that prisoners do retain First
Amendment rights, including the right to exercise religion while incarcerated.( 161) O!Lone  severely
undermined the right to religious exercise. RFRA, as applied in the prison context, was intended to
restore the traditional protections for these rights.(l62) Congress did not intend for R.FFL4 to impose
a more rigorous standard that could greatly complicate the difficult business of operating a prison in
a safe, secure manner.0 Moreover, Congress has made clear that the courts, in applying the
standard set forth in RFRA, should continue to give due deference to the institutional expertise of
prison administrators.(  These officials still have broad powers to maintain the order, security,
and discipline that is essential in a prison environment.(l65)

Congress’s bold move in expressly overruling the Supreme Court did not go unchallenged. Groups
interested in preserving their authority to impose restrictive regulations on religious exercise
objected to RF&L The most strenuous objection to this legislation was made by a coalition of state
attorneys-general and corrections officials. This group believed that to reimpose the
compelling-interest test on prison regulations that directly or incidentally interfered with prisoners’
religious exercise would be disastrous.(l66)  They argued that prisoners’ free-exercise claims should
receive a lesser degree of scrutiny than that applied to society at large.( 167) If inmates were to
receive the same religious protections as the general public, prison safety would be jeopardized and
the courts would be flooded with frivolous claims-( 168) The coalition also argued that this
legislation would force the states to re-litigate nearly every kind of claim brought by inmates to
date.0

Despite these objections, a proposed amendment excluding coverage for inmates was not part of the
bill that President Clinton signed into law in November 1993.J 170) The amendment was defeated in
the Senate by a 58-4 1 vote and was never even considered in the House, where RFRA was approved
by voice vote.f 17 1).

The successful RFW advocates(l72)  maintained that the compelling-interest test would adequately
address the legitimate concerns of the correctional officials. The test had provided an effective and
equitable means of resolving inmate religious liberty claims for twenty years.( 173) They also
challenged the assumption that inmate litigation would flood the courts if RF%4 included
prisons.(l

Several prisoners’ rights cases have cited RFRA, or at least made reference to it. The most recent
cases were decided in April and May of 1994. In Campos v. Coughlin, the federal district court for
the Southern District of New York granted an inmate’s request for an injunction prohibiting prison
officials from banning the use of religious artifacts.(l75) The court, however, expressly refused to
apply RFRA because of the penological interests invo1ved.f 176) Under a much less demanding
standard of review, but nevertheless holding for the inmates, the court concluded that the New York
Department of Corrections Services had not provided persuasive evidence that wearing religious
beads under clothing posed a real security risk. No legitimate penological interest existed-a

In Rust v. Clarke, a federal court in Nebraska granted the inmates declaratory and injunctive
relief.0 Inmates at the Nebraska State Penitentiary alleged that the amount of money provided by
the penitentiary to religious groups was unfairly distributed and discriminated against adherents of
the Asatru faith.(l The inmates also claimed that they were allotted less time for worship than
other religious groups.(l Although the Eleventh Amendment barred the claim for money
damages against the penitentiary, the inmates stated sufficient facts to proceed on the merits under
the standard of review called for by RFRA.( 18 1)

.
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Other cases have been decided in the several months since RFRA was signed into law. Some have
held for the inmates;{ 182) others have held for the state.(l An approximately equal number of
cases has been decided on both sides of the issue. Consequently, no discernible trend is apparent.
RFRA’s more stringent standard of review will possibly yield some consistency in the holdings and
greater protection of prisoner’s religious activity. Whether RFRA will result in more claims brought
against prisons, more requests for religious items, or more requests for religious services, however,
is unclear.

,C. The equal protection problem

The inmate’s right to equal protection is crucial when determining what religious activities must be
accommodated by prison offkials.( 184) A common complaint of prisoners who are adherents of
minority or less traditional religions is that their religion has been singled out for unfair or unequal
treatment relative to the treatment afforded other religious groups in the prison.{1 85) As a result, the
Fourteenth Amendment is particularly important in cases involving the practice of minority religions
in prison.0

The Supreme Court held in C~UZ v. Beto that each prisoner is entitled to “a reasonable opportunity of
pursuing his faith comparable to the opportunity afforded fellow prisoners who adhere to
conventional religious precepts.“m Although all prisoners are entitled to equal protection, ,
however, prison officials cannot be expected to duplicate every religious benefit.( 188) The Court
stated that a “special chapel or place of worship need not be provided for every faith regardless of
size; nor must a chaplain, priest or minister be provided without regard to the extent of the
demand.“{1 891 Accordingly, the Court did not mandate identical treatment for all religions.

Although the courts have allowed limitations on religious activities within prisons, they have
carefully scrutinized potentially discriminatory classifications.(  190) Without clear and substantial
grounds for doing so, prison offtcials cannot limit activities or provide special treatment for
members of select religions.[ 19 1)

The courts have distinguished between fundamental religious activities that prison officials must
perrnit(192) and those activities that prison officials are obliged to provide as aids to the exercise of
religion.(l Activities included among the former group are generally regarded as absolutely
protected.(l  Activities in the latter group may be more easily regulated.0 This distinction
between what prison officials  must permit and what they must provide has led courts to rule that
when members of one faith are permitted to meet to practice their religious beliefs or to use the
prison religious facilities, equivalent opportunities must be made available to members of all other
faiths.0 Prison officials, however, need not provide separate facilities or state-provided clergy
for each religious group.(l97) Prison administrators may meet their duty if all prisoners are allowed
to meet and to worship with their own clergy from outside the prison(l98)

D. The establishment-of-religion problem

In addition to free-exercise and equal-protection concerns, the exercise of religion by prisoners often
raises problems with the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment.Jl99) The tension between
the Free Exercise Clause and the Establishment Clause is often clearly revealed in the prison
setting.f200)  Prisoners are deprived of their liberty and freedom of movement upon incarceration.
Those wishing to practice their religion must rely heavily on state help.{201 1 At issue is whether the
state is endorsing religion by providing religious facilities or personnel for inmates of particular
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faiths.

The Supreme Court has held that the First Amendment requires that state action neither hinder nor
help religion.f202)  A strict application of this holding in the prison context, however, would most
likely deprive prisoners of their right to free exercise.( 203) When the government imprisons
citizens, the government effectively deprives them of their right to freely exercise religion. To avoid
problems with the Free Exercise Clause, the government may provide limited substitutes for the
exercise of religion(204~

1. Provision of clergy

The inherent conflict between the Free Exercise Clause and the Establishment Clause is perhaps
most evident when prison officials hire or are asked to hire clergy persons.0 The Third Circuit
highlighted this problem in Gittlemacker  v. Prasse, (206) concluding:

The requirement that a state interpose no unreasonable barriers to the free exercise of an inmate’s
religion cannot be equated with the suggestion that the state has an affirmative duty to provide,
furnish, or supply every inmate with a clergyman or religious services of his choice. It is one thing to
provide facilities for worship and the opportunity for any clergy to visit the institution . . . But to go
further and suggest that the Free Exercise Clause demands that the state not only furnish the
opportunity to practice, but also supply the clergyman, is a concept that dangerously approaches the
jealously guarded frontiers of the Establishment Clause.0

In addition to this constitutional problem, prison officials and courts must consider other
administrative concerns. The state must provide programs for the physical, mental, and spiritual
health of inmates.0 Providing religious clergy is one method. Due to the substantial expense and
administrative inconvenience, however, prison oflicials cannot maintain religious personnel, either
part-time or full-time, for each religious group at every correctional institution(209)  The prevailing
view seems to be that these state-employed clergy people are hired to attend to the spiritual needs of
all inmates rather than inmates only of the particular clergy person’s faith. Thus, government
employment of these clergy persons does not violate the Establishment Clause.( 210)

When the state hires chaplains for a particular faith only it may run afoul of the Establishment
Clause by appearing to favor one religion over another. The courts, however, have been relatively
consistent in holding that the state cannot be required to hire chaplains of a faith with only a few
adherents in the prison.{ 2 11)

2. Administrative action designed to encourage religious activities within prison

In addition to providing chaplains, prison officiaIs may violate the First Amendment by encouraging
or condoning religious proselytization. Religion is believed to have a calming and rehabilitative
effect on prisoners.(;:! 121 Prison officials have attempted to use religion to promote discipline, order,
and rehabilitation and to enhance internal security.f213)

Despite apparent good intentions, administrative rules that sanction rewards for inmates who engage
in approved religious activities by providing these prisoners with the best work details, good-time
credit, or early parole release violate the Establishment Clause.( 2 14) These regulations have the
practical effect of sponsoring religion or favoring one religion over others.{:! 15) Moreover, the State
cannot promote religion in ways unnecessary to satisfy the free-exercise rights of prisoners(21
Accordingly, any prison rule or practice that directly or indirectly rewards inmates for practicing
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administratively approved religions violates the Establishment Clause.(217)

IV. Religious practices

Prisoners often request permission to engage in specific religious practices. These practices may
conflict with prison rules, triggering free-exercise claims. Most of the cases addressing these
requests have followed @Lone’s deferential standard of review. As a result, courts have disallowed
or severely restricted many religious practices on the grounds that the practices were contrary to the
institutional objectives of order, security, and rehabilitation.

If the Religious Freedom Restoration Act had been in effect, many of these cases might have been
decided differently. RFRA was intended to apply retroactively. Consequently, these cases have the
potential to be re-litigated with significantly different results.

A. Personal appearance and clothing

Inmates commonly challenge prison rules that do not allow for religious requirements or restrictions
on dress and appearance. When religious codes conflict with prison regulations that proscribe long
hair, beards, or religious head coverings, inmates have often claimed Free Exercise Clause
violations.

In the years prior to the O’Lone decision, the lower courts applied different standards of review to
these cases, producing mixed results. After O’Lone, however, the courts have generally upheld
prison rules that regulate personal appearance.

1. Hair length and beards

Inmates whose religions require them to retain long hair or uncut beards have challenged regulations
governing hair and beard length.( 2 18) In Framer v. ScufZy,J2 191 an Orthodox Jewish inmate
challenged a prison rule that required inmates to trim their beards to a length not to exceed one inch.
The prisoner claimed that this rule violated the tenets of his faith, which required him to wear a
full-length beard./220) In this pre-O’Lone decision, the district court ruled in the inmate’s favor, and
the Second Circuit affirmed.(22 11 The case was appealed to the Supreme Court, which remanded it
to the lower courts for reconsideration in light of U’Lone.(222)  On remand, the Second Circuit
upheld the prison rule.-

The Second Circuit held that the hair-or-beard-length rule was rationally related to legitimate
penological interests. The state claimed that the rule made identification of prisoners easier, aided in
the control of contraband, improved prison hygiene, and provided the safest and most equitable rules
for prison life.( 224) The Second Circuit found “a logical, if not obvious, connection between beard
length and ease of identification,” which remained even if the defendant permitted short beards.(
225)

The court also held that the regulation was rationally related to the goal of keeping contraband out of
the prison. Although no evidence existed that contraband had ever been found in an inmate’s beard,
prison officials could legitimately anticipate these security problems.(236) Finally, the court
concluded that the inmate had alternative means by which he could practice his religion other than
wearing a t%ll-length beard.m The state also suggested that, by accommodating his claim, prison
officials would run the risk of creating a possible confrontation between prisoners and guards and
the appearance of favoritism by prison offtcials for Orthodox Jews.0
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This case is an excellent example of the difference between pre- and post-@Lone reasoning
regarding prison hair-grooming regulations.(229) Before U’Lone, this rule was unconstitutional;
afterwards, it was constitutional.(230) Other courts deciding cases regarding hair and beard length,
as well as prisoners’ free-exercise rights in general, have adopted this hands-off approach.(331)

In interviews conducted with prison officials from various states, interviewees have described
different polices regarding hair-and-beard-grooming regulations. Some prisons allow inmates to
choose how they wish to wear their hair or beards. Inmates in these prisons, however, must keep
their hair clean and neat. For example, inmates with long hair are encouraged or required to keep the
hair pulled back in a ponytail. Other prisons require inmates to keep their hair cut short and forbid
them from wearing beards or facial hair of any kind.

These regulations vary from prison to prison and state to state. Significant factors include where the
prison is located and whether the prison has a substantial number of inmates whose beliefs require
adherents to maintain long hair or beards. For example, several prisons in southern states with very
few Native American inmates have restrictive regulations that require close-cut hair and forbid
inmates to wear beards. A prison official from one of these prisons stated that the prison in which he
worked did not allow inmates to maintain long hair or a beard. He asserted that this regulation did
not cause problems because the inmates at this facility preferred to have short hair.

Prisons in some western and plains states with greater numbers of Native American inmates,
however, do not have these restrictive grooming regulations. Inmates housed in prisons in these
states are generally permitted to wear their hair as they wish, provided that the hair is kept neat and
clean.

2. Head-coverings

Inmates frequently challenge rules that ban the use of religious head-coverings. These inmates
usually claim that the rules interfere with legitimate religious practices.[232) Prison officials
typically cite security and sanitation concerns when defending challenges to these rulesJ233)

In Young v. Lane,= inmates in an Illinois prison challenged a rule that prohibited the wearing of
yarmulkes. The Jewish faith requires orthodox men to wear this religious head-covering. The prison
did permit, however, the wearing of baseball caps at all times.0 The inmates argued that, by
allowing secular head-coverings, the prison had effectively invalidated the rule prohibiting
yarmulkes.f236)  The Seventh Circuit upheld the rule, citing the strong interest in uniform dress
regulations as a legitimate penolog-ical objective. The court concluded that the rule was legitimately
designed to eliminate the effectiveness of gangs “by restricting the variety of available
headgear”0 Although the link between wearing yarmulkes and encouraging the development of
gangs is unclear, this holding is in accord with other cases relating to this topici

3. Wearing of medallions

Although many prison systems allow inmates to wear religious jewelry,( 239) courts have upheld
rules prohibiting the use of medallions by inmates when the medal could conceivably be used as a
weapon. For example, in Hall v. BeZZmon,/240)  the court held that a regulation banning the
possession of a religious, sharp beartooth necklace was valid, as long as the necklace could be used
as a weapon.

Under Ozone, the courts have generally been reluctant to overturn prison grooming rules.[24 1) If
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the record shows that prison officials have not offered a valid reason for the regulation, or if easier
alternatives to the challenged restriction exist, courts will strike down prison dress or grooming
codes.0 Courts will also invalidate these rules if the rules lack a factual basis or are applied in a
discriminatory manner./243) Moreover, under RFRA’s compelling-interest standard, the states will
have to demonstrate more than a rational relationship between the regulation and the prison’s
legitimate penological objective. Instead, the state will have the burden of proving that the grooming
regulation uses the least restrictive means to further a compelling governmental interest.

J3. Meals

Many religions require adherents to follow rigid dietary codes.( 244) Although a number of prison
systems now provide for special diets, many refuse to accommodate these requests. (245)

Whether the First Amendment requires prisons to provide special religious diets is a difficult issue.
Courts must balance the prisoner’s sincere desire to observe religious laws with the prison’s
budgetary and administrative realities./2461

Until the mid-1970s,  courts took a hands-off approach with most of these claims.(247) Opinions
denying unequal-treatment claims stressed the costs and security risks of providing special foods.(
248) Prison administrators successfully argued that the individual treatment of food could lead to
smuggling and claims of favoritism if certain inmates were granted special privileges.(249)

In 1975 Kahane v. Carlson(250,J ended this trend. In this case, the Second Circuit permitted an
Orthodox Jewish rabbi to maintain a kosher diet while incarcerated./25 11 The court noted that
Jewish dietary laws were an integral part of an Orthodox Jew’s religion.(252) As a result, the court
enjoined the prison from unnecessarily preventing the rabbi from observing his dietary
obligations.(253) The court also noted that the prison had only about a dozen Orthodox Jews and
that other prisons in the state were able to provide the required diet. Thus, the administrative
problems of providing a kosher diet for Kahane were not insurmountable.( 254) The court allowed
the prison discretion to decide how to provide the required food, as long as the prison provided a
“diet sufficient to sustain the prisoner in good health without violating the Jewish dietary laws”(255)

Pursuant to Kahane, inmates have the right to a religious diet unless the cost is prohibitive or
administratively unfeasible.( 256) If the prison can accommodate the inmate’s request without
significant administrative costs, prison officials should provide the religious dietJ257) If the costs
involved are exorbitant or the administrative burdens overwhelming, however, prison officials may
deny the request for a religious diet./2581

Equal-protection considerations also prohibit unequal treatment in the availability of religious
diets.(259) For example, if kosher food is available to Jewish inmates, then prison officials must
make a reasonable attempt to accommodate the requests of Muslim inmates for meals that do not
contain pork but do contain a suitable protein supplement.(260) Prison officials who attempt to
provide a religious diet to prisoners will not be held liable for a single instance of denying such a
meal.126 11 Also, when religious holidays require special meals, the prison may meet its obligation
by permitting inmates to purchase provisions at their own expense.(262) Finally, inmates may not be
punished for refusing to handle or work with food that they are forbidden to handle.0

To prevail in a claim for a religious diet, an inmate must show sincerity of belief and the desire to
adhere to religious dietary laws.0 The religion must actually require the requested diet-( 265) In
addition, the cost, administrative burdens, and security concerns associated with providing the meal
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must not be excessive.( 266) Furthermore, the prison must show that, without the diet, the prisoner
cannot obtain proper nutrition while complying with religious laws.0

C. Religious services

Group services are an integral part of religious worship.12682 In the prison environment, prison
officials have encouraged these services because of the recognized rehabilitative value of religious
teachings and the historical religious roots of American prisons.( 269) In addition, regular services
can actually enhance prison security.

Despite the apparent benefits of allowing inmates to congregate and exercise their religious
preferences, religious services have posed problems for prison administrators(270)  In a prison
setting, any group activity of inmates can raise concerns about violent altercations, illicit
transactions, and, in some cases, rioting.( 271)

Prison officials may have a variety of concerns, including the following: (1) the belief that inmates
will use religious gatherings as a pretext for planning or attempting to escape, (2) the fear that the
services of some religions will incite or constitute a threat to prison security because of the ideas
expressed there or because the services are officiated by inmates serving as leaders, and (3) logistical
problems with getting a small number of inmates of a given faith together for worship.

Early prison cases clearly established the broad right of general-population prisoners to attend
regular group religious services./2721 Some religious faiths, however, particularly the Black Muslim
faith, have given prison officials and the courts cause to hesitate before granting privileges
comparable to those given to adherents of other faiths.0 These cases have raised questions about
the nature and extent of the right to worship in group religious services.( 274)

1. Inmate-led services

One of the first questions to arise was whether inmates have the right to self-officiate at
congregational services. The courts have decided that when outside clergy are available to lead
services, inmates do not have the right to displace them.J275] The courts cited the institutional
concern that when prisoners gain authority over other prisoners, especially administration-sanctioned
authority, significant security and safety problems may arise.0

If the prison allows inmates of some faiths to lead religious services, it may constitutionally
withhold similar permission for inmates of other faiths if the tenets of their faith are potentially
threatening./2771 Prison officials may make this distinction without violating the Equal Protection
C1ause.m The distinction, however, must be rational.0 Moreover, prison officials cannot
enforce a ban on inmate-led services in a discriminatory or arbitrary manner.0 If the prison
forbids these services, it must make reasonable efforts to arrange for outside clergy to come into the
prison and lead the services./28 1)

2. Inmate meetings in the yard

Whether inmates have the right to gather informally for worship in the prison yard presents a similar
question. The courts have generally denied inmates the right to engage in informal group activities
on the basis of their religion.(282) Unsupervised, informal, groupprayer meetings can give rise to a
potentially dangerous inmate-leadership stmcture.(283) Inmate perceptions are very important in a
prison environment. Prison authorities ordinarily avoid the appearance of favoring one group of
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inmates over others. Moreover, inmates must understand that the authority lies with the prison
administration.

Prison authorities can prohibit group prayer and permit other group activities such as discussion
groups, basketball, and boxing.( 284) This distinction does not raise equal-protection problems.(
285) The permitted activities do not involve “an organized, functioning alternative authority
structure among inmates.” An inmate-only prayer meeting in the prison yard might present this type
of authority structure./286)

‘3. Services offered

Courts have also considered whether prison offtcials should discriminate among individual groups or
sects within groups when providing the opportunity to hold religious services.1’287) For example,
prison officials have questioned the need to provide separate services for each Christian sect
represented in the prison population.( 288) Generally, the courts have found that a broadly defined
service is sufficient as long as a reasonable relationship exists between the service and the specific
teachings of the sect.J289\  A large number of religious groups are represented in prison populations.
Providing separate services or facilities for each is logistically impossible because of security,
staffing, and space concems.( 290)

Satanist, White Supremacist, and WICCAN(291)  inmates have had the most trouble in establishing
themselves as valid religious groups. Prison offtcials have been reluctant to permit these groups to
engage in congregate worship. Many prisons simply refuse to recognize these groups and do not
allow them to meet at all. Under RFRA, however, this may change. One prison official noted that
inmates who belong to these groups are generally familiar with or are becoming familiar with
IZFRA. Consequently, inmates who profess to belong to these groups will presumably file more
lawsuits now that prison regulations must withstand a higher degree of scrutiny.

4. Segregated inmates

Separate issues arise when inmates are confined to segregated living, The purposes of congregate
worship directly conflict with the objectives of segregation. Prison officials use segregation to
punish or protect inmates by separating them from the rest of the prison population.f292)  Allowing
segregated inmates to attend group religious services compromises these goals. Segregation,
however, does not restrict or terminate a prisoner’s right to religious exerciseJ293)

Disciplinary segregation may be imposed to punish, but depriving prisoners of their right to worship
cannot be a component of this punishment.0 The courts have not applied a uniform policy with
regard to disciplinary inmates.{2951  Some courts have allowed prisons to deny segregated inmates’
requests to attend group services.( 296) These opinions have focused on available alternative
methods of worship.(297)

Another line of cases holds that a universal denial of constitutional rights to all inmates in
disciplinary segregation, without some sort of inmate-by-inmate determination, is
impermissible.(298) In these cases, the courts have required an individual determination as to the
necessity of an inmate’s exclusion from group services.( 299)

Protective-custody inmates differ from disciplinary inmates. Although both are separated from the
general prison population, these inmates are placed in segregation to protect them from other
inmates.( 300) Prison officials use segregation to punish disciplinary inmates. Moreover, unlike most
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disciplinary inmates who spend a finite time in segregation, these inmates may be segregated
indefinitely or until they are released.{30 11 As a result, the courts have examined each of these cases
carefully to determine whether any reasonable alternative exists to preventing protective-custody
inmates from attending group services.

The courts have taken a more aggressive approach in these cases to develop measures that permit
protective-custody inmates to attend religious servicesJ302) They have required prison officials to
offer meaningful alternatives to group religious services when inmates cannot attend regular group
services for safety or security reasons.0 When the record indicates that a protective-custody
mrnate’s presence at group religious services would present serious security or safety concerns, the
courts have reluctantly upheld restrictions.(304)  These restrictions, however, can remain only so
long as required by legitimate security concems.(305) In these cases, the courts have strongly
emphasized the necessity of providing inmates with an alternative form of worship./306)

D. Name changes

Religious prisoners, particularly Muslim prisoners, often change their names when converting to a
new religion. This serves as a sign that they have converted to a new faith and no longer want to be
known as their former selves.0 Although these name changes are often associated with Muslims,
especially in the prison context, this is a not a process peculiar to the Muslim faith./308>

Unfortunately, prison offtcials have often refused to honor name changes, insisting on a
“committed-name policy.“/309~ Under this policy, the only name that an inmate may go by is the
name that the inmate had when entering the prison gate.{3 10) Given the level of control that prison
officials  have over their charges, the refusal to honor a name change can have serious consequences.
Prison officials may refuse to use the new name when addressing the inmate, deny mail delivery to
the inmate, deny access to the law library or deny the inmate access to sick call.J3 11) Some inmates
have been punished for insisting that prison officials address them by their new names-(3

When a prisoner’s religiously motivated name change conflicts with prison policies, courts are faced
with the task of determining the extent to which the name change merits constitutional protection.
Courts have held that an inmate’s adoption of a new name for religious purposes is “part of the
practice of [the inmate’s] religious faith.“0 The courts, however, must balance the prisoner’s First
Amendment interests against the institutional needs and objectives of the prison.{3 14)

Prison officials have justified their refusal or reluctance to recognize inmate religious names or
name changes with a variety of institutional concerns./3  15) Prison administrators have argued that
their policies are administratively convenient, prevent misidentification of inmates, combat fraud,
and avoid confrontations between inmates and corrections staff..(; The courts have uniformly
rejected these arguments as overly broad when used to justify a policy that gives no recognition to an
inmate’s new name./3 171 Although, a blanket committed-name policy sweeps too broadly, however,
the courts will examine individual applications of this policy to determine whether the application is
justifiab1e.w

Taking this case-by-case approach, the courts have held that prisons may not withhold benefits that
would otherwise have been available but for the prisoner’s decision to adopt a new religious name.(
3 19) For example, a prison may not fail to deliver mail to an inmate because it is addressed to a new
name or deny an inmate a visitor because the visitor refers to the prisoner with the new name.0
In addition, prisoners cannot be denied access to the law library, sick call, commissary, religious
services, or notary services solely because they have requested these services in their new name.0
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Some courts have gone further and held that the prison administration may not punish an inmate for
failing to acknowledge the use of his/her old name or for refusing to perform a task that would
involve an acknowledgment of a religiously offensive name.l322) These courts have made clear that
an inmate can still be punished for disregarding an order or for acting disrespectfully toward prison
staff..(323)(3241

1. Prison records

Prison records and name tags have caused the most trouble with regard to prisoner name
changes.f325) Prison officials have refused to change records to reflect new names. Altering records
would pose administrative burdens and inconvenience. In addition, record changes would
complicate prison record-keeping and impede other law-enforcement organizations from effectively
using them.0

The courts have attempted to address the concerns on both sides of this issue by adopting a
compromise. This compromise neither requires prisons to totally reorganize prison files nor permits
the prison to ignore the prisoner’s new name.0 The policy that many courts have adopted would:

alter the ‘committed-name policy’ by an ‘also known as (A/K/A)’ designation to the records of each
inmate who changed his name for religious reasons during incarceration. Thus, instead of deleting
the committed names from the records and uniforms and replacing them with new names, . . . the
prison instead would add the new names as A/K/A’s to the current files and name tags./3281

This policy does not require prison officials to totally reorganize their files or add the inmate’s new
name whenever it is found in the file.0 The policy requires the prison to supplement the files and
the tags by adding the new name. These additions make clear to anyone who reviewing the records
that the inmate has taken a new name. Although this policy imposes administrative burdens, the
burdens are not unwieldy./3301 Moreover, this policy complements the standing policy of most
law-enforcement agencies by recording all aliases of each inmate.0 Finally, the A/K/A policy
does not make records hard to find or use if they are needed by other law enforcement agencies.(332)

2. Name tags

The courts have taken a similar approach to name tags. In Salaam v. Lockhart, the Eighth Circuit
held that fears of confrontation and misidentification were insufficient reasons for prison officials to
refuse to alter or append name tags.{3331 The court concluded that the A/K/A alternative could help
guards identify inmates by providing the names that these inmates preferred and to which the
inmates would most likely respond. By using the “proper” name, the guards could minimize the risks
of misidentification and confrontation.(334)  Although the court required the prison to add new
names to the name tags, it limited the scope of its holding by refusing to order the guards to address
these inmates by their religious names.0 The court also held that prison guards could continue to
use an inmate’s committed name./3361

IL Access to clergy

A prison need not hire clergy of all faiths, or even of a particular faith.m Inmates of less
conventional or minority faiths, however, will still usually require the assistance of clergy to practice
their religions during their incarceration.0 When a prison does not retain a clergy member of a
particular inmate’s faith, the prison typically meets free-exercise needs by providing clergy from .
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outside the prison.0 Prison officials often permit volunteer clergy to visit inmates and conduct
services, unless it can be proven that their presence poses a clear and present danger to the safety or
security of the prison or inmates.0 Prison officials may mitigate this danger by requiring visiting
clergy to submit program statements that describe the “time, place, and nature of the services to be
conducted and identifying the clergy who will conduct them.“0 Furthermore, as with other
visitors, prison officials may search for weapons and c0ntraband.w The courts have made it
clear, however, that prison officials may not “harass” visiting clergy to discourage further visits.[3431

J. Visiting clergy

A difficult  issue is whether prisoners can compel the prison administration to provide visiting clergy.
If a particular prison does not permit prisoners to conduct their own services, then the
“reasonableness of the ban on inmates conducting their own religious services is related to the
availability of substitutes, whether chaplains employed by the prison, or ministers invited on a
visiting basis.“( 344) If prison authorities do not permit inmate-led services, then the prison
administration must provide clergy or give a compelling reason why provision is‘unfeasible. When
prisons have failed to provide a paid prison chaplain to conduct services, the courts have required
the prison to arrange for visiting clergy to officiate.( 345)

2. Segregated inmates

Segregated inmates have a special need for access to clergy. Prison officials often do not permit
these inmates to attend congregate services(346)  Consequently, segregated inmates need access to
clergy if they are to have meaningful exposure to religion or the opportunity to worship.0
Depriving these inmates completely of access to clergy would raise serious First Amendment
concerns. Accordingly, the courts have been careful to order prisons to provide these inmates with
clergy v i s i t s . 0

In addition, the courts have concluded that, for “meaningful spiritual counseling” to take place,
meetings between clergy and segregated inmates should be held in private.0 Due to the security
concerns inherent in segregation units, however, the courts have permitted prisons to impose greater
restrictions on access to clergy than those imposed on inmates in the general-population as long as
access is permitted in a significant way.0

F. Access to religious mail and publications

1. Correspondence with outside clergy

A related but distinct issue from access to clergy is the right to correspond with outside clergy.(351)
The same standards that govern the receipt of all mail govern the receipt of religious mail.J352)
Pursuant to prison rules and regulations, all incoming and outgoing inmate mail, religious or
otherwise, may be opened and read to determine whether a particular piece of mail constitutes, or
indicates the possibility of, a threat to prison security.( 353) If incoming mail does not pose a threat,
it must be delivered to the addressee inmate.(354) Although religious mail is subject to ordinary
inspection, it is not to be subjected to intrusive searches or treatment more restrictive than that given
to ordinary mail.0

2. Receipt of religious literature and publications

Religious literature and publications from outside the prison often allow inmates to practice faiths
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that are not accommodated on the inside. Official attempts to censor or prevent the entrance of this
literature have arisen most frequently with regard to religions that make racial appeals(356)  The
explanation offered for policies excluding this material is that the literature either appeals to racial
hostility or makes claims of racial superiority.( 357) Prison officials argue that these claims and
teachings are inimical to institutional security.0

The courts have uniformly rejected bans on religious publications that sweep too broadly.f359) The
Ninth Circuit has stated that “prison authorities have no legitimate penological interest in excluding
religious books . . . merely because they contain racist views.“(360) Because inmates have the
constitutional right to believe in whatever they wish, prison offtcials may not ban religious
publications because they disagree with the ideas contained therein.0

The courts have consistently ruled that restrictions on religious publications “must be limited to
those materials that advocate violence or that are so racially inflammatory as to be reasonably likely
to cause violence at the prison.“(362) Unless prison officials can establish that a particular religious
publication poses a serious threat to institutional safety or security, the prison administration cannot
confiscate the publication or punish inmates possessing the literature.0

Prison officials from several states answered questions regarding the availability of religious
publications in their prisons.. Whether the prison administration of a particular prison recognizes the
religious group or individuals requesting religious material is an important issue. If the prison
administration recognizes the religion, the inmate will more likely be permitted to obtain and
possess the requested material. Satanists, White Supremacist groups, WICCANS, and Black Muslim
groups have requested religious texts that have not been permitted at many prisons. Some of these
requests have been denied because of the inflammatory or hateful content of the literature. Other
requests have been denied because of specific information contained therein.

For example, a prison offtcial in Alaska noted that WICCA is growing and is beginning to be
recognized as a religion. Security concerns at this prison, however, compelled prison officials to
reject requests for certain literature. The WICCANS at this particular prison requested a book of
witchcraft that detailed wine-making and knife-making techniques. Prison offtcials did not honor
this request nor did they allow these inmates to meet and practice their faith in congregate meetings.

The Satanists and White Supremacist groups have caused the most problems for prison officials
considering this issue. Most of the prison offtcials interviewed stated that their prisons do not
recognize Satanism as a religion. Although some prisons recognize Satanism as a religion, most do
not permit inmates to obtain Satanic Bibles or the Book of Mass. Similarly, prisons generally do not
permit White Supremacist texts that advocate racial hatred and separatism. More discrete material
that does not openly advocate these themes, however, is sometimes permitted. One prison official
noted that the White Supremacist prisoner groups had purposefully taken on particular religious
themes to circumvent or fall within the boundaries established by prison rules.

G. Access to religious accouterments

The use of religious items in prisons raises safety and security concerns. Religious items or jewelry
often are used to symbolize an individual’s belief in a particular faith or to carry out the rituals of the
adherent’s faith. As a result, prisoners who wish to worship in prison often want to do so with the
trappings of their faith.13641 Prison offtcials often accommodate these requests because many of the
items are seen as harmless.f365) In addition, prison offtcials view observance of religion and the
accompanying rites as rehabilitative tools(366) Occasionally, however, prisons must deny the use of
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certain articles because the presence or use of these items may endanger prison security.(367)

In balancing the right of prisoners to use these items against the need of the prisons to restrict the
items for security reasons, the courts have considered the physical characteristics of the items.0
If the inherent physical qualities of a religious item render it potentially dangerous or threatening to
institutional security, the prison may ban the item from prison use./3691 Prisons may also prevent
prisoners from possessing or using items that could easily be used as weapons.(3

Inmate followers of less traditional religious faiths have requested a wide variety of religious items.
Native American inmates have requested headbands, buffalo bones, eagle feathers, medicine b-ags,
medicine wheels, wolf hair, a lock of their wife’s hair, and a rock. Followers of Santeria have
requested live chickens for sacrifice. Inmates of the Asatru, or Odinist faith, have requested fire
rings in which to sacrifice red meat, swords, carving knives, and swastikas. WICCAN inmates have
requested tarot cards, bells, candles, daggers, incense, and black, hooded robes. Satanist inmates
have requested Satanic Bibles, black candles, and red satin pillows. One inmate requested to be
artificially inseminated. Adherents of CONS, or Church of the New Song, have requested steak and
wine as communion in their ceremonies. Finally, Christian groups have requested wine for
communion, rosaries, crosses, and the other familiar accouterments of the various Christian sects.

To be permitted to possess and use religious articles, an inmate must show that the item is genuinely
needed for the practice of the religion.0 The prisoner must also prove that the religious article
lacks physical properties that are inherently threatening to prison security.(372) If the inmate is
successful, prison officials should permit the inmate to retain the item during imprisonment.( 373)
Finally, even if the religious item is permissible, the prison has no affirmative obligation to supply
the inmate with the item-( 374) The inmate, however, may purchase the item.0

V. Analysis

Questionnaires were sent to wardens and chaplains at 100 state and federal prisons. The
questionnaires were created at the Freedom Forum First Amendment Center. They were mailed first
class in hand-stamped envelopes with hand-stamped return envelopes to maximize response.

The questionnaire asked prison wardens and chaplains to respond to a number of questions
pertaining to the extent to which prisoners in their prisons are free to exercise religion. The survey
also asked the respondents to provide their opinion of the Religious Freedom Restoration Act and
what, if any, impact the Act has had on their religious programming.

The number of questionnaires received were substantially complete. Seventy-six percent{3761 of the
state prisons responded; forty-four percenta of the federal prisons responded.0

Although the response rate from the federal prisons was lower than desirable, those responding to
the questionnaire represent a good nationwide cross-section of members of a universe rather than a
random sample drawn from a much larger group.

In any survey, the opinions of those who did not respond can never be assessed but are quietly
assumed to be identical to those of the actual respondents. With censuses, even when
non-respondents are excluded, there is still no margin of error because the remainder, assumed to
reflect the views of the non-respondents, do not form a random sample.

1. Facilities for worship -- All of the prisons surveyed provide some kind of facility in which
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prisoners can worship. Forty of the 67 respondents reported that their prisons provide a chapel for
worship. Nineteen reported synagogues, and 20 reported mosques.

Many of those answering this question on the survey reported that their facility provided a
multi-purpose religious facility. When asked about these facilities in interviews, prison officials
provided a variety of descriptions. Some of the newer prisons actually provide an area that has been
specifically designed as a multi-denominational facility. Religious accouterments are brought in or
stored in the facility itself Inmates of any recognized faith can generally use these facilitieQ379)

The older prisons simply use the original chapel but allow prisoners from all denominations to use it,
For inmates whose religious beliefs preclude them from using facilities that contain religious
symbols or the trappings of other faiths, prisons provide classrooms or gymnasiums for group
worship.

Thirty-three respondents reported that their facilities provide sweat lodges for Native American
religious ceremonies. Several prison systems in the western and plains states have sweat lodges at
each prison in the state. Many prisons in eastern and southern states do not have sweat lodges.
Officials from prisons in these states noted that providing these facilities would not be economically
practical because their prisons had few or no Native American inmates,

2. Religious diets -- Sixty-five of 67 respondents reported that their prisons provide prisoners with
special religious diets. Two prisons do not offer these diets. Some prisons offer non-pork and
vegetarian meals. Others offer alternative non-pork or vegetarian entries that are served with the
standard prison meal. A few have eliminated pork items from their menus altogether. A number of
prisons offered Kosher meals for their Jewish imnates.f380)

3. Hair and beard -- Sixty-one of 67 respondents allow inmates to wear their hair and facial hair as
they wish, provided that the hair is clean and does not pose a health or safety risk. As mentioned
above, prisons with a substantial number of inmates whose religions require adherents to maintain
long hair or a beard are less likely to have restrictive hair or grooming regulations. Inmates housed in
federal institutions are permitted to have long hair and wear beards.

4. Possession of religious items -- Sixty-six of 67 respondents permit inmates to posses crosses OT
rosaries. Sixty-five respondents permit inmates to possess religious head coverings, for example,
yarmulkes, kufis, and headbands. As mentioned above, the determining factor when deciding
whether an inmate may obtain or possess a particular religious item is whether, by doing so, the
inmate poses a health or safety risk to him or herself or other inmates.

The final four questions pertain to RFIU and the Act’s actual or expected impact on the respondents’
prison systems. Most of the federal officials who responded to the questionnaire neglected to answer
these questionsu

1. Lawsuits -- Eleven of the 67 respondents answered that more inmates will file or have filed more
lawsuits against their facilities as a result of RFRA. Thirty-seven responded that RFRA had not had
such an effect, and 19 replied that they could not predict the Act’s impact on future lawsuits tiled.

2. Requests for religious items -- Twenty-four of the 67 respondents reported that inmates have
made more requests for religious items. Thirty-five reported no change in the number of requests,
and eight did not know of the Act’s impact on these requests.
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3. Service requests -- Sixteen of the 67 respondents reported that inmates have made more requests
for religious services. Forty-three reported no change, and seven did not know of the Act’s impact on
the number of these requests.

4. Opinion of RFRA -- When asked what they thought of RFRA, four respondents stated that they
strongly approved, and nine answered that they approved. Sixteen respondents reported that they
were neutral. Fourteen respondents reported that they disapproved of RFM, and eight strongly
disapproved.

VL Conclusion

Incarceration necessarily precludes many of the rights and privileges enjoyed by ordinary citizens.
Prisoners are not, however, wholly deprived of their First Amendment rights. The courts have
applied several different standards of review to prisoners’ religious rights cases. In 1987 the Supreme
Court finally attempted to provide a guideline by which the lower courts could evaluate these
prisoner claims. The Turner and U’Lone  decisions provided this guidance and the courts began to
restrict prisoners’ religious freedoms under a deferential standard of review.

When Congress enacted RFRA in 1993, it restored the compelling-interest test as the prevailing
standard of review for all state regulation of religious exercise. On its face, the bill furthers an
important and legitimate governmental objective by safeguarding one of the most cherished of .
constitutional rights. RFRA’s valid purpose notwithstanding, by guaranteeing strict scrutiny for any
regulation of religious exercise, Congress has put a much heavier burden on prison officials to
justify prison policies and regulations that impact on the religious exercise of prisoners.

Opponents of the bill cite safety concerns and the fear that RFRA and its intended retroactive
application will flood the courts with frivolous lawsuits. Presently, prisoner lawsuits constitute 22
percent of the cases on the federal docket. Prisoners are commonly known to be a litigious group.
The p.rison grapevine keeps interested inmates well apprised of new laws that can be used to an
inmate’s advantage. Whether RFRA will result in even more inmate lawsuits is unknown. As noted
above, only 11 of 67 prison offtcials responding to the questionnaire reported that prisoners had filed
more lawsuits since RFKA was passed in November of 1993. When asked this question in
interviews, however, the great majority of prison officials noted that, although they could not predict
the Act’s impact, most expected RF’RA to increase the number of inmate lawsuits against the prison.

The vast majority of the cases cited in the text above were litigated and decided pursuant to the
O!Lone decision and corresponding deferential standard of review. As a result, prison rules and
regulations that infringe upon the right of free exercise have often been upheld as rationally related
to the legitimate institutional objectives of promoting safety, security, and order in the prisons.
Congress intended RFRA to have a retroactive effect. Consequently, many of these cases could and
may be relitigated. Under RFRA’s demanding standard of review, prison officials will have a much
harder time justifying prison regulations that impact on religious exercise. For example, simply
citing safety and security concerns as a legitimate penological objective for restrictive regulations
will no longer be sufftcient. Prison officials now have the burden of demonstrating that regulations
that affect religious exercise use the least restrictive means available of furthering a compelling
governmental interest.

Cases decided under the compelling-interest standard may differ significantly from the same cases
decided under the O’Lone  standard of review. For example, in Young v. Lane, the Seventh Circuit
upheld a regulation of religious head-coverings on the grounds that the prison had a legitimate
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penological objective in uniform dress regulations. Similarly, in Benjamin v. Coughlin,  the Second
Circuit upheld a prison regulation that prevented Rastafarians from wearing loose-fitting crowns
because of the danger of inmates concealing contraband in the head-coverings. Under RF&I’s
compelling-interest test, these regulations will have to withstand the strictest of judicial scrutiny.
Prisoner litigants will undoubtedly concoct less restrictive, alternative means of furthering the goals
of the prison administration. Moreover, in a case like Young, for example, courts may not find a
prison’s interest in uniform dress regulations to be a compelling state interest.

The Religious Freedom Restoration Act has the potential to change the way in which courts deal
with inmate free-exercise claims. Although most prison officials interviewed cannot foresee whether
RFRA will have the tremendous impact that the bill’s opponents fear, many of those interviewed
stated that they are not concerned, because their programs have always provided inmates with
considerable religious freedoms. Other prison programs, however, are not as accommodating of
prisoner religious concerns. These prisons will have a much harder time withstanding the scrutiny of
the courts under RFRA’s demanding standard of review.

A prisoner’s right to exercise religion, or any other constitutional right, will always be circumscribed
by safety and security concerns. Generally, most prisons permit inmates to exercise religion as they
wish, provided that the religious beliefs are sincerely held and do not implicate these concerns.
Prisoners are a litigious group and will always be willing to challenge regulations that they perceive
to be unreasonably restrictive. In the future, prison officials will have to take special care when
drafting prison regulations that restrict religious exercise. When balanced against this cherished
constitutional right, the extra effort will be well spent. - - - - . - -
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1. U.S. CONST. amend. I. The Free Exercise Clause of the First Amendment to the United States
Constitution is extended to the states by way of the due process clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment.

2. Linda G. Roberts, Prisoners’ Rights to Free Exercise of Religion: Closing the Gap Between
Theory and Reality, 27 AMER. GRIM. L. REV. 545 (1990).

3. The courts have limited the right to exercise religion in three areas: claims against the military,
claims by police offkers, and claims by prisoners. This report will focus on prisoners’ claims. For a
further discussion of the remaining areas see Marc J. Bloostein, The “Core” - “Periphery”
Dichotomy in First Amendment Free Exercise Clause Doctrine: Goldman v. Winberaer, Bowen v.
I&, and OZone v. Estate of Shabazz, 72 CORNELL L. REV. 827 (1987).

4. 12 A.L.R.3d 1276 (Supp. 1993).

5. Mary A. Schnabel, The Religious Freedom Restoration Act: A Prison’s Dilemma, 29
WILLAMETTE L. REV. 323 (1993).

6. Id. at 323.

7. Id.

8. Barbara Knight, Religion in Prison: Balancing the Free Exercise, No Establishment, and Equal
Protection Clauses, 26 J. CHURCH &AMP; ST. 437-99 (Autumn 1984).

9. See infra notes 155 -183 and accompanying text for a discussion of The Religious Freedom
Restoration Act.

10.98 U.S. 145 (1878).

11. Id

12. Id. at 166.

13. 3 10 U.S. 296 (1940) (overturning the convictions of two Jehovah’s Witness ministers for inciting
a breach of the peace).

14. Id

16. The clear-and-present-danger test was first used to determine when it was permissible to regulate
. speech or expression. This test, most commonly associated with the prohibition against yelling “fire”

in a crowded theater, justifies a restriction on freedom of expression only if it is clearly necessary to
protect interests far more important (e.g. safety of citizens) to society.

17. Fred Cohen, Law of Prisoners’ Rights: An Overview, 24 GRIM. L. BUL. 321-49 (July/Aug.
1988).

18. 12 F. Cas. 252 (C.C.D. Cal. 1879) (No. 6,546).

19. Id. at 253.
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20. Id. at 255.

21. 334 U.S. 266,285 (1948).

22. Id.

23. Hudson v. Palmer, 468 U.S. 517 (1984).

24. I.e. deterrence, retribution, and incapacitation.

25. The Eighth Amendment to the United States Constitution states, “Excessive bail shall not be
required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel and unusual punishments inflicted.”

26. See Rhodes v. Chapman, 452 U.S. 337 (1981).

27. 51 A.L.R.3d 111; see aZso McBride v. McCorkle,  130 A.2d 881 ( NJ. 1957).

28. 5 1 A.L.R.3d 111.

29. Knight,  sup-a note 8, at 438.

30. Id.

31. Id.

32. Id

33. See Theriault v. Carlson, 339 F. Supp. 375 (N.D. Ga. 1972), vacated, 495 F.2d 390 ( 5th Cir.
1973), cerf. denied, 419 U.S. 1003 (1974); Africa v. Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, 662 F.&i
1025, 1032 (3d Cir. 1981).

34. Objective criteria that have been commonly employed are the age and history of the religious
group, see Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406 U.S. 205,216 (1972); Cruz v. Beto, 405 U.S. 319,322 (1972)
and whether the asserted religion shares fundamental characteristics generally associated with
traditional, more generally recognized religions, see Remmers v. Brewer, 361 F. Supp. 537 (S.D.
Iowa 1973), afd, 494 F.2d 1277 (8th Cir. 1974),  cert. denied, 419 U.S. 1012 (1974); Fulwood v.
Clemmer, 206 F. Supp. 370 (D.D.C. 1962); Other recent case law has emphasized different criteria:
a religion must address fundamental and ultimate questions having to do with deep and
imponderable matters; it must be comprehensive in nature, consisting of a belief system rather than
an isolated teaching; and it presents certain formal and external signs.

35. MICHAEL MUSHLIN, INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS SERIES: RIGHTS OF PRISONERS 276 (2d ed.
1993).

36. Id. at 277.

37. Id.

38. Id. Most courts will not accept more objective tests of sincerity such as requiring a claimant to
submit references from unbiased reputable individuals.

39. Id. at 278.
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40. rd.

41. Id

42. Id.

43. See Mosier v. Maynard, 937 F.2d 1521 (10th Cir. 1991).

44. MUSHLIN, note 35, at 278.supra

45. See, e.g., Reed v. Faulkner, 653 F. Supp. 965,971 (N.D.  111. 1987), rev’d, 842 F.2d 960 (7th Cir.
1988) (holding that a Rastafarian inmate’s failure to adhere to every tenet of his faith did not render
him insincere).

46. MUSHLIN, supra note 35, at 278.

47. See, e.g., Thomas v. Review Bd., 450 U.S. 707 (1981) (holding that a Jehovah’s Witness’s claim
that he could not work at a plant engaged in the manufacture of war materials due to religious
convictions despite other workers at the plant of the same faith continuing to work was not
determinative of the issue of sincerity).

48. MUSHLIN, supra note 35, at 278.

49. Id

50. Id An inmate, however, need not demonstrate a mastery of the theology of his or her faith.

51. MUSHLIN, supra note 35, at 279.

52. See Theriault v. Carlson, 495 F.2d 390,395 (5th Cir. 1973) In this 1970 case, an inmate
professed to be the founder of a new religion, the Church of the New Song or CONS. Hem-y William
Theriault, an inmate at the federal penitentiary in Atlanta, Georgia, obtained a mail-order divinity
degree and conceived of CONS as a game, parodying other religions in prison. Although he admitted
that the religion was originally intended to be a game, “Bishop Theriault” maintained that he became
a serious believer as the religion developed and acquired more followers.

53. This problem has arisen often in the prison environment. In the past, inmates who wished to
avoid certain prison regulations or who were simply bored with prison life put forth dubious belief
systems as religion, claiming that the tenets of the religion render them exempt from certain rules
and regulations.

54. Fulwood v. Clemrner, 106 F. Supp. 370 (D.C.C.  1962).,
55. See United States v. Seeger, 380 U.S. 163, 167 (1965) (holding that a belief that occupies “a
place in the life of its possessor parallel to that filled by the orthodox belief in God” is a religious
belief).

56. Africa v. Pennsylvania, 662 F.2d at 103 1; see also Patrick v. LeFevre, 745 F.2d 153 (2d Cir.
1984) (concluding that the First Amendment provides for exploration of diverse religious beliefs).

57. See United States v. Ballard 322 U.S. 78, 86 (1944) (holding that the truth or falsity of belief
should not be scrutinized as “men may believe what they cannot prove”).
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58. See Murphy v. Missouri Dep’t of Corrections, 814 F.2d 1252, 1255 (8th Cir. 1987) (holding that
a belief with political or secular aspects may be religious in nature).

59. MUSHLIN, supra note 35, at 280.

60. Africa, 662 F.2d at 1025; Ln this case, a member of the MOVE creed, imprisoned at
Holmesburgh Prison in Pennsylvania, claimed that MOVE was a religion. MOVE, which was
founded by John Africa, is a group without a governing body or official hierarchy; all members of
the group are considered to be equal. No written guidelines establish the group’s beliefs. No official
codes of religious worship or any formal church services exist. Adherents to this “religion,” however,
agree that members should be committed to a “natural,” “moving,” “active,” and “generating” way of
life. Members abhor organized civilization or anything perceived to be artificial. In following with
this teaching, members consume a diet consisting mainly of raw vegetables and fruits.

61. Id. at 1032.

62. The Third Circuit held that MOVE did not qualify as a religion because it did not have a
theology that addressed fundamental and ultimate questions. MOVE, therefore failed the first prong
of the test. MOVE failed the second prong of the test because it appeared to adhere only to one
distinct belief rather than to a system of beliefs. Finally, the court held that MOVE failed the test’s
third prong because “it lacked all of the formal identifying characteristics common to most
recognized religions.”

63. Patick v. LeFevre, 745 F.2d 153,159 (2d Cir. 1984).

64. Id

65. MUSHLIN, supra note 35, at 283.

66. Id. at 284.

67. Id.

68. Bloostein, supra note 3, at 834; Seven distinct tests have been used to evaluate prisoners’
religious claims and prison rules affecting such claims: (1) The clear and present danger test; (2) the
substantial interference test; (3) the Procunier v. Martinez (416 U.S. 396 (1974)) test; (4) the
reasonableness test; (5) the ad hoc balancing test; (6) the Brauntield v. Brown (366 U.S. 599 (1961))
test; and (7) the compelling interest test. For the purposes of this report, only the compelling interest
test and the reasonableness test will be discussed at any length.

69. See S. 578, 103d Cong., 1st Sess. (1993); H.R. 1308, 103d Cong., 1st Sess. (1993) [hereinafter
referred to as RF&f.]

70. Sherbert v. Vemor, 374 U.S. 398,403 (1963).

7 1. Id. at 406-407.

72. Id. at 399.

73. Id

74. Id.
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75. Id.

76. Id.

77. Id. at 407 (citing Shelton v. Tucker, 364 U.S. 479 (1960)).

78.406 U.S. 205 (1972).

79. Id.

80. Id.

81. Id. at 228.

82. See supra note 3.

83. Geoffrey S. Frankel, Untangling First Amendment Values: The Prisoners’ Dilemma, 59 THE
GEO. WASH. L. REV. 1614 (1991).

84. Id at 16 19; see Ruffin v. Commonwealth, 62 Va. (2 1 Gratt.) 790,797 (187 1).

85. Frankel, supra note 83, at 1619; see, e.g., Williams v. Steele, 194 F.2d 32,34 (8th Cir.), cert.
denied, 344 U.S. 822 (1952) (concluding that “since the prison system of the United States is
entrusted to the Bureau of Prisons, . . . the courts have no power to supervise the discipline of the
prisoners nor to interfere with their discipline”).

86. Frankel, supra note 83, at 1619; see, e.g.. Siegel v. Rogen, 180 F.2d 785,788 (7th Cir.), cert.
denied, 339 U.S. 990 (1950) (concluding that “the government of the United States is, not concerned
with, nor has it the power to control or regulate the internal discipline of the penal institutions of its
constituent states”).

87. Id.

88. Id.

89. See, e.g., Turner v. Safley, 482 U.S. 78 (1987) discussed infa at note 94 and accompanying text;
O’Lone v. Estate of Shabazz, 482 U.S. 342 (1987).

90. See, e.g., Pell v. Procunier, 417 U.S. 817, 822 (1974) (noting that the end of the “hands-off era”
did not necessarily indicate the beginning of the prisoners’ rights era. The Court went on to state that
the criteria for assessing the validity of a challenged prison regulation included “the institutional
objectives furthered by that regulation and the measure of judicial deference owed to corrections
officials.“).

9 1. See, e.g., Procunier v. Martinez, 4 16 U.S. 396,405 (1974) (concluding that “when a prison
regulation or practice offends a fundamental constitutional guarantee, federal courts will discharge
their duty to protect constitutional rights”).

92. See, e.g., Jones v. North Carolina Prisoners’ Labor Union, 433 U.S. 119, 127-128 (1977)
(upholding prison authorities’ prohibition of mail solicitation of inmates to join the Labor Union
because prisoners only retain those rights that do not conflict with their status as prisoners).
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93. See, e.g., Martinez, 416 U.S. at 412 (concluding that censorship of prison mail “must further an
important or substantial governmental interest unrelated to the suppression of expression”).

94. Frankel, supra note 83, at 1620; see also Bloostein, supra note 3. The lower courts have applied
several standards and combinations of standards to review prisoners’ free-exercise claims. For
example, some courts required only that a challenged regulation rationally relate to a legitimate
penological interest. Other courts have applied strict scrutiny and/or intermediate scrutiny to these
claims. Another approach has been to focus on whether alternative forms of regulation were
available that would achieve the same result without burdening the prisoner’s free-exercise rights.
Finally, some courts have applied a least-restrictive-means test without requiring prison officials to
show a compelling interest.

95.482 U.S. 78 (1987).

96. Id. at 8 1; Inmate-to-inmate correspondence not of the two types aforementioned above was
permitted only if it was considered to be in the best interests of the parties.

97. Id. at 82.

98. See supra note 92 and accompanying text.

99. Turner, 482 U.S. at 84.

100. Id. The Court justified this deference on familiar grounds, i.e., the courts are presumed to be
ill-equipped to deal with problems relating to prison administration and reform. The Court also
stated that substituting the Court’s judgement for that of an “expert” state agency may raise
separation of powers problems.

101. Id at 89.

102. Id. (citing Block v. Rutherford, 468 U.S. 576,586 (1984)). This prong of the test also requires
that the regulation operate in a generally neutral fashion, without regard to the content of the
expression.

103. Id.

104. Id.

105. Id. The Court clearly noted that this fourth factor did not impose the least-restrictive-means
requirement on prison officials.

106. Id. The Court justified regulating the flow of inmate-to-inmate correspondence on the grounds
that such correspondence could lead to potential escape attempts. A regulation that imposed
restrictions on communication between prisoners and free persons (a question that was addressed in
Martinez), however, would have to meet more rigorous scrutiny.

107. Id at 97.

108. Id. at 98.

109.482 U.S. 342 (1987).
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110. Id at 345. The service, known as Jumu’ah, is essentially a weekly Sabbath celebration that
occurs each Friday after the sun reaches its zenith, but before the daily afternoon prayer.

lll.ld. at346.

112. Id.

113.Id

114. Shabazz v. O’Lone, 782 F.2d 416 (3d. Cir. 1986) (en bane), rev’d sub nom.

115. Id at 420.

116. Id.

117. Id. at 349 n.2.

118. Id. at 351.

119. Id. The Court concluded that the Muslim prisoners had adequate alternative means of
exercising their religion, i.e., Muslim prisoners could congregate at other times, they had access to a
state-provided imam, and they were provided with diets that were consistent with religious
restrictions.

120. Id. at 352. The Court spoke of the danger of creating the perception that Muslim prisoners
received preferential treatment.

121. Id.

122. Frankel, supra note 83, at 1630.

123. Ozone v. Estate of Shabazz, 482 U.S. at 348.

124. Frankel, note 83, at 1631; see alsosupra Ah v. Dixon, 912 F.2d 86, 88 (4th Cir. 1990).

125. Frankel, supra note 83, at 1631; see also Iron Eyes v. Henry, 907 F.2d 810 (8th Cir. 1990)
(holding that a regulation relating to hair length, as applied to a Native American inmate, was
necessary for prison security).

126. Frankel, supra note 83, at 1631; see ako Hadi v. Horn, 830 F.2d 779 (7th Cir. 1987)
(concluding that “prison officials need not wait for a problem to arise before taking steps to
minimize security risks“ in upholding prison regulations that made it impossible for the plaintiff
inmates to attend Jumu’ah services).

127. Frankel, supra note 83, at 163 1.

128. Ozone v. Estate of Shabazz, 482 U.S. at 351.

129. Frankel, supra note 83, at 1633; see, e.g., Allen v. Toombs, 827 F.2d 563 (9th Cir. 1987)
(upholding a prison regulation that refused Native American inmates the right to practice the Pipe
Ceremony and the Sweat Lodge Ritual); see also, Iron Eyes v. Henry 907 F.2d 810,815 (8th Cir.
1990) (concluding that “the ‘right’ in question must be viewed sensibly and expansively . . .
Accordingly, the actual ‘right’ in this case concerns the ability to freely practice his religion . . .
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although several of the practices important to his religion are not permitted”).

130. Ozone v. Estate of Shabaq 482 U.S. at 353.

131. Frankel, supra note 83, at 1633.

132. See Hadi v. Horn, 830 F.2d 779,786 (7th Cir. 1987) (stating that “if the prison officials allowed
Muslim inmates to lead Jumu’ah services, they would also have to extend this right to other religious
groups which most likely would demand equal treatmen”). For a discussion of the Equal Protection
problem see infra notes 184 - 198.

133. MXJSHLIN, supra note 35, at 260.

134. Ozone v. Estate of ShabaZZ, 482 U.S. at 353 (citing Turner v. Safley, 482 U.S. 78,93 (1987)).

135. Frankel, supra note 83, at 1634. See also Walker v. Sumner, 917 F.2d 382,385 (9th Cir. 1990)
(concluding that the absence of ready alternatives may suggest that the regulation is reasonable,
although the existence of such alternatives may be evidence of the opposite).

136. See, e.g., Friedman v. State of Arizona, 912 F.2d 328,332 (9th Cir. 1990) (rejecting the
prisoners’ suggestion for an alternative method of serving the prison administration’s legitimate
penological objectives as imposing more than a de minimis  cost).

137. See Hadi v. Horn 830 F.2d 779,788 (7th Cir. 1987) (requiring the prisoner to provide evidence
of realistic alternatives to the challenged prison regulation that burdened free-exercise rights).

138. Ozone v. Estate of Shabaq 482 U.S. at 349.

139. Id. at 349 n.2.

140. Id. at 350.

141. Id. at 352.

142. Id. at 350.

143. Oregon Employment Division v. Smith, 494 U.S. 872 (1990).

144. Id.

145. Id. at 874.

146. See OR. REV. STAT. 6 475.992(4) (1987).

147. Smith, at 878.

148. The state of Oregon has amended OR. REV. STAT. $475.992 to allow the affirmative defense
of religious purposes to a drug charge of peyote use. OR. REV. STAT. $475.992(5) (1991)
provides:

In any prosecution under this section for manufacture, possession or delivery of that plant of the
genus Lophophora commonly known as peyote, it is an affirmative defense that the peyote is being
used or is intended for use:
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(a) In connection with the good faith practice of a religious beliec

(b) As directly associated with a religious practice; and

(c) In a manner that is not dangerous to the health of the user or others who are in the proximity of
the user.

149. Smith, 494 U.S. at 878-90.

.150. For an excellent discussion of the Court’s holding in Smith and RFIW, see S. REP. NO. 103-l 1,
103d Cong., 1st Sess. (1993).

151. Smith, 494 U.S. at 883.

152. Id. at 888.

153. Id.

154. Peter Steinfels, New Law Protects Religious Practices, N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 17, 1993, at A13.
RFIW supporters allege that some 50 to 60 cases of government infringement on religious practices
have been justified in the courts on the basis of this ruling. For example, churches have been zoned
out of commercial areas; local governments have dictated how churches will be designed, regardless
of the stated preferences of those who wish to attend the church; and Jewish people have been
compelled to allow their deceased relatives to undergo autopsies, a violation of the tenets of
orthodox Judaism.

155. See S. 578, 103d Cong., 1st Sess. (1993); H.R. 1308, 103d Gong., 1st Sess. (1993);

Section 2: Congressional Findings and Declaration of Purpose:

(a) FINDINGS - The Congress finds that -

(1) The Framers of the Constitution, recognizing free exercise of religion as an unalienable right,
secured its protection in the First Amendment to the Constitution;

(2) Laws “neutral” toward religion may burden religious exercise as surely as laws intended to
interfere with religious exercise;

(3) Governments should not substantially burden religious exercise without compelling justification;

(4) In Oregon Employment Division v. Smith the Supreme Court virtually eliminated the requirement
that the government justify burdens on religious exercise imposed by laws neutral toward religion;
and

(5) The compelling-interest test, as set forth in prior federal court rulings, is a workable test for
striking sensible balances between religious liberty and competing prior governmental interests

(b) PURPOSE - the purposes of this Act are:

(1) To restore the compelling interest as set forth in Sherbert  v. Vernor . . . and to guarantee its
application in all cases where free exercise of religion is substantially burdened; and

(2) To provide a claim of or defense to persons whose religious exercise is substantially burdened by
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government.

Section 3: Free Exercise of Religion Protected .

(a) IN GENERAL - Government shall not substantially burden a person’s exercise of religion even if
the burden results from a rule of general applicability, except as provided in subsection (b).

(b) EXCEPTION - Government may substantially burden a person’s exercise of religion only if it
demonstrates that application of the burden to the person

(1) is in furtherance of a compelling governmental interest; and

(2) is the least restrictive means of furthering that compelling governmental interest.

(c) JUDICIAL RELIEF - A person whose religious exercise has been burdened in violation of this
section may assert that violation as a claim or defense in a judicial proceeding and obtain
appropriate relief against a government. Standing to assert a claim or defense under this section shall
be governed by the general rules of standing under Article III of the Constitution.

156. Id.

157. See Oregon EmpZoyment Division v. Smith, 494 U.S. 872,897 (1990) (O’Connor, J., concurring
in the judgment).

158. See S. REP, NO. 103-l 1, at 1898. For example, RFIW does not prohibit neutral and compelling
land-use regulations, such as fire codes, that may apply to structures owned by religious institutions
but that do not substantially impact on religious practices.

159. See Bowen v. Roy, 476 U.S. 693 (1986) (holding that the manner in which the Government
manages its internal affairs and uses its own property does not constitute a cognizable burden on an
individual’s exercise of religion).

160. S. REP. NO. 103-l 1, at 1898.

161. O’Lone v. Estate of Shabazz, 482 U.S. 342,348. (1987).

162. S. REP. NO. 103-11, at 1899.

163. Id.

164. Id. at 1900.

165. M.

166. Mark Hansen, Religious Freedom Act Worries AGs, A.B.A. J., Feb. 1994, at 20.

167. Id.

168. Id.

169. Id. This claim may prove to be true. In Lawson v. Dugger, 844 F. Supp. 1538 (S.D. Fla. 1994)
the court, holding for the plaintiff inmates, concluded that RFRA was intended to apply
retroactively.
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While RFlW does not use the actual term “retroactive,” it is abundantly clear from the language that
it applies to this case. This case unquestionably is an “implementation of [federal and state] law, . . .
statutory or otherwise, . . . adopted before . . . the enactment of RFRA.

See also Smith v. Elkins, 19 F.3d 29, 1994 U.S. App. LEXIS 12177 (9th Cir. March 2, 1994)
(concluding that “Congress clearly intended to apply RFRA retroactively”).

170. Steinfels, supra note 154, at A13.

l7 1. Hansen, supra note 166, at 20.

172. This group was comprised of a surprising coalition of supporters, including the following: The
National Association of Evangelicals,  The Southern Baptist Convention, The National Council of
Churches, The American Jewish Congress, The National Conference of Catholic Bishops, The
Mormon Church, The Traditional Values Coalition, and the ACLU.

173. Hansen, supra note 166, at 20.

174. Id. Robert Peck of the ACLU characterized the arguments of the amendment’s proponents as
“uninformed” and “terribly overblown.” He regarded many of the statements made as “patently
untrue” and pointed at the broad support of religious and public-interest groups.

175 . _ F. Supp. , No. 94 Civ. 1057 (SS), 1994 US. Dist. LEXIS 5721 (S.D.N.Y. 1994).

176. Id Curiously, the court cited the “penological interests involved” in determining that stict
scrutiny under RFRA was not applicable. In light of the extensive treatment given the issue as to
whether RFRA should apply in the prison context, arguably the court should have found that strict
scrutiny did indeed apply; see S. REP. NO. 103-l 1.

177. Id.

178. F. Supp. -, No. 4:CV 92-3107, 1994 U.S. Dist. LEXlS 5663 (D. Neb. 1994). The court
granted the defendant penitentiary’s motion for summary judgment on the issue of money damages,
but then allowed the case to proceed on the merits for declaratory and injunctive relief

179. Id. According to the inmates, Asatru is an “Icelandic word/term for the ancient religion of the
Teutonic people of Northern Europe, and is also known as ‘Odinism’ or ‘Troth.“’ The faith calls for
worship of its deities by the sacrifice of meat.

180. Id.

181. Id.

182. See, e.g., Allah v. Menei, 844 F. Supp. 1056 (E.D. Pa. 1994) (holding that defendants’ “bald
allegation” of interest in maintaining order and discipline was insufficient t,o support a motion for
summary judgment); see also Canedy v. Boardman, 16 F.3d 183,1994 U.S. App. LEXIS 2120 (7th
Cir. Feb. 8, 1994); Lawson v. Dugger, 844 F. Supp. 1538 (S.D. Fla. 1994); Rust v. Clarke, 1994 U.S.
Dist. LEXIS 5663 (D. Neb. April 2 1,1994); Campos v. Coughlin, 1994 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 572 1
(S.D.N.Y. May 3, 1994); Rodriguez v. Coughlin, 94 Civ. 2290 (SS), 1994 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 5832
(S.D.N.Y. May 3, 1994).

183. See, e.g., Brown-El v. Harris, 1994 U.S. App. LEXIS 14379 (8th Cir. June 13,1994)  (refusing
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to consider the “new standard of review” under RFRA because the inmate failed to raise his claim
under RFRA and failed to show that the prison’s policy restricted his religious freedom); see also
Jackson v. Coughlin, 1994 N.Y. App. Div. LEXIS 5620 (N.Y.  App. Div. May 26,1994);  Merritt-Bay
v. Delo, 1994 U.S. App. LEXIS 14892 (8th Cir. June 17, 1994); Messina v. Mazzeo, 1994 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 7054 (E.D.N.Y. May 24, 1994); Scarpino v. Grosshiem, 1994 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 7161 (S.D.
Iowa April 13,1994).

184. Knight, supra note 8, at 448.

l85. MUSHLIN, supra note 35, at 271.

186. The Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution states, “Nor shall any state . . .
deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.” U.S. CONST. amend.
XIV.

187.405 U.S. 3 19 (1972) (holding that prison officials discriminated against a Buddhist inmate by
denying him a reasonable opportunity to pursue his faith comparable to that offered other inmates
adhering to conventional religious precepts); see also Newton v. Cupp, 474 P.2d 532,536 (Or. App.
1970) (holding that if members of one faith can practice their religious beliefs and possess religious
materials, equivalent opportunity must be available to members of other faiths).

188. For further discussion of which religious practices are permitted, see infia notes 2 14-36 1.

189. Crux, 405 U.S. at 322.
L

190. Knight note 8, atsupra 448.

191. Id

192. No activity is absolutely protected in the prison environment. Clear reasons amounting to a
compelling interest (e.g., relating to prison security, order, discipline, or rehabilitation) may override
a prisoner’s claim to even the most fundamental of religious activities.

193. Id at 448.

194. Id.

195. Id.

196. Id.

197. Id.

198. For a good illustration of the Equal Protection problem, see Maguire v. Wilkinson, 405 F. Supp.
637 (D. Corm. 1975) (holding that a prison regulation giving prisoners the right to wear beards on
the basis of religious convictions only if they had beards at the time of incarceration violated both
the First and Fourteenth Amendments).

199. U.S. CONST. amend. I.

200. MUSHLIN, supra note 35, at 272.

201. Id.
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202. Lemon v. Kurtzman, 403 U.S. 602 (1971).

203. Knight supra note 8, at 445. This holding would also deprive prison officials of a sometimes
effective rehabilitative tool.

204. Id.; see also Sch. Dist.of Abington Township v. Schempp, 374 U.S. 203 (1963) (Brennan, J.,
concurring).

205. MUSHLIN, supra note 35, at 273.

206.428 U.S. F.2d 1,4 (3rd Cir. 1970).

207. Id.

208. Knight supra note 8, at 446; see also Theriault v. Carlson, 495 F.2d 390,395 (5th Cir. 1973).

209. Id; see also Gittlemacker v. Prasse, 428 U.S. F.2d 1,4 (3rd Cir. 1970) (holding that the state
was not required to hire a Jewish chaplain for a prison with only two or three Jewish inmates);
Reimers v. Oregon, 863 F.2d 630 (9th Cir. 1988) (holding that Pentecostal inmates do not have a
right to a Pentecostal minister in prison); Allen v. Toombs, 827 F.2d 563 (9th Cir. 1988) (holding
that the state had no affirmative duty to provide a Native American inmate with a spiritual counselor
of his choice); but c$ Northern v. Nelson, 315 F. Supp. 687 (N.D.  Cal. 1970), afd, 448 F.2d 1266
(9th Cir. 1971) (holding that the state had to pay for the services of a Muslim imam. In Gittlemacker,
the prison had only two or three Jewish inmates. In Northern, however,the prison had many Muslim
inmates. Moreover, the state had already hired Christian chaplains).

2 10. Many of these clergy people could likely function as spokespersons for their own faith.

211. See, e.g., Card v. Dugger, 709 F. Supp. 1098 (M.D. Fla. 1988),  afld 871 F.2d 1023 (11th Cir.
1989) (holding that no Establishment Clause violation existed, even though all the prison chaplains
were Southern Baptists, when the majority of the prison population was Protestant, the chaplains
were instructed to attempt to meet the needs of all inmates or secure the services of volunteer clergy,
and the position of chaplain was open to any qualified clergy without regard to religion).

212. Knight supra note 8, at 447.

213.1~‘.

214. Id.

215. Campbell v. Caution, 623 F.2d 503,509 (8th Cir. 1980); see aZso Pamell v. Waldrep, 511 F.
Supp. 764 (W.D.N.C. 1981) (holding as violative of the Establishment clause the practice of only
permitting inmates to use Bibles and little Christian tracts); Reimers v. Oregon, 863 F.2d 630 (9th
Cir. 1988) (holding as violative of the Establishment Clause a state statute that requires the hiring of
a Catholic chaplain, but not chaplains of other faiths).

2 16. MUSHLIN, supra note 35, at 274.

217. Knight supra note 8, at 448. Any rule, regulation, or practice that punishes an inmate for failing
to practice administratively approved religions or for practicing “unsanctioned religions” also
violates the Establishment Clause.
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2 18. Many religions have strict rules regarding hair or beard length. For example, male orthodox
Jews are required to wear beards; Rastafarians and members of various Native American tribes are
forbidden to cut their hair.

219. 874 F.2d 69 (2d Cir. 1987), rev’g, 693 F. Supp. 1536 (S.D.N.Y. 1988).

220. Id.

221.649 F. Supp 512 (S.D.N.Y. 1986), afld, 817 F.2d 227 (2d Cir. 1987).

222.484 U.S. 909, 108 S. Ct. 254 (1987).

223. Fromer, 874 F.2d at 69.

224. Id at 71.

225. Id. at 74.

226. Id

227. Id. at 75.

228. Id.

229. MUSHLIN, supra note 35, at 287.

230. Id.

231. Id.

232. Id. at 288. Muslim, Rastafarian, Jewish, and Native American faiths are examples of religions
that require the head to be covered with a prescribed hat or cap.

233. Id.

234.922 F.2d 370 (7th Cir. 1991).

235. Id.

236. Id.

237. Id. at 376.

238. MUSHLN, supra note 35, at 289; see, e.g., Benjamin v. Coughlin,

(holding that Rastafkrians can be prevented from wearing loose fitting crowns because of the “ease
with which contraband can be secreted” in them).

239. See, e.g., Lawson v. Dugger, 840 F.2d 781,784 (1 lth Cir. 1987), vacated, 490 U.S. 1078
(1989).

240. 935 F.2d 1106 (10th Cir. 1991).

241. MSJSHLIN, supra note 35, at 289.
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242. Id.

243. Id.

244. A number of religions require adherents to observe strict diets. Two of the most familiar, and
consequently, most litigious groups, are the Jews and the Muslims. Jewish law mandates strict
observance of Kosher laws, and Muslims may not eat pork. In addition, other less well-known
religions have dietary laws that are impossible to follow if the adherents are limited to standard
prison food.

245. MUSHLIN,  supra note 35, at 290.

246. Id

247. Id.

248. Id. at 291.

249. See, e.g., Walker v. Blackwell, 411 F.2d 23 (5th Cir. 1969).

250. 527 F.2d 492 (2d Cir. 1975).

251. Id at 495.

252. Id.

253. Id.

254. Id.

255. Id. at 496. The court refused to order the prison to provide Kahane with frozen dinners.

256. See Benjamin v. Coughhn, 905 F.2d 571,579 (2d Cir. 1990).

257. MUSHLIN,  note  35 ,supra at 291.

258. Id.

259. See supra notes 182-195.

260. United States ex rel Wolfish v. Levi, 439 F. Supp. 114 (S.D.N.Y. 1977), afd, 573 F.2d 118 (2d
Cir. 1978), rev’d on other grounds sub nom, Bell v. Wolfish, 441 U.S. 520 (1979).

261. Muhammed v. McMickens, 708 F. Supp. 607 (S.D.N.Y. 1977).

262. Al-Almin v. Gramley, 926 F.2d 680 (7th Cir. 1991) (permitting Muslims to purchase, at their
own expense, commercially prepared and packaged food for Ramadan and the feast of Eid-Ul-Fitr).

263. Champman v. Pickett, 586 F.2d 22 (7th Cir. 1978).

264. Johnson v. Moore, 926 F.2d 921,923 (9th Cir. 1991) (holding that a claim for religious diet was
properly dismissed when plaintiff showed no proof that his vegetarianism was “rooted in religious
belief ‘I).
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265. Benjamin v. Coughlin, 905 F.2d at 57l(dismissing a Rastafarian inmate’s claim for a religious
diet because plaintiff failed to show the “exact nature of the dietary request”).

266. Id.

267. MUSHLIN, supra note 35, at 293.

268. Id. at 294.

269. Prison officials have readily given this encouragement to prisoners who adhere to conventional
faiths. Officials, however, have not been as willing to encourage those inmates who wish to practice
less traditional faiths. In addition, inmates who have been segregated in disciplinary or
protective-custody units have not received the same treatment as general-population inmates.

270. MUSHLLN,  supra note 35, at 294.

271. Id.

272. Hadi v. Horn, 830 F.2d 779,787 (7th Cir. 1987). The occasional failure to hold services is not
actionable, if for example, the failure results from the prison’s reasonable attempt to meet the
religious, social, and recreational needs of all the prisoners in a given facility.

273. Although the courts have ruled that adherents of the Black Muslim faith may congregate for the
purposes of worship, two conditions must be met: (1) services must be monitored by prison
authorities, and (2) services can be canceled if the authority of the institution is defied at the service.
These conditions were found to be necessary because the teachings of this particular faith advocate
separatism and hatred of “white“ peoples.

274. MSJSEEIN,  supra note 35, at 294.

275. Hadi, 830 F.2d at 779.

276. Id. For example, conflicts may arise because self-proclaimed inmate religious leaders may lack
the necessary experience or knowledge to resolve issues or concerns that arise during religious
meetings. In addition, prisoner-led services could possibly be used as a pretext for gang meetings or
for the “dissemination of views interfering with order in the prison.”

277. Hobbs v. Pennell,  754 F. Supp. 1040 (D. Del. 1991).

278. Johnson-Bey v. Lane, 863 F.2d 1308,1312 (7th Cir. 1988).

279. Id.

280. Id

281. Id, Inmates may not be denied access, and prison officials may not delay or refuse to arrange
for outsiders to conduct services.

282. Cooper v. Tard, 855 F.2d 125, 129 (3d Cir. 1988).

283. Id

284. MUSHLIN, supra note 35, at 296.
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285. Cooper, 855 F.2d at 130.

286. Id.

287. MUSHLIN, supra note 35, at 296.

288. Id.

289. Clifton v. Craig, 924 F.2d 182 (10th Cir.1990), cert. denied, 112 S. Ct. 97 (1991) (holding that
.prison officials  could not be required to provide separate church services for members of the Church
of Christ when services were available for Christians); see also Matiyn v. Commissioner Dep’t of
Corrections, 726 F. Supp. 42 (W.D.N.Y. 1989) (holding that Sunni Muslims were not denied
free-exercise rights when permitted to attend services with Shia Muslims).

290. CIijlon, 924 F.2d at 185.

29 1. Practitioners of WICCA are also known as witches.

292. MUSHLIN, supra note 35, at 297.

293. Id.

294. Beck v. Lynaugh, 842 F.2d 759,761 (5th Cir. 1988).

295. MUSHLIN, supra note 35, at 297.

296. See, e.g., Matiyn v. Henderson, 841 F.2d 3 1,37 (2d Cir. 1988) (holding that the exclusion of
inmates in punitive segregation from congregate religious services is reasonably related to valid
penological goals); Aliym v. Miles, 679 F. Supp. 1 (W.D.N.Y. 1988) (holding that the denial of
congregate religious services to a prisoner who is sentenced to one year in disciplinary segregation is
reasonable).

297. McDonald v. Hall, 579 F.2d 120 (1st Cir. 1978).

298. LaReau v. MacDougall, 473 F.2d 974,979 (2d Cir. 1972), cert. denied, 414 U.S. 878 (1973)

299. MUSHUN, supra note 35, at 298. Mushlin considers this to be the better reasoned approach to
this problem. This approach requires the courts to analyze and evaluate each case separately rather
than applying blanket prohibitions without regard for individual determinations.

300. Id

301. Id

302. Young v. Coughlin, 866 F.2d 567,570 (2d Cir. 1989) (stating that prison authorities should
afford prisoners every reasonable opportunity to attend religious services).

303. See, e.g., Williams v. Lane, 851 F.2d 867, 877 (7th Cir. 1988) (holding that a single
non-denominational service provided in the protective-custody unit was “an inadequate and
needlessly inferior alternative” for meeting the inmates’ free-exercise needs).

304. See, e.g., Stroud v. Roth, 741 F. Supp. 559 (E.D. Pa. 1990) (upholding the denial of access to
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religious services for a protective-custody inmate placed in segregation after attacking the inmate
imam and receiving threats from other inmates).

305. Termunde v. Cook, 684 F. Supp. 255,263 (D. Utah 1988).

306. See, e.g., Griffin v. Coughlin, 743 F. Supp. 1006 (N.D.N.Y. 1990) (holding that inmates are
entitled to private, meaningful religious meetings with religious advisors in a private meeting room).

307. MUSHLlN,  supra note 35, at 299. Prisoners who convert to Islam change their names because
.they find their given names “religiously offensive . . . as a sign or mark of a spiritually unenlightened
state which they have transcended.”

308. Id.

309. Id. at 300.

310. Id.

311. Id.

312. Id.

313. See, e.g., Masjid Muhammed-D.C.C. v. Keve, 479 F. Supp. 1311,1323 @.Del.  1979); Salaam
v. Lockhart, 905 F.2d 1168 (8th Cir. 1990) (“Salaam II”); Ali v. Dixon, 912 F.2d 86,90 (4th Cir.
1990) (“The First Amendment protects an inmate’s right to legal recognition of an adopted religious
name. ‘I).

3 14. MUSHLIN,  supra note 35, at 301.

315. Id.

316. Id.

3 17. Barrett v. Virginia, 689 F.2d 498 (4th Cir. 1982) (striking state law that prohibited inmates from
obtaining court-ordered name changes); Masjid-Muhammed-D. C. C., 479 F. Supp. at 13 11 (striking
blanket prison “committed-name” policy as unconstitutional).

318. MUSHLJN, supra note 35, at 301.

319. Id.

320. See, e.g., Salaam v. Lockhart, 905 F.2d 1168,117O (8th Cir. 1990) (holding that mail must be
delivered if addressed to an inmate with his new name).

321. See, e.g., Ali v. Dixon, 912 F.2d at 86 (holding that a Muslim prisoner with a new name cannot
be required to use his old name to withdraw funds from his prison account); but c.J Felix v. Rolan,
833 F.2d 517 (5th Cir. 1988) (holding that prison records must contain the new name, but prison
officials can continue to require that the inmate use his committed name as a method of
identification when he seeks to use the law library).

322. Azeez v. Fairman, 604 F. Supp. 357,364 (CD. Ill. 1985).

323. Masjid-Muhammed-D.C.C. v. Keve,479 F. Supp. 1311, 1325 (D.Del. 1979) .
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324. Azeez, 604 F.Supp. at 364. Prison officials, however, cannot discipline a Muslin inmate for
failing to acknowledge his or her non-religious name.

325. k4USHLlN,  supra note 35, at 302.

326. Salaam, 905 F.2d 11681172 (8th Cir. 1990)

327. Salaam v. Lockhart, 856 F.2d 1120, 1122 (8th Cir. 1988) (“Salaam I”).

328. Id.

329. MSJSHLAN, supra note 35, at 302.

330. Salaam, 905 F.2d at 1173 (“Salaam II”).

331. Id. at 1174.

332. Id. at 1173.

333. Id. at 1168.

334. Id. at 1175

335. Id ; see also Ali v. Dixon, 912 F.2d 86,90 (4th Cir. 1990) (noting the “obvious” difficulties
posed by requiring prison staff to memorize a second name after having made the effort to memorize
the first).

336. Id. The Salaam court did reserve the power to order prison guards to address inmates by their
religious names, noting that a court order of this type would be a de minimis intrusion into the prison
administration’s authority. The court cited the danger of allowing guards to deliberately “bait”
inmates by refusing to address inmates by their chosen names.

337. See, e.g., Gittlemacker v. Prase, 428 F.2d 1 (3rd Cir. 1970) (holding that the state was not
required to hire a Jewish chaplain for a prison with only two or three Jewish inmates); see also
Reimers v. Oregon, 863 F.2d 630 (9th Cir. 1988) (holding that Pentecostal inmates do not have a
right to a Pentecostal minister in prison); but see Northern v. Nelson, 3 15 F. Supp. 687 (N.D. Cal
1970), a#‘d, 448 F.2d 1266 (9th Cir. 1971) (holding that the states must hire and pay for the services
of a Muslim imam).

338. MUSHLIN, supra note 35, at 304.

339. Johnson-Bey v. Lane, 863 F.2d 1308, 1310 (7th Cir. 1988).

340. Cooper v. Pate, 382 F.2d 5 18 (7th Cir. 1967); Saleem v. Evans, 866 F.2d 13 13 (1 lth Cir. 1989)
(holding valid plaintiffs claim that the prison refused to allow entry to a Muslim imam of the Nation
of Islam but allowed entry to an imam of the American Muslim Mission); Johnson-Bey, 863 F.2d at
13 11 (holding that the state could bar entry to a Muslim cleric because, as a convicted felon, his
presence at the facility constituted a threat to security).

341. Johnson-Bey, 863 F.2d at 13 11.

342. Ia!
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343. See, e.g., Finney v. Hutto, 410 F. Supp. 251 (E.D. Ark 1976),  afd, 548 F.2d 780 (8th Cir.
1978).

344. Johnson-Bey, 863 F.2d at 13 11,

345. Id. at 1308; see also SapaNajin v. Gunter, 857 F.2d 463 (8th Cir. 1988) (holding that the state
may provide a rotation system for different medicine men to llfill the needs of the maximum
number of inmates). Whether the prisons should pay for these clergy people is unclear. Mushlin
suggests that, because this problem will usually only arise with regard to small minority sects, the
courts should require at least minimal reimbursement if that is the only practical way to induce
outside clergy to visit inmates.

346. Sweet v. South Carolina Dep’t of Corrections, 529 F.2d 854, 863 (4th Cir. 1975).

347. See, e.g., Peterkin v. Jeffes, 661 F. Supp. 895 (E.D. Pa 1987),  aj’d in part, vacated in part, 855
F.2d 1021 (3d Cir. 1988), affd on remand, 953 F.2d 1380 (3d Cir. 1992) (upholding, in part,
restrictions on congregate services for inmates on death row because the outside clergy were allowed
to visit these inmates).

348. Note, no reported decisions exist in which a prison has taken the position that to permanently
deny segregated inmates access to clergy would be constitutionally permissible.

349. See Griffin v. Coughlin, 743 F. Supp. 1006 (N.D.N.Y. 1990) (holding that, because protective
custody inmates could not attend group services, they were entitled to have private, unmonitored
meetings with clergy and religious advisors in a private room available in the unit); see also Card v.
Dugger, 709 F. Supp. 1098 (holding that death watch, or “eyeball” inmates, were permitted to have
private, although non-contact visits with clergy).

350. McClafilin v. Pearce, 743 F. Supp. 1381, 1385 (D. Or. 1990) (upholding delay in providing
access to a Catholic priest when the delay was brought about by a policy change that limited
meetings between segregated inmates and clergy to those clergy who were on the prison staff, even
though general-population inmates were permitted to visit with outside clergy. “Non-essential
elements of a religion may be withheld from inmates in a disciplinary segregation unit, even though
they are provided in the general population.“).

351, See, e.g., Murphy v. Missouri Dep’t of Corrections, 814 F.2d 1252 (8th Cir. 1987).

352. Woods v. O’Leary, 890 F.2d 883, 885 (7th Cir. 1989).

353. Murphy, 814 F.2d at 1256.

354. MUSHLIN, supra note 35, at 306.

355. Valiant-Bey v. Morris, 829 F.2d 1441, 1444 (8th Cir. 1987) (upholding plaintiffs’ claim of
religious discrimination alleging that officials singled out and delayed delivery of mail sent by
Moorish Science Temple).

356. MUSHLIN, supra note 35, at 307. For example, literature of both the Black Muslims and the
Aryan Nations Church contains language that exhorts followers to communicate and associate only
with those of the same faith and color.
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357. Id.

358. Id.

359. See, e.g., Lawson v. Dugger, 840 F.2d 781 (1 lth Cir. 1987),  vacated, 490 U.S. 1078 (1989)
(regarding the admittance of publications relating to the Jewish faith).

360. McCabe v. Arave, 827 F.2d 634,638 (9th Cir. 1987).

361. Lawson, 840 F.2d at 784 n. 1.

362. Murphy v. Missouri Dep’t of Corrections, 814 F.2d 1252, 1257 (8th Cir. 1987); see aZso
McCabe, 827 F.2d at 634 (concluding that “literature advocating racial purity, but not advocating
violence or illegal activity as a means of achieving this goal, and not so racially inflammatory as to
be reasonably likely to cause violence at the prison, cannot be constitutionally banned as related to
rehabilitation”). Although prison officials cannot ban religious material that does not raise a “clear
and present danger,” short delays in obtaining or reviewing the material are not actionable.

363. See, e.g., Valiant-Bey v. Morris, 829 F.2d 1441, 1444 (8th Cir. 1987) (holding unconstitutional
the confiscation of non-inflammatory religious material).

364. MUSHLIN,  supra note 35, at 308.

365. See, e.g., Ross v. Coughlin, 669 F. Supp. 1235 (S.D.N.Y. 1987) (allowing Jewish prisoners to
possess a wide variety of religious items).

366. Id.

367. MUSHLN, supra note 35, at 308.

368. Id.

369. For example, Rastafarian inmates have been denied the possession and use of marijuana for
religious ceremonies, L’Aquarius v. Maynard, 634 P.2d 13 10 (Okla. 1981). Prisoners have been
denied the possession and use of sharp, beat-tooth necklaces because the teeth can be readily used as
weapons, Hall v. Bellmon, 935 F.2d 1106,1113 (10th Cir. 199 1). Prisoners have been denied the use
of candles because they can be used to start fires, Childs v. Duckworth, 509 F. Supp. 1254 (ND. Ind
1981), afd 705 F.2d 915 (7th Cir. 1983) (concluding that candles could be banned because of the
danger of fire, as well the potential for wax to be used to form key molds. The court also held that
incense could be banned because it could be used as an intoxicant and to cover the odor of illegal
drugs and alcohol).

370. Hall v. Bellmon, 935 F.2d 1106, 1113 (10th Cir. 199 1).

371. See, e.g., Holloway v. Pigman, 844 F.2d 365 (8th Cir. 1989) (holding that the inmate had not
borne the burden of making a particularized showing that sweet grass and sage were necessary for
the practice of religion).

372. MUSHLN, supra note 35, at 3 10.

373. Id
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374. rd.

375. Frank v. Terrell, 858 F.2d 1090 (5th Cir. 1988) (holding that Jewish inmates may buy religious
items, but prisons need not supply the items).

376. Thirty-eight responses out of 50 questionnaires sent.

377. Twenty-two responses out of 50 questionnaires sent.

378. We were not aware that we had to submit a written proposal to the Office of Research and
Evaluation of the U.S. Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Prisons in order for the federal
prisons to respond to our questionnaire. We wrote and faxed a research proposal to the Office of
Research and Evaluation the same day that we were made aware of the government’s requirements.
Unfortunately, several weeks elapsed before the appropriate federal officials signed off on the
proposal. Once we complied with their protocol, the Bureau allowed its employees to respond.
Unfortunately, the Federal response rate was under 50% . Moreover, prison officials from the federal
institutions generally did not respond to the questions pertaining to RFRA.

379. One prison official stated that his facility made every effort to allow any bona fide inmate
religious group to use the chapel. Because a large number of inmate groups often request the use of
these facilities, scheduling can be problematic. Inmates who belong to groups with very few .
members are often compelled to use alternative facilities for group worship. Vocational classrooms
are often used under these circumstances.

380. A prison official noted that these Kosher “TV dinners” taste even worse than common prison
fare. He also stated that these meals were very expensive to obtain for the inmates.

38 1. In the process of submitting a research proposal to the Office of Research and Evaluation, I was
told that federal officials would not be permitted to answer questions that asked for an evaluation of
federal legislation.
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“Criminal Justice Missions” is defined as’the last frontier on the home missions field. It was only ‘;o

recently identified and is being defined through the evolution of prison and jail ministries within the
category of Criminal Justice Ministries. The root of this mission field begins with arrested or
convicted individuals, and immediately branches out to include their family structures, as well as
victims and their families, and the criminal justice professionals and their families. Today, one out of
five people are affected by this mission field. It has no social/economic or religious/denomination
boundaries. It has no age, race, or nationality. It simply represents “people in crisis”. Over 3.5 million
people are in this mission field in Texas.

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITES
Society has charged governments with protecting its citizens. Criminals are arrested and tried for
their crimes. When convicted, they are incarcerated to pay their debt to society. Criminal justice
institutions concentrate on the offenders, but no system or institution of government support is
available for the families of offenders, victims and their families, and crimina! justice professionals
and their families.

All government agencies have their particular criminal justice systems. - i.e., Federal, State, County,
Youth, and Juvenile. Their role is to capture and punish offenders. Their role at one time was to also
rehabilitate people to prepare them to re-enter society. Government no longer takes the responsibility
for rehabilitation!

Education’s role is undefined and ineffective. Prevention programs obviously are not working, as
crime is increasing. Drugs are the source of 60 % of the crimes, but the programs and rehabilitation
structure are not effective or do not exist.

The church is slowly moving into this mission field through jail and prison ministries. Now, the
ultimate opportunity is on the doorstep of the church. The church, through its volunteer ministry
structure has the opportunity and responsibility to mobilize and utilize the resources that are
available in the churches mission outreach to respond to this mission field. The Christian church
community can and should show the world that it cares about people in crisis, - and provides the
spiritual, life-changing solutions that only a relationship with Christ and the Church accomplishes,

LEVERAGING THE RESOURCES
Over 550 criminal justice ministries and 25,000 churches of all denominations exist in Texas.
Thousand of lay volunteers work daily in this mission field.

However, resources are not leveraged. Programs are not coordinated. Churches and Denominations
do not work together. Volunteers do not know each other. Church staffs do not know that their own
members (one out of five) are in crisis and a part of this mission field.

The opportunity exists to engage the resources of the church to respond to this “God-sized” mission
field. Criminal Justice Missions is the new home mission field, and churches can and must respond.
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Restorative JUSTICE “MINISTRIES”
NETWORKS
Restorative Justice Ministries Networks are being formed in the State of Texas and other states. The
Restorative Justice Ministry Network of Texas, established in 1995 is supported (not financially) by
the chaplaincy department of all institutions and all CJ ministry leaders. All Christian denomination
headquarters are involved, and the local church is the complete basis of the network. Awareness
programs are being presented to the church and volunteers are being recruited and trained to join in
the CJ ministries or start new CJ ministries.

The CRIMINAL JUSTICE MISSIONS
CONNECTION
One of the goals of the Restorative Justice Ministries Network is to establish a trans-denominational
structure of 1000 church volunteers in Texas to become the foundation for this mission field. Each
individual church will appoint a representative to be connected to RlMN via “Internet” and receive
E-Mail related to the activities and needs of the ministries or family members.

The church volunteer will also be connected to the resources of all members of the criminal justice
mission “Internet” system, including the RJMN network headquarters, church denomination
headquarters, and thousands of local churches. The “Internet and E-mail” will become the standard
technological connection.

Restorative JUSTICE MINISTRIES NETWORK
STRUCTURE
The Restorative Justice Ministries Network of Texas was founded in 1995 as a non-profit 50 1 (c)(3)
approved corporation. It has an advisory board of 54 members representing all institutions,
ministries, associations, and denominational leaders. It has a trans-denominational board of directors
and a full time executive director.

For additional information, call Ladd Holton, Executive Director.

rHome
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Goals and Objectives
l 1. Maintain the standard of Jesus Christ in communications and representations of all we do.

Relay the message that Jesus Christ is the only solution in changing a persons nature, pointing
offenders, ex-ofenders, criminal justice professionals, victims, and all their families toward the
solutions that can only be found in Him.

l 2. Develop an trans-denominational networking organization representing all criminal justice
ministries m the counties of Texas.

l 3. Create an ecumenical structure to support the activities for all Chrisitian denominations to
use to unne and work together in this mission field.

l 4. Encourage and support the development of criminal justice ministries in the local church.
Our goal is to involve 1000 churches in the network in 1998.

l 5. Encourage and support the development of ministries that especially impact the Hispanic,
African-American, and other ethnic minorities communities.

l 6. Encourage and develop volunteer support from each of the ethnic minority communities.

l 7. Emphasize the recruiting and training of volunteers from churches to join existing
ministries, or to form new ministries.

l 8. Establish a network of resource information related to the activities of every criminal justice
ministry operation in Texas. Provide this information to any church or volunteer for the
purpose of “showcasing” the ministries.

l 9. Support the existing criminal justice ministries by publicizing their mission and purpose
through ail forms of publicity.

l 10. Maintain a high level of visibility, with very active media relations, newsletters, “Internet”,
Fax on Demand, and various levels of communications. Maintain a booth at regional and state
conventions, Promise Keepers, Churches, etc.

l 11. Sponsor or host criminal justice awareness meetings, seminars, retreats, workshops, in the
region on a regular basis. -

l 12. Maintain a master schedule of activities of all ministries. Provide this schedule to anyone
needing this information.

l 13. Develop and maintain a centralized data base of information related to the requests for
assistance from families, victims, criminal justice professionals, offenders and ex-offenders.
Communicate these requests to the appropriate ministry or church for action.

b 14. Maintain a listing of resources related to legal or advocacy requests. Forward any request
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for assistance to the appropriate entity. (Note: we will not become directly involved, other than
a source for referrals)

?

l 15. Support all chaplains in all institutions (Juvenile, Youth, County, State, Federal, and
Private). Assist them in the recruiting of volunteers, and publicize their needs throughout the
network.

l 16. Maintain standards of professionalism in relationships with all institutions, and develop
rapport with warders, chaplains, prision and jail administrators, and all levels of the
institutional system. We are here to make their job easier, not harder. Maintain respect for any
and all levels of security.

l 17. Assist in the developing and support of Criminal Justice Ministry Centers in local
communities, particularly in sities over 50,000.

l 18. Participate in and support the State Criminal Justice structure (INFORMS) and other
regional Criminal Justice networks.

l 19. Encourage the development of new and/or stronger programs in areas identified as weak or
lacking in programs. Target the victims of crime, Juvenile, Youth, Aftercare and Family
support area as high priorities for involvement.

l 20. Identify the voids in the existing mission field and develop specific strategies to fill these
voids.

uJ!2Exl
’ [ Goals & Objectives 1 CJ Overview & Opportunities ]

[ CJM Team Leaders 1 CJ Area Map ]
[ Advisorv Board 1 Executives and Directors 1 Operation Help J

[ Criminal Justice Mission Connection ]
[ Directories 1 Calendar of Events ]

Contact Information:
Restorative Justice Ministries Network ofTexas

2400 Ludelle - Suite 10
Ft. Worth, TX 76105
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Email: Ladd Holton
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3 I’ *ir Criminal Justice Missions
[ Overview j Opportunities / Contact Information ]

Restorative Justice Minishy  Overview

l I. Minstry to VICTIMS of Crime
o A. Personal Counseling
o B. Victim/offender reconciliation program
0 C. Victim support group

. II. Ministry to OFFENDERS
l A. Juvenile

o 1. Evangelism
o 2. Descipleship
o 3. Mentor
o 4. Volunteer Chaplaincy
o 5. Literacy Ministry
o 6. Supervised Tours of Prison

. B. Adult
l 1. Jailkision

o a. Evangelism
o b. Discipleship
o c. Mentor
o d. Volunteer chaplaincy
0 e. Literacy Ministry

l 2. Aftercare
o a. Volunteer Chaplaincy with Probation
o b. Volunteer Chaplaincy with Prole
o c. Mentor
o d. Congregational sponsorship of an ex-offender
o e. Ex-offender support groups
o f Residential aftercare

. III. Ministry to CRIMINAL JUSTICE PROFESSIONALS
l A. Chaplaincy for CJ Professionals

o 1. Police Chaplaincy
o 2. Sheriff Department Chaplaincy
o 3. Correctional Staff Chaplaincy
o 4. Parole/Probation Staff Chaplaincy

l B. Recognition Events for CJ Professionals
l C. Recreational Events for CJ Professionals
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l D. Discipleship Training for CJ Professionals ?

. Ministry to FAMILIES
l A. Families of Victims

o 1. Family counseling
o 2. Support Groups

l B. Families of Criminal Justice Professsionals
o 1. Chaplaincy to CJ Professionals
o 2. Family Counseling
o 3. Family Picnics

l C. Families of OFFENDERS
o 1. Chaplaincy ministry in the court room
o 2. Visting Room Hospitality Ministry
o 3. Hospitality House
0

.

o 4. Family Visitor Center
o 5. Organization of public transportation for families
o 6. Angle Tree - Christmas gifts for Children

Restorative Justice Ministry Opportunities

Jail/Court Ministry

Every person in Texas has a jail nearby. This ministry offers opportunity for affecting society in a
positive way. Often the intervention of a redemptive person is needed in the life of a family who is
embarrassed, anxious, or angry as the result of a family member being arrested and accused of a
crime. REgular visitation by a Christian volunteer demonstrates the credibility of ones life and gives
the opportunity for assisting the famaily in coping with the difficulties they encounter. Contact the
Jail Chaplain or the chief administrator of the detention facility to determine what ministry is needed
there.

Literacy Ministry

Literacy Ministry is a very practical and needed ministry in Criminal Justice settings due to a high
population of persons unable to read, write, or speak the English language. Local jails and detention
centers are the place to offer this ministry. Contact the chaplain or cheif administrator of the facility.

Discipleship Training

The Life and Life Way discipleship courses are very apporpriate to teach to small groups of inmates.
Approach the chaplain or chief administrator with materials in hand and offer to teach these courses.
Utilize volunteers who have gone through this discipleship training in the church. Experiencing God,
Search for Significance, Making Peace with Your Past, and Masterlife are all very appropriate to
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Mentor Ministw

A state prison near you will have a Mentor Program managed by the chaplains. Offer to organize a
carload of volunters to drive to the nearest state prison once a month to visit. The chaplain will
match each with an inmate who will likely leave prison within the next two years and who receives
no visits from his family. This is friendsship evangelism. The mentor can become very important to
the inmate. This is the most powerful of the Criminal Justice Ministries.

Volunteer Chaplaincy

Person who has extended time in which to do ministry may take the Volunteer Chaplaincy Training
and then assist a chaplain at a prison as much time as he/she wants. This ministry and schedule will
be worked out with the chaplain.

Familv Surgort Ministw

When a person is incarcerated the family goes into crisis. The church has traditionally paid little .
attention to this large but unseen group of sufferers. Offer to host a visiting room at a prison,
detention center, or jail. You will meet families of prisoners and learn first hand of their needs. This .
is primarily a women’s ministry. Your church can participate in Angel Tree at Christmas time and
help families of prisoners. The chaplain can be asked to help find inmates families with needs.

Crusade Ministry

A favortie way for many people to be initiated in CJM is to be a lay-witness volunteer with a ministry
that conduct prison crusade ministry. Bill Glass, Prisoner’s Bible Institute or Mike Barber are such
ministries, Typically a volunteer will go with a group to one institution and share their faith to the

[Friday evening, all day Saturday and Sundayresidents of that institution during a weekend (
morning.)

[Home1
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Executives and Directors

Criminal Justice Network Ministry of North
Texas formed

XJ ---

Ladd Holton

Forty six years ago Ladd Holton gave
his life to Christ. His Grandfather, A.R.
Holton, a life long minister in the
Church of Christ, baptized Ladd into
Christ while he and his family were
living in southern California. Ladd’s
father, Robert W. Holton, a well
known radio and television actor, is
best remembered for his portrayal of
Christ in two feature length films, “I
Beheld His Glory” and “Day of
Triump”. He was also the first to read
the New International Version Bible on
cassette tape.
Ladd returned to Texas in 1958 to
attend the University of Texas in
Austin on a football scholarship. He
was in the first class recruited by coach
Darrell Royal. During his stay in
Austin, he met and married one of his
classmates, Susie Wischer. Ladd and
Susie raised two girls, Diana and Amy.
They now enjoy five grandsons.
After graduating from UT, Ladd taught
secondary school in Corpus Christi for
two years before joining Science
Research Associates, an educational
publishing company. During the next
twelve years, Ladd and his family lived
in Midland, Austin, Amarillo, San
Antonio, and finally, Fort Worth
working with School Districts ail over
the state. In 1977, he left SRA and
went to work for the Speed Fab-Crete
International, a design-build
construction company. For the next ten
years he helped build schools,
churches, and commercial buildings
primarily in north Texas.
In 1988, Ladd started hsi own
company, BAC Group, Inc. BAC
Group is the franchisee for Guardian
Interlock, the largest breathalyzer

As the owner of Guardian Interlock of
Texas, Ladd has had the opportunity to
work with Judges and other law
enforcement agencies in most of the
state. In addition, he has helped write
and pass Ignition Interlock legislation
for the past eight years. This broad
knowledge of the criminal justice
system and the legislative process has
prepared Ladd for service as the
Executive Director for the Restorative
Justice Ministries Network of Texas.
Ladd also serves as a Board Member of
INFORMS newspaper and Prison
Fellowship-North Texas Area.
Ladd has served the Lord’s Church all
his adult life. He has taught bible
classes from Kindergarten to Adult. He
served as a Deacon at the AImmesa
Church of Christ and for ten years he
served as the volunteer Youth Minister
at that congregation. In 1988, Ladd
became interested in criminal justice
ministry because of the extraordinary
increase of incarceration taking place in
Texas and the inordinately high rate of
recidivism that occurs. Ladd counts the
most disturbing statistic in the criminal
justice system to be that 80% of men
and women involved in prison
Chaplaincy programs do not get
connected with a church when they are
released. He believes that it is untenable
that “Brothers and Sisters in CI-Irist are
not being welcomed and discipled  by
the faith community when they are
released, and that individual
congregations must get involved in the
problem solving process or else the
seed of the kingdom, planted in the
hearts and minds of ex-offenders, will
be choked out by the problems they
face in the free world.”
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manufacturer in the nation. Ladd’s
company installs and services the
Guardian Interlock device in over
twenty service centers in Texas. The
device is required by law to be installed
in the vehicle of a repeat DWI offender
as a condition of bail, of probation, and
in order to receive an occupational
driver’s license. Drivers must blow a
breath test every time they start their
car. If any alcohol is detected in their
lungs, their car will not start.

Board of Directors
Emmett Solomon - Chairman

Gene Grounds - Vice Chairman

John Wallace - Secretary / Treasurer

Dr. Gary McCaleb -
Dr. David Clark -

Ron Kerley -

Don Gibson -

Executive Director
Ladd Holton - Forth Worth, Texas

Chaplaincy Board of Advisors
Jerry Groom - Director of Chaplains, TDCJ

John Stutz - Director of Chaplains, Texas Youth Commission
Joe Pryer - Dir Federal Chaplains, Southern Region

Harold Ellis - County Jail Chaplains
Ricky Hargrave - International Conference of Police Chaplains

Executive Committee
John Leonardson - Area Director, Prison Fellowship, Irving

Murray Batt - Dir. Criminal Justice Ministries, United Methodist Church, Houston
David Umfreville - Dir. Prison Ministries, First Baptist Church, Dallas

Jim Young - Asst. Dir. of Chaplains, TDCJ, Huntsville

Alice Barron - Exec. Dir. IMPACT

George Fitzgerald - Criminal Justice Minister, Potters House, Dallas

Dub Pearson - Exec. Dir., Texas Association of X-Offenders, Bryan
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Restorative Justice

Ministries Advisory Board

Institutions:
Jerry Groom
Jim Young
Joe Errington
Terry Hermanski
John Stutz
Mike Allcom
Tom Cole
Matt Harness

Ministries:
Emmett Solomon

Murray Batt

David Umfreveille

Kent Lucas
Johnny Moff~tt
Sam Pollinzi
John Leonardson
Steve Ochs
Alice Barron
Frank Graham Jr.
Virginia Hutto
Glen Wierich
Roger Woods
Paul Carlin
Maureen Fryer
Harold Ellis
Andy Matthews
Ken Dutton

Director of Chaplains - Texas Dept. Criminal Justice
Chapiancy Regional Coordinator - TDCJ
Chaplain Administrator - Federal Bureau of Prisons
Chaplain - Dallas Country Juvenile Detention Center
Chaplain - Texas Youth Commission
Chaplain - Dallas County Sheriffs Department
Chaplain - TDCJ - Hutchins State Jail
Chaplain - Seagoville Federal Prison

Director INFORMS Ministry, Coordinator of Criminal Justice
Ministry, BGCT
Exec. Director - East Texas Criminal Justice Network
Ministries
Dir. Of Prison MInistries, First Baptist Dallas
International Prison Ministry
Associate Prison Director - Bill Glass Ministries
Director - Worldwide Voice in the Wilderness
Director - EXODUS
Regional Diretor - Prison Fellowship
Chairman - KAIROS Prison Ministries
Founder - IMPACT Support Groups
Founder - Chapels of Hope, Inc.
Founder - Womens Criminal Justice Network Ministry
Director - East Texas Criminal Justice Ministry Center
Director - Out, But Not Free
Founder - Texas Asoc. Of X-Offenders, Inc.
Christ for the Nations Institute
J.A.I.L. Ministry, Inc.
Kenneth Copeland Ministries
Mike Barber Ministries

Associations:
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Miifred Minatrea
Don Gibson -
Holsey Hickman
I s a a c  J o h n s o n
Jana Young
Bobby Cox

Baptist General Convention of Texas
Texas Baptist Men
Greater Dallas Community of Churches
Coalition of Churches - Prison Ministry
Dallas Baptist Association
Tarrant  Baptist Association

Church Demoninations:
Major Ron Kerley
Jim Williams
Rev. Paul Gray
Hillery Motsinger
Dean Philip Duncan, II
Rev. Morris Ivey

The Salvation Army
United Methodist Church, North Texas Conference
All Saints Catholic Church
Church of Christ Representative
Saint Matthew’s Cathedral (Episcopal) - Dallas
Assemblies of God, North Texas
Presbyterian Church, North Texas Region
Lutheran (ELCA)
Christian Church of the Southwest (Disciples of Christ)

Churches:
Weldon Fox
Dick Abernathy
David & Bonnie Scott

First Baptist - Dallas
Prestonwood Baptist - Dallas
Hillcrest Church - Dallas
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[ Questions and Answers 1 Familv Support Proiect ]

Questions and Answers
Q: What is the Restorative Justice Ministries Network?
A: The Restorative Justice Ministries Network is a network of criminal justice ministries,
institutions, and churches in Texas. The network covers over 25,000 churches, 550 criminal justice
ministries, and over 200 criminal justice institutional locations, including the County Juvenile
Detention Centers, Texas Youth Commission, County jails, State jails and prisons and Federal
prisons. It is a Christian organization, working through the Chaplain programs in all institutions, and
the State Victims Services Division.

Q: When was it formed?
A: It was incorporated October 3,1995 in the State of Texas as a 501-C3 non-profit Corporation.

Q: Why was it formed?
A: It was formed for the purpose of joining together the Christian community, Christian volunteers,
and the criminal justice ministries of Texas with the mission of providing a God-directed message of
hope and life changing experiences to offenders, ex-offenders, criminal justice professionals, victims
and families of all groups.

Q: Where did the idea for the network come from?
A: The genesis of the network comes from the state wide criminal justice ministry founded by
Emmett Solomon, based in Huntsville, Texas, called INFORMS ( Inmate Family Organization
Relationship Management System.) RJMN is the first to launch a totally comprehensive structure
covering all institutions , ministries and categories of people. Over 550 ministries currently exist and
are or w-ill be participants in the network. This is the first network of its kind and scope in the nation.

Q: What is the organizational structure?
A: The network is structured with a Board of Directors, with an Executive Director serving as the
operations manager. The strength of the organization lies with the Advisory Board which consists of
42 representatives from four categories: Institutions, Ministries, Church Associations and Church
Denominations. The Advisory Board serves and supports the Executive Director in the execution and
implementation of the goals and objectives of the network.

Q: What is the purpose of the network?
A: The purpose of RJMN is to motivate, educate and equip the church to develop local criminal
justice ministries. These ministries are directed toward five categories of people: offenders, ex-
offenders, criminal justice professionals, victims of crime and families of all groups. Most churches
do not have a criminal justice outreach, therefore, formal volunteer structures have not been
established. Over 550 ministries are currently operating independently to bring evangelism,
discipleship, mentoring, aftercare and family support to the criminal justice system. Our purpose is to
recruit, train, and equip volunteers from all Christian denominations for these ministries. The Church
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and criminal justice ministries working together can more effectively reach the more than 3.5 million
people affected by crime in the Texas mission field.

Q: What are some of the goals and objectives of the network?
A: Some of the goals and objectives are:

l l Develop a trans-denominational networking organization representing the criminal justice
ministries in counties in Texas

l l Establish a network of resource information related to the activities of the criminal justice
ministries in Texas.\

l l Encourage and support the development of criminal justice ministries in the local church.
Goal for 1998 - 1000 churches participating

l l Sponsor or host criminal justice awareness meetings, seminars, retreats, workshops in the
state.

l l Support all Christian chaplains in all institutions. Assist them in the recruiting of volunteers
and publicize their needs throughout the network.

l l Develop and maintain a centralized data base of information related to requests from
families, victims, criminal justice professional, offenders and ex-offenders. Communicate
these requests to the appropriate ministry or church for action.

[ Goals & Objectives 1 CJ Overview & Opportunities ]
[ C.JM Team Leaders 1 CJ Area Map ]

[ Advisory Board 1 Executives and Directors 1 Operation Help ]
[ Criminal Justice Mission Connection ]

[ Directories 1 Calendar of Events ]
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Email: Ladd Holton
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Purpose

The purpose of Restorative Justice Ministries Network of Texas is to motivate, educate, and equip
the church to develop local criminal justice ministries. These ministries are directed toward five
categories of people: offenders, ex-offenders, criminal justice professionals, victims of crime and
families of all groups. Most churches do not have a criminal justice outreach, therefore, formal
volunteer structures have not been established. Our purpose is to recruit, train, and equip volunteers
from all Christian denominations for these ministries. The church and criminal justice ministries
working together can more effectively reach the more than 1.5 million people affected by crime in
the Texas mission field.

Mission Statement
The mission of the Restorative Justice Ministries Network of Texas is to join together the Christian
community, Christian volunteers, victims organizations and the criminal justice ministries in Texas
for the purpose of providing a God-directed message of hope and life-changing experiences to
victims of crime, offenders, ex-offenders, criminal justice professionals and families of all groups.

Our Goal is to reconcile all to God through Christ Jesus and to each other so that there may be peace
in the community and the Body of Christ.
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The Restorative J&ice
A4inistry 5%etwork

The Vision

“Biblical Solutions to Criminal Justice Problems.”

The Mission

“Networking with individuals and organizations directly impacted by crime in
order to establish and implement Biblical solutions to criminal justice problems.”

The Purpose of the Network
We see God doing many great things through His people. Ministry within the criminal

justice system is one of the main areas that He is currently impressing His people to do.

That ministry is rising up from the Church as a grassroots effort. It is largely a function
of laity with minim’al assistance from clergy. Typically, one, two or perhaps five laity from a
single congregation are reaching out to the suffering people within this great mission.
often the other members of their congregation hardly know about the ministry.

Very

One of the main functions of the network is to become a communicator for the entire
mission. Hence, the network is trans-denominational. It represents merciful ministries but is
not burdened with tight affiliations with any denomination, church or ministry. Its primary
aim is to become a loose knit structure which can interface with both the government and the
media on behalf of the entire mission.

The network shines light on the areas of the mission field which are receiving ministry
and also those neglected areas which have little mission effort exerted in their direction.

The network will be busy obtaining names and addresses of citizens who are interested
in doing ministry so that it can stimulate information flow between ministry people and
between ministry groups. Such information flow and interaction become very creative
moments for the mission.

The network, through its publications and through the electronic media available such as
Radio, Television, E-mail, and the Internet, will continue to bring further attention to this
mission.



RESTORATIVE JUSTICE iWNISTRY  NETWORK

ACTION PLAN

The Criminal Justice Mission Field is the largest home mission in America. It includes the
following groups of people.

l Social offenders
0 Victims of crime
. Criminal Justice professionals
l The families of each of thcsc groups

111  the social ofTender category aIonc, you have 1.7 nrillion adult offenders in American
prisons. This number doesn’t include those in jails, juvenile detention centers, reform
sc1~oo1s,  drug and alcohol rchab centers, or those on parole and probation. Each of these
social offcudcrs arc estimated to have 3.5 family members. This adds up to 5,950,000!

Each of these prisoners has at least out victim and those victims are estimated to have 3.5
family members, so WC have another 5,950,OOO. That’s almost 12 million people!

Then if you add a11 of the criminal justice professionals, the law enforcement officers,  the
corrections ofticcrs, the judiciary, and parole and probation plus the 3.5 family mcmbcrs of
cadi of thcsc pcoplc, you can see what a huge mission ticld this is.

if you add the county jail people, juvcuilc dctentiou ccutcrs, reform schools, drug & alcohol
rchab centers, or those on parole and probatiou the numbers would probably double.

The Action Plan of the Restorative Justice lMinistry Nchvork of North America is to
inform, educate, encourage and motivate the individuals and organizations in these groups,
as we11 as the church and para-church organizations.

The Action Plan will  be implemented over the next three years in the following ways:

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

Quarterly publication of the Restorative Justice Journal
The R.J.M.N. web site
Annual regional, statewide and national/international conferences
Networking with and supporting other Criminal Justice and Restorative  Justice,  para-
church organizations
Speaking in churches, civic cfubs schools and orgauizations
Interacting with local, statewide and national political leaders
Interacting with the media



The C&estorative  Justice
Ministry Wetwor.&

Statement of Fuith

1. We believe the Bible to be the inspired, the only infallible,
authoritative Word of God.

2. We believe that there is one God, eternally existent in three persons:
Father, Son and Holy Spirit.

3. We believe in the deity of our Lord Jesus Christ, in His vir@ birth,
in His sinless life, in His miracles, in His victorious and atoning death
through His shed blood, in His bodily resurrection, in His ascension
to the right hand of the Father, and in His personal return in power
and glory.

4. We believe that for the salvation of lost and sinful man, regeneration
by the Holy Spirit is absolutely essential.

5. We believe in the present ministry of the Holy Spirit by whose
indwelling the Christian is enabled to live a godly life.

6. We believe in the resurrection of both the saved and the lost; that
they are saved unto the resurrection of life and they that are lost unto
the resurrection of damnation.

7. We believe in the spiritual unity of believers in our Lord Jesus Christ.



The @storutive Justice
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MEMBER BENEFITS

I. Have input into the Network’s Agenda

II. Inform and stay informed by:

A. Receiving Quarterly Newsletter as well as opportunity to submit relevant articles
B. . Sending and receiving E-Mail newsflashes of interest, e.g.:

1. New pertinent policies
2. New organizations
3. New relevant legislation
4. Ministry opportunities
5. Availability of other resources, such as:

;
Ministry curriculum and other tools
R. J. M. N. related employed opportunities

C. Receiving annually updated directory of all R. J. M. N. members

III. Member Discounts on:
A. Regional and Annual Meetings
B. Video and audio tapes and books
C. Workshops and Conferences

1. Future R. J. M. N. Conferences will offer CEU’s
D. Internet services

IV., Fund Development
A. E. D. M. (Evangelical Development Ministry) Workshops
B. Be kept informed of new funding sources
C. Possibility of organizations sharing in future grant moneys that may be developed

V. Free organizational listing in the R. J. M. N. Web Site Directory

VI. Free video of First Statewide Florida Restorative Justice Ministry Network
Conference

VII. Network with experienced Restorative Justice Ministry Network members

VIII. An opportunity to collaborate with other Godly men and women to help
build a Restorative Justice organization that is a powerful and effective force
for Godly change in our cities, states and nation
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Communities across Canada
and United States implement
Australian conferencing
Educators, police, probation

oficers, youth workers,
victim service providers and

community volunteers trained
Communities across North America are

learning how to run REAL JUSTICE fam-
ily group conferences, also called “commu-
nity conferences,” a new response to inci-
dents of juvenile crime and school miscon-
duct and a new strategy for violence pre-
vention.

Conferences foster empathy in offend-
ers and help victims address their emotional
needs. Rather than leaving conflicts storm-
ing and emotions burning, as the traditional
court and school disi
do, conferencing a&

linary process usually
ords everyone an op-

portunity to express feelings, settle differ-
ences, regain balance and achieve a sense
of resolution and closure.

REAL JUSTICE offers both a one-day
orian to conferencing for administra-
tors, officials and others who want to imple-
ment and support conferencing in their in-
stitutions and a two-day “hands-on” work-
shop for those who want to actually facili-
tate conferences. Both training seminars
include high-quality videos as well as dem-
onstrations of family group conferencing,
lectures, group problem-solving and discus-

sion of implementation issues. The two-
day workshop provides trainees with prac-
tice in running simulated conferences which
include problems that sometimes arise in
actual conferences. Since the REAL JUS-
TICE trainings and books have become
available in 1995, conferencing has been
used to address wrongdoing in a variety of
settings in North America.

Bevvan Fox of Regina, Saskatchewan
conducted a conference for a 14-year old
who left obscene phone messages on an
answering machine for a woman whose
young children came home from school and
heard the tape.

Detective Paul Schnell of Carver
County, Minnesota, after the judge referred
the case back to him for conferencing,
brought together a teenage boy who killed
a 21-year-old woman in a hit-and-run ve-
hicular homicide, his family, and the young
woman’s family in a poignant conference
which allowed all of the participants to deal
with issues of shame, apology, grief, for-
giveness, consequences and healing.

Glenn Kummery facilitated a conference
at a Doylestown, Pennsylvania high school
after the caustic odor of pepper mace, which
had been sprayed on door handles in a hall-
way by two youths, caused the evacuation
of hundreds of students and their teachers.
Angry victims, after receiving apologies

See REAL  JUSTICE on Page 2

3~ Paul McCold and Capt. John Stahr heat
Sethlehem,  Pa. police conferencing study

Favorable findings to date
in conferencing research

The first U.S. research study of
conferencing (funded by the National In-
stitute of Justice in Bethlehem, Pennsyl-
vania) confirms many of the results of the
first completed e v a l u a t i o n  o f
conferencing in Wagga Wagga, New
South Wales, Austraha. Both report fa-
vorable outcomes including lower re-of-
fense rates among youths who attended
conferences, over ninety percent comple-
tion of restitution and almost universal
victim satisfaction. (See back page to
order Wagga study report, A New Ap-
proach to Juvenile Justice .)

A n  o n g o i n g  s t u d y  o f  p o l i c e
conferencing in Canberra, Australia has
indicated similar results in terms of vic-
tim satisfaction and restitution compli-
ance, but it is too early to report on re-
cidivism. All three studies have dealt with
juvenile offenders, except the Canberra
research is also studying conferencing
with adult drunk drivers.

What is REAL JUSTICE conferencing?

and vi&3cepreven&m
harm caused by their actions.

Since the first  REAL JUSTICE
trainings in March 1995, North Americans
have experienced positive results. Not
only are police, corrections officers, edu-
cators, victim service providers and com-
munity volunteers using conferencing to

When children or adolescents admit
responsibility for school misconduct or

A cost-eflective  new approach to deal with offenses and misconduct, but el-

/ juvenile crime, the incident presents an juvenile crime, school misconduct ementary school educators are also using
conferencing role plays with their students

opportunity for a family group conference
(sometimes called a “community confer-
ence”), in lieu of the school disciplinary
or judicial process, or where that is not
appropriate, as a supplement to those pro-
cesses. In the family group conference
(FGC) young offenders tell what they did,
hear from those they have affected, and
participate in deciding how to repair the

as a violence prevention strategy.
In a conference you?::  people face the

consequences of their inappropriate
behavior in an intense, emotional process
that has far more impact than court or
school disciplinary procedures, yet is far
less stigmatizing because the young person
has the opportunity to discard the offender

See WHAT... on Page 2



WHAT IS
CONFERENCING?
Continued  from Page 1
label and be reintegrated into his or her
school or community.

Offenders or victims may decline to
participate, opting for traditional school
disciplinary or court procedures. Confer-
ences ideally should be held within two
weeks of an incident or apprehension.
After it is determined that a family group
conference is appropriate and offenders
and victims have agreed, the conference
coordinator invites others affected by the
incident - the family and friends of vic-
tims and offenders.

In the conference the coordinator asks
the young offenders to tell what they did
and what they were thinking about when
they did it. The coordinator then asks vic-
tims and their family members and friends
to tell about the incident from their per-
spective and how it affected them. The
offenders’ family and friends are asked
to do the same.

Finally the victim is asked what he or
she would like to be the outcome of the
conference. The response is discussed
with the offender and everyone else at the
conference. When agreement is reached,
a simple contract is written and signed.
(If an offense is initially handled by the
courts, the conference may not involve a
contract but still provides an opportunity
for healing and closure for all involved.)

A family group conference is an ac-
tion-oriented process which usually lasts
an hour or so and is almost always a posi-
tive emotional experience for participants.
Offenders may begin to repair the harm
by apologizing, making amends and
agreeing to restitution or personal or com-
munity service work. Most significantly,
young people gain empathy for those they
have affected, which rarely happens in
court and school disciplinary procedures.

Victims and others affected by the
young person’s behavior report that con-
ferences provide an opportunity to con-
front the offender, express their feelings,
ask questions and have a say in the out-
come. Offenders’ families also report
satisfaction with the FGC process.

Conference coordinators stick to a
simple script and act only as facilitators,
not participants. But for the coordinator,
a conference is far more productive and
rewarding than the current means of re-
sponding to inappropriate behavior.

Neither a counseling nor a mediation
process, the FGC is a straightforward
problem-solving method that demon-
strates how citizens can resolve their own
problems when provided with a construc-
tive forum to do so.

Conferencing started in New Zealand
in 1989, was adapted by Australian po-
lice in 1991 and was first used by Austra-
lian educators in 1994. REAL JUSTICE
began providing trainingm995  and is
now organizing regional training and sup-
port services throughout North America.

‘age 2

REAL JUSTICE used iti
Continued from Page 1
and helping to set consequences in the con-
ference, were satisfied that justice had been
done in a more useful way than through the
police and courts.

Across the provinces and states of North
America, thousands of conferences have
demonstrated the viability of this approach
to “restorative justice” which defines wrong-
doing not as an offense against the state or
the school, but as an offense against people
and community Those directly affected are
then entitled to direct involvement and a say
in the outcome.

jointly organized a conference involving 75
participants. The conference allowed of-
fenders to make amends to victims and their
own parents and achieved an agreement
that included actions by offenders to suc-
cessfully end the dangerous annual event
the next school year.

Police departments
REAL JUSTICE is an effective problem-

orientedpproach  to community policing in
which police have an opportunity to see posi-
tive outcomes that benefit victims, the com-
munity and ultimately the offenders them-
selves. Police conduct conferences using
their traditional discretionary authority to
“caution” or “counsel and release,” rather
than charge and send to court. Some police
departments have extended that authority by
consultation with prosecutors and judges.
Similarly they may allow schools to handle
some cases with conferences that might have
otherwise resulted in arrest.

Constable Randy Wickins of the
Edmonton Police Service, Alberta ran a con-
ference that had a strong impact on three 9-
year-old girls who set a fire in an apartment
building.

Pete Mungovan, Indianapolis Police De-
partment, Indiana ran a conference after a
juvenile stole a lawn ornament from his
neighbor’s front yard. The conference re-
sulted in a formal apology and restitution.

After an auto race by high school stu-
dents, which had become an illegal gradua-
tion-time tradition, resulted in an accident,
Sergeant Tom Fraga and Assistant Principal
Rick Ebel of South Burlington, Vermont

Secondary schools
Secondary educators are conducting

REAL JUSTICE conferences as an alter-
native (or supplement) to traditional school
disciplinary procedures and reporting ex-
cellent outcomes for incidents rangiqg from
assault and vandalism to scapegoatmg and
truancy.

“It really proved to be a positive experi-
ence for both the victim and offender,” re-
ported Kay Froemming of Fred Moore
Middle School in Minnesota. She and
Anoka Police school liaison officer Mike
Goodwin co-facilitated a conference for an
assault.

Greg Llewellyn of the Colonial Interme-
diate Unit in Pennsylvania ran his first con-
ference. which had a “textbook” outcome.
for a bus incident in which three students
were fightin,o, requiring the driver to stop
the bus and intervene.

Cari Crushshon of South Burlington
High School in Vermont conducted a con-
ference for two students who ran away for
four days. The girls were in jeopardy of
losing all credits for school for the semes-
ter. The conference made the girls realize
how much they had affected their parents,
friends and teachers.

Tony Smith coordinated a conference at
St. James High School, Minnesota for a
student who brought a knife to school.
Nancy Bouis at East Hills Middle School
in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania ran a
conference when a student injured another
student with an electric sander in shop class.
Pam Tashuk and Deb Holman of Richfield

Scene from v/de0  used in two-day facilitator trakng
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ti wide variety of settings --.-For Qainina information
and V&SO or book orders

High School and Pat McGinnis in LeSueur,
both in Minnesota, ran conferences for

conferencing as a response to parole viola-

students with truancy issues.
tions and to disciplinary incidents in cor-
rectional facilities.

Elementary schools Victim services and community
Elementary teachers from several Penn-

sylvania districts have run family group
conferences as role plays with imaginary or
minor incidents to serve as violence preven-
tion. Sherry Maio, a guidance counselor at
Warwick Elementary School, had sixth
graders play the role of two boys who con-
sistently ridiculed a girl until she refused to
come to school, their victim, offenders’ and
victim’s parents, the school principal and
classroom teacher, all with striking realism.
The role play not only developed empathy
among the participants and their onlooking
classmates, but it sparked an in-depth dis-
cussion about the merits of punishment ver-
sus conferencing.

Bucks County Juvenile Court is referring
a variety of cases to volunteer facilitators
under the supervision of the local victim ser-
vices organization, Network of Victim As-
sistance.

A coalition of neighborhood oganiza-
tions in downtown Minneapolis is using
volunteers to run conferences to deal with
offenses in their neighborhood ranging from
prostitution to theft and assault.

Karen Marshall, coordinator of the Com-
munity Justice Program in Fort St. John,
British Columbia, reports that her agency
has run over 100 conferences referred by
the local Royal Canadian Mounted Police
in the agency’s first year of conferencing.

Cindy Hasz at Durham-Nockamixon El-
ementary School reported a similar response
to a role play based on a playground fight.
“Many felt the offender hadn’t been pun-
ished enough and that punishment was the
only way future problems could be stopped.
But when the question of whether punish-
ment worked was raised,. most agreed it
didn’t, that it only made kids resentful and
angry.”

7 7-minufe video overview

Diane Steffen, Anoka-Hennepin Schools,
Minnesota ran a successful conference for
an actual playground assault by a third
grader. - - -grader. - - -

Carolyn Olivett at Elizabethtown Col-Carolyn Olivett at Elizabethtown Col-
lege, Pennsylvania is developing a curricu-lege, Pennsylvania is developing a curricu-
lum based on family group conferencing tolum based on family group conferencing to
use with elementary school students.use with elementary school students.

“AN INTRODUCTION TO
FAMILY GROUP CONFERENCING”

Probation and corrections
REAL JUSTICE family group confer-

ences may be run at intake or after incidents
of juvenile crime have been dealt with by
the courts. Conferences are a forum where
victims, their family and friends, and of-
fenders’ family and friends can address the
emotional consequences of crime in a safe
and healing environment.

Bill Rufe of Bucks County Juvenile Pro-
bation in Pennsylvania has run a number of
conferences, mostly with thefts and other
property offenses. One conference, how-
ever, dealt with a young offender who sexu-
ally abused his niece numerous times. The
conference was conducted after the offender
had completed two years of treatment, as a
reconciliation event for the divided family.

In another case Rich Notaro, one of Rufe’s
colleagues, ran a conference six months after
a serious assault. The four offenders’ tearful
apologies were accepted with forgiveness by
the victim and his parents.

Joe Corona, corrections offic’er in
Fairmount, Minnesota, has run conferences
for shoplifting, theft, assault, terroristic
threats and a false fire alarm.

The Vermont Department of Corrections
and others are exploring the use of

-
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r?,fir?,fi Box 426 Station F
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See whaf family group
conferences look like.

Hear how victims,
offenders and others feel
abouf conferencing.

Hear oolice. educators 1
, -I ~~ ~~ -~-

and ofhers describe how
conferencing can heip

communifies and schools. cl:’ 3

Cost $14 Canadian or $10 U.S. Add $4 Canadian/ $3 U.S. currency per
video for shipping/handling. Add 6% sales tax in Pennsylvania only.

To order see REALJUSTICE  contact information on this page.
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R E A L BOOKSTOWE

REAL JUSTICE
by Ted Wachtel, lSOp., $25 U.S./$35 CND

The founder of the North American REAL JUSTICE uses ac-
tual conference stories to show how conferencing works and how
it can change the way our society responds to wrongdoing in
schools, criminal justice, the workplace and elsewhere. He dem-
onstrates how conferencing benefits victims, offenders and the
community by actively involving those affected by wrongdoing in
the process of repairing the harm and by fostering the closure and
emotional healing which is largely denied in our current systems.

Shame and Pride
by Donald Nathanson, 496p.,  $16 U.S./$22.50  CND

Donald Nathanson’s
book provides the psy-
chological explanation
for why family group
conferencing works. A
Philadelphra  psychia-
trist, author and lecturer,
he wrote Shame and
Pride before he was
aware of family group
conferencing, explain-

crime is committed,
Nathanson said in an

‘interview, everyone in-
volved experiences
very extreme negative
affect, but the court
process fails to address
this. Family group con-
ferences, on the other
hand, allow for the free
expression of affect,

ing and building upon the affect which helps people move be-
and script theories of the late yond the negative to the posi-
Silvan S. Ton&ins. tive and deal with the adverse

Nathanson has become an ad- emotional consequences of the
vacate  of conferencing. When a crime.

by David Moore, 318p.,  $30 U.S./$36 CND
A New Approach to Juvenile Justice

David Moore, lec- Moore compares ju-
turer and writer, has venile offenders who
authored the first com- went through the court
pleted study of police fam- before conferencing
ily group conferencing, was implemented with
called A New Approach who those who went
to Juvenile Justice, through conferencing
which is an assessment after implementation.
of  the diversionary Results show a halving
scheme for moderately of recidivism among
serious juvenile offend- those offenders that
ers which he helped implement in went through the conferencing
Wagga Wagga, New South Wales, process, 90 percent completion
Australia m 1991, adapted from of restitution and almost uni-
the New Zealand model of versa1 satisfaction of victims
conferencing. with the process.

I
,
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REAL JUSTICE Training Manual
by John McDonald, Terry O’Connell,
David Moore & Margaret Thorsborne

136p., $25 U.S./$35 CND

The official training manual by the innovators who pioneered
Australian police and school conferencing. This procedural hand-
book, a step-by-step guide to setting up and conducting confer-
ences, is useful to anyone who wants to learn to facilitate good
family group conferences in school or criminal justice settings.

Changing Lenses
by Howard Zehr, 271p., $15 U.S./$21 CND

Howard Zehr is an
academician, writer
and consultant on

approach to justice.
Zehr distinguishes the

current detmition of
criminal justice. His crime as a violation
1990 book, Changing against the state or soci-
Lmses: A New Focus ety from the restorative
for Crime and Justice, justice definition of crime
is a seminal work in as a violation of people
the “restorative jUstice and relationships. He ex-
movement,  a new plains how the current
approach to justice ~~~~  ~~~ system of justice fails to
that more adequately addresses repair the harm done to people and
the needs and responsibilities relationships.
of victims, offenders and the
community, as an alternative to

Family group conferencing, on
the other hand, is consistent with the

our present “retributive” new “restorative” justice focus.

by John Braithwaite, 226p., $19 U.S./$26.50  CND
Crime, Shame and Reintegration

Although written
without knowledge of
t h e  f a m i l y  g r o u p

distinguishes between
two types of shame: stig-
matizing shame which

conferencing process, rejects and permanently
Australian criminolo- labels offenders and
gist John Bra&Waite’s reintegrative shame
book, Crime, Shame which only rejects the
and Reintegration, pro- offender’s deed but not
vides a sociological ex- the offender himself.
planation for why fam- Family group confer-
ily group conferencing ences encourage positive
works so well. personal change in offenders be-.

Braithwaite explains that cause unlike courts, conferences
the desire to avoid shame aids allow offenders to shed their of-
in the development of con- fender label and be reintegrated
science and social bonds. He into the community.

In Cunudu order from REAL JUSTICE P.O. Box 426 Station F Toronto, ON M4Y 2L8 (416) 944-8705 fax (416) 944-3278
In the U.S. order from && JUSTICE P-0. Box 229 Bethlehem, PA 18016 (610) 807-9221 fax (610) 807-0423

Add $3 U.S./$4 Canadian currency per item for shipping/handling. Add 6% sales tax in Pennsylvania only.
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EVALUATIONS OF CONFERENCING

H Wagga Wagga, New South Wales, Australia
An evaluation compared 691 juveniles apprehended during the first three years of a conferencing
program with 534 apprehended in the 18 months before the program. Results (Moore & O’Connell,
1994; Moore & Forsythe, 1995) showed:

l The proportion of offenders handled outside of court increased from 49% to 72%, without increasing
recidivism

l Reapprehension for those conferenced lower than for those placed before the court (36% for court, 19% for
caution/conferencing)

l Compliance with conference agreements > 95%
l Victim satisfaction 90%
l Aboriginal participants praised the program, indicating cross-cultural relevance

n Canberra, New South Wales, Australia
The Reintegrative Shaming Experiment (RISE) in Canberra, Australia is randomly assigning juvenile
misdemeanor, adult drunk-driving and young (under age 30) violent offenders to police-run confer-
ences or to traditional court processing, and conducting structured interviews with victims and offend-
ers. Preliminary results (Sherman, et al 1997 & 1998) indicate:

l Most victims said conferences were fairer than court
* Victims are about 5 times more likely to receive an apology and about 10 times more likely to receive some

form of reparation
l Victims in court are 3 times more likely to fear the offender would victimize them again and twice as likely

to believe that the offender would reoffend
l Court-processed adults were 19% more likely to feel angry or bitter about how they had been treated and

18% less likely to feel the outcome was fair
l Offenders reported higher levels of procedural fairness after conferences than after court.
l Conferences increase respect for the police and the law more than court

n Rice County, Minnesota, United States
A junior high school of 1000 students in Rice County, has been systematically conducting early-
intervention conferences with truancy to decrease referrals to the youth court. Typically 30 to 40
students are referred to court each year. For the first year of the conferencing effort, the total number
of referrals dropped to 5.

PO. BOX 426 Station F, Toronto, ON M4Y 2L8 Phone: 416/944-8705  Fax: 416/944-3278  E-mail: cana&@realjustice.org
PO. Box 229. Bethlehem. PA 18016-0229 Phone: 610/807-9221  Fax- hlWW7-n473  F-mail.  11~6ihdi1wi~~ MU



n Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, United States
The Bethlehem Police Department conducted 64 conferences involving 80 juvenile offenders over
an l&month period. Cases were randomly assigned to court or conferencing. Results (McCold &
Stahr 1996) found:

l More than 96% of victims, offenders and offender’s parents who participated in conferences were satisfied
and experienced fairness with how the justice system handled their cases, a greater proportion than those
who went through the courts

l Victims who participated in conferences were significantly more likely to say that the offender was ad-
equately held accountable than victims who did n&t participate in conferences

l 94% of offenders complied with the commitments they made to victims in conferences, such as completing
financial reparation, doing community service and apologizing

l Y6ut.h  who chose to participate in conferences had lower reoffense rates than those who declined to partici-
pate, making conferencing an ideal program for diverting youth from formal justice processes

n Sparwood, British Columbia, Canada
The Sparwood Youth Assistance Program, a conferencing program using volunteer community
facilitators, began in January 1995. Evaluation (Bouwman & Purdy, 1997) has shown:

l No young residents who committed offenses in Sparwood have been dealt with by the courts since the
project’s inception

l Reoffense rates reduced to 8.3% in 1995 and 2.9% in 1996
l Estimated cost savings > $100,000 CND (= $65,000 US)
l Victims rated the program, on average, as a 9.5 on a scale of 1 to 10
l 100% offender compliance with restitution agreements
Offkers  from the Sparwood Detachment of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) report:
l Time spent on conferenced cases is less than time spent on cases referred to court
l Greater rapport with the entire community
l An increase in cooperation from youth and community with investigations of criminal activity, because

citizens perceive the program will assist youth and deal with them fairly
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Training Schedule and Registration Form
For information updates, call, write, email or visit our webpage: www.realjustice.org

Honolulu, HI Ott 19-20, 1998
Toionto, ON Nov 16-17,1998

Richmond, KY Dee 3-4, 1998

Training of Trainers Dee 7-9, 1998

Seattle, WA Jan 4-5, 1999

Vancouver, BC Jan 11-12, 1999

Elizabethtown, PA Jan 15-16, 1999
Mesa, AZ Feb 22-23,1999

Santa Barbara, CA Feb 22-23,1999
Bethlehem, PA Mar 15-16,1999

Ft Lauderdale, FL Apr 12- 13,1999

San Francisco, CA Apr 22-23, 1999
Detroit, MI May 3-4, 1999

Outrigger Prince Kuhio 808/922-08  11

Regal Constellation Hotel, Etobicoke 416/798-6400

On site training. Call Real Justice office for information.

Doylestown, PA Call for details.

Holiday Inn Select-Renton 425/226-7700

Plaza 500 Hotel 800/473-  18 11

Licensee training. Call Real Justice office for information.

Sheraton Mesa Hotel 602/898-8300

On site training. Call Real Justice office for information.

Holiday Inn Conference Center 610/866-5800

Clarion Hotel Hollywood Beach 954/458-1900

Holiday Inn Oakland Airport 510/562-53  11

Clarion Hotel Metro Airport 734/728-2800

Real Justice will do a cost-effective onsite training at your location for as few as 15 people!
Call for information.

In the US

Four Ways To Register Payment Method
In Canada Check One:

l Phone 6 1 O/807-922  1
l Fax 610/807-0423

l Phone 4161944-8705
l Fax 4161944-3278

IJ Check# (Payable to Real Justice) is enclosed.

l Website www.realjustice.org
l Mail PO. Box 229,

Bethlehem, PA 180 16

l Website www.realjustice.org
l Mail PO. Box 426 Station F

Toronto, ON M4Y 2L8

Cl Bill my agency/department. Attn:

Cl Purchase order/#

Name

Title/Agency

Address

City S tate/ProvZipCode

Day Phone ( )

F=( >

Training Location/Date
(Rev 11/98a)

Tuition: $250 ($350 CND) for Z-day  training if registered 30 days in
advance. Within 30 days 2-day tuition is $275 ($385 CND). The
l-day orientation tuition (for administrators who wish to support
teams attending for two days) is $150 ($210 CND) if registered 30
days in advance. Within 30 days l-day tuition is $175 ($245 CND)
In Canada add 7% GST. All trainings include lunch. breaks, two
paperback books and other materials.
Payment: Requested upon registration. Fax registrations will be
invoiced immediately. Purchase orders will be accepted in lieu of
immediate payment. Registrations are finalized only when paymen’
or purchase order is received.
Confirmation: Sent with directions about two weeks before n-ainin~:
Times: Program usually starts at 8 AM and ends at 4 PM each day.
Lodging: Contact hotel and ask for Real Justice room block.
Cancellation policy: Tuition refunds (less $25 ($35 CND) adminis-
trative charge) will be honored for requests made at least 72 hours
prior to the event. No refunds will be given with less than 72 hours
notice. Participant substitutions can be made at no extra cost.



About The Training
Training Overview

Day 1
What is a family group conference?

l video of an actual conference
l conference role play
l video of a model conference

Why most people do the right thing
most of the time

l a new view of compliance
l how punishment fails to affect behavior

How conferencing differs from
current practices

l restorative versus retributive justice
l sensitivity to needs of victims and

the community
l philosophy and theory of conferencing

What behaviors and offenses are
appropriate for a conference?

Day 2
Preparing for a conference

l video scenario
l contacting offending youths, victims,

their families and other participants
l winning parental cooperation
l who should attend and who should not

Facilitating the conference
l hands-on experience through

conference role plays
l the role of the facilitator

. l dealing with emotions
l reaching agreement
l what to do if the offender denies

responsibility
Obstacles to implementation

l what will stop you and how can you
overcome those obstacles

Training Books

The Real Justice
Training Manual

This reader-friendly handbook contains
everything you will need to facilitate
conferences in your setting. Topics include:

What to conference
Con tatting  participants
Preconference checklist
Seating chart
The SCRIPT
Sample notification letters
Reaching agreements
Specific Facilitator Techniques

Real Justice
by Ted Wachtel

You will learn how conferencing got started
and why this simple tool is so effective.
Read about actual conferences that have
been held all over the world in a variety of
settings.

Police
Schools
Campus
coult
Corrections
Workplace

Both books are included with the training
tuition and are also available for $25 ($35
CND) through the Real Justice Office.

Use the other side of this form to register.

i

“Conferencing is the most powerful experience I have had in my twenty years of police work.”
David Brown, Officer, Bethlehem Police Department, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania

“Real Justice is a practical tool that works and I learned it in just two days.”
Anita Coonradt, Teacher, Latham,  New York



STATE OF WISCONSIN

David J. Stute
Director

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL STAFF

Suite 401
One East Main Street

P.O. Box 2536
Madison. WI 53701-2536

(608) 2661304
FAX (608) 266-3830

leg.council@legis.state.wi.us

April 27, 1999

NOTICE OF COMMITTEE MEETING

COMMIZ’TEE: SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON FAITH-BASED APPROACHES
TO CRIME PREVENTION AND JUSTICE; SPEAKER
SCOTT R. JENSEN, CHAIRPERSON

DATE OF MEETING: Monday, May 24, 1999

TIME: lo:30 a.m.

PLACE: Room 417 North (the G.A.R. Room), State Capitol, Madison.

SUBJECl? lo:30 - 12:00 Noon: Public hearing,
12:30 p.m.: Committee discussion and votes on recommendations for
legislation.

ENCLOSURE(S): Materials are enclosed for those Committee members who were
unable to attend the April 21, 1999 meeting.

David J. StuteL/
Director

DJS:ksm;wu
Enclosures



STATE OF WISCONSIN LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL STAFF

David J. Stute
Director

Suite 401
One East Main Street

P.O. Box 2536
Madison, WI 53701-2536

(608) 266-l 304
FAX (606) 266-3630

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING

SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON FAITH-BASED APPROACHES TO
CRIME PREVENTION AND JUSTICE

Speaker Scott R. Jensen, Chairperson

Monday, May 24,1999
Room 417 North (the G.A.R. Room)

State Capitol, Madison
lo:30 a.m. - 12:00 Noon

The Joint Legislative Council’s Special Committee on Faith-Based Approaches to Crime
Prevention and Justice has been directed to study means by which faith-based approaches to
lessening crime rates, lowering recidivism and achieving restorative justice in the aftermath of
criminal acts may be encouraged.

The Committee will take public testimony on preliminary drafts of recommendations for
legislation which will be available at the Legislative Council Staff offices on May 18, 1999. The
drafts will be mailed to Committee members and persons on the Committee mailing list on May 17,
1999.



Dist r ibuted  by Mr.  Ronald  Beyah
Wisconsin Council of Muslim
P r i s o n s  (4/21/99)

SuDDort  the Nation of Islam’s Prison Reform Ministrv
The prison system is not set up to reform. It’s a dead end. In a Philadelphia study, it was found that

35% of all males had been arrested at least once. Fifty-four percent of those arrested at least once were
arrested a second time. Sixty-five percent of those arrested twice were arrested a third time. And 72% of
those arrested three times were arrested a fourth.

The rate of recidivism, or tendency to return to criminal habits, indicates that there is no real reform. In
fact, the inmate’s propensity toward criminal behavior only worsens after going to prison. And $18,000 of
the taxpayer’s money is spent per year per inmate to keep them in prison. In effect, billions are spent each
year to create and maintain hardened criminals that remain the outcasts of the society.

When you look at what the Muslims are doing with our prison program, in the midst of you, here again
you see a torchlight. Muslims are relatively crime free, and our rate of recidivism is lower than in the main.
We respect law and order. Since so many of the inmates are our people, why not let us reform them and
help to save some of the taxpayer’s money. Why not let us handle the inmates and lessen the taxpayer’s
burden. We can handle the inmates for less that what America is paying now. And better, we can reform
our people and make them productive members of society.

BEGIN REFORMING BLACK INMATES BY
HELPING THEM MAKE A NEW BEGINNING

IN A LAND OF THEIR OWN

America has not found a way to curb crime and reform those in her society who consistently break her
laws, particularly in the black community. The fact is that due to the high rate of recidivism, most of the
street crime in this country is perpetrated by the same set of people. Instead of being reformed, a substantial
number of people are recycled through committing crime and then being incarcerated again and again. ‘Ihe.
threat of street crime to life and property, and the great cost to the American taxpayer for warehousing
people in jails and prisons, continues unabated.

We have an idea for addressing the problem of crime and reforming the so-called criminal, that can at
the same time relieve some of America’s burdens and even elevate her stature in the eyes of God and the
nations of the earth.

America, and the nations of the earth, are in competition for developing the resources of Africa - the next
significant economic growth opportunity in the global economy. Blacks in America could help to foster the
relationship that could cause America to be first in line in trade relations with Africa and the development
of her mineral resources - which is the prize sought by every nation that would hope to be a world leader in
the 2 1 st century.

However, America’s foreign policy and relations with other nations is largely a reflection and the result
of her treatment of the different ethnic and racial groups within her borders. If America would improve her
treatment of black people, she could leverage that improved treatment to foster favorable relations with
Africa. Also, if America would develop an enlightened foreign policy toward Africa, this would lead to
stronger trade and economic opportunities.
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We are Proposing that America - by encouraging development in the black community and by helping us
to make a new beginning on the continent of Africa, first with the inmate population - could win a place in
the hearts of Africans that would gain for America a strong foothold on that strategically important
continent.

If we look at what Europe and America did for the Jews of the world by creating a state for them in what
was called Palestine, we ask: Why can’t this model be used again to create a state for those black
people who would be willing to work to build a new reality for our people now and in the future?

Europe released its prisoners to the colonies of the New World, not only to populate the colonies, but to
build a new reality from a wilderness. It worked. Australia and New Zealand were also populated by
prisoners from Europe.

Twenty-five percent of our youth are in some way connected with the criminal justice system, and about
half of the jails and prisons are populated by blacks. When you consider the high rate of recidivism and the
cost to maintain prisoners, and when you consider that integration has not worked to advance the condition
of many of our people, shouldn’t we be open to new ideas, especially when they are rooted in models that
have worked in the past?

Suppose we asked our brothers and sisters in Africa to carve out of that huge continent a territory for
blacks from the diaspora to begin to build a new reality. Since Africans were involved in the slave trade,
which brought their kith and kin to these shores in chains, thus having a hand in bringing us to our wretched
present day condition, should not Africa also have a hand in our redemption? Some of our people would be
willing to build a new reality on the continent of Africa, America, as well as ourselves.

The Muslims have shown a tremendous ability to reform those of our people who break the law. The
movie “Malcolm X” demonstrated how the teachings of the Honorable Elijah Muhammad could reform an
eighth-grade dropout student and so-called criminal into a world leader. How many future world leaders
are languishing in prisons who may never have a chance to demonstrate to the world what the Almighty
Creator has put in them? Our prisoners need a chance to do something constructive with their lives.

America should be willing to support the Nation of Islam for the next three or more years, to teach
unhindered in the jails and prisons to begin the process of reform.

Meanwhile, we could work with African governments toward the establishment of a territorial base for
our people.

There are many black scholars and professionals who are not presently working who would be willing to
teach and train the inmate population in the skill necessary to build a new reality. We would offer the
prisoners a chance to be reformed, trained, and then work off their time building a new reality on the
African continent.

In a White House conference held nearly 130 years ago, President Abraham Lincoln tried to get blacks
to go to Central America or Africa to begin a new life. He said that perhaps what we had learned in our
sojourn in America would be of use to that “dark” continent. Black people turned down President Lincoln’s
offer and elected to stay, although the president had promised that we would never be equal in this society.
President Lincoln was correct. Even to this day we are still not equal members in the society. However,
since that conference, blacks have emerged as masters in every field of human endeavor. That mastery must
now be put to work to lift the masses of our people in America and to help lift Africa into the 21st century.

Europe and America are attempting to get African leaders to allow them to dump their nuclear waste
material on the African continent. I am not asking the government to make Africa the dumping ground for
America’s rejects. I am asking that America support us in the first reforming the so-called criminal element
among our people, and then placing them in an environment that will manifest their hidden gifts and talents.

Amends have never been made fully for the destruction of black people during the Holocaust of slavery
and through the institutions of racism that have prevailed from that time to the present day. The moral issue
of rectifying its role in dehumanizing an entire people still hovers over America.

In America, many of our people have been written off as members of the permanent underclass, meaning
the country has lost hope in improving the condition of these people. As discussed earlier, many of our
people have lost their jobs - in disproportionate numbers when compared to job loss and unemployment
rates among white people - due to the deteriorating economy. This idea should be open to all of those - the
permanent underclass and the unemployed - who would be interested in making a new reality for
themselves on the continent of Africa.

The majority of black people will not wish to go anywhere. Because of the contributions that our
forefathers have made to this land, and the contributions that blacks continue to make to America. most of
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our people feel that this is our only home. However, a small but significant number would be willing to try
to build a new reality on the African continent, with the support of the government.

We would propose that some of the $18,000 spent each year per inmate to warehouse them in a cell be
redirected to support building a new reality as outlined here. We would give the inmates a right to choose to
stay here or to build a new reality in a land of their own. The freedom of choice, the right of the people to
choose, has been and is the way of the teachings of the Honorable Elijah Muhammad. We have given our
people an opportunity to make enlightened choices on their behalf for the past 60 years, and we will
continue to do the same in the future. We would ask that the participants be granted the same dual
citizenship that allows Jew to travel back and forth to Israel, making their contributions on both sides of the
Atlantic.

The work done by former criminals of Europe in establishing America, New Zealand and Australia, has
redeemed them in the eye of history. Let the work of the so-called underclass and so-called criminal
element among black people be allowed to redeem them in the eye of history by their being permitted and
supported in building a new reality on the African continent.

As Jews in America visit Israel and take pride in the accomplishments of their Jewish brothers, yet still
desire to live in America, let the blacks who remain in the diaspora take pride in the work of these pioneers
who would venture to build a new reality in Africa.

Further, we would establish a skills bank, composed of our scholars and professionals, for use in
developing Africa and the Caribbean. We propose that these scholars and professionals work for other
countries for an agreed upon compensation plan, including salary and benefits. However, what they work to
develop in manufacturing, mining, agriculture and industry, a percentage of the profit would accrue to a
national treasury for the benefit of those blacks who remain in America, so that on both sides of the Atlantic
we will use our bitter experience for the good of Africa as well as America.

I want to briefly touch on another aspect of America’s foreign relations. Since the fall of the Soviet
Union, many governments are .seeking a new relationship with America. America must allow these
relationships to be built on an equitable basis. This government must respect the right of self-determination
for every sovereign nation.

There are nations that historically have been viewed as enemies of America. This antagonistic
relationship does not necessarily have to continue. Countries like Cuba, Libya, Iran, China, Vietnam and
others are all seeking to improve relations with America without compromising their dignity and self-
respect.

Imagine a world where each nation directs the focus of its energies and resources to addressing its
critical internal problems that affect the quality of life of its own people, instead of focusing on meddling in
the affairs of other nations.

***********

We offer ourselves to America as an example of what can be achieved when we have the proper state of
mind and connectedness with the Lord of the worlds. We can show what that Bible that many Americans .
have right on their shelves gathering dust can do when properly used. Although we use the Holy Q&an.
the Bible was the main tool used by the Honorable Elijah Muhammad because it was the book that we knew
best. What product is America making with the Bible? We’re making clean, productive black men and
women from the same Bible that you read. That’s our goods. That’s our services.

Our people respect us. We don’t go to our people with guns. We go with love and a moral imperative
that appeals to their nature as the people of God.

The National institute of Mental Health wants to say that we are genetically prone to crime. So they want
to promote a drug that they say will curb crime among black people. Does America want to promote that
same drug with white people, who have killed millions upon millions of blacks, native Americans, Africans,
Jews, Asians, and even their own Gentile brethren?

Crime is a consequence of an unjust society and a corrupt political, economic and social system. If
manufacturing is brought back to the cities instead of being continually ceded to foreign countries, then we
can offer our people an alternative and we can lift the poor in this country and save the cities.

When you have a relatively drug-free community you have a relatively crime-free community where the
ties of family are strong and there is very little domestic violence. None of the members of the Nation of
Islam are allowed to carry or possess weapons. Recently we received a contract to patrol a LOS Angeles
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apartment complex. In just two months time the police reported that crime decreased 75%. What do we
have that the police don’t have? We love our people.

We need to promote observance of God in everything that we do. This will repair the relationships
between male and female and lead to lasting, happy marriages, and the elimination of rape, incest,
molestation, assault and the abuse of women. It will also repair the relationship between the governed and
the governors.

It is necessary to sit and reason with us. We are ready to sit down and talk with America’s leaders, if
they are ready to break the mindset  of a slavemaster and cancel that old master/slave relationship. We’re
ready to talk about instilling core values among our people, generating jobs, sacrificing to reduce the federal
people, generating jobs, sacrificing to reduce the federal debt. rebuilding the cities, making the streets safer,
educating our children to be the envy of the civilized world, curing AIDS, providing a future for ourselves
and for all of America. Is America ready for us?

-...c

From the book : TORCHLIGHT FOR AMERICA
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Distributed at the request of  Chairperson Jensen.
(4/21/99)

Should All Be

Giving up that grudge could be good for your health. Researchers are
pioneering a science of redemkon based on an old form of grace

A

By DAVID VAN BIEMA

0
NE YEAR ACO,  ON MARCH 24,
Mitchell Wright was plunged
into anger and despair. On
that day, two boys, Mitchell
Johnson, 13, and Andrew
Golden, U, played sniper on
their middle school campus
in Jonesboro, Ark They mur-

dered four of their schoolmates with 22
shots. They also killed a teacher, Shannon
Wright, 32, Mitchell Wright’s wife. Says
he: “The ballistics report shows the John-
son boy fired five shots and had five direct
hits. He hit one person in the head, he hit
my wife in the chest and the knee and two
girls in the knee arean The shooter, Wright
recalls, stood up in court and said that he
was sorry, that he was not trying to kill any-
one, that he and his friend were shooting
over the heads of the teachers and students

A Father’s Nightmare
2’ WHO  Miihell  wright I
% WHERE Jonesboro, Ark.
f OFFENSE TWO boys shot their
g classmates  and Wright’s wife in
- a horror that shocked America
“0; THE STRUGGLE “My son’s
: fedingstowardthosetwowill
: bewmhegetsfrommo.H
$ altttehearsishsteandanger,
2 that%wiaathellget.Idon’twant
K himt0growupwithtbt-

they had tricked into assembling outside,
that it was all just to scare them The anger
rises in Wright’s voice. “I don’t buy that.”

But buy it or not, Wright knew that he
must fight against being wnsumed by rage.
He began on the very Sunday after the hor-
ror, asking his fellow wngregants in church
for support The stakes, he realized., were
high. Firsf  there was his three-year-old  son
Zane. When my wife was dying, she said, ‘I
love you, and take care of Zane.’ Well, if I
lose if then I can’t take care of him.” And
then there was the matter of his immortal
soul. “If you let the hate and anger build in
you, that’s a very strong sin,” he says softly.
“I need to be able to totally forgive.” And
what does that entail? “To me, forgiveness
would be if when these boys get out, I can
see them on the street or in a Wal-Mart and
notwant to ..,n His voice trails off. He wn-
cedes, “I am not at that point yet.”

America can he a very unforgiving
, place. It is not that we aren’t
’ taught to forgive. This Sun-

day, on Easter, millions of
Christians will celebrate the
embodiment of divine for-
giveness, the risen Lord.
The parable of the pardon-
ing of the prodigal son is re-
capitulated as often on day-
time soaps as in Sunday
sermons. No, the problem
with forgiveness has been

! that of all acknowledged

good acts, it is the one we are most suspi-
cious of. “To err is human, to forgive,
supine,” punned S.J. Perehnan. In a wun-
try where the death penalty has been a
proven vote getter in recent years, forgive
ness  is often seen as effete and irresponsi-
ble. Sometimes it even seems to condone
the offense, as noted centuries ago by Jew-
ish sages who declared, “He that is merciful
to the cruel will eventually be cruel to the
innocent” Nothing lately has shown the
cheap side of forgiveness like Bill Clinton’s
calculated plays for public pardon, cuhni-
nating in a dizzying switcher00 after the
Senate impeachment vote. Asked by Sam
Donaldson if he wuld “forgive and forget,”
Clinton answered earnestly, “I believe any
person who asks for forgiveness has to be
prepared to give it,” a response that seemed
almost as disingenuous as it was perfectly
crafted. Of what value a forgiveness that is
so easily manipulated for political gain?

And yet despite every indignity and
scoff, forgiveness does not just endure but
thrives. As Mitchell Wright instinctively
realized, there is not only a religious impe-
tus to forgive but also therapeutic, social
and practical reasons to do so. This applies
to victims of crimes as well as to those who
must deal with the slings and arrows of
more wmmon misfortunes-unfaithful-
ness, betrayal, ungratefulness and mere
insult. In the past two years, scientists and
sociologists have begun to extract forgive-
ness and the act of forgiving from the wn-
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fines of the confessional, transforming it
into the subject of quantifiable  research. In
one case, they have even systemized it as a
20-part  “intervention” that they claim can
be used to treat a number of anger-related
ills in a totally secular context. In short, to
forgive is no longer just divine.

“The field is just exploding,” says VII-
ginia  psychologist Everett Worthington, di-
rector of the Templeton Foundation Cam-
paigu for Forgiveness Research. He should
know. His organization, set up by mutual-
fund magus  Sir John Templeton, has distrii
uted  $5 million to scientists studying, among
other things, forgiveness among chim-
panzees and its physiological effects on the
pulse and the sweat glands of humans. A
number of psychotherapists are testifying
that there is nothing like it for dissipating
anger, mending marriages and banishing
depression. Just a few years ago, says Robert
Emighc a psychology professor at the Uni-
versity of Wmnsin  and a pioneer in the sci-
entific study of forgiveness, most secularly
inclined intellectuals Yrashed it; they said,
‘Only wimps forgive.“’ But now, Emight
says, “psychiatrists, M.D.s,  scientists, law-
yers, ministers and social workers can all be
on the same page. We are really on a roll.”

Step into a forgiveness laboratory
partly funded by a $75,000 Templeton
grant. At Hope College in Holland, Mich.,
Charlotte van Oyen Wit&et puts elec-
trodes on a young volunteer. In a moment

hgivingthe Dead
WHO Delilah Bell
WHERE  Madison, Wis.
OFFENSE Bell’s tianrx5.s  drug-  and alcohoi-
relateddeathz”Hepromisedtobethere
Forthekids,andheieftme~
lHE STRUGGLE Can forgiveness akviate
her recurring gGef and rage?

he will think about a hurt that has been
done him and then “actively rehearse” it
for 16 seconds. At the sound of a tone, he
will escalate his thoughts to “nursing a
grudge” and making the offender feel hor-
riile.  Another beep will cue him to shift
gears and uempathize  with the offender.”
Finally, he will  imagine ways to “wish that
person well.” Throughout the two-hour
session, the four responses occur in dif-
ferent sequences, and Witvliet, a professor
of psychology, will measure his heart rate,
blood pressure, sweat and muscle tension.

So far, she has studied 70 subjects, half
of them men, half women. W&Get  finds
“robust” physiological differences between
nonforgiving  and forgiving states.  Subjects’
cardiovascular systems inevitably labor
when they remember the person who hurt
them. But stress is “si@cantly  greater”
when they consider revenge rather than for-
giveness. Witvliet suggests that we may be
drawn to hold grudges ‘&cause that makes
us feellikewe are more in control andwe are

less sad.” But interviews  with her subjects
indicate that they felt in even greater control
when they tied to empathize with their of-
Fenders and enjoyed the greatest sense of
power, well-being and resolution when they
managed to grant forgiveness. “If you are
willing to exert the effort it takes to be for-
giving there are benefits both emotionally
and physically,,” she concludes.

While Witvliet labors to show the phys-
iological benefits of forgiveness, Emory
University primatologist Frans  De Waal is
busy extending its evolutionary pedigree.
A study at his Living  Links Center suggests
that the Christian church’s teaching on
reconciliation may be viewed as the rebe-
nent of mechanisms reaching back not
zome 2,000 years but 25 million. “Instead
3f looking at conflict  resolution as unique-

ly ours,” he says, “we are showing that it ex-
ists in many cooperative species,” particu-
larly chimpanzees. De Waal’s  work focuses
on the “social memories” of primates, and
he says, We have full co&d&e that they
have memories of firrhts.  hold grudges-
and make up when n-z&es&y.”  While-such
behavior is not synonymous with forgive-
ness, says De Waal  “it’s hard to imagine it’s
not related.”

Evolutionary psychologist David Buss,
a professor at the University of Texas in
Austin, has pondered the sociobiologicai
logic of forgiveness and concluded that at
least in the realm of mating, men and
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women may be programmed to employ it
differently. Males, he suggests, are less
likely to forgive a fling because if the
woman becomes pregnant, “a man doesn’t
want to be investing resources in other
men’s &i&en.”  In con- a woman may
be more forgiving of a man’s on&irne  infi-
delity (assuming that he has already given
her a child) but less forgiviug of a long-
term diversion of material or emotional re-
sources to another woman or a second farn-
ily. “From an evolutionary perspective,”
says Buss, =part  of the reason a woman
marries is to secure ah the resources of a
man for herself and her children.”

A
S INTBIGUING  AS SUCH MUSINGS
are, theories are made flesh
outside of laboratories. A per-
suasive anecdotal  demonstra-
tion is occuning in a spotless
apartment on the struggling
South Side of Madison, Wis.,
where a graduate student

named Paul Cardis  is revisiting a former in-
surance processor named Delilah Bell. Five
years ago, Bell’s 6and died of drug- and
alcohol-related pneumou@ leaving her to
raise their four children  alone. To Bell, his
deathwasworsethanneedless.Itwasabe-
trayal,  and alternating bouts of anger and
despairreducedhertoastateclosetoparal-
ysis. “I would talk to my mother about if”
she says. “And she would say, ‘Just let it go.’
I’d say, ‘How can you say that?‘”

Then in 1997 Bell became part of a re-
search project conducted by Cardis  under
the supervision  of Emighc the forgiveness
trailblaxer.  In eight sessions over two
months, they explored a radically new ap-

proach for her condition. Today, on a
follow-up visit, Cardis  asks how things are
going. “Pretty good,” Bell replies. %e
other day Michael Fer 14year-old]
skipped school. He didn’t walk in the door
until 20 minutes to 8 that night.” “Did you
get upset?” asks Cardis.  “I did, but I tried
not to.” “Did you forgive him, or are you
still working on it?” “Still  worldng  on it”
mat’s appropriate. It’s a process,” Cardis
says. He pulls out a set of ilash cards bear-
ing positive legends such as “Choose to for-
give rather than getting even.-  The flash
cards are faxdiar  to BelI from last year-as
were forgiveness homework assignments
and forgiveness refrigerator magnets aud
lessons from Cardis  and EnrighlYs  23-page
“Strengthening Families” instruction man-
ual. Bell poiuts  to the card headed “See
with new eyes-Take another look at the
one who hurt you.” “I’m trying to under-
stand h4ikey,”  she says, “but if I stay cahn,
I don’t want him to think I condone what
hedidItoldhimthattokeephisjob,hehas
to go to school.” Cardis  nods. “If you say
you forgive him,” he says, “it doesn’t mean
that you are letting  him do whatever he
wants. Forgiveness is not about forgetting
the wrong.” He smiles. “But deciding to
forgive is a pivotal point”

The change iu Bell is palpable. Where
once she was silent and confused, she is di-
rectandfocused.ThisisaBthemorere-
markable  siuce, as she calmly informs
Cardis,  last October  she underwent
surgery for breast cancer. In the days be-
fore her forgiveness sessions, such a set-
back would have sent her iuto a vortex of
helpless rage, and she admits, “At first I
wanted to blame someone.” That passed,

however. The cancer has apparently not
spread, and she values  her new com-
posure. “I can buy another breast,” she
explains. “I can’t buy another life.”

Bell, a paid research subject signed
up for Enright’s project with no expecta-
tion of a breakthrough. But citing a simi-
lar study with incest survivors, Enright
says, “People who came to us with moder-
ate psychological depression-and that is a
lot of pain-all ended up being not clini-
cally depressed and retained that over I4
months.” He and his students have also
applied his forgiveness “intervention” to
elderly parents angry at distant children
and men hurt by the abortion decision of
a partner. His latest project is with sex of-
fenders in a Madison mental-health facil-
ity. Enright feels that by helping them for-
give the abusers iu their own past, he may
awaken empathy for their victims and de-
crease their recidivism.

Forgiveness has even wider social ap
plications.  Au un& coalition of liberal
lawyers and religious thinkers has pio-
neered something called the restorative jus-
tice movement whose favored instrument is
conferences between crime victims and
jailed perpetrators. There are now more
tharl3oOsuchprogramsinprisonscountry-
wide, inchiding  a $1 million religion-based
juvenile-justice initiative in Florida

While restorative justice has roots in
&Sanity,  its payoff is political and psy-
chological. The conferences give victims
the chance to confront criminals with the
heartbreak they caused. The meetings’
end goals, however, are rehabilitation and
social engineering: they rehearse the
prospect of a whole community once the
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prisoner is released back
into society. Forgiveness
is not a conference “agen-
da item,” says Bruce Kit-
tle, a Wisconsin pastor
and clinical professor
who consults on the
state’s restorative justice
programs, but Uwe talk
about it with victims be-
forehand. Particularly in
violent cases, it some-
times has a more direct
role.” Says Walter Dick-
ey, a former head of the
Wisconsin department of
correction: What you
end up with is a lot of
apologies by offenders.”
And about 85% of the
time, he estimates, these
are followed by a two-part victim re-
sponse: -a &it-out  statement that what you
did to me was wrong-and then a willing-
ness to forgive and let it go.”

Long before restorative justice gath-
ered steam, Aba Gayle, 65, learned to for-
give and to let go. Gayle says she knows all
about “the big lie”-the promise that
prosecutors make to relatives of murder
victims that ‘everything will be OIL”
once a murderer is caught, tried, convict-
ed, sentenced to death and executed. In
1980 her daughter Catherine, 19, and a
male friend were stabbed to death on a
pear farm near Sacramento, Calif.  Vii-
ally disabled by what she called a kind of
temporary insanity, Gayle attended the
sentencing of Douglas Mickey as he re-
ceived the death penalty for the killings.
She left the proceedings ‘horrified” that
such a sentence could be imposed so mat-
ter-of-factly. Yet when Mickey’s execu-
tion date was sef she asked for a seat as a
witness, hoping to be able to see him pay
for her daughter’s death.

Then one night in 1992, Gayle wrote
her daughter’s killer a letter. “It just
flowed,” she says. She told him she forgave
himandwaswiBingtovlsithim.“Thein-
stant the letter was in the mailbox all the
anger, all the rage, all the lust for revenge
disappear&” she says.

And Mickey wrote back He told her
thatwhathehaddonewasan”unqeal&le
burden” to his soul. He said that if he could
undo the night he killed Catherine and her
friend, he would gladly give his life. Since
then, Gayle has visited Mickey several
times and corresponded with him regular-
ly. And she has joined Murder Victims’
Families for Reconciliation, a group that
opposes the deatb penalty. “It is the way I
honor Catherine,” she says. To murder
someone in her name and to say we are do-
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ing it tor her is horrible.” Gayle sees herself
as a spark for smaller mercies. “People
thir&Ifshecandothat,maybeIcanfor-
give my sister for what she did to me or my
brother-in-law or mother--or whomever
they’ve  been holding a grudge against all
these years.”

For all its feel-good potential, howev-
er, forgiveness has more problematic re-
verberations than, say, Roxac. Can a
woman’s healing be helped by forgiving a
physically abusive ex-husband who con-
tinues to savage her verbally among
friends? What if they are still married and
he is still beating her? Should the unre-
pentant be forgiven at all? Kittle, the Wis-
consin restorative justice consultant
warns of misuse: “In religious traditions,
there can be a sense of revictimixation.
They say to themselves, Here I am, and my
child has been killed, and my pastor dur-

-

ing my grieving period
says, Jesus says you need
to forgive, and if you
don’t, you are a sinner.”

The definitions of for-
giveness are many, but
most acknowledge that it
involves a “giving up” of
something, whether it
be anger, the right to
vengeance or, say some
skeptics, the memory of
an event the way it really
was. In The Sunjiher,
Nazi hunter Simon
Wiesenthal asked whether
it would be proper for a
Jew in a slave-labor camp
to grant forgiveness to a
dying SS man begging ab-
solution for earlier mur-

den. As part of a symposium that is incor-
porated into the book,  the writer Cynthia
Ozick  said absolutely not: “Forgiveness is
pitiless. It forgets the victim. It blurs over
suffering and death. It drowns the past.
I’he face of forgiveness is mild, but how
stony to the slaughtered .., Let the SS
man . . . go to hell.” How-to books, thera-
py and interventions may be useful in
dealing with an unfaithful  spouse, gos-
siping colleague or even some cases of vi-
olence. But there are other practices-se-
rial killing, torture, genocide-often
regarded as unforgivable.

There are no easy answers to such ob-
jections. But for most of us, they will re-
main in the background so long as-during
its journey from sacrament to science ex-
periment to possible nostrum-forgive-
ness becomes neither a foregone conclu-
sion nor an obligation, but remains a
mystery within the heart of the forgiver.
Only then will people like Mitchell
Wright feel free to continue their strug-
gles. Wright knows that far from being the
recourse of wimps, forgiveness is the
hardest course of all.

“Hate can come easy,” he says. “I am
having a tough time, and I pray. It’s not as
bad now as it was. But there were several
times when I found myself confronted
with mixed emotions. You just pray to
God, ‘Lord, help me. I need some help
with this anger.“’ He takes solace in one
other resource unavailable to those whose
forgiveness is removed entirely from
faith. The night his wife died, Mitchell
Wright talked to his son Bane. “He asked
me when Momma was coming back, and
I told him she couldn’t.” But, he recalls, “I
promised him we would both see her
again.” -Reported by Wendy Co&/Madison,
Emily MitchoU~New York, Syivester  Monrod
Atlanta  and Lana  k3ughlhfW
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: Sanctuary Of The Healers’ Heart
Rev. Brenda A. Stein, M.D., FAAFP, D.D.Hon.
P.O. Box 1839
Kenosha, WI 53141-1839

21 April, 1999

Blessings to You:

I am Rev. Brenda A. Stein, M.D., FAAFP, D.D.Hon. I am the Assistant Director for the Racine Family

Practice Residency Program and an Assistant Professor with the Medical College of Wisconsin Dept. of Family and

Community Medicine. I completed my medical training at Baylor College of Medicine in Houston, Family Practice

Residency at the University of Kansas at Kansas City, an academic faculty development fellowship at the Medical

College of Wisconsin, and received an honorary Doctorate of Divinity from the American Fellowship Church. I am

a legally ordained minister, Bard and Priestess for the people of the Wicca for the last nine years and currently act

as High Priestess to Sanctuary of the Healers’ Heart, an independent Wiccan / Pagan ministry - led by myself and

my husband / Priest, Rev. Richard M. Cadwell,  B.A, D.C., D.D.Hon. Together we have served as Bards, Healers,

mentors, advisors, and Elders to many individuals, several covens, the Midwest Pagan Council, Pan Pagan Retreat,

and many others. For the last two years we have served as Volunteer Wiccan / Pagan Clergy for the All Saints

Hospital System in Racine Wisconsin. It has been our privilege and honor to act as Volunteer Wiccan Clergy for

the Wisconsin Department of Corrections inmates at Racine Correctional hxtituk for the last year - until we were

involuntarily suspended for alleged fkaternization and inappropriate conduct. We believe these allegations are

based on fear, misconception, and intentional bias / discrimination against Wiccan practitioners. This written

document serves not only as my testimony to the Legislative Committee but is also intended to serve as the formal

written appeal of the Revocation of my Volunteer Clergy privileges.

Unfortunately, my duties as a physician and educator preclude me from being here today; however, I have

prepared this statement for you [which with my permission may be read to the Committee on my behalf, or which



may be copied and distributed to the Committee members for their individual review]. I wish to thank the

committee, Right Honorable Chairman and Honored guests for the opportunity to speak on behalf of the Sanctuary

of the Healers’ Heart and those incarcerated Wiccans whom we have chosen to serve.

In December of 1997, my Priest and I were approached to provide volunteer services as Wiccan Clergy for

incarcerated Wiccans at the Racine Correctional Institution.  In February of 1998, we obtained permission to meet

and work with the Wiccan inmates - twice weekly - on Tuesday morning and Saturday evening. These sessions

were to be divided between study and worship. Due to my daily duties as a physician / educator, I was not able to

attend daytime sessions so those were conducted by Rev. Cadwell. We both attended Saturday evening sessions

and provided instruction and worship services to the best of our ability in accordance with DOC regulations and

acting in Perfect Love and Perfect Trust with the sole intent of providing Wiccan training, worship, pastoral care,

spiritual support and guidance to aid the inmates on their personal quest not only for criminal rehabilitation but for

their moral and spiritual growth, healing, and transformation in accordance with the Greater Good.

Every clergy for every denomination or tradition combines their clerical / liturgical training, personal

experience, and other personal / professional knowledge, skills, and tools to create a focus or approach which they

can then tailor to the needs of their individual practitioners and congregations. As High Priest and Priestess of

Sanctuary of the Healers’ Heart, we have integrated our professional knowledge and training in human psychology

and counselling  skills with our pastoral training in providing spiritual guidance to focus on personal and spiritual

growth, healing and transformation. We have drawn on our experience and training in working with adult survivors

of abuse, domestic violence, mental illness, alcohol and substance abuse, and crises intervention - to name only a

few areas. In addition, I have incorporated my experience as a health care physician provider working under the

rules and regulations of several WI DOC facilities - including the Kenosha and Racine County Jails and my current

position as physician at the Southern Oaks Girls School.

We have altered both our instruction and rituals to comply with DOC regulations, avoid misinterpretation,

and to emphasize a personal growth oriented psycho-social-spiritual component. It has been our focus to provide

the kind of clerical services ‘provided by mainstream chaplains, insofir as possible, since we firmly believe that a

religious paradigm and ethical system are essential to the individual’s rehabilitation and re-integration into society in

a positive and responsible manner. A spiritual paradigm which recognizes the divine nature of all life, the

connectedness  of all beings and things, the shared humanity amongst all peoples, and morally and ethically right

behavior towards self, others, and the divine - held with conviction and incorporated into all thoughts, actions,
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I” intents, and deeds - provides a foundation not only for re-integration into society but also provides the necessary

attitudes and personal resources to diminish or prevent recidivism. By providing Wiccan chaplaincy we attempt to

help these men focus on a positive self growth path that is consistent with the religious / spiritual paradigm which

they have chosen to live. For all acts from the purely mundane to the sublimely spiritual are equally holy: the way

we arise, eat, dress, conduct our affiirs and relationships, our connection to our Mother Earth - the turning of her

seasons, the phases of the moon, and the tides of our psychological and physiological actions and reactions. As a

personal philosophy, we of Sanctuary of the Healers’ Heart base our life upon Honesty, Integrity, and Personal

Responsibility in Sex-vice to the Lord and Lady.

Now that you know my background, training, and focus, let me turn my comments to some of the specific

experiences I have had during my volunteer chaplaincy with RCI in which the attitudes and actions of employees of

the WI DOC have, in my belief, acted against Wiccan practices in an intentionally negative and / or discriminatory

fashion. This is not only unconstitutional, but is contrary to a sincere desire for moral / spiritual rehabilitation, and

in one instance actually created a potentially dangerous environment for myself as well as Wiccan and Non-

Wiccan inmates, From the beginning.. .

When we first began our ministry to the Wiccan inmates at RCI, we often met with Chaplain Thomas -

usually after the study session or ritual was completed - and discussed what we had done, the spiritual and

philosophical basis within W&an theology, and oflen drew comparisons to the basic commonalities to more

“mainstream” traditions.

During the year, Rev. Cadwell and I acting as Priest and Priestess of Sanctuary of the Healers’ Heart

conducted six out of eight High Holy Days rituals.

Iwe were out of town for Maban and were “prohibited from performing our spiritual obligation to

the men for Samhain” - as you have heard in my husband’s presentation.]

Never were we asked or required to submit rituals for pre-approval.  This did not become an issue until after

our Initiation at Candlemas 1999. Furthermore, I find it unlikely that a Catholic Priest, Protestant Minister,

Rabbi or other “mainstream” religious group would have to pm-approve their rituals. Do you mean to tell me that

all baptisms, bar mitzvahs, and being reborn in the holy spirit - is planned and regulated. I think not!

Despite our not discussing rituals until after their completion, the outcome of our discussions with Chaplain

Thomas always consistently brought us to new levels of increased mutual understanding of Wicca and its
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similarities with other “mainstream” religions as used for personal psycho-spiritual growth. Our discussions

enhanced the mutual respect we seemed to engender. We agree with Chaplain Thomas that an individual’s personal

commitment to moral behavior in the context of a spiritual paradigm which focuses on growth, responsibility,

healing, positivity, self-actualization incorporated into the very fiber of daily being and not just “hung out on

Sundays” could only serve to increase reintegration into society in a positive manner and could provide the support

systems which could diminish recidivism.

As we facilitated the inmates’ personal explorations of their spiritual journey, taught them the basic

fimdamentals of the theology, instructed them in the proper technique for the performance of ritual and more

importantly the psycho-spiritual meaning contained within it’s mysteries, we often encountered restrictive, biased,

and I believe discriminatory practices which I do not believe are applied to “mainstream” groups in an equal

manner. For example:

4 We were told all religious groups were allowed the basic elements (symbolic / ritual objects) to conduct

their rituals. However our Wiccan inmates have repetitively not been allowed to have representative objects for

each of the Elementals: a small pebble or crystal for Earth, incense (other than sage - which actually is used for

other purposes) for Air, a red candle for Fire, and a small dish of water (to be used separately from the Chalice).

While they are permitted two taper candles representing the God and Goddess, a Chalice and a Wand, they are only

sometimes - not always - allowed four quarter candles. They were never permitted an additional candle for

“workings” [much like a votive a Catholic might dedicate for a special novena, or a Jewish “yeirtzeit” (memorial)

candle used on Yom Kippur]. They were not permitted to have a Cauldron or “offering bowl” [much like might be

used in a Buddhist ceremony]. And, while other “mainstream” practitioners are allowed a Holy Book (e.g. Bible,

_

Koran, etc.) when in solitary continement,  Wicca has no single text. The closest correlate would be the individual’s

Book of Shadows. However, the wiccan inmates were not only prohibited their Book of Shadows, some inmates

had covers tom off because of the presence of a pentacle  (standard for the cover, like a cross on the cover of a

Bible) or even had pages tom out by insensitive and prejudiced guards. Would a guard tear a page out of a

Christian inmate’s Bible solely because the guard did not understand or accept as a valid belief system the symbols

and words contained within?

Within Wicca, it is common practice to wear a religious medallion - usually a pentacie, though

occasionally the figure may be of a speccific  deity or totem. We met substantial resistance to assisting the inmates in
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acquiring pentacles and often the men had these items confiscated by guards for “punishment” or bigoted

misunderstanding. WouJd you take away a Catholic’s crucifix, a Christian’s cross, a Jew’s mezuzah, a Buddhist’s

prayer beads? J.n addition, Wicca contains many traditions [just as in Protestantism], and while some of the men

followed traditions which utilized medicine bags - since this was not the “Amer-Indian”  group, medicine bags were

not allowed. This demonstrates either a lack of understanding or intentional disrespect to the diversity of Wiccan

practices in a narrow-minded, judgmental, and biased fashion. Are born again Christians denied use of symbols

from other traditions? What about the use of the Star of David coupled with either a Cross or Dove?

Furthermore, since Wicca is a voluntary experiential, potentially possessatory,  occasionally shamanistic

spiritual pathway, one of the unique aspects of study, ritual workings, healings, and spiritual growth is the use of

basic tools of divination. Wicca requires the practitioner to be introspective, recognize and take responsibility for

who they are, what they have done, what they do to transform themselves, to become a wholesome spiritual being,

divine, and in balance, respect, and harmony with all that is Sacred. The inmates at RCI have consistently been

refused Tarot, Runes, or other objects such as for scrying or the practice of any other divinatory practice.

We were also informed that the inmates would be allowed a “Holiday Meal” after the Holy Day Ritual and

that we could request certain food items for specific  seasonal Holy Days. In Wicca we are bound to the Mother

Earth for our very existence, our physical bodies, the food we eat, the air we breathe, the water we drink and that

composes our very cells. A primary aspect of Wiccan practice is our connection to the Seasons. The foods we

requested - of which ahnost all were denied or ignored - were simple foods, inexpensive items that are already

available within your institution, according to the inmates. Items such as apples, raisins, honey, salt, wheat bread

instead of white, and perhaps if not too extravagant a piece of salad in the Spring or perhaps a vegetable soup in

the Fall. Virtually none of our food requests were honored. Nor were we allowed to bring in sealed grocery items

(to assure there had been no tampering or “ingestant” added). Are Catholics and Episccpals  refused communion

wafers? Are the Jews denied ma&ah at Passover? Are hard-boiled eggs served anytime around Easter?

W Our Wiccan rituals have not been afforded basic courtesy regarding entrance or disruption during the

service. There has been no consideration to the continuity of the psycho-spiritual dynamics or cycle established

during the year - thus undermining the effectiveness of what we are attempting to instill in these novice practitioners

about the integrated comprehensive manner and meaning in which all Holy Days, topics of study, seasonal ritual
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practices, and personal behaviors are inexplicable intertwined. And finally, I have been the subject of what I

consider derogatory and inflammatory comments not from the inmates but from the guards.

In Wicca, I have already related how we approach Life as conscious ritual. Furthermore, I have described

how my role, function, and actions as a Priestess are inseparable from all other aspects of my life. What then is the

purpose and intent of specific formal rituals and Holy Day worship activities?

Ritual itself - regardless of its form or content - is a set of symbolic actions, tools, attitudes and behaviors

which speak directly to the subconscious in an abstract and often metaphorical manner with the purpose and intent

of fostering deep, personal connection to the divine in a manner that is comprehensible and meaningful to each

practitioner. All rituals of all religions serve to manifest universal human archetypes in a Jungian sort of way.

Our first RCI ritual, conducted by the inmates for Lady Day (Spring Equinox) 1998, was taken from their

primary reference allowed by the institution, Janet 62 Stewart Farrar’s Witches’ Bible. In observing that ritual, it

was evident that these novice practitioners were “going through the motions” but lacked an understanding and

appreciation of why the specific actions and activities are performed, what the deeper symbolic psychologic and

spiritual dimensions and meanings are, and how the ritual and group worship experience are connected to the

greater theology and cosmogony of Wiccan belief. Through our work with the inmates, we sought to teach them the

purpose, uses, and symbology of ritual tools; the order, purpose, and intent of each of the eight major Holy Days;

the form, structure, and meaning of individual ritual elements; and how to transform rote performance into

personally meaningfi.il, spiritually integrated, and positive life altering beliefs, attitudes, and actions.

We specifically and intentionally created a year’s cycle of integrated symbolic personal transformative

rituals and exercises with the conscious intent of fostering positive healing of personal and family of origin issues,

manifesting committed action for positive personal growth, explored how Wiccan beliefs and practices integrates

with and complements the inmates’ 12 Step and Recovery Programs and how Wicca provides a framework for

morally, ethically, and spiritually appropriate behaviors - which for sincere practitioners will not allow them to

commit criminal behaviors in the future. mis is much like the belief that a true Christian following in Christ’s

footsteps and honestly practicing the tenets of good E&h would chose not to intentionally sin.]

While we tailored individual rituals to the seasons, the understanding  of the inmates, and the constraints of

the WI DOC regulations; we used not only our experience and creativity @ke a Protestam  minister might very his

sermons or Reform Jews might use dif5erent services (New Union Prayerbook)] to personalize each ritual and given

the small group format, to individualize the meditative and devotional exercises to each inmate’s personal needs.
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None-the-less, we used relatively traditional reference resources, published by nationally and internationally

recognized Wiccan and Pagan authors and leaders: people such as Janet & Stewart Farrar, Ray Buckland, Dorian

Valiente, Raven Grimasi, Stanly Mozdryk, Slater, Campionelli, to name a few. Despite the need to create

individually meaningful rituals, the use of common standard published materials serves to provide a more widely

accepted and recognized format which serves to provide the basic foundations and tenets of the religion,

encorporate all of the standard elements in group ritual, and to serve as examples of how to create and personalize

worship experiences for less experienced practitioners.

We began with Beltane, a celebration of the Sacred Union of the Goddess and the God. Of all Holy Days,

Beltane, is the most sexual. In traditional Wicca, this rite in symbolic or literal form manifests the Sacred Union of

Goddess and God, creating the Seed of Life, Born of Love, to manifest in physical form, as positive transformation

or creation. In this ritual, we were allowed to bring in small packets of wildflower seeds wrapped in tissue paper

and tied with a small piece of thread. Each packet was counted entering and exiting the institution except one

which had been removed by RCI for analysis. We had the men meditate on their own Personal Seed which they

dedicated to healing, growth, and positive transformation. With the seeds, they visualized what they hoped to

become and honored their own creative and procreative capacity and the consequences and responsibihties of their

own endeavors. Upon exiting the prison with the seeds, we planted them in a pentacle  in a nearby forest - to grow

with the seasons and in symbolic connection with the creative and procreative cycle of our lives and our Mother

.

Barth - as Spring Blossoms and the Seeds of Life, fruit, grain, vegetation begins to germinate.

As part of this ritual, touching of the Priest’s & Priestess’s hand to the participants’ second, fourth, and

sixth chakra occurred, hugs were exchanged, and the group held hands together as they walked in a circle.

Chaplain Thomas had observed part of the service by looking in. However, Chaplain Thomas to his credit,

followed the custom of respect - allowing the Circle to be opened with the creation of an astral gate or portal before

entering into the Circle’s Sacred Space. There was never any prohibition from this practice and Chaplain Thomas

and the initial guards respectfully followed this tradition. They were never barred from entrance nor were they

restricted from seeing, hearing, observing the activities of the Wiccan RCI group. However, as you have heard,

one of the allegations used to revoke Rev. Cadwell’s privileges was prohibiting a guard from observing /

entry into the room. We did not block his entry - merely requested that he allow sufficient time to create a portal

and that he enter respectfully and in a non-disruptive fashion. Do guards enter the middle of a Catholic mass or a

Shabbath service? At this point, no issue was made of “inappropriate touching” or Yratemization” .



At Midsummer, the ritual focuses on the manifest power and co~ection  with the SunGod. We celebrate

the ripening grain in the fields; the Mother’s belly (Earth) is full of life and all is prosperous. While Rev. Cadwell

was out of town for a professional conference, I conducted the ritual as Priestess with the Wiccan group

collectively representing the Priest / SunGod. As the inmates walked in a circle, I turned in the center and in Bardic

Tradition Invoked the SunGod  to descend upon these men and fill them with his Power, Love, Strength,

Responsibility, and Benevolence. We then had an interactive discussion focused on the difference between core

personal spiritual power / empowerment and the manifestation of “masculine power” as indoctrinated, enculturated,

and promulgated in American culture as violence, rage, rape, control, and destruction. In the context of their

personal meditations they were asked to visualize their most positive, life a%rming, respectful, empowered and

actualized divine self and rededicate themselves to transform into greater balance and harmony with their own

Divinity. As each inmate “received the spirit”, he was touched on the third, fourth, and seventh chakras physically

and on the first, second, and sixth chakras energetically - without actual physical contact. Again, the “sexual

polarity” represented in the Goddess and God and in evoking the God within each imnate was not deemed

inappropriate at that time.

At I+nmas, we celebrate the First Fruits and the beginning of the harvest of the bounty of Love and

Prosperity borne of the Seeds from Beltane, we honor the Gifts of the Earth, (the works of our hands) and our first

(personal) sacrifice - as to harvest a crop, the fruit / vegetable is severed from the Mother plant and in effect gives

it’s life in Service to nurture and feed the People. This is a manifestation of the Life, Death, Rebirth motif which

permeates the Wheel of the Year. In many traditions, a drop of blood or sperm may be given to the ground. We

symbolically harvested each inmate’s “crop” (from the seeds of change he dedicated at Beltane) by having them

meditate upon a single stalk of wheat each man held which we were allowed to bring in for the ritual. Each man’s

piece of wheat was visualized and charged with the positive growth they had experienced as a result of their

personal spiritual journey. Each man then made a freewill offering of their personal harvest to the Cauldron of the

Goddess. For some it was a poem, a song, a drawing, a hair clipping, an offering of tobacco with the pledge to

quit, etc. Each inmate willingly chose personal sacrifice in order to transform spiritually - this was symbolized by

the breaking of the wheat shaft and the return of the pieces to the Cauldron. During their sacrifice, the inmates

were touched on either their third, fourth, or fifth chakra. W.B. Again an example of physical contact (involving the

abdomen, chest, and neck) that was not deemed inappropriately sexual nor fraternization at that time.] The

contents of the Cauldron and the inmates’ personal offerings were taken to a Wiccan Lammas retreat and were



returned to the Great Fire to transform by flame and arise (like the Phoenix) as more spiritually matured

practitioners. Other Wiccans at the retreat were so impressed with the commitment, dedication, and progress of the

RCI Wiccan Group that they gilled  a sage smudge stick and candles which we were allowed to bring into the

institution for the permanent possession and use of the RCI Wiccan Group. This establishes a clear and

repetitive pattern of objects traveling in and out of RCI for strictly ritual purposes - seeds, wheat, offerings -

without challenge although witnessed and discussed with Chaplain Thomas before and after the fact in all

instances.

Our professional obligations had us both out of town for Maban, thus the inmates conducted their own

ritual - manifesting what they had learned and how they had integrated their spiritual practices into their lives by

using the celebration of Mabane - the second harvest festival - a time when the major harvest is complete, stores are

laid in for winter, preparations and provisions are made for the Dark-tide of the Year. It is time of celebration

coupled with the beginning preparation for introspection, reflection on the harvest completed (“what we sow, we

reap”), and reevaluation of life / actions - similar to that which is done during the month preceding Rosh Hashana

and Yom Kippur or to the month of Ramadan. The RCI W&can Group chose to perform a group rededication to

Wicca as a Spiritual Path and to their roles as practitioners and dedicant Priests in training.

It was during the transition from Lammas through our temporary involuntary suspension a few days before

Samhain that problems began to arise.

First, it was during these several months that we were verbally charged with trying to undermine the

institution’s and Ms. Kemper’s authority by requiring that a self-professed Wiccan inmate was asked by us not to

wear the inverted cross ( a Satanic symbol, also used by Skinheads). Upon questioning of the inmate, he did not

know the symbol’s meaning and nor did he understand that the image is antithetical to Wicoan belief%. We

instructd  him on the meaning of the symbol he wore and how in Wicca the “Energy” can manifest through common

symbols and group consciousness into reality. We suggested he mediate on the beliefs that he had and what

symbology he wished to represent those beliefs and then to either return to the Wiccan group without that particular

medallion or that we would be glad to assist him in contacting a recognized Satanic practitioner for his spiritual

guidance. This was seen as interfering with the institution’s  policy on religious jewelry and usurping DOC

employees authority. In fact it was not only a clerical permeative but spiritual obligation that we had to address. Is

it inappropriate for a Catholic Priest or Protestant Minister to require that a participant in their religious paradigm

not wear a Satanic (or even Pagan) symbol? Would it be out of line for a Jewish group to request a practitioner not



wear a swastika to the group? This neither interfered with the institution’s authority nor did it deny freedom of

speech and expression under the constitution. It merely requested respectful and considerate conduct and actions

consonant with core beliefs of a participant’s stated spiritual belief system. In the Old Testament, the 613

commandments were incumbent only on Jews, only 8 out of the 10 commandments were incumbent upon non-Jews.

In Islam and Orthodox Judaism, the dietary laws only apply to practitioners of that particular faith. Christians

wear crosses, Catholics wear crucifixes. There is no difference except that based on lack of knowledge,

misunderstanding, fear, stereotypes, or intentional prejudice. ’

Second, during this time, unscreened imnates were allowed unrestricted access to the RCI Wiccan Group,

. despite their intentional disruption and a profession of beliefs which focused on a negative and destructive,

racially oriented pathway - geared towards the manipulation of others for their own personal power and not at all

consonant with Wiccan creed. We have heard from reliable sources including inmates and guards that it is common

practice to have individuals intentionally disrupt “minority religious groups.” This resulted in the incident with the

written articles of f&&h, removed from the institution, reviewed, and returned to Chaplain Thomas that resnlted in

Rev. Cadwell’s initial “restriction to Tuesdays when RCI staff is available to supervise,the  Wiccan program”.

By restricting Saturday attendance, in effect, I was prohibited from performing voluntary chaplain’s duties

for an alleged offense which I did not commit and was not party to. What messages does this teach inmates about

innocence until proven guilty, guilt by association, and t%r and just equality under our American Justice system?

Furthermore, we and the inmates made multiple requests to move some of the Tuesday morning sessions to

evening sessions so that inmates would benefit from the instruction and guidance of both their clergy - given that

Wicca is a duotheistic cosmogony. The Lord and Lady manifested by Priests and Priestesses representing

balanced sexual polarity encompasses all aspects of our existence. These requests to accommodate the presence

of both clergy were consistently denied. It is unreasonable to require that an unpaid / volunteer chaplain take

time away from their vocation - thus decreasing their “usefulness to society” by diminishing work productivity,

increased absenteeism, decreased salary due to time off, resulting in decreased taxes paid, etc., etc., . . . Volunteer

clergy with the intent of mentoring positive spiritual values, moral / ethical behavior, and right relationship

thereby assisting the rehabilitation of inmates offer their personal and professional expertise, time and energy for

the sole purpose of individual and societal benefit What messages does this teach inmates about their role as

positively rehabilitated citizens offering their experiences and insights to mentor and talk to teen groups, church or

scout troops, Big Brothers / Big Sisters, or even volunteer at DOC fGlit.ies, 12 step programs and half way



houses? Does DOC really want to send the message that volunteer mentoring is good but only if enacted in a

personally and socially irresponsible manner - ignoring obligations to employers?

By denying these incarcerated Wiccans clergy presence at Samhain (a Saturday evening and the most

solemn Holy Day of the Wiccan year, it was akin to denying Christians the officiants of their Priest at Christmas

Mass or Easter Sunday; akin to denying Jews a Rabbi at Rosh Hashana or Yom Kippur or forbidding the Passover

Seder. Furthermore, this intentional disruption of the inmates’ spiritual training at this time interrupted the cycle of

transformative growth with they had undertaken - again contrary to sincere desires to spiritually integrate inmates

as part of their criminal rehabilitation. The period encompassing Samhain is the time when Wiccan practitioners

walk with their Shadow. A time for critical self-evaluation and commitment to be “reborn” as a child of light.

Again, this is much akin to the period of personal reflection preceding Yom Kippur, the period before Lent,

undertaken before a baptism or conversion, or the taking of a fourth and fifth step in a 12 Step program.

Third, each time the core group of Wiccan inmates began to consolidate and integrate as a “fellowship”

members were transferred out of the group to new incarceration facilities or into “Programs” which actively

discouraged their attendance of religious study and worship sessions. The Wiccan inmates were threatened with

failure of their programs or other disciplinary actions, thereby blocking probation hearings and in some instances

delaying or preventing release procedures and dates. Don’t 12 Step Programs utilize the belief in a Higher Power -

of an individual’s own understanding? Aren’t there many studies which document the positive influence of a

religious / spiritual belief system and supportive commu.nity in the successfbl rehabilitation of inmates from a life of

crime, substance abuse, violence, and disenfranchisement?

Finally, during this same period from Lammas to Yule, guards at RCI were overheard by inmates as well

as by Rev. Cadwell  as saying on several occasions that they were just waiting for me to be assaulted or “jumped”

and in one instance implied that I “deserved it” for the way I dressed. It had been our custom from the beginning to

wear street clothes on non-Holy Days but on Holy Days we always wore OUT Ritual Robes. Comments were made

by guards about my clothing, and by non-Wiccan inmates about my body habitus, and specifically about the size of

my breasts. For Wiccan practitioners, all Men are God and all Women are Goddess and we are all One under

the All. Wicca teaches respect between males and females and focuses on right relationship. A true Wiccan

practitioner could never physically or sexually assault a woman they recognize and honor as Goddess. I had no

fear from the Wiccan inmates with whom I worked. In fact when they talked with each other about the incidents

the Wiccan inmates were insensed, offended, and pledged respect, honor and protection of me as their clergy.
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However, the insensitive and disrespectful,  derogatory comments made by the guards about me and tolerated by the

guards coming from other inmates - stemming from their own fear, misconception, misogyny, and cultural -

religious ignorance and intolerance created an environment which was potentially dangerous to myself and other

female clergy - as well as set a bad example / attitude for other inmates to witness. Is this the level of supervision,

the attitudes / messages that WI DOC wishes to instill in their inmates? Is not the behavior demonstrated by RCI

and DOC employees antithetical to moral, ethical, spiritual, and noncriminal / socially acceptable behavior

deemed “desirable” for rehabilitating inmates?

Cl The basis of the revocation of my volunteer privileges stems from alleged fraternization and inappropriate

“sexual” conduct. This is also the same basis for the revocation of volunteer privileges of Rev. Yohan - as you

have heard. We and the RCI inmates (and no doubt other Wiccan clergy and practitioners) believe that the

repetitive use of fraternization and “sexual conduct” allegations to disband and prohibit Wiccan clergy 5om

participating in the spiritual endeavors of WI DOC inmates is based upon ignorance, misinformation,

misconception, fear, stereotyped judgmentalism and outright prejudice on the part of WI DOC institutions, policies,

and the behaviors of some (though certainly not all) employees against a non-“mainstream” religion which is poorly

understood or accepted but is none-the less protected under the Constitution.

If not seen as too indelicate, please grant me your attention and patience just a bit longer and let us

complete the incidents of the last paTt of the year - including Yule and Candlemas - specifically addressing the

issues of alleged fraternization and inappropriate conduct leading to the in~ohmtary  termination of our volunteer

clergy status.

We were next allowed entry to RCI and access to the Wiccan inmates at Yule, which is the Winter Solstice

and corresponds to the Return of the Sun King, born as a Child of Light to the Earth. In a comparative theologic

sense, it is analogous to the birth of Jesus at Christmas (despite substantial evidence to suggest that his birth was

actually in the Spring). Furthermore, this SunKing  motif is not restricted to Wicca. Yule is also the birthday of

the Egyptian God - Ra, the Roman God - Helios, the Celtic God - Lu, and many others. During the ritual, the

participants are symbolically reborn of the Goddess, welcomed as Divine Beings - desired, accepted, loved. The

God cycle sees the turning from the Dark Gates Lord to the Child of Light who will soon &row into the Young God

of the Greenwood and through his Love, Seed, and Grace will return Life to our Mother Earth. During this ritual,

the RCI Wiccan inmates were asked to mediate on how they wish to be “reborn of the spirit” as a Child of Light - to



i grow and develop along a positive spiritual pathway for the next year. They were then placed into a crouched or

kneeling position, and each in turn was embraced by the Goddess, brought to a standing position and welcomed as a

Divine Sacred Being. The symbology is clear. So is the psycho-spiritual value in which a sense of belonging,

acceptance, self-worth, capability, purpose - all serve to diminish criminal behavior. During this ritual the Priestess

embraced each of the men, touched their face, lifted them up by their arms or back, placed a hand on their fourth

chakra, etc. Again in this ritual context, still no issue was made of “inappropriate touching” or “fiatemization” _

The guards and Chaplain Thomas were free to observe and evaluate - as at each of the preceding Holy Day rituals.

Finally, the real issue and reason for our revocation of privileges: the initiation of an inmate at Candlemas

1999. That ritual served as the basis, wrongfully interpreted by certain guards, and described in the Adult Conduct

Report #1000041  on inmate 236698 dated Feb. 6, ‘99 for the “alleged sexual conduct, disruptive conduct,

disobeying orders / policies & procedures” tickets and subsequent punishments placed on the inmate and our formal

revocation of clerical privileges at RCI for alleged fi-atemization  and inappropriate conduct.

The Holy Day of Imbolc, often called Candlemas, literally means “in the belly” referring to the Ewes with

lamb, and the Mother Earth - having completed her postpartum period from Yule - transforms into a new Maiden

in preparation to meet the Young God of the Greenwood and once again journey together along the Wheel of the

Year. It is a time to dedicate yourself towards new beginnings - similar to Lent or even New Year’s resolutions.

Candlemas is the traditional Wiccan time for initiations. Having fulfilled the requirements of serious study for at

least a year and a day, connected on a personal spiritual and energetic level with personal and universally shared

Divinity, having demonstrated the knowledge and skills in the basic fundamental performance of ritual and magi&,

having demonstrated the ability to provide leadership to other Wiccan inmate dedicants,  acting in a morally and

ethically responsible manner in accordance with Wiccan creed, and being willing to accept responsibility for all of

his personal attitudes, actions, behaviors, and beliefs, one of the men was deemed ready for his First Degree

initiation. Furthermore, given the increasing resistance we met at being allowed into RCI for educational, worship,

or pastoral visit purposes between Lammas and Candlemas, it was clear that it was only a matter of time before the

inmates would have to serVe as their own clergy. It was inevitable as anticipated from the multiple repetitive

attempts to limit / restrict / or otherwise discourage our presence as volunteer clergy that we would ultimately be

revoked. This was the institution’s unspoken plan and policy - not only for us, but along the same allegation, fbr the

Wiccan clergy who preceded us.
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That initiation ritual was taken from the RCI Wiccan inmates approved references, Janet & Stewart

Farrar’s Witches Bible. All elements of “controversy” including: usually being conducted naked (we modified to

have the inmate remove his shirt and shoes) [as Moses stood barefoot on holy ground; and the descent of Dimeter

and Persephone removed all external clothing / jewelry for her “initiation”], having his hands and ,leg bound (we

used a single strand of thin grey yam), kissing him and escorting him by the arm into the Circle, anointing with oil,

and the Five Fold Salute were not only documented by these authors and common practice within Wicca - but they

are extensively documented by other recognized Wiccan authorities including Buckland, Campionelli, Cabot,

Slater, Valiente, and many others. Furthermore, I was alleged to have given a “gift” to the inmate - placing a

pentacle around his neck that was presumed to have been brought in by us from the outside. In reality, that was the

inmate’s personal pentacle which he had in his possession and which we claimed from him at the beginning of the

ritual in order to consecrate it and return it in a ritually symbolic and meaningful manner at the conclusion of the

ritual.

The concern raised about the Five Fold Salute is based upon the mistaken belief and allegation that this is a

sexual act - rather than a salute of recognition as Rev. Cadwell has explained. In addition, as I have tried to

elucidate, all of Wicca involves the psycho-spiritual-sexual duality and polarity of Male / Female, Priest /

Priestess, God / Goddess. This is a core tenet of Wiccan belief and of the physical foundation of our existence on

this planet and in this particular time / space dimension. I agree with Rev. Cadwell’s statement that the most sexual

aspect of any Wiccan ritual is the symbolic Great Rite in which the Wand is introduced into the Chalice. I disagree

with RCI and WI DOC interpretation that a kiss, touch on the hand / arm / shoulder / back / feet is inherently

sexual. Did not Mary Magdelene kiss Jesus’ feet and wash them with her hair? Was this sexual or sincere

devotional respect and service?

Rather than enter into a political debate over what is or is not sexual (wasn’t that addressed with our

President), if you want to consider minority religious paradigms - consider Wicca, like Tar&r-a @Iindu) traditions

that say all aspects of life are sexual - not only our physical sexual relations but how we arise, cleanse ourselves,

dress, eat conduct our affiirs, walk, move, interact - for by our very nature and physical existence we are sexual

beings.

Is it not better to teach the respectful and sacred aspects of male and female -as well as gender non-specific

human - relationships, Unlike “mainstream” religions in which humans are created in the image of the Divine,



To adequately address the role of minority religions and their impact on fiith based approaches to crime

prevention and justice, we need the open minded understanding, respect, encouragement, as well as timely and

complete information from Corrections officials and staff rather than prejudicial assumptions and mis-utilization of

the rules to deprive the Wiccan inmates of their Clergy. We do not seek to supplant other religions but seek only to

practice our own religion in a responsible manner afforded the respect and consideration of other “mainstream”

religions and granted equal protection under the First and Fourteenth Amendments of the Constitution.

I thank you the committee for the opportunity to present this information and am available to answer

questions as desired by the committee. You may contact me at the address listed at the top of this presentation.

In Service, May You Be Blessed:

Be Well, Be at Peace, and Know Love

By My Hand:

Rev. Brenda A. Stein. M.D., FAAFP, D.D.Hon.
Ceanna Lady Wmdsinger
High Priestess for Sanctuary of the Healers’ Heart

cc: Marian Cook
pi-lain Thomas._,.A)_“.
Waltz  Therein
Selenite Fox
Scott Genes
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At the Heart of the Healers’ Healing Art, Love Brings Healing From Healers’ Heart



Sanctuary Of The Healers’ Heart
Rev. Richard M. Cadwell, B.A., D. C., D. D. Hon.
P. 0. Box 1839
Kenosha, WI. 53141-1839

Address To The Leaislative Committee On
Faith-Based ApDroaches To Crime Prevention And Justice

21 April, 1999

Good Day:

I am Rev. Dr. Richard M. Cadwell, Chiropractic Physician, a legally ordained

minister, Bard of the School of Taliesyn and Wiccan Priest for the past thirty years. I am

the current High Priest to Sanctuary of the Healers’ Heart, an independent Wiccan \

Pagan ministry. I hold a B.A. in math & natural Sciences with an effective minor in

counseling psychology, an earned Doctorate of Chiropractic and an Honorary

Doctorate of Divinity. 1”m honored to have worked with the WIDOC prison ministry for

about a year now and have been a volunteer Wiccan Chaplain with the All Saints

Hospital system for the past two years. I have also provided advisement to law

enforcement both locally and in Kansas City regards Wiccan/Pagan matters. I have

been mentor, advisor, healer, educator to groups and individuals. My Priestess, Rev.

Dr. Stem, who is a Physician Educator, Asst. Program Dir. of a Residency program and

legally ordained minister could not be with us today as she has physician duties with

the residency program which preclude her being &&&s&&y. I have a statement from

her which with the committee’s kind permission I provide to enter into the record as

she has other significant complementary points to those I will make.

Now that you have some idea of my credentials, I wish to begin by thanking the

committee, Right Honorable Chairman and Honored guests for the opportunity to

speak on behalf of the Sanctuary of the Healers’ Heart and those incarcerated Wiccans

whom we have chosen to serve.

In December of 1997, My Priestess and I were approached to provide services as

Wiccan Clergy for incarcerated Wiccans at the Racine Correctional Institution. In

February of 1998, we obtained permission to do so. Beginning with the March High

holiday of the Spring Equinox we have worked with these men for nearly a year now,
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going into the prison to teach, perform rituals of both Holydays and of rites of passage.

We have altered our rituals both to avoid misinterpretation and to emphasize a

personal growth oriented psycho-social component. We have been available for and

have provided pastoral counseling for these men as well as spiritual support in their

efforts toward positive growth and dealing with their personal and family issues.

It has been our focus to provide the kind of clerical services provided by

mainstream chaplains, insofar as possible, since we firmly believe that a religious

paradigm and ethical system are essential to the individual’s rehabilitation and re-

entrance into society. By providing such contact and services we have kept these men

focused on a positive self growth path that is consistent with the religious paradigm’in

which they have chosen to live.

We have seen positive results in that the men have developed a sense of religious

community and have begun to apply the principals of Wiccan ethics in their daily lives,

each taking individual responsibility for how they got there and how they wish to

restructure their lives prior to and after being released. Unfortunately as the Wiccan

group begins to consolidate and develop community inmates are transferred to other

facilities, often out of state creating family hardships. An incarcerated Wiccan prisoner

in Texas, previously from RCI describes the needs of the Wiccan prisoner quite

eloquently when he says:

” Well, let’s look at what I need... * As an incarcerated Wiccan/pagan, I

need willing people to facilitate rituals, to bring the Craft to the prison system and give

me the opportunity to flow spiritually. Another option is for one-on-one pastoral visits

where a more personal and relaxed setting can be offered to the visitor. Wicca is not

only a religion; it is a way of life. If I don’t have the guidance to live it as much as

possible under my present circumstances, then it seems to me a waste of valuable time.

Though books provide a valuable resource to learn and grow from, not all knowledge is

written down and published. This is where I feel that ‘hands on’ experience is needed to

continue my journey in the Craft.

f

“Heart of the Healers’ Healing Art, Love Brings Healing From Healers’ Heart.”
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I know that I’m responsible for myself, but even the greatest philosophers had

teachers and mentors. Plato had Socrates. Arthur had Merlin. Now I seek that kind of

mentor and like every good student, I need someone to provoke mv mind and get me

to think about things in a light that I mav not necessarily see on my own. I realize that I

am limited by my surroundings, I also realize that there’s a lot I can accomplish.”

I think Mr. Averill says it quite clearly. These needs then are the essence of our

ministry. In the process of accomplishing this however there are some issues I would

like to bring before this committee which we have experienced. Just before Samhain,

the Holiday .you know as Halloween of 1998, the holiest holiday of the Wiccan yeaqthe

institution limited our participation as clergy to Tuesdays only, restricting both my

Priestess and I from attendance on Saturdays on which Samhain occurred and which

had been their study day/ FL often the primary ritual day as well. This action

deprived these incarcerated men of their clergy, on a high Holyday similar in

importance to that of the Christian feast of Christmas or Easter, based on a technicality:

the allegation that I removed a document from the institution. In effect penalizing both

of us for the action of one. What does this teach the inmates? ( I thought I’d left that

kind of mentality behind with the Marine Corps boot camp.)

The document in question was alleged to be a declaration of faith of a group

which on further evaluation turned out to be White Supremacist and Satanisticly

oriented in nature with a strong racial bias and who’s purpose as stated by one of those

members in words to that effect was essentially the disruption of the Wiccan group

creating a situation so that the Wiccans would have no clergy. They have been partially

successful, in large part due to the ignorance, misinformation, fear and outright

prejudice of the institution and the personnel therein as exemplified by commentary

from my Priestess’s presentation. We have offered to do a training session for the staff

and have provided them a copy of, The Law Enforcement Guide To Wicca, by Kerr

Chuhlain, himself a working law enforcement officer, with some minimal verbal

interest but no effective time given.

“Heart of the Healers’ Healing Art, Love Brings Healing From Healers’ Heart.”
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The reason this occurrence, along with other potentially serious problems, was

possible is since as Wiccan Clergy we are not allowed to screen or evaluate members of

the Wiccan group. This inability to screen leads to serious problems of confusion and

disruption when other inmates with alternative or diametrically opposed beliefs, such

as White Supremacy and Satanism for example, are allowed to infiltrate the Wiccan

group they usually cause disruption, chaos, confusion and misappropriate appearances

to those outside, leaving a highly charged negative representation of the men who work

hard to live this sincerely held belief. It is our understanding from the guards and

inmates alike that this is a common occurrence where individuals work to’disrupt

minority religious meetings. Effective screening would prevent most of this.

In spite of this handicap I continued to meet with these men on Tuesdays doing

what I was able to teaching and working with these men without outside resources.

Chaplain Thomas however, was most helpful within the constraints of the institution

and seemed to be the only staff making the effort to understand the Wiccan approach

and our work with these men. He had commented that our post ritual discussions had

given him a better understanding of our approach and philosophy. In the interest of the

men Chaplain Thomas helped them arrange to celebrate the next high Holyday  Yule on

a Thursday and the since the date of th
&i&dW\d,~ al&*

*
97

ay was on a Tuesday, Chaplain Thomas

arranged to be present on Tuesday rather than the following Saturday evening so that

the men could have their balanced clergy, Priest & Priestess. He has my highest

regards.

The Tuesday prior to this holiday a guard, in the guis

Wiccan service,” SChaplain  Thomas was already prese

in which the circles space was cast, obviously looking for trouble that did not exist prior

to, but was evident in his arrival Never before has a guard come in to “monitor” the

service. Until then they simply looked without coming in, or sat in the office of the

pottery room, then left.

Tuesday the holiday of Imbolc, often called Candlemas is a traditional time for

“Heart of the Healers’ Healing Art, Love Brings Healing From Healers’ Heart.”
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initiations and one of the men was ready for his First Degree initiation, on this holiday

we performed the regular Imbolc service, then the initiation which was a w

published ritual and part of the book the men at RCI are allowed to use. The inmate -

dedicant, as is our custom, knew nothing about it before hand and as a result of his

honest participation received a serious conduct report and added time both in’

segregation and to his sentence. The timing and conduct report make it clear that this is

in response to his initiation. Why is it necessary to punish the inmate further for their

clergy’s actions? +%y M4 M w

Shortly thereafter all my volunteer and clergy privileges were revoked due to

allegations that I had tried to prevent an armed guard from monitoring a Wiccan

service. Just look at me and you can see how ludicrous that is, one hundred and thirty-

seven pounds does not compete with an 170+ pound armed individual. I simply

attempted to ask him to wait and to show the same respect for the space of the

Wiccan relinious service he would show his own relinious  paradigm. That guard

neither heard nor attempted to understand-s he open to compromise,as  later

discussions proved. I understand however, from Chaplain Thomas, that this kind of

conduct is normal for these guards as they have pulled men from his services with no

respect for his service either. I must highly commend Chaplain Thomas’ efforts to

explain to this guard his error and to minimize the problem he generated.

Within the next couple of days my Priestess received a letter of complete

revocation, allegedly for fraternization as a result of actions occurring during the .
initiation, all of which were protected under the First and Fourteenth Amendments to

the U.S. Constitution and part of a well publicized ritual which we had already

modified for security concerns. We were later told that we should have submitted the

ritual for prior approval. I do not believe that chaplains of mainstream sects are subject

to this kind of restrictive action nor were we advised at the start of our minism that
-i

such a requirement existed and onh~ now being advised that we had a r&ht of appeal.- & ,-. - _-
On careful observation you might surmise how untimliness and partial information by

“Heart of the Healers’ Healing Art, Love Brings Healing From Healers’ Heart.”
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the system makes technical mistakes inevitable, thus making it relatively easy for the

system to apply old prejudices against any minority religion simply using technicalities-
or applications of the rules to remove them from service to Wiccan or other inmates.

The other serious matter is that of segregation. Inmates who follow a mainstream

religion are allowed to have their holy book and chaplain’s visits while in segregation.

Walter D. Theizen, Chief of Program services advises me in a written communication of

21 August, 1998, that, “Inmates in segregation can have authorized religious literature,

can engage in personal studv and meditation and can have visits from approved

reliPious leaders. With regards to pastoral visits, it is important to give  the institution

advanced notice so arrangements can be made.” During the time we have worked with

the men at the RCI facility I have asked to make appropriate visits to men in

segregation and been told by this institution that it is not possible. If rehabilitation is the

goal for these men, their religious practice plays a most important part in their

readjustment, acceptance and integration of the religious principals to the realities of

daily life and release back into society. Mr. Theizen’s comments make it clear that

Wiccan Clergy2 may visit on the same basis as other recognized clergy. We feel that

Wiccan clergy should have the same access to the Wiccan inmate as ‘mainstream’

chaplains.

The fact that the closest thing to a holy book in Wicca is the individual “Book of

Shadows” and whatever principal study book the institution allows, creates a situation

with the inmate in segregation wherein the individuals “religious materials” ( Book of

Shadows, study books, pentacle  necklaces, letters) are often confiscated at the whim of

the guard acting in what appears to be total  ignorance of the constitutional rights of the

inmate to study and practice their faith. During this crucial time of the inmates

incarceration the Wiccan inmate is not allowed visits by Wiccan Clergy and often no

Wiccan religious material is allowed.

When in their “Program” the Wiccan inmate may be allowed to attend the

Religious service or the study but not both, while Christians have Sundays and bible

“Heart of the Healers’ Healing Art, Love Brings Healing From Healers’ Heart. ”
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study, the Jew has Saturdays and Torah study while the Wiccans and perhaps other

minority religions as well are intimidated from attending religious services by allegedly

being told when they ask to attend their religious service that, ‘They as inmates,

consider their religious worship more important than getting through the program so

they can get out.” The inmates then know if they exercise their rights under the

constitution there wiIl be some form of subtle retaliation from the program people,

During this crucial time of the inmate’s incarceration this kind of approach and attitude

does not assist in the rehabilitative process while it actively demeans the importance of

religion in daily life. We strongly feel that this is an untenable attitude particularly for

the Wiccan inmate with direct consequences to both their constitutional rights and the

positive self growth aspects of the rehabilitative process and should therefore be

corrected so consequently all inmates in segregation may benefit from their religious

experience by bringin
4-02

(ti;ecal principals to the restructuring their lives in a life

positive manner:t’We  ari &ell aware that prisoners may use religion to avoid other

duties and responsibilities. This however serves only to emphasize the need for the

Wiccan Clergy being able to screen.

In the duothestic cosmogony of the Wicca, the Divine is seen as both female and

male, a Goddess and a God, Priestess and Priest. Women are treated as equals and

respected as representative of the Goddess and life bearer. Men are respected as seeder,

guardian and protector. My Priestess has always been treated with the utmost of

respect by the Wiccan inmates. It is clear that she does not nor expects to have any

problems with the Wiccan Inmates. It has only been comments from the guards which

could potentially create a dangerous situation if other inmates were to act on such

biased comments.

As both my Priestess and the Priestess Rev. Yohan have pointed out, the

touching that occurs either as a part of ritual or momentary encouragement is no more

sexual than the ‘Kiss of Peace”, in the regular Catholic mass or inmates hugging each

other as shown of RCI Christian inmates in the Sunday - February 28,1999,  issue of the

“Heart of the Healers’ Healing Art, Love Brings Healing From Healers’ Heart.”
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Wisconsin State Journal. To maintain that this constitutes sexual conduct in a Wiccan,

but not a Christian setting, is absolutelv  ludicrous and is in realitv indefensiblv

discriminator-v.

The work we have done for these men, travel to other prisons, books and articles

donated to the group and the time we give to this work as physician - healers and

Wiccan Clergy is totally unreimbursed. It is our belief that through this work we may

provide a positive life focus for these men and help ultimately to reduce the present

level of both incarceration and recidivism. For that we need the open minded

understanding, respect, encouragement, as well as timely and complete information

from Corrections officials and staff rather than paranoid assumptions and mis-

utilization of the rules to deprive the Wiccan inmates of our services as Clergy.

In closing, I again thank the committee for the opportunity to present this

information and stand ready to answer appropriate questions of the committee. With

the printed copy of this address includes a bios and documentation.

By My Hand : With ‘Their’ Love,

d&& &W

Rev. R. M. Cadwell, B.A.,D.C., 0.0 Hon.

H.p; ~~z$f$$?z*

SunCat BrIghtFur  SummerHeart
a& Taliesyn, Bard

1
2

& CplOted frOlTl The IXMX-ted  Wiccan (A Tooic  of Discusi~~)  b h4ichd  Averill

The religion of Wicca is Both Federally and State “Recognized”.

“Heart of the Healers’ Healing Art, Love Brings Healing From Healers’ Heart.”
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Originally written for the Wisconsin State Legislative Study Committee on Faith-Based Approaches
to Crime Prevention and Justice, the purpose of this paper is to frame the discussion surrounding the
role of faith-based organizations in crime prevention and justice. It is a collaborative effort of
Hudson’s Crime Control Policy Center and the Welfare Policy Center.
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The Role of Faith-Based Organizations
in Crime Prevention and Justice

Religion and Crime: a Sociological Perspective

Research on the relationship between religion and crime has tended to fall into three categories.
The largest of these are studies that focus on individual beliefs and practices and their
relationship to involvement in deviance and crime. A second category is based on ecological
studies that consider whether religious practice at the community level influences levels of crime.
In effect, these studies ask whether relatively more religious communities, in contrast to secular

communities, have less crime. The third group of studies involve research on the effect of
faith-based programs to reduce crime and deviance.

Individual Effects
The theoretical link between religion and crime is most apparent from a control theory
perspective (Hirschi, 1969; Gottfredson and Hirschi 1990). Control theorists, as with many
religious traditions, take the motivation for crime for granted. As part of our basic nature we all
seek self-gratification and are thus prone to violating the rights of others for our own pleasure or
profit. Through the socialization process, however, we develop a bond to others and we learn to
control these self-centered interests. The more we develop relationships with conventional
others, the more we are committed to and involved in legitimate activities, and the more we
believe in a moral basis of right and wrong, the less likely it is we will engage in crime and
delinquency.

Religiosity can be theorized to influence this social bond. Clearly, we anticipate that individuals
committed to religious beliefs such as the Golden Rule and the imperatives of the Ten
Commandments will be more likely to believe in the moral legitimacy of the criminal law.
Similarly, religiosity may relate to closer attachments with parents and family, involvement in
conventional activities, and to association with conventional peers and avoidance of risky
behaviors such as drug and alcohol use.’ Additionally, involvement in a social network such as a
faith-based community may provide a degree of informal social control (e.g., adults looking out
for the behavior of youths; youths concerned with approval within the network) that may
otherwise be missing.

Despite this theoretical foundation, most criminologists have ignored the possibility that religion
might play a role in reducing crime. As with the case of the role of religion and health (Larson

’ This is also consistent with social learning theorists who argue that delinquency is the product of learning
in peer groups in which delinquency is modeled and defined as desirable or appropriate (Akers,  1977).



and Larson, 1994), however, recent years have witnessed increasing attention to the possibility
that religion might influence criminal behavior. Fortunately, two comprehensive reviews of the
research findings on the religion-crime connection have recently been published. The first
focuses on religion and juvenile delinquency and the second on religion and adult crime.

With the support of John DiIulio’s “Jeremiah Project,” David Larson and Byron Johnson (1998)
conducted what they refer to as a “systematic review” of the studies on religion and juvenile
delinquency. The advantage of the systematic review approach is that it provides a quantitative
assessment of the research literature that can be replicated by other researchers. Larson and
Johnson provide explicit criteria for how they chose the studies to review, how they analyzed the
studies, and for assessing the overall evidence from a large body of studies. The first step in the
review consisted of identifying 402 articles appearing in peer reviewed articles between 1980 and
1997 that made some mention of religion or related terms and delinquency. Of these, 40 studies
were identified that analyzed the potential relationship between religiosity and delinquency. As
would be anticipated, the 40 studies varied in terms of methodological rigor. This variation
becomes a measured variable in the systematic review whereby the authors can contrast the
findings produced by studies employing more or less rigorous scientific standards.

Three-quarters of the studies reviewed found that measures of religiosity had a negative effect on
delinquency (1998: 10). That is, the higher the score on the religiosity measure, the less
delinquency. Only one study reported a positive relationship with the remainder of the studies
yielding inconclusive results. In an interesting finding, the authors reported that of the nine
studies that used the most comprehensive measures of religiosity,* all found that religion
decreased delinquency. This contrasted with studies using simpler measures of religion such as a
single item like church attendance. Similarly, the thirteen most rigorous studies in terms of
assessing the reliability of the measure of religiosity all found that religion related to lower levels
of delinquency. Thus, the general pattern of Larson and Johnson’s review was that religiosity
reduces delinquency with the pattern becoming stronger as the methodological rigor of the study
was enhanced.

Larson and Johnson (1998) followed their review of existing research by conducting several
original analyses on the impact of religiosity on delinquency. The first of these focused on data
from the National Bureau of Economic Research’s survey on inner-city African-American
youths. The analysis revealed that religiosity, in this instance measured by church attendance,
had both direct and indirect effects on delinquency and substance abuse. The direct effect
indicated that church attendance reduced delinquency even when controlling for age, family

* The types of measures identified in the review were attendance, salience (e.g., importance), denomination,
prayer, study of scripture, and religious activities. The more of these individual measures that were included in the
study, the more “comprehensive” the measure of religiosity.



structure and size, urban residence, and related variables (1998: 20). The indirect effect revealed
that church attendance related to other conventional activities and relationships that are
associated with reduced delinquency.

.The authors also used data from the National Youth Survey (NYS) to examine these issues for a
national sample of urban African-American youth (1998). Consistent with the prior analysis,
religiosity reduced levels of minor and general delinquency. It did not have an impact on serious
delinquency, though the authors believe that it might be due to a small sample size of serious
delinquents. The authors point out that the findings are consistent with a social control
perspective but also note that religiosity may be acting as a “resiliency” factor that protects youth
living in high-crime neighborhoods from being caught up in delinquency, drug, and gang
activities.

Larson and Johnson (1998) extended this analysis using the NYS data by distinguishing between
direct and indirect effects. As in the previous studies, religiosity related to less delinquency.
Religiosity also was found to have strong indirect effects by influencing delinquent beliefs and
peer associations. Religiosity led to less adherence to delinquent beliefs and fewer associations
with delinquent peers both of which related to reduced delinquency.

The second review of the literature is provided by Evans and colleagues (1995). This review
presents some of the controversies that have emerged in the research on crime and delinquency
but finds that generally research has found religion to relate to lower levels of delinquency and
crime. The authors then proceed to conduct their own analysis looking at the effect on adult
crime, an area that has received less attention than delinquency. The study included measures of
religiosity based on religious activity, salience, and beliefs. The researchers also considered the
effects of denomination and involvement in religious networks. The study also controlled for
secular influences such e attachment to others, fear of legal sanctions, and community and
demographic characteristics. The analyses found that religious activities (church attendance,
reading religious materials, and listening to religious broadcasts) related to lower criminal
activity after controlling for a variety of other factors.

Evans and colleagues go on to note that whereas the individual connection between religious
activity and crime is clear in the study, it is also “likely that religious behavior.. .is entangled with
and reinforced by association with other believers, religious friends, family members, and fellow
parishioners (1995:212).” We would argue that these networks are also likely to inhibit criminal
behavior.

Community Effects
Rather than examine the effects of individual beliefs on involvement in crime and delinquency,
another group of researchers have considered whether the level of religious involvement at the
community level relates to crime rates. For example, Rodney Stark and colleagues (1980)
examined the relationship between church membership and crime in 193 metropolitan areas.
They found that the greater the church membership, the lower the community’s crime rate.
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Olson (1990) extended this analysis by examining all counties in the West, Midwest, and
Northeast United States. Thus, the analysis included rural as well as urban communities.
Although there were some regional and denominational differences, the general pattern was quite
similar to that discovered by Stark. Church membership related to lower levels of crime. Further,
the pattern held after controlling for the effects of a number of demographic characteristics of the
county population.
Similar to the points made above regarding the effect of religion on crime at the individual level,
church membership is thought to act as a social control mechanism reducing levels of crime. As
Evans et al. (1995: 199) note, “Crime rates are generally lower in regions of the country where the
religious ecology is dense.”

Reasons for the Faith-Based Approach

Motivation for Police and Criminal Justice Agencies
Political leaders and criminal justice officials have increasingly recognized that government
alone is limited in its ability to effectively address serious social and cultural problems such as
crime (Goldsmith, 1997). One manifestation of this recognition is the call to “reinvent
government.” David Osborne and Ted Gaebler (1992) are well known for their urging that
government act as a “catalyst” in energizing local resources and as a partner in finding
“community owned” solutions to local problems.

Many of these ideas resonate with calls in the law enforcement field to move toward a
community policing philosophy. Although definitions of community policing vary, common
elements include the development of a police-citizen partnership, a prevention focus, and an
emphasis on proactive enforcement and problem solving. Similarly, prosecutors, courts, and
correctional agencies are increasingly recognizing that to move from merely processing cases to
resolving neighborhood problems, there is a need for building these types of community
partnerships and for proactively preventing crime. This has led to an emerging community
justice movement.

From a community policing or community justice perspective, faith-based organizations (FBOs)
offer a key neighborhood institution with which to translate abstract ideas of partnership and
community building into reality. Particularly in our most crime-ridden neighborhoods, the
church is often the institution that is available to create police-neighborhood partnerships.
Similarly, if faith-based organizations can more effectively work with juveniles, substance
abusers, or with inmates returning to the community, then they become a key resource for crime
reduction. It is in this sense that criminal justice agencies are increasingly likely to recognize
faith-based organizations as a key mediating institution for addressing crime problems
(Woodson, 1998). The Reverend Mel Jackson captures the promise of this type of collaboration
when he states, ‘The police force is committed to providing safety but there is an appropriate role
for the church to partner with the police to help create a safer community (Goldsmith, 1998: l).”
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Motivation for Faith-Based Communities
While criminologists and sociologists think in terms of “religiosity,” the faith-based groups
themselves think in terms of “mission.” Even the Puritans who first settled in America did so
with the idea of creating a “city set upon a hill”- a religious colony which would serve as an
example to the rest of the world. Both the Old and New Testaments, accepted by those who
embraced the Judeo-Christian ethic for our nation, admonish believers to live exemplary lives,
committed to good works and helping others. The idea of a church or religious organization
reaching out to have a positive influence in the community is as old as most of the organizations
themselves.

Until the mid-1900s, it had been the faith-based organizations, in fact, that had carried the bulk
of the responsibility for the provision of social services in our country. In 1935, with the passage
of the Social Security Act, the federal government stepped in to address the needs of the society;
this was the result of the government’s realization that economic disaster, expansive urban
growth, and problems inherent in modernization made the social burdens too great for the private
sector to continue to carry. Gradually, as government expanded its efforts, the faith community
handed over more and more of its responsibility, and also changed the nature of its delivery
service to more closely resemble the professional and bureaucratic style demonstrated by the
government.

Charitable Choice, Section 104 of the 1996 welfare reform law, offered the possibility of a new
social services model that incorporates the caring, selfless, mission-orientation of the faith
community with the money and resources of government. This legislation allows a partnering of
Church and State in a way that was prohibited in the past. It lets religious organizations receive
federal TANF funds to provide transitional services for recipients moving from welfare to self-
sufficiency, while allowing the religious organizations to retain that nature and motivation that
makes them successful in providing social services. At the same time, it provides safeguards for
the faith-based groups, the government, and the welfare beneficiaries.

Senator John Ashcroft has proposed an even larger provision, the “Charitable Choice Expansion
Act” (S. 2046), which would extend the funding opportunities for faith-based organizations to
include most federally-funded social services, including housing, substance-abuse preventionand
treatment, juvenile services, child welfare services and others. That bill has been read twice in
the Senate and referred to the Committee on Governmental Affairs.

Searching for successful models in dealing with the current problems of drug addiction, juvenile ’
crime, domestic violence and similar activities, government has recognized the group with a
centuries-old tradition of caring for the poor, the disadvantaged, and the troubled sectors of our
society-and one that has done so with a great deal of proficiency. That group is the faith
community. Bringing to America the charitable practices of Jewish, Catholic, Protestant,
Muslim and other faiths, religious congregations have always been known for giving not only of
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their money, but also of their time and talents to those of their own groups and the larger
community around them.

‘There are a number of specific benefits from using faith-based organizations that operate from a
sense of mission. Some of them include:

A willingness to “go the second mile,” to do more than might be expected.
A presence in the community. Unlike people who simply go into a neighborhood to
perform a specific service, or, even worse, expect people from the neighborhood to go
outside the community to their facility, churches and other religious groups are located
right in the neighborhoods. They are known as part of the community and have a
reputation for the work they do among community members.
The ability to be a bridge from the neighborhood to the larger community.
Congregations, by nature of all the individual lives of its members, are usually
represented throughout many areas of city and in all walks of life. As people in the
neighborhood become involved with a congregation, they are exposed to life and people
outside their own little worlds.
An awareness that others can change. People of faith have seen their own lives change as
a result of their beliefs, and they believe that others can be transformed as well.
A sense of security. People involved in criminal or delinquent activity have often come
from dysfunctional families where the only thing they can count on is the fact that there is
nothing and no one they can count on. Congregations offer stability. The church,
synagogue or mosque was there yesterday; it will probably be there tomorrow.
A sense of belonging. People often find “family” within the congregations-people with
whom they can relate, and people who truly care about them. Some gang members have ‘

admitted they turned to gangs to find that acceptance they didn’t find in their own homes.
During this same strategic period of life, others have found a place in the Church.
A deeper level of commitment. Unlike a job which they are doing just to get paid, people
involved in faith-based programs, whether paid or voluntary, are usually doing the work
“for God.” This motivation keeps them working against obstacles, and continuing even
in spite of failure on the part of those with whom they are working.

Areas of Involvement

This section of the report presents descriptions of faith-based efforts to address crime problems.
Where available, we consider research on the impact of these programs. Here, however, we
consider several studies suggesting that faith-based approaches may be promising.

How extensive is the faith-based community’s outreach? According to Abraham McLaughlin of
the Christian Science Monitor, spending by churches towards services for the needy exceeds $12
billion a year. This does not even include the countless numbers of volunteer hours toward social
service programs and projects. Additionally, many FBOs provide services supported by state and
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federal funding. For example, Catholic Charities in Boston receive about 65 percent of its budget
from state and federal grants and Lutheran Social Services in New York receive about 80 percent
(Loconte, 1998).

According to a study conducted by Ram Cnaan of the Brookings Institute:
Ninety one percent of older urban congregations serve the larger community through day care, food banks,
clothing drives, tutoring classes, after-school programs, healthcare programs, substance abuse counseling
and more. Eighty percent of these beneficiaries are not members of the congregation (church) and most are
neighborhood youth. The median number of hours a congregation contributes to community volunteer
works is approximately 5,300 hours a year (DiIulio, 1998).

Additionally, a 1990 study of over 2,100 black churches across the U.S. found that 70 percent of
the churches operated or participated in one or more outreach programs including drug abuse and
prevention programs, after school “safe havens”, and day care facilities (DiIulio, 1998). One
such study of African American congregations in Atlanta, Georgia stated that 85 percent of
African American congregations engaged in some form of outreach other than pastoral, liturgical
or educational (DiIulio, 1998).

According to Robert Woodson, Sr. (1998), faith-based organizations distinguish themselves by
the following characteristics. They:

Are open to all comers.
Have the same zip codes as the people they serve.
Are flexible (no two individuals are the same and no one “treatment model” is best).
Contain an element of reciprocity, if they are truly effective.
Include clear behavioral guidelines, and discipline plays an important part.
Fulfill the role of a parent.
Are committed to the long haul.
Are available.
Involve an element of immersion in an environment,of care and mutual support with a
community of individuals who are trying to accomplish like changes.
Are united in a “brotherhood” or duty of service.

White and de Marcellus (1998) note that FBOs can reach individuals through three mechanisms:
church ministries, faith-based schools, and faith-based nonprofit organizations.

Faith-based organizations have been involved in many different types of crime prevention efforts.
These include primary prevention, secondary prevention or intervention, and tertiary prevention
or correction/reformation.

Primary prevention includes efforts to prevent crime from occurring in the first place. Examples
include working to build a stronger neighborhood where informal social bonds work to reduce
the level of offending. Socializing citizens to a moral code such as the Golden Rule can be
thought of as primary prevention. Another example would be church-based counseling for young
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children who have witnessed violence in the home and who, in turn, are at increased risk for
continuing the cycle of violence as adults.

Secondary prevention refers to efforts to prevent crime once there is some indication that
continued involvement in crime is likely. A faith-based mentoring program that is geared toward
youths who have been diverted from the juvenile court would be an example. Another example
would be street-based ministry whereby members of the faith community march upon drug
houses or walk the streets in high-crime neighborhoods and talk with youths at risk of
involvement in gangs, drugs, and related crime. In this case the action is directed at individuals
or situations thought likely to generate crime absent the intervention. We refer to secondary
prevention as intervention throughout the report.

Faith-based organizations have a long tradition of formal involvement in prison and jail-based
ministries. Members of the faith community have long heeded the call to serve to the
imprisoned. Prior to the 20th century, many institutions for juvenile delinquents were actually
administered by religious groups. To the extent that these efforts focused on reformation of
individual offenders, they reflect a correction-type role of faith-based organizations.
Criminologists refer to this as tertiary prevention, attempting to prevent continued offending
among a population that has already shown its propensity to commit crime.

In the sections that follow, we describe faith-based efforts in each of these areas of primary
prevention, intervention, and correction. Some of these efforts involve formal partnerships with
government, others have arisen without formal or informal governmental support. Some have
included formal evaluation components, others appear promising on the basis of anecdotal
evidence. Taken together, however, they suggest the promise of faith-based organizations for
addressing crime problems.

Prevention Programs
Prevention programs developed by FBOs may not necessarily include active criminal offenders.
They may, however, focus on individuals who exhibit high-risk behaviors or on high-risk
neighborhoods-for example, the youth that employs “bullying tactics” at school or in a
neighborhood, youths experiencing academic or behavioral problems in school, or youths facing
difficulties at home that may lead to criminality. The objective(s) of prevention programs may
be multiple in scope but specific in outcome. Prevention of crime can be viewed as an
inoculation to illness. Prevention may or may not “cure” the illness of crime, but it can develop
immunities (competencies, opportunities, education, conscience, awareness) toward criminal
behavior. The following section highlights some of the innovative faith-based efforts.

Many of the prevention programs seek to address illegal drug problems and to break the link
between drugs and crime. One such program is the Communities in Action to Prevent Drug
Abuse II, Reclaiming Our Neighborhoods. In 1996, three FROs, (Action Through Churches
Together, Virginia, MN; Congregations United for Community Action, St. Petersburg, FL; and
Northwest Bronx Community & Clergy Coalition, Bronx, NY), were selected to take part in a
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two-year Bureau of Justice Assistance and U.S. Department of Labor demonstration project. The
purpose of this project is the development and implementation of short, intermediate and
long-term strategies regarding community policing, prevention, education, and job-training
opportunities placement, (Office of Justice Programs, 1996).

Another effort with public support is the Congress of National Black Churches’ National
Anti-drufliolence Campaign’s (NADVC’s)  Technical Assistance and Training Program- This
program, supported by the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, provides
training and technical assistance designed to mobilize neighborhood residents and to increase
public awareness towards drug abuse and related crimes in target communities across the United
States. The NADVC also works to focus and coordinate church, public, and community leaders
to initiate grassroots anti-drug campaigns. This campaign is being implemented in thirty-seven
cities involving 1,760 clergy and affecting about 500,000 individuals. NADVC has helped sites
leverage $13.4 million in direct funding to local anti-drug, anti-violence initiatives (Coordinating
Council on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, 1996).

The African Methodist Episcopal Church in New York with a congregation of 8,000 has raised
millions of dollars and devoted numerous volunteer hours to the redevelopment of the church’s
surrounding community in Queens. This is evident in A.M.E. Shekinah Youth Chapel in
Jamaica, Queens centered in one of the city’s impoverished, crime- and drug-infested minority
neighborhoods. The Youth Chapel’s mission is to mentor and minister to surrounding
neighborhood children, regardless religious affiliation. The Chapel also provides a safe haven
for all youth (DiIulio, 1998).

My Brothers Keeper (MBK) was founded by Miguel and Mercedes Torres and operates in
Camden, New Jersey. MBK provides a “Christian-centered approach to the successful treatment
of chemical dependency and homelessness”  as well as serving impoverished children (DiIulio,
1998). MBK has no paid staff and does not receive government funding for services provided.
The entire budget of $50,000 is provided by contributions and fundraisers. Specific programs
offered by MBK include faith-based drug treatment shelters, neighborhood recreation programs,
after-school programs, and vocational and job placement services. MBK has also partnered with
local law enforcement to address crime issues such as Halloween (Devil Night) crimes; due to
the efforts of law enforcement and programs and events sponsored by MBK, violence and
mayhem are reported to be minimal. MBK also offers medical services through Holy Name
Catholic Church JUST (Jesuit Urban Service Team). JUST operates a 24-hour, medical service
that tends to the needs of over 7,000 patients per year. They also provide service programs that
address crisis intervention for individuals who have witnessed or been victimized by crime.
Additionally, Holy Name Catholic Church offers after-school and summer programs for over 150
youth as well as youth sports programs.

Concord Baptist Church in Brooklyn, New York-one of the largest black churches in New
York-has undertaken an enormous effort drawing on its 10,000 middle-class parishioners
(Robinson, 1998). They have been able to collect as much as $1.7 million dollars on a Sunday.
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The Church owns an entire city block of social service institutions. Recently, Concord Baptist
Church created its own foundation to support community and youth outreach programs as well as
the development of a community health center in cooperation with a local hospital.

The City of Indianapolis awarded twelve churches with grant money to provide summer
programs to some 1,500 youth. Many of these programs involved skill learning, crime
prevention and evening recreation for youth. This is reflective of the work of the city’s Front
Porch Alliance @‘PA). The FPA was created by Mayor Stephen Goldsmith so that city
government could provide training, technical assistance, and funding to support the efforts of
FBOs at community renewal. One of the first groups to work with the FPA was the Westside
Community Ministries, a coalition of twenty churches. Westside  Community Ministries has
developed a wide variety of initiatives including after-school programs, mentoring, and
workforce training and placement. A more recent development from this alliance is the
Indianapolis Ten-Point Coalition. The Ten-Point Coalition seeks to address juvenile crime and
drug problems, literacy, and economic development. An example of the association’s efforts is a
group of ministers who spend Friday and Saturday evenings walking the streets of crime-plagued
neighborhoods and working one-to-one with youths. The Reverend Mel Jackson states, ‘We are
attempting to bring the presence of God to the street and let the people that we meet know that
there is a more excellent way” (Goldsmith, 1998: 1).

The Indianapolis Coalition is modeled directly on the success of Boston’s Ten-Point Coalition
created by the Reverend Eugene Rivers. Rivers, a long-time critic of the police, decided to work
with the police, probation officers, and state and federal prosecutors, as well as with youth and
community leaders to reduce youth violence. As law enforcement spread a message of zero
tolerance for gun violence, the coalition worked directly with youth to demonstrate opportunities
outside of crime and gang life. The findings from Boston have been dramatic. Indeed, the city
experienced a two-thirds decline in youth homicides and a period of approximately two and
one-half years without a juvenile homicide (Kennedy, 1997).

Intervention Programs
Intervention programs are focused on individuals who have committed criminal acts. The
intervention may be offered as a diversion from the courts or it may be court-ordered as a
condition of probation. Examples of court-related services provided by FBOs include counseling,
community service, housing, restorative justice and job placement.

Victory Fellowship is a faith-based intervention organization that specializes in working with
substance abusers. The organization was founded by Freddie Garcia. The program has 65
satellite centers in California, Texas, New Mexico and several international sites. Victory
Fellowship has served over 13,000 men and women whose goal is familial restoration and
support. Victory Fellowship services include drop-in centers, safe havens for youth and drug
abusers, court services for youth, gang-intervention programs and jail and prison minis&es
(Woodson, 1998).
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The Institute for Conflict Management of Orange, California is sponsored by the St. Vincent de
Paul Society, a church-related and community-based social service agency. This mediation
program brings together both the victim and offender to discuss the incident, allows the victim to
explain the impact of the offense, and devises a reparation plan whereby the offender makes
amends. The program began in 1989 and today it represents one of the largest victim-offender
mediation programs in North America. The Institute recently received a $300,000 county grant
to divert more than 1,000 juvenile offenders. An evaluation of the program found that 96 percent
of the reparation agreements between the victim and offender were completed successfully or are
nearing completion (Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, 1998).

Teen Turnaround is a court-supported project through Oak Cliff Bible Fellowship in Dallas
which intervenes on the behalf of juvenile offenders. The Fellowship focuses primarily on
mentoring programs, job placement, and continued education. Today, Oak Cliff works with
approximately 80 juveniles offenders (Loconte, 1998).

Consider Teen Challenge, a worldwide Christian organization that focuses on youth with drug
addictions. For over thirty years, it has been going into schools to educate teens about the
dangers of drugs; it offers programs in juvenile centers and prisons to educate people about “how
to change their lives;” and it conducts support groups that help people make a transition from
dependency problems to positive lifestyles. Residential programs challenge adults to learn to
lead drug-free lives through spiritual transformation and achievement of their fullest potential
socially, educationally, and occupationally. Since Teen Challenge began in 1958, it has helped
thousands of drug addicts and alcoholics. Two significant research projects have confirmed Teen
Challenge’s effectiveness, showing a 70-86% cure rate for program graduates
(www.teenchallenge.com).

FaithWorks International, founded by Bobby Polito, is an organization formed to meet the
growing needs of the homeless drug addict population, based on the model he established in his
work at the Bower-y Mission Transitional Center (BMTC). The BMTC is a 77-bed Christian
center, funded jointly by the City and State of New York. Situated in one of the poorest
neighborhoods in New York, it helps homeless men to break the cycles of addiction and return to
independent living. Since its inception in 1994, it has graduated over 500 people through its one-
year, four-stage program, and was identified last year by President Clinton as one of the “top fifty
programs in the United States.”

corrections
Correction programs instituted by FBOs work with offenders who have been convicted of an
offense and are either currently carrying out their sentence via imprisonment or have been
released from prison and are returning to the community. There are primarily three areas that
FRO programs fall within. The first is servicing inmates and their families during incarceration.
The programming offered by FBOs typically focuses on providing coping skills for the inmate
and families. Second, FBOs also offer various counseling programs to inmates as well as
religious services. Third, FBO’s offer aftercare and follow-up after release from an institution.
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In many ways, FBOs assist the transitioning inmate by offering shelter, job placement,
counseling, and related programs.

There is a long-standing tradition of religious programs in U.S. prisons. A survey of inmates in
prisons found that one-third reported involvement in religious activities (U.S. Department of
Justice, 1993). Johnson, Larson, and Pitts (1997) examined inmates participating in Prison
Fellowship programs in four prisons in New York State. Using a matched comparison group,
they found that inmates involved in Prison Fellowship had a similar rate of recidivism as inmates
who did not participate in the program. They also discovered, however, that when they
considered level of involvement in Prison Fellowship, the inmates most active in the program
had significantly lower rates of rearrest in the year following release.

Prison Fellowship’s Innerchange is a correctional program that addresses the needs of inmates
within a Texas correctional facility. Innerchange, a volunteer Christian-based rehabilitation
program, provides faith-based counseling, Bible study and prayer, and life-skills training during
the time of incarceration and then assists inmates in the transition from incarceration to release.
Particular attention is given to educational and vocational attainment and job placement. About
200 church volunteers work with over 130 inmates and parolees in this 18-month program. The
early results indicate that the 26 ex-offenders who have completed the program all have
employment. The Texas correctional facility has made concessions to assist in the
implementation of the program. For example, one wing of the correctional facility has been
designated as the Innerchange program and there is 24-hour on-call access to those inmates
(Loconte, 1998). Prison Fellowship is now active in prisons across the United States.

Los Angeles Metropolitan Churches (LAM) is a conglomeration of over thirty black
congregations that works extensively with juvenile probationers in South-Central Los Angeles.
LAM’s primary focus is on assisting ex-offenders in unifying families as well as providing a
range of aftercare services (DiIulio, 1998).

Challenges

Identity Crisis of the Church
There are a number of challenges that face faith-based organizations as they try to fulfill their
mission in the community. One of the greatest is the difference today in the way faith-based
groups are looked upon by the larger society. Once accepted as one of the normative institutions
within society, the Church is now seen by some as a threat to individuality, and the social work it
endeavored to do in the past, is often now thought to be the domain of “professionals,” not
volunteer “zealots.”

Some churches themselves have even lost their own identity as they have tried to pattern
themselves after the professional practices they have observed, and they have to work at
maintaining the differences that have made them effective. Even individuals have that tendency.
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One organization in Pennsylvania that works effectively to address the needs of men and to
promote responsible manhood has employed men who successfully completed their program to
be program leaders. At one point one of the leaders, an African-American who is a former
offender- streetwise, and able to relate well to other men going through the program-began
trying to look and sound like the program director, a middle-class white man in suit and tie
whose background is far different from most of the men in the program. He had to be
encouraged to concentrate on being his own best “self,” and not to lose his unique identity that
makes his message so much more effective.

Some congregations, likewise, have traded the uniqueness that makes them effective for a sterile
professionalism that keeps them from fulfilling their mission. Joe Loconte, Heritage
Foundation’s William E. Simon Fellow for Religion in a Free Society, has said, “Since the courts

. have ruled that taxpayer money cannot support explicitly religious programs, charities often trade
their spiritual birthright for the pottage of public money.” (All Things Considered, 1999)

. The concept of a caring community is explored in John M&night’s The Careless Society:
Community and Its CounterjZts. M&night and others have pointed to the need for a
revitalization of the community that will reach out to provide in ways that go beyond what the
professional establishment is willing or able to do. “As citizens have seen the professionalized
service commodity invade their communities, they have grown doubtful of their common
capacity to care, and so it is that we have become a careless society, populated by impotent
citizens and ineffectual communities dependent on the counterfeit of care called human services.
Service systems can never be reformed so they will ‘produce’ care. Care is the consenting
commitment of citizens to one another. Care cannot be produced, provided, managed, organized,
administered, or commodified.... Care is, indeed, the manifestation of a community.”
(M&night, 1995:x)

Identity Crisis of the State
The government in recent years has been questioning its own role vis-a-vis the private sector. At
one time acting as though it were omnipotent, it has now acknowledged that there are some
things it cannot do as well as the private sector, and has sought partnerships with private sector
entities to provide such services. Privatization of a number of formerly government-operated
services has changed both the scope of government and also its identity. Whereas in the past, the
private sector may have had a passive attitude, expecting the government to take care of things,
the government’s new openness to partnership has prompted private sector organizations to ask
themselves anew about their own role and responsibility.

“Elected officials also face another, more subtle, pressure,” points out Steve Goldsmith.
“Americans have always joked about the inefficiency of their government-witness the debate
over national health care, which some pundits observed would combine ‘the efficiency of the
post office with the compassion of the IRS.’ There is an important issue underlying these jokes.
Private enterprise and government share patrons. Customers to one are taxpayers to the
other.....Taxpayers will tolerate some level of inefficiency and unresponsiveness from
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government, but as taxes continue to rise, their patience wears thin. Citizens demand better value
from those they elect.” (1997: 14- 15)

Privatization is not heralded by most as the appropriate route for every operation; there are some
things that government can do best. At the same time, much success has been reported with
private-sector involvement. A 1997 National League of Cities survey of 500 local elected
officials found that of the 70 percent who had experience with privatization, 74 percent said it
was a success. (American Enterprise, 1997) As economist and President of Mackinac Center for
Public Policy Lawrence W. Reed has explained: “The theory is simple, but grounded in profound
truths about the nature of humans and their response to incentives and disincentives. Tie up the
performance of a task with red tape, bureaucracy, and politics within a system that is guaranteed
to exist regardless of outcome, and the result is usually mediocrity at great expense. Infuse
competition, accountability, and the fear of losing valued customers into the task, and mediocrity
becomes the exception, excellence the rule.” (19972)

Texas was one of the first states to try to deal with the role of the state in relationship to FBOs.
The Governor’s Advisory Task Force on Faith-Based Community Service Groups, after much
study and deliberation, arrived at a ten-point definition of the state’s role:

First Principles: Government’s Role in Texas’ Religiously Diverse Society

Princiule  1: Each person is created in God’s image with inherent worth and diverse talents, and each of us
is bound together in various social relationships and responsibilities.

Principle  2: We each bear a responsibility to do justice and love our neighbors, a responsibility that comes
from God.

Princinle  3: Government can do some things, but it cannot reach deep into the human character. Some of
our worst social pathologies (e.g., illegitimacy, crime, poverty) can be solved if people experience spiritual
transformation; if the hearts of parents are turned toward their children; if respect is restored for human life
and property; if a commitment is renewed to care about our neighbor and our community.

Princiule 4: Texas is blessed by a rich diversity of people and institutions-families, houses of worship,
private and religious charities, schools, voluntary associations, local grassroots organizations-able to
champion virtuous ideals and restore hope. Armed with love, individual responsibility and spiritual values,
these character-building institutions of civil society perform miracles of renewal and restoration.

Princiole  5: Every single one of Texas’ social problems, no matter how severe, is today being addressed
somewhere and somehow, by some faith-based or community group. This is a great and untold story.

Princiule 6: A responsibility of government is “fruitfir  cooperation” with mediating institutions that are
meeting the needs of Texans in crisis. Government policy must bolster, not weaken or displace, people and
organizations that are carrying out their vital responsibilities and getting things done.
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Princivle 7: The urgent public mission of enhancing Texas’ civil society requires a fresh definition of
compassion, one that focuses on the consoling hand and word of someone who “suffers with” and who
invests himself or herself.

Princiule 8: The members of this Task Force see the First Amendment as a vital protection against
unreasonable government interference. Government should not exclude religious expressions or concerns
from the public square nor grant privilege to secular programs or solutions. Government’s treatment of
faith-based organizations should be one of benevolent and positive neutrality.

Princinle 9: State and federal law, rules, and regulations should not discriminate against Texans eligible to
benefit from government financial assistance for human services (e.g., job training, health care, shelter,
child care, education, counseling, drug and alcohol rehabilitation) simply because they choose to receive
those services from faith-based service groups. Such groups, on an equal footing with non-religious groups,
should be permitted to serve beneficiaries of government-funded services-and without having to
“secularize” their distinct religious character or self-governance.

Princinle 10: We see no conflict with, or threat to “promot[ing]  the general welfare” when govermnent
cooperates or contracts with faith-based social service organizations on the same basis as it does with non-
religious organizations in seeking to fulfill this purpose. (1996:2)

Legal Ramifications
Robert Woodson, Founder and President of the National Center for Neighborhood Enterprise,
uses a biblical story in his Triumphs of Joseph: How Today’s Community Healers are Reviving
Our Streets and Neighborhoods to explain the roles of the government and faith-based groups.
During a period of great famine, the Old Testament’s Joseph gamed favor with Pharaoh and was
entrusted with great resources which he used to help his family, city, and entire country.
Woodson draws an analogy with the work of community groups in today’s period of moral and
spiritual famine. “Pharaohs” are those with resources, power and influence; “Josephs” are those
whose commitment, understanding and hands-on service lead others to healthy, fulfilling lives.
The book hypothesizes that the root causes of the crises in American society are not poverty and
racism, but spiritual and moral bankruptcy that pervades homes and communities regardless of
race, status or education. In the inner city, “little children can stand at the scene of a homicide,
eating ice cream cones.“’ In a pastoral Texas town, ten white boys could surround a horse, torture
it to death, and then laugh about it. Two brothers in an affluent suburb could murder their
parents in cold blood. A Harvard graduate could become a “Unibomber.”

To solve today’s problems, Woodson suggests an alliance of Pharaohs and Josephs. Josephs,
often part of faith-based organizations, live in the communities they serve, love unconditionally,
and remain committed despite setbacks and rejection. Their goal is not rehabilitation, but
transformation. Conventional interventions merely restore people to their state before they
exhibited social deviance-still susceptible to the same temptations as before. Community
“healers, ” however, “do not seek simply to modify behavior but to engender a change in the
values and hearts of the people they work with....the impact of a transformation lasts a lifetime
(1998: 8 l-82)”

Woodson urges Pharaohs, (government officials, businessmen, philanthropic funders), to use
their resources to support the Josephs already working within their own communities rather than
new programs that do not address the deeper needs of those served, and are usually staffed by
professionals who neither understand nor relate to the people they call “clients.” Josephs, in
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contrast, are working and living alongside their “friends,” and have dedicated themselves to
promoting lasting changes.

He notes the change that must occur before government and faith-based groups can partner
together:

The alliance between the Josephs of our nation’s low-income cormmmities and modem-day pharaohs
requires nothing short of a fundamental paradigm shift-an essential change in the assumptions that have
guided the relationships between individuals with resources and individuals in need of support. We can no
longer look at this relationship as one between donors and recipients. We can no longer approach this
relationship in terms of charity. Charity is not the model for the interchange between our nation’s pharaohs
and Josephs. In the Old Testament, the Pharaoh did not approach Joseph with charity. His goal was not to
establish a welfare system for the people of Eooypt or food stamps for Joseph’s people, No, he said, ‘Let us
come together to address this danger or it will consume us all.’

Like their biblical counterpart, although today’s Josephs deserve to be heeded by modemday pharaohs-
political leaders and leaders of the business community-their effectiveness is not dependent on such
recognition. Long before support or acknowled,mrent came from the outside, the Josephs of our nation
lived committed lives of service and accomplished miraculous changes in the lives of those they served.
Yet an alliance between today’s Josephs and pharaohs will allow their transforming efforts to expand and
further develop, to the benefit of the entire society (1998: 117-l 18).

A fear of violating the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment has kept some government
agencies from partnering with faith-based groups, but others across the country are finding great
success in doing so. In Massachusetts, men who are failing to pay child support are sent by
judges to fatherhood classes held in local churches with teams of pastors and probation officers;
Good Samaritan Ministries and other faith-based groups helped Ottawa County, Michigan
become the first county in the nation to move every able-bodied welfare recipient off the rolls
and into a job; in Indianapolis, Mayor Stephen Goldsmith’s Front Porch Alliance has cut through
bureaucratic red tape and, in some cases helped financially, to renovate a dilapidated house into a
drug-treatment center, an old fire station into an after-school center, vacant lots into playgrounds
and numerous other projects.

Goldsmith has made the point that government needs to return to the intent of our country’s
founders. They intended the government to be neutral toward religion, but the tendency has
become for government to be hostile toward religion. He would agree with Thomas Jefferson,
who said, “Religion may be deemed in other countries incompatible with good government and
yet proved by our experience, to be its best support.” (AZZ Things, 1999)

Most advocates of the inclusion of faith-based groups among those eligible for partnerships with
government point to the results of such programs. Charitable Choice was never intended to be
an affirmative action program for faith-based groups. Jf contracts are performance-based, then
only those successful in attaining their goals will be funded. As Eugene Rivers, Executive
Director of the National Ten-Point Coalition, says, “We should not be judging a group on the
basis of the spiritual input, but on the secular outcomes.”

Resources
While the love of money may be “the root of all evil,” the absence of money prevents much good
from being done. Funding is a continual challenge for most faith-based organizations. Fear of
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government encroachment, or even fear of crossing the line and violating church-state separation,
holds back most such groups from applying for government funding even when they are eligible.
Others are just unfamiliar with the world of government grants and have no idea they are

available or how one would go about accessing them. This puts religious groups at a
disadvantage relative to secular organizations who feel free to apply for every federal or local
grant available.

Most congregations depend solely on contributions to enable them to provide specific services to
the community in addition to meeting needs of members of their own group. After the operating
expenses of the church, staff salaries, and member needs are taken care of, there is often little left
over for community services. A lot, however, can be done without money, simply through
individuals volunteering their time. Mentoring programs, group self-help sessions, emergency
child care or transportation for individuals, and countless other services are being offered in
numerous congregations by people willing to give of their time and their talents.

Some groups have used fundraisers or even more formal money-making projects to enable them
to have funds to accomplish service goals. Most people aren’t aware that the internationally
known Goodwill Industries was first started by a pastor in the South End of Boston who wanted
his church to reach out to the people of that neighborhood-all of whom were poor, and most of
whom were immigrants. Wanting to help the individual by putting “a tool in his hands, not a
coin in his cup,” Rev. Edgar J. Helms recognized the need for jobs. At his chapel, he collected
discarded clothing and household items and then employed people who needed jobs to repair
these donated goods, which were then sold to pay the employees’ wages. From that small
endeavor on the part of one concerned pastor in 1902, a world-wide organization has formed that
still carries out the same principles. Throughout its history, Goodwill has earned more than 90
percent of its operating revenue from selling products and services. While learning to be savvy
in business and self-funding, it has never lost sight of its real mission: to assist individuals in
achieving fuller participation in society by helping them overcome barriers and expand their
employment opportunities. (Polis)

One of the exciting things happening within communities across the country is the partnering of
urban and suburban churches. Often, urban churches are attended by low-income inner-city
residents, so they have little money but great needs. Suburban churches often have more money
and a desire to help those financially less fortunate. Where they would be ineffective going into
an inner-city area to operate a program themselves, they can readily fund groups already
established there to provide a particular service or offer a particular program. Patterned after
giving to foreign missions, suburban churches often find a great sense of satisfaction in being
able to help people even closer to home.

There are organizations, too, that help congregations in developing resources to help them carry
out their work. Good Samaritan Ministries, mentioned earlier, helped coordinate the churches in
Ottawa County, Michigan, in their efforts to assist people making the transition from welfare to
work. The National Center for Neighborhood Enterprise works with grassroots organizations in
thirty-eight states in a variety of ways to help them to help them receive necessary training and
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technical assistance and to help them link with business, philanthropic and public sector agencies
to carry out their missions.

Policy Considerations

The Triumphs of Joseph closes with a speech presented by William Schambra of The Bradley
Foundation, who agrees that society’s needs are moral and spiritual, and the answer doesn’t lie in
the hands of disconnected professionals. “To put it a different way, if I’m ever in a serious
accident, I don’t want to be treated by a professor in medical science. Get me one of those
doctors who spent a lot of time in emergency rooms. That’s where grassroots have been
trained-in the emergency rooms of civil society. They are civic ‘trauma’ specialists. They get
the worst cases, the so-called hopeless cases. People come to them smashed, broken, bleeding,
barely breathing.... Grassroots leaders send them back into the world healed and transformed and
now capable of transforming others.” (1998: 153)

The involvement of grassroots organizations, including those motivated by faith, is not in
question. They will continue to do what they have always done. How well they do their work,
and the degree of impact they can have in individual communities, however, will depend on
funding, resources and opportunities afforded them in carrying out their missions. In reviewing
some of the literature relevant to the topic of the faith-based approaches to crime prevention and
justice, and in getting to know the programs and understanding various perspectives on the issue,
we would offer the following thoughts for consideration:

1.

2.

3.

4.

The Charitable Choice clause of the 1996 welfare reform law, and the proposed Charitable
Choice Expansion Act, were never intended as affirmative action programs for faith-based
organizations. They are only intended to aZZow such groups to compete for government
funding in the same way as any other organization.

As with Charitable Choice, safeguards should be built into any future initiatives in order to
prevent individuals from being forced to participate in faith-based programs if they choose
not to, to protect the rights of the faith-based groups to retain their religious identity, and to
justify the states’ actions in assuring that government monies accessed through these
provisions are being used to achieve the expressed goals, not to merely further the religious
activities of a congregation.

A growing body of evidence suggests faith-based organizations are effective agents,
especially regarding the more challenging personal problems. To deny their participation is
to cut off one of the proven solutions to the myriad problems facing communities today.

The discussion of faith-based approaches can no way be interpreted as a denial of the success
of many secular programs as well. Each program must be evaluated on its own merits, not
approved or denied solely because of its orientation to the problem.
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5. Ail contracts with service organizations should be performance based. In evaluating any
program, the focus needs to be on outcomes. All programs should be required to prove their
success rate in preventing crime, decreasing recidivism rates, improving the quality of life for
at-risk youth, or whatever the expressed goals.

6. Participants should always be given the choice of either a religious or secular program. This
ensures legal protection and is good policy. Voucher systems are sometimes a practical
solution in assuring such individual choice.
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Distributed by Mr. Ronald Beyah
Wisconsin Council of Muslim Prisons
(4/21/99)

From The Book:

“A TORCHLIGHT FOR AMERICA”

BY

The Honorable Minister Louis Farrakhan

THE PURPOSE OF EDUCATION (Pages 47-52)

Let’s deal with what education is supposed to be as opposed to what it is in America. One of the things
that separates man from beast is knowledge. Knowledge feeds the development of the human being so
that the person can grow and evolve into Divine and become one with the Creator. It’s not one’s
maleness or femaleness, being black or being white, rather it is our growth and reflection of knowledge
that distinguishes us from the lower forms of life.

Education is supposed to be the proper cultivation of the gifts and talents of the individual through the
acquisition of knowledge. Knowledge satisfies our natural thirst for gaining that which will make us one
with our Maker. So true education cultivates the person - mind, body and spirit - by bringing us closer to
fulfilling our purpose for being, which is to reflect Allah (God).

The second purpose for education, after self-cultivation, is to teach us how to give proper service to self,
family, community, nation and then to the world.

The problem in today’s education is that the root motivation is the acquisition of wealth and material
things rather than cultivation of the human spirit. In a study conducted by Dr. Harold Stevenson,
professor of psychology at the University of Michigan (in which he compared American schools to those
in East Asia) the educational deficiencies of America’s youth were traced to the motivational forces
promoted by America’s culture. In response to a “wish” question, Chicago children tended to wish for
money and material objects while Beijing children wished for educational goals. Dr. Stevenson
concluded that “clearly, a challenge in the U.S. is to create a greater cultural emphasis on education
and academic success. But we must also make changes in the training of teachers and in their
teaching schedules, so that they, too, will be ableto incorporate sound teaching practices into their
daily routines.”

PUT GOD FIRST

True and proper education starts with the knowledge of God. And yet God is taken out of the schools. It
is ridiculous that the school day does not begin with prayer. God is the author of all knowledge, so why
should He be taken out of the schools?

Recognition of God is the proper beginning point for understanding every discipline. If we cannot honor
God, the Supreme Teacher, then how can the children honor their teachers? We have this thing all
backwards. You don’t pledge your allegiance to a flag, which is merely the symbol of a nation. You
pledge allegiance to God, and you work for your flag and country.

A while ago I coined the phrase, “he who gives the diameter of your knowledge prescribes the
circumference of your activity.” If you gain a limited knowledge then you restrict the possibilities of what
you can and will achieve. The capacity of man’s brain is infinite. Therefore, the greater one’s knowledge
grows, the greater becomes one’s sphere of activity until it encompasses and reflects mastery of self
and mastery of the universe.



The knowledge of God is infinite. I would argue that leaving God out of our schools limits our education
and confines the scope of what we are equipped to do and achieve.

As an example, in the recent movie on Malcolm X we saw a young man who looks like many young
men today, except that he rose from a low life of crime and ignorance into the man who a great many
now admire. Malcolm rose to his heights because he was taught the knowledge of God, self and others
by the Honorable Elijah Muhammad. Because Malcolm was taught outside of the sphere of white
supremacist teaching, he never lost a debate, even against the most learned of the society and even
though he had just an eighth-grade education. God was present and foremost in Malcolm’s “true”
education, and this is why he achieved what for others would be an impossibility.

TEACH THE TRUE KNOWLEDGE OF SELF AND OTHERS

Every human being requires a knowledge of self as part of the proper cultivation of the divinity that is in
them. Additionally, and if we hope to live together in peace with others in the society, we must know
something of the cultures that make up this so-called melting pot.

A new public school system should relate the curriculum to the self. When we see the curriculum as an
outgrowth of self, then we can identify with the curriculum, giving us an incentive to learn. In the
Muhammad University of Islam school system, our students’ learning is facilitated because they identify
with the subjects. They are taught that they are the subject. They are taught, “I am chemistry.” Not, “I
am a student of chemistry,” rather, “I am biology. I am economics. I am history. I am mathematics.”
When we relate the forces within self to the forces that lie outside the self, this connects us to subjects
we are studying in a manner that we can ultimately master these subjects.

Our bodies are controlled by the mind. So mastering economics should not be as difficult with this
thought in mind. This body takes in and eliminates what is wasteful. Therefore, this body is economics
and since I am the master of this body, I can master economics.

It’s imperative to teach people about themselves, their history, their bodies and their nature so that they
can become self masters. Mastery of self is the k&y to mastery of all disciplines because in some way
every discipline is present within ourselves.

Once we have a mastery of self-knowledge, it’s important to be taught the true history of the other
people who make up this country. This promotes mutual respect for the members of the human family,
lending to a peaceful and productive society.

This is why black history should be studied, not only by black people but by white people. As we have
developed a respect for white people by knowing their history and great accomplishments, whites will
develop a respect for black, native American and Hispanic people and all the peoples of the Earth when
they know the histories and contributions of others to the onward march of civilization in a pluralistic
society such as they claim this is.

,

It is absolutely a vital necessity that the people who make up America should be a part of the study of
those who call themselves Americans, and in that way we grow to respect one another. Even if we never
grow to love one another, mutual respect is all that is really required to make the nation truly great.

If America believes in pluralism, a new system of education must be developed that gives all human
beings their proper due. The current study of American history is nothing more than the indoctrination of
Americans in the ideas of white supremacy and black inferiority. At best, blacks, Hispanics and Native
Americans learn how to use wit and skill to maneuver in a hostile environment, but they are not taught
how to create new circumstances that make freedom, justice and equality, life, liberty and the pursuit of
happiness realities instead of just words on a piece of paper.

The fundamental philosophies of Western civilization are rooted in white supremacy. You can’t bring a
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black child into that kind of educational environment and produce a child who loves and respects itself.
You produce a child who bows down to white people and looks at white people as being God. I’m not
saying it’s wrong to respect another human being, but it is totally inappropriate to worship another
human being - who is no better than yourself - as though they are a god beside Allah (God).

If whites patterned themselves after God then we could follow them. But they have done quite the
contrary. And so we can’t follow their example and permit our children to be destroyed with false
knowledge that breeds in white children a superior attitude and breeds a sense of inferiority in black
children and an attitude that says we can not accomplish what we will.

This is why Malcolm X left school and went into criminal life. There seems to be a practice of identifying
young, brilliant black children, particularly black boys, and casting in their minds suggestions that
stagnate their development and kill their upward movement. Evil suggestions were made to Malcolm, to
me (and others in the past) as students in the school system. I know that these same evil suggestions
are being made to tens of thousands of today’s young black children.

One of America’s greatest crimes was and is depriving us totally of the knowledge of self. This is a
crime of immeasurable dimension. Having been deprived of the richness of our history deprives us of the
springs and motives of human action that would tell us the possibilities that are within us. If you know
what your forebears did, then you know the realm of possibility for you. If you are deprived of that
history, then you have nothing to connect yourself to as a person. You are left vulnerable to attach
yourself to the circumstances you are given, and in a white society everything that is given to us has
Eurocentric perspective that has historically been hostile to black people.

We as black people never, therefore, get a root in ourselves, but focus instead on white people - their
vision and accomplishments - as the standard by which we judge our possibilities. Further, we are
subtly and overtly taught that we can never measure up to them and achieve their level of
accomplislunents  because, by nature, we are inferior beings.



Distributed by Bobby Bullet St. Germahe(4/21/09)
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Abowmal Promfor Semce

1. To ensure that Aboriginal offenders are provided with an equitable
opportunity to practice their culture ‘and traditions without discrimination
and with an opportunity to implement traditional Aboriginal healing
practices.

2. To recognize and respect that Aboriginal cultures and traditional
practices contribute to the holistic healing of the Aboriginal offender and
his or her eventual reintegration into society.

3. To recognize that Aboriginal offenders have the cdllective and
individual right to maintain and develop their distinct identities and
characteristics including the right to identify themselves as Aboriginal.

4. To ensure and recognize that Aboriginal offenders have the right to
practice and revitalize their cultural traditions and customs including the
preservation, protection and access to cultural sites, ceremonial objects
and traditional medicines.

5. To ensure that the needs of all Aboriginal offenders are identified and
that programs and services are developed and maintained to meet those
needs.

Pefinitions;

6. “Aboriginal” means Indian, Inuit, or Metis.

7. “Aboriginal Community” means a First Nation, Tribal Council, Band,
Community Organization or other group with predominsntly Aboriginal
leadership.



Defmitiw Continued:

8. “Cultural Ceremonies” include, but are not necessarily limited to, the
following:

- Sweat Lodge Ceremonies;
- Healing Lodge Ceremonies;
- Traditional Pow Wows;
- Changing of Seasons Ceremonies;
- Sundance Ceremonies;
- Healing Circles;
- Sacred Circles;
- Pipe Ceremonies;
- Potlatches;
- Fasts;
- Feasts;
- Tea Ceremonies.

9. “Ceremonial Objects n Include objects deemed by Traditional Elders
as Sacred or Ceremonial in nature and include, but are not necessarily
limited to the following:

- Medicine Bundles and Bags;
- Ceremonial Pipes;
- Colored Cloth Flags;
- Sweat Lodges;
- D r u m s ;  *
- Abalorie  Shells;
- Rattles;

- Eagle Feather and Fans.

10. “Culture” in;;ludes an integrated pattern of human Knowledge,
Beliefs and Behavior that depends upon human capacity for learning and
transmitting knowledge to succeeding generations: the Customary Beliefs,
Spiritual Forms, Social Forms, Language and material.

(2)
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Defin. . .ItIons Contmued,.

16. “Traditional Medicine” includes medicines as identified by a
traditional Elder as having healing potential and includes, but is not
necessarily limited to:

- Sage;
- Sweet Grass;
- Sacred Water;
- Cedar;
- Tobacco;
- Medicine Water.

17. “Smudging Materials” means Sweet Grass, Sage, Cedar, Tobacco or
any other substance which is burned or otherwise used for ceremonial
purification. The act of purification or blessing is referred to as
“Smudging”.

. .nst&honal  Resnonsibilities:

18. The Medicine Bundle of an Elder shall not normally be touched,
except by the owner, during any required security inspection, and shall not
normally be subjected to X-ray or cross-gender inspections.

19. Elders who are engaged to attend to inmates shall be accorded, in all
respects, including compensation, the same status as Chaplains and
Priests. The exception shall be their title if they choose not to be referred
to as Chaplains or Priests. In consequence. Elders shall have the same
freedom of movement within institutions, have the same opportunities to
participate in the case management process, and shall be extended the
same privileges and support which are provided Chaplains and Priests.

20. Aboriginal inmates shall be permitted personal possession and use of
smudging material, required for spiritual practices, upon approval of the
Institutional Head in consultation with an Elder or Aboriginal Advisory
body.

(4)
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Jnstitutional &sDonsibilities  Cantinued:

21. Aboriginal Inmates shall be permitted personal possession of
Medicine Bundles and other sacred objects which have been provided or
sanctioned by an Elder whose services to inmates have been solicited by
the institution. Any required security examination of such Bundles or

. objects shall normally be accomplished by having the owner manipulate
them for visual inspection by the examining officer.

22. The institution shall recognize and respect that Aboriginal offenders
have a wide and purposeful concept of family. Thus, decision makers,
when exercising discretion involving an assessment of family
relationships, must incorporate, understand, accept and honor the extended
family relationships, of Aboriginal offenders.

(5)
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. . . . . .
Tradltmal Abcmpmal Spmtual Prattiw

. . .iectwes,

1. To provide consistency and continuity in the traditional spiritual
services provided to Aboriginal offenders for rehabilitation purposes,

2. To provide support for Aboriginal Spiritual Leaders engaged by the
institution to attend to the spiritual needs of Aboriginal offenders.

EnFapement  of Elders:

3. Contract managers shall consult with Aboriginal communities, regional
Aboriginal committees and/or councils of Elders for the purpose of:

a. Identifying Aboriginal Elders who are suitable to attend to the
spiritual needs of Aboriginal offenders: and

b. Ensuring that traditional spiritual practices offered are
consistent with the generally accepted practices within the
area.

Levels of Service:

4. Institutions shall provide the same level of Elder spiritual services for
Aboriginal inmates as is provided by Chaplains and Priests for non-
Aboriginal inmates.

5. The amount of time devoted to the conduct of group ceremonies should
be left to the discretion of the Elders engaged to provide spiritual services
to the Aboriginal offenders.

(6)



6. Aboriginal Elders shall be engaged to provide individual counseling
services to Aboriginal offeriders.

Space for Soiritual Activities;

7. Elders shall be provided space which is commensurate with their de
facto status as Chaplains.

8. Institutions shall designate indoor and outdoor space for the conduct of
traditional ceremonies such as Pipe and Sweat Lodge Ceremonies. Where
possible, Sacred Sweat Lodge compounds shall be established in
consultation with the Elders, and shall be rotated regularly in the yard
upon advice of an Elder.

Securitv  Clearances:

9. In consultation with Elders, Aboriginal communities. Native Liaison
Workers, Institutions shall establish standing orders for:

a. The security clearance of Elders and their Bundles;

b. The security inspection of Sacred objects in the authorized
personal possession of inmates.

c. The security inspection of Sacred Sweat Lodge Compounds;
and

d. The protection of Sacred objects and grounds.

(7)
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.Counts Duruw Sacred CeremonieS;

10. Institutions shall establish procedures to obtain reliable counts of
inmates who are participating in Sacred ceremonies. The procedures shall
be developed in consultation with Elders, Native Liaison Workers,
Aboriginal offenders and Aboriginal Communities to ensure that the
ceremonies are not disrupted.

Preparation for Ceremonies;

11. Institutions shall consult the Elders, Native Liaison Workers and
Aboriginal Communities in establishing procedures for the collection and
storage of materials required for ceremonies.

12. If rocks or wood are required, arrangements shall be made to make
vehicles available for their collection, to provide manual assistance or to
provide the money required to secure them.

13. Sweet Grass, Sage or other required smudging substances shall be
harvested by Aboriginal offenders locally when in season, or they should

. be purchased if the Elder considers that to be a suitable alternative.
Appeals may be made to Aboriginal organizations for assistance in
maintaining an adequate supply.



Process for Review of Inmate Religious Practice  Requests Thieszen, Department of‘
Corrections (4/21/99)

Inmates who want to participate in practices and activities that are already taking place at an institution do not go through this process.
They generally contact the chaplain or designated staff person about their interest in participating. The process in DOC 309.61(l)
Wisconsin Administrative Code is used for requests for participation in religious practices that are above and beyond what we already
do. (e.g. adding a new congregate service)

Initiation of Review Process Internal Review Other Input

1. Any inmate may submit a 1. Under
written request to the
institution Warden for--’  .- -- ----
permission to par-tic/pate
in specific religious
practices. This request
must include a statement
that the inmate professes appropriate religious
or adheres to a particular training and decides if the
religion and must specify request can be approved.
the practice of the
religion in which the
inmate requests
permission to participate
in.

2. Any inmate may file a 2. Under Wisconsin Admin.
complaint regarding Code chapter 310
Department rules, living Complaint Procedures, the
conditions, and staff inmate submits a
actions affecting the complaint at the institution
institution environment. level. The Institution

Complaint Examiner

perspectives. This review is
coordinated in the Division
of Adult Institutions. This
generally includes input
from different areas
including:

a) Institution Warden or
designee

b) Institution Security
c) Chaplain
d) DOC Legal Counsel
e) Wisconsin Department

of Justice
f) Central Food

Management if the

Review may also include
consultation:

a) With an outside religious /
spiritual leader or
organization to determine
the extent to which the
request relates to the
religion.

b) With other jurisdictions
including the Federal
Bureau of Prisons and other
states.

Department Secretary for
a decision.
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FAITH-BASED APPROACHES TO CRIME
PREVENTION AND JUSTICE

MEMO NO. 2
April 20, 1999

TO: MEMBERS OF THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON FAITH-BASED
APPROACHES TO CRIME PREVENTION AND JUSTICE

FROM: Mary Matthias and Shaun Haas, Senior Staff Attorneys

SUBJECT: Description of Several Possible Recommendations for Legislation

This Memo was prepared for the Joint Legislative Council’s Special Committee on
Faith-Based Approaches to Crime Prevention and Justice. The Memo describes several propos-
als for consideration by the Special Committee. The proposals were developed based on a
review of testimony and materials presented at previous meetings of the Special Committee.
The basis for a particular proposal is described in background information preceding the descrip-
tion of the proposal.

This Memo is not an exhaustive list of all ideas presented to the Special Committee.
Committee discussion need not be limited to the items set forth in this Memo.

A. RESTORATIVE JUSTZCE

1. Background

At the December 2, 1998 meeting of the Special Committee, Bruce Kittle, Restorative
Justice Project, University of Wisconsin Law School, explained the restorative justice concept.
Additionally, the restorative justice concept is summarized in Part III, Restorative Justice, of
Staff Brief 98- 11, Background Information on Faith-Based Approaches to Crime Prevention and
Justice (December 4, 1998), which was previously distributed to Special Committee members.

Restorative justice represents a mixing of the criminal justice and civil justice systems.
Crime is viewed as an act carried out against the local community as well as the victim.
Although restorative justice may take many forms, as shown in the listing contained in the
Restorative Justice “Backgrounder” in Appendix A to Staff Brief 98-l 1, the practice of restor-
ative justice often involves the offender making some sort of restitution to the victim.
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Restitution is a common result of victim/offender mediation or conferencing. Victim/offender
mediation specifically involves a trained mediator, who may be a volunteer, acting to facilitate a
face-to-face meeting between the victim and offender to express feelings, discuss the harm done
by the crime and negotiate a restitution agreement.

Based on various estimates, more than 300 victim/offender mediation programs are
operating throughout the United States. In Wisconsin, according to spokespersons for the Dane
County Juvenile Offender Conferencing Services Program, victim/offender mediation programs
exist in Dane, La Crosse, Manitowoc and Outagamie Counties; Jefferson County is starting a
similar program.

2. Proposal

Provide funding for one assistant district attorney position in Milwaukee County to
establish and conduct a restorative justice program in Milwaukee County and provide assistance
to other counties wishing to establish such programs. This position could be a permanent
position or a project position. A project position expires after a specified period of time; by
statute, a project position may not exist for more than four years. [s. 230.27, Stats.] A
permanent position has no expiration date.

Based on the proposal in the 1999-01 Budget Bill to permanently fund two assistant
district attorney positions to prosecute cases under the sexual predator law [ch. 980, Stats.], it is
anticipated that this proposal would require a general purpose revenue (GPR) annual appropri-
ation of $76,250.

The assistant district attorney funded under this proposal would be required to submit to
the Department of Administration (DOA) an annual report describing his or her activities, the
numbers of victims and offenders served, the types of crimes involved and the rates of recidi-
vism among offenders served by the program.

1. Backmound

Part IV of Staff Brief 98-l 1, supra, includes a discussion of the Charitable Choice
provision of the Federal Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of
1996. At the December 2, 1998 meeting of the Special Committee, Chairperson Jensen
explained that a state version of the federal Charitable Choice provision had been incorporated in
the 1997-98 Biennial Budget Act (1997 Wisconsin Act 27). These provisions address the issue
of discrimination against religious organizations that apply for Department of Health and Family
Services (DHFS) or Department of Workforce Development (DWD) contracts or grants. (A
copy of the provision applicable to DHFS is attached to this Memo.)

Under the state nondiscrimination provisions, DHFS and DWD are authorized to contract
with, or award grants to, religious organizations on the same basis as any other nongovernmental
provider without impairing the religious character of such organizations and without diminishing
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the religious freedom of beneficiaries of services funded under these programs. The nondiscrim-
ination provisions incorporated into state law include the following requirements:

a. Nondiscrimination against religious organizations. Specify that if DHFS or DWD is
authorized to distribute any grant to, or contract with, a nongovernmental entity, that nongovem-
mental entity can be a religious organization as long as the programs are implemented consistent
with the U.S. Constitution and the Wisconsin Constitution. Prohibit DHFS and DWD from
discriminating against an organization on the basis that the organization has a religious character.

b. Religious character and freedom. Specify that a religious organization that receives
a grant from, or contracts with, DHFS or DWD retains its independence from federal, state and
local governments, including such organization’s control over the definition, development, prac-
tice and expression of its religious beliefs. Prohibit DHFS and DWD from requiring a religious
organization to alter its form of internal governance or remove religious art, icons, scripture or
other symbols as a condition of contracting with, or receiving a grant from, DHFS or DWD.

c. Rights of beneficiaries of services. Specify that if an individual has an objection to
the religious character of the organization or institution from which the individual receives, or
would receive, assistance funded from a program supported with funding administered by DHFS
or DWD, DHFS or DWD would provide the individual services from an alternative provider that
is accessible to the individual.

d. Employment practices. Specify that a religious organization’s exemption recognized
under federal law regarding employment practices [42 U.S.C. s. 2000e-la] are not affected by its
participation in programs administered by DHFS or DWD.

e. Nondiscrimination against beneficiaries. Prohibit a religious organization from dis-
criminating against an individual in regard to rendering services funded under any DHFS or
DWD program on the basis of religion, a religious belief or refusal to actively participate in a
religious practice.

f. Fiscal accountability. Specify that any religious organization that receives grant
funding from, or contract with, DHFS or DWD is subject to the same laws and rules as other
contractors to account in accord with generally accepted auditing principles for the use of these
funds. If the religious organization segregates funding from DHFS or DWD into separate
accounts, only the financial assistance provided with these funds is subject to an audit.

g. Limitations on the use of funds for certain purposes. Prohibit any religious organiza-
tion that receives funding from DHFS or DWD from expending any of those funds for sectarian
worship, instruction or proselytization.

At its March 11, 1999 meeting, the Special Committee heard testimony from Carl
Esbeck, Professor of Law, University of Missouri, who said he was involved in writing the
federal Charitable Choice provision. He expressed the view that the Charitable Choice law is
consistent with the Free Exercise and Establishment Clauses of the U.S. Constitution. Professor
Esbeck’s view was supported in testimony from William Mellor, President and General Counsel,
Institute for Justice, Washington, D.C.
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A cautionary viewpoint on this issue was expressed at this meeting by Steven K. Green,
Legal Director, Americas United for Separation of Church and State. Specifically, Mr. Green
suggested that any state program that involves religiously affiliated agencies must adhere to four
requirements: (a) state moneys may not be used to fund any religiously oriented programs; (b)
the state must not contract with, make referrals to or provide grants to organizations that have a
primary or substantial goal of conversion or proselytization; (c) the state may refer individuals to
nonfunded faith-based programs provided the programs have a primarily secular goal and secu-
lar-based alternatives are available; and (d) neither the state nor any grantee may require
participation in any religious activity. Jeffrey *Kassell,  Attorney, Freedom from Religion
Foundation, Madison, expressed support for Mr. Green’s view of constitutional restrictions on
state funding of religious organizations.

,

In rebuttal testimony, Professor Esbeck expressed the view that Mr. Green and Mr.
Kassell had relied heavily in their remarks on the U.S. Supreme Court case of Bowen  v. Ken-
drick,,  487 U.S. 589 (1988) and observed that this case had been superseded by three cases with
Agostini v. Felton, 521 U.S. 203 (1997), being the last expression of the view of the U.S.
Supreme Court on this issue. He said that a review of the Agostini case shows that the Court is
close to embracing the “neutrality” principle. Under the neutrality principle, explained Professor
Esbeck, the Establishment Clause of the U.S. Constitution is not violated by allowing all provid-
ers of social services to participate in a state program without regard to religion. Under this
principle, the question that matters is not “who is the provider?’ but “how is the money being
spent”?

2 .  ProDosal

a. Recommend the enactment of legislation comparable to the nondiscrimination statu-
tory provisions that currently apply to the DHFS and DWD, as described above, and apply these
provisions to:

(1) The Department of Corrections (DOC). The nondiscrimination provision
would enable the DOC to contract with, and distribute grants to, religious
organizations on the same basis as any other nongovernmental provider
without impairing the religious character of such organizations and without
diminishing the religious freedom of beneficiaries of services funded under
these programs. An example of a DOC program to which this provision
may apply is the Youth Gang Diversion Grant Projects funded by the Divi-
sion of Juvenile Corrections. Currently, five Youth Gang Diversion Grant
Projects are being funded--two in Racine County and one each in Milwau-
kee, Kenosha and Brown Counties. The primary goal of all five projects is-
to divert youth from gang activities and into protective activities, including
appropriate educational, recreational and employment programs, and alcohol
or other drug abuse education and treatment services.

(2) Counties. Counties receive both federal and state funds which are used for
substance abuse and crime prevention efforts directed at at-risk youth. An
example of one of these programs is the Community Aids Program which
distributes state and federal funds to counties to support community, social,
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mental health, developmental disabilities and substance abuse services. The
nondiscrimination provision would enable counties to contract with, and
distribute community aids funds to, religious organizations to perform these
services provided the organizations comply with the law.

b. The Special Committee could sponsor a letter to state agencies to which the nondis-
crimination provisions apply encouraging them to engage in an outreach effort directed at
religious organizations that would inform them of the protection against state interference with
religious practices contained in law.

C. VALUES-BASED PRISON REHABZLZTATZON

1. Backaround

Part II A. of Staff Brief 98-l 1 provides detailed information regarding the InnerChange
Freedom Initiative in Texas. InnerChange is a Christian-based immersion-style rehabilitation
program which is operated within the state prison and paid for by Prison Fellowship Ministries.
Currently, there is no program of this type in operation in any of Wisconsin’s correctional
facilities.

At its first meeting, the Special Committee heard testimony regarding the benefits to
inmates of the practice of religion. Walt Thieszen, Chief of Program Services, Division of Adult
Institutions, DOC, stated that the practice of religion by inmates helps them keep continuity with
their community and fosters reintegration into that community upon discharge. Lisa Whitney of
Prison Fellowship Ministries said that studies have shown that the recidivism rate of inmates
who participate in faith-based programs in prison is lower than that for inmates who do not
participate in the programs.

2. Proposal

Require DOC to issue a request for proposals for, and facilitate the operation of, a
values-based, rehabilitation program to be operated by a private organization in a portion of the
new Milwaukee alcohol and other drug abuse (AODA) treatment facility which is scheduled to
open in January 2001.

Although the program would not be required to be faith-based, if the proposal described
in Section B. was adopted, DOC could permit a faith-based organization to operate the program.

Provide all of the following:

l DOC shall provide all services and staffing to the portion of the facility in
which the program is operated that are provided to other portions of the
facility.

l State funding shall be provided for an evaluation of the effectiveness of
the program in reducing recidivism.
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0 The program will be operated for a limited amount of’ time on a pilot
basis.

l Inmate participation in the program will be voluntary and available to any
eligible inmate regardless of their religious beliefs. Relevant factors not
related to religious beliefs, such as the length of sentence to be served, the
community into which the inmate will be released and an inmate’s ability
to participate in the program, may be considered for determining inmate
participation. An inmate may withdraw from the program at any time.

,

9 An inmate’s participation or lack of participation in the program may not
be considered in any decision relating to the discipline, status or release of
an inmate.

l Assignment of guards and other prison staff to the portion of the facility in
which the program is operating will be voluntary and shall be made
without regard to religious beliefs.

l The program shall provide aftercare services in the community for all
participants upon their release from the facility.

D. GRASSROOTS YOUTH INTERVENTION

1. Background

At its February 23, 1999 meeting, the Special Committee heard testimony from several
speakers involved in grassroots youth intervention in inner-city neighborhoods. Robert Wood-
son, President of the National Center for Neighborhood Enterprises, stated that neighborhood
organizations are society’s healing agents. He explained that crime prevention and social inter-
vention efforts which are “parachuted in,” and have no connection to the neighborhood, are
ineffective. Mr. Woodson stated that currently, the people and organizations that are successful
at fighting crime generally are not receiving any of the government crime prevention funding
that is available, typically because they do not have the resources or technical expertise neces-
sary to successfully compete for government-provided grants.

2. Proposal

Specify that a certain amount of the funds available under the Community Youth Grants
Program be provided to one or more specified organizations, to be identified by the Special
Committee, that engage in values-based crime prevention efforts among youth in inner-city
communities. Provide that these organizations are not required to participate in a competitive
process to receive funding.

The Community Youth Grants Program, as proposed to be created in the 1999-01 Budget
Bill (1999 Assembly Bill 133 and Senate Bill 45), is a competitive grant program administered
by the DWD for programs that improve social, academic and employment skills of youth from



Temporary Aid for Needy Families (TANF)-eligible families. The Governor’s budget bill pro-
vides $5,000,000 in 1999-00 and $15,000,000  in 2000-01 for community youth grants.

The budget bill specifies that the Safe and Sound Initiative in the City of Milwaukee and
the Wisconsin Good Samaritan Project may receive grant moneys under the Community Youth
Grants Program without participating in a competitive process. The budget bill does not specify
the amount of funds which may be provided to those organizations.

E. GRANT FOR VALUES-BASED NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION INCUBATOR

1 .  Backmound

At its January and February meetings, the Special Committee heard from several speak-
ers that many values-based neighborhood organizations do not have the time, resources or
technical expertise to gain access to sources of funding which are available. In addition, many
such organizations may not be aware of the new nondiscrimination provisions (a.k.a., Charitable
Choice) which apply to them.

2. Proposal

Provide a grant of up to $100,000 to a nonprofit organization to act as a “values-based
organization incubator.” The grant would be administered by DHFS. The organization receiv-
ing the grant would be required to provide all of the following to values-based nonprofit
organizations:

l Information regarding the various sources of funding available to
values-based organizations.

l Liaison services between the organizations it serves and government
agencies and other entities which provide funding for the types of
activities undertaken by the organizations it serves.

l Outreach and information regarding Charitable Choice.

l Technical and clerical assistance in gaining access to funding.

l Any other assistance which will facilitate the development and
effectiveness of the organizations served.

To be eligible to receive services from the values-based organization incubator, an orga-
nization must be providing or seeking to provide, community services such as youth
intervention, crime prevention, AODA services or offender rehabilitation and must be values-
based.

The organization receiving a grant under the program must provide to DHFS an annual
report describing the services provided, the organizations served and the extent to which the
capacity and effectiveness of those organizations was enhanced by the assistance provided by the
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grantee. The program would be funded by transferring unutilized funds from a minority busi-
ness incubator grant program in the Department of Commerce.
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ATTACHMENT

Section 46.027. Stats.. Nondiscrimination Apainst  Religious Organizations
Provision Pertaining to the Devartment of Health and Familv  Services

46.027 Contract powers. (1) RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATIONS; LEGISLATIVE PURPOSE. The pur-
pose of this section is to allow the department to contract with, or award grants to, religious organiza-
tions, under any program administered by the department, on the same basis as any other nongovern-
mental provider without impairing the religious character of such organizations, and without
diminishing the religious freedom of beneficiaries of assistance funded under such program.

(2) NONDISCRIMINATION AGAINST RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATIONS. If the department is authorized
under ch. 16 to contract with a nongovernmental entity, or is authorized to award grants to a nongov-
ernmental entity, religious organizations are eligible, on the same basis as any other private organiza-
tion, as contractors under any program administered by the department so long as the programs are
implemented consistent with the First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution and article I, section 18
of the Wisconsin Constitution. Except as provided in sub. (lo), the department may not discriminate
against an organization that is or applies to be a contractor on the basis that the organization has a
religious character.

(3) RELIGIOUS CHARACTER AND FREEDOM. (a) The department shall allow a religious orga-
nization with which the department contracts or to which the department awards a grant to retain
its independence from state and local governments, including the organization’s control over the
definition, development, practice and expression of its religious beliefs.

(b) The department may not require a religious organization to alter its form of internal gov-
ernance or to remove religious art, icons, scripture or other symbols in order to be eligible for a con-
tract or grant.

(4) RIGHTS OF BENEFICIARIES OF ASSISTANCE. If an individual has an objection to the religious
character of the organization or institution from which the individual receives, or would receive,
assistance funded under any program administered by the department, the department shall provide
such individual, if otherwise eligible for such assistance, within a reasonable period of time after
the date of the objection with assistance from an alternative provider that is accessible to the individ-
ual. The value of the assistance offered by the alternative provider may not be less than the value
of the assistance which the individual would have received from the religious organization.

(5) EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES. To the extent permitted under federal law, a religious organiza-
tion’s exemption provided under 42 USC 2000e-la regarding employment practices is not affected
by its participation in, or receipt of funds from, programs administered by the department.

(6) NONDISCRIMINATION AGAINST BENEFICIARIES. A religious organization may not discrimi-
nate against an individual in regard to rendering assistance funded under any program administered
by the department on the basis of religion, a religious belief or refusal to actively participate in a
religious practice.

(7) FISCAL ACCOUNTABILITY. (a) Except as provided in par. (b), any religious organization
that contracts with, or receives a grant from, the department is subject to the same laws and rules
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as other contractors to account in accord with generally accepted auditing principles for the use of
such funds provided under such programs.

(b) If the religious organization segregates funds provided under programs administered by
the department into separate accounts, then only the financial assistance provided with those funds
shall be subject to audit.

(8) COMPLIANCE. Any party that seeks to enforce its rights under this section may assert a
civil action for injunctive relief against the entity or agency that allegedly commits the violation.

(9) LIMITATIONS ON USE OF FUNDS FOR CERTAIN PURPOSES. No funds provided directly to
religious organizations by the department may be expended for sectarian worship, instruction or pro-
selytization.

(10) PREEMPTION. Nothing in this section may be construed to preempt any provision of fed-
eral law, the U.S. Constitution, the Wisconsin Constitution or any other statute that prohibits or
restricts the expenditure of federal or state funds in or by religious organizations.


